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A NOTE ON PORTUGUESE ORTHOGRAPHY AND CURRENCY 

Orthography 
I have preserved the original spellings and punctuation in the titles of documents, books, 

and articles. In the text, 1 have attempted to modernize and standardize the spellings of proper 
names. Where a widely-used and accepted English equivalent exists for an individual or place 
name, I have employed it (e.g. Philip for Felipe). But since Portuguese names are most 
frequently left in their original Portuguese, I have continued that practice here. I have also left 
the titles for the inquisitional officials in Portuguese although I have modernized the spelling. In 
the case of the feaniliares, no good English equivalent exists. In the case of the notdrios and 
comissdrios the English equivalents carry too numy connotations that simply do not apply to 
these officials and would only serve to confuse their meaning. For example, notwo is usually 
rendered notary. The notarios who worked in the tribunals did carry out what we would 
understand to be notarial activities, but in Brazil they served most frequently as scribes and 
sometimes performed investigations. Likewise, the English equivalent of comissirio is 
commissioner or commissary. Neither of these terms is useful in conveying the administrative 
and inquisitorial activities that most frequently occupied the comissirios. For these reasons, I 
have retained the Portuguese titles of these non-salaried officials. That said, the titles of the 
inquisitor general (inquisidor gerat), the deputies ((deputados\ and the names of the various 
councils have been translated because English equivalents do not confuse the meaning and are 
often already widely used in English. 

Portugue:« Currency 
The basic unit of currency in colonial Brazil was the real (plural reis) written $100 rs or 
(^.$100. Larger sums were often calculated in mil>r6is (one-thousand riis) written 1$000 rs or 
Rs.l$000, which equaled one conto de riis, written 1:000$000 rs or Rs.l:000$000. Other 
denominations included the pataco ($320 r6is), the tostdo ($100 r^is), the vintim ($020 r€is), the 
meia pataca ($160 rdis), and the cruzado. The value of the cruzado vacillated over time. Until 
1642, it valued around $400 r^is at which time it became $750 r^is. In the 1660s, it was valued 
at 1$000 r^is. By 1718, it had become 4$800 r^is. 
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ABSTRACT 

This study investigates those 1,046 men who applied to work for the Portuguese 

Inquisition in the Captaincy-General of Pemambuco, one of Portugal's oldest, wealthiest, and 

most densely populated colonies in Brazil, between 1613 and 1821. It challenges the ''myth" of 

the Inquisition that continues to obscure our understanding of the Inquisition, the men who ran it, 

and the society that upheld it. The Inquisition's procedures of selection, the privileges it offered, 

the rich symbolic repertoire it utilized, and the institutions it organized, such as the militia 

company of familiares and the brotherhood of St. Peter Martyr, all contributed to the 

construction of inquisitional prestige, honor, power, and status. I show that the Inquisition 

became one of several institutions that supplied the necessary ''proofs" of purity and status that 

many families and individuals needed to legitimize and maintain their social standing. The 

criteria the Inquisition used to select its officials resonated with Pemambucan cultural values and 

had very real applicability in the colony. Inquisitional appointments came to be used in local 

power struggles to discredit rivals and inquisitional authority was abused by those who sought 

personal gain or advantage in personal rivalries. But by the end of the eighteenth century, a 

complex combination of forces, including the restriction of inquisitional privileges, the ideas of 

the Enlightenment, and the elimination of legalized discrimination, coalesced to force open the 

ranks of the Inquisition contributing to a decline in inquisitional power and prestige and an 

accompanying decline in the prestige value of inquisitional appointments and the Inquisition's 

ability to produce and maintain the honor, prestige, status and power it once supplied. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1695, the hopeful Antonio Gonfaives Caraeiro applied to work for the Holy Office of 

the Inquisition as a familiar (i.e., lay official).' Antonio immigrated to Brazil fh>m Portugal in 

the second half of the seventeenth century, married into an established local family, and set 

himself up as a senhor de engenho (the owner of a sugar plantation). He lived on his sugar 

plantation, the Engenho de Maciape, in the parish of Sio Lourenfo da Mata in the bishopric of 

Pemambuco and served as a lieutenant in the local militia unit. By all outward signs, Antonio 

had successfully integrated himself into the local land-owning elite. But something was still 

missing. He lacked the formal recognition of the status he had achieved. His attempt to acquire 

a position as a lay official of the Inquisition was an effort to acquire the "proof of his purity and 

status. 

The local parish priest interviewed eleven of Antonio's fellow sugar planters who gave a 

positive review of his background and character. His application, however, encountered serious 

' In Spain, the familiares were drawu from the young members of the Third Dominican Order 
and it has been assumed that they received the title fiuniliar because they associated so closely 
with the inquisitors whom they protected. See Henry Charles Lea, A History of the Inquisition of 
the Middle Ages, 3 vols. (New York: The MacMillan Company, 1922), I ;381-38S; idem, A 
History ofthe Inquisition of Spain, 4 vols. (New York: The MacMillan Company, 1922), 2:273-
282; Jaime Contreras, El Santo Oficio de la Inqidsicion en Galicia, 1560-1700 (Madrid: Akal 
Editor, 1982), 67; and Stephen Ifaliczer, Inquisition and Society in the Kingdom of Valencia, 
1478-1834 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1990), ISI-1S2. This is, however, false. 
The term had been used in the Iberian peninsula since at least the tenth century to refer to those 
lay persons who took the habit of some religious order and gave all or a part of their possessions, 
and sometimes their very persons, to a monastery or other ecclesiastical or religious order and 
hence became a part of the religious &mily subject to the authority of the prelate. In return th^ 
were often permitted to continue to live on tiie estates th^ donated or to live at the monastery 
and receive food, clothing, and burial in the monastery's cemetery. See Fr. Joaquim de Santa 
ôstkdcWileAto, Elucidaio das palavras, termos efrases que em Portugal antigamente se 

usaram e que hoje regularmeioe se ignoram, 2d. ed., s.v. Tamiliares", 304-30S. 
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problems when the inquisitional officials on the Ilha Terceira in the Azores could not find any 

Information on his grandmother or her family. This failure stalled out the application for twen^ 

years. 

In desperation, Antonio wrote a letter to the Inquisition in Lisbon complaining that his 

personal credit and good reputation were suffering great damage; the stalled application had 

raised questions about the "purity of his blood" (limpeza de sangue; i.e. no non-Christian 

ancestry). His sons also suffered because those who had testified in Antonio's inquiry knew that 

he had not received the appointment, and they spread the rumor that the Inquisition had 

discovered a "defect" in the family. Because of the rumors, Antonio's sons were not allowed to 

become priests. Antdnio pleaded with the Inquisition "for the love of God" to defer to him for 

these "just reasons" and grant him the position of familiar.^ The Inquisition never responded to 

his request. 

This study investigates those 1,046 men who, like Antdnio Gon9alves Cameiro, applied 

to work for the Inquisition in the Captaincy-General of Pemambuco, one of Portugal's oldest, 

wealthiest, and most densely populated colonies in Brazil, between 1613 and 1821. 

In investigating the men who applied to work for the Inquisition in Pemambuco, this 

study necessarily deals with the techniques used to control or repress heretical behaviors or 

beliefs. But those techniques, which have been well documented elsewhere, are not the main 

focus of my research.^ 

^ ANTT, HSO, Antdnio, 209/3127. 
^ For works that describe the inquisitional techniques used to control and repress heretical beliefs 
and behaviors see, Anita Novinsity, A Inquisigdo (SSo Paulo: Brasiliense, 1982); Antdnio Jos£ 
Saralva, Inquisigdo e Crist3os-Ndvos, 6th edition (Lisbon: Editora Estampa, 1994); Francisco 
BeAencourt, Historia das Inquisigdes: Portugal, Espanha, e Italia (Lisbon: Temas e Debates, 
19^; and collections of studies on the Inquisition, such as Anita NovinslQ^ and M. Luiza Tucci 
Cameiro, eds., Inquisigelo: Ensaios sobre mentalidade, heresias e arte (Rio de Janeiro: 
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Instead, I seek to understand the institutional structure of the Inquisition in colonial 

Pemambuco and how it facilitated the production and legitimization of honor, prestige, and 

status. The inquisitional procedures and practices of selection, the institutional organizations, 

such as the militia company and brotherhood, the privileges, and the rich symbolic repertoire all 

contributed to the construction of a relatively closed "status group." The term is used here in the 

Weberian sense of a group of people within a larger communiQr who retain "effective claim to 

social esteem in terms of positive or negative privileges..which create both distance and 

exclusiveness. Status is here understood as a "quality of social honor or a lack of it" and is often 

based on style of life, occupation, formal education, and prestige.^ Through these techniques and 

others, the Inquisition also constructed its own power and authority. 

James Given has argued that the power of the medieval Inquisition in Languedoc ^^sted 

on the activity of its members, on its "strategies, techniques, resources and organization," and on 

the structures of the society in which it functioned. The manner in which these resources 

articulated with one another facilitated and constrained the actions of the Inquisition, its ofHcials, 

and the people it sought to control.^ I have borrowed this conception of inquisitional power as 

well as Given's notion of power as a form of production. The Inquisition had to draw fh}m the 

raw material available to it in colonial Pemambuco, which was already organized into "various 

Expressdo e Cultura, 1992); and Maria Helena Carvalho dos Santos, ed., Inquisifdo, 3 vols. 
(Lisbon: Universit^*a Editora, 1989). 
* See Max Weber, Economy cmd Society: An Outline of Interpretive Sociology, eds. Guenther 
Rpth and Claus Wittich, 2 vols. (New York: Bedminster Pre^ 1968), 1:305-307; Max Weber, 
"Class, Status, and Party," in Class, SteOus, and Power: Social Stratification in Comparative 
Perspective, eds. Reinhard Bendix and Seymour Martin Lipset (New York: The Free Press, 
1966), 21-27. 
^ See James Given, Inquisitional and Medieval Society: Power, Discipline, tmd Resistance in 
Languedoc (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1997), 3-4,23-24 and idem, "The Inquisitors of 
Languedoc and the Medieval Technology of Power," in The American Historical Review 94, no. 
2 (April 1989): 337. 
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competing and cooperating social groups, and transform them... into organized groups that 

[could] produce the desired conunodity."^ In this case, the conunodities were status, prestige, 

honor, power, and authority. 

This study demonstrates how the Inquisition constructed and legitimized social status. I 

show that the Inquisition became one of several institutions that supplied the necessary "proofs" 

of purity and status that many families and individuals, such as Antonio Gonfalves Cameiro, 

needed to legitimize and maintain their social standing. But by the end of the eighteenth century, 

a complex combination of forces coalesced to force open the status group which contributed to a 

decline in inquisitional power and prestige and an accompanying decline in the prestige value of 

inquisitional appointments and tlie Inquisition's ability to produce and maintain its status group. 

I also show how inquisitional ideals of purity and comportment articulated with existing 

cultural values and social ideals to produce honor and prestige in colonial Pemambuco. This 

important social fimction the Inquisition fulfilled helps explain similar dynamics elsewhere in 

Latin America where the Inquisition persisted even when limited geographic reach and 

increasingly limited repressive capacity no longer seemed to justify its continued existence. This 

study also shows how metropolitan and imperial institutions were adapted and reshaped in the 

colony and how they were appropriated by colonials and utilized in local conflicts. It also 

highlights the fact that ambiguity was a feature of colonial rule. Likewise, this'study shows that 

^ James Given borrows Foucault's "technology of power" here. See Given, Inquisitional and 
Medieval Society, 23-24. It is not my intention to engage in a debate about what is ultimately the 
best definition of power. I have drawn on Weber's concept of power as the "probability that one 
actor within a social relationship will be in a position to cany out his own will despite resistance 
..." Both Weber and Foucault recognize that power is amorphous in nature and diat everyone 
at sometime will be in a position to exercise it and that resistance is inherent in the exercise of 
power. See Weber, Economy and Society, 1.53; and Michel Foucault, Power/Knowledge: 
Selected Interviews and Other Writings 1972-1977, ed. Colin Goerdon (New York: Pantheon 
Books, 1980), 119,141,412. 
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the long-held notions, within the historiography, of the innate hostility between merchants and 

planters and immigrants and native-bom Brazilians in colonial Brazil and the existence of rigid 

social hierarchies are not always meaningful/ 

Finally, I endeavor to recover the officials of the Inquisition from the "myth" of the 

Inquisition. The "existing studies [of the Inquisition] furnish a frequently 'fleshless' image of 

the tribunals of faith."^ As a result, the Inquisition has become a great faceless and emaciated 

beast. We tend to see an endless stream of accusations, interrogations, trials, torture, and burning 

with often shadowy characters lurking in the background behind the scenes whose identity we do 

not know. We see an Inquisition churning out heretics almost of its own accord with little or no 

consideration for the men and the society that kept the inquisitional machinery running for 285 

years. It is now time to fatten up the inquisitional beast. But this requires a systematic study of 

the officials of the Inquisition and setting aside the inquisitional myth. 

The Myth of the Inqnisitton 

Julio Dantas' 1909 play, Santa Inquisigdo (Holy Inquisition), contains all of the elements 

of the myth of the Inquisition. It has the cold, calculating comiss^o, the mechanically 

emotionless notirio, the rich innocent victim, the confiscation of his property, his beautiful wife 

' and helpless children turned out on the streets, die money-hungry Jew, the nameless familiares, 

the sensual and corrupt inquisitor general, unrestrained power and greed, and, of course, torture 

and terror. 

^ See, for example, Alan K. Manchester, **1116 Rise of the Brazilian Aristocracy," HAHR 11, no. 
2 (May 1931): 145-168; AJ.R. Russell-Wood, Fidaigos and Philanthropists: The Santa Casada 
^Bsericdrdia of Bahia, 1550-1755 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1968); John 
Norman Kennedy, "Bahian Elites, 1750-1822," HAHR 53, no. 3 (August 1973): 415-439. 
* Bethencourt, Historia das Inquisifdes, 11. 
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In the play, the aged inquisitor general has lost his passion for physical torture and 

sensuality and wants to regain his youth. Through the advice of his old fnend, the physician, he 

undertakes an experiment in moral torture. '̂ Experiment, Your Eminence," cajoles the physician. 

the interrogation of a victim .. .To feel a soul shatter and crack in your hands... 
To see it palpitate with pain, flber by fiber! The torture of the body is brutal. It 
is coarse. For the soul of an Italian artist, such as Your Eminence, the elegance 
resides in the moral torment.' 

The inquisitor general finds his new art both satisfying and rejuvenating. The rich victim 

and his beautiful wife become his hapless pawns as he forces each of them to publicly admit the 

shame brought upon them by the Inquisition's rapacious greed. All the while, the inquisitor 

general revels in their agony and finds the rejuvenation he sought. 

Those who embark on a study of the Inquisition immediately confront this "myth."'° The 

myth developed in the sixteenth century as Protestant war propaganda against the imperial and 

religious power of Spain in Europe. The myth soon enveloped Portugal, which remained a 

bastion of Catholic power in Europe." Drawing on exaggerated reports and focusing only on a 

' Julio Dantas, Santa Inquisig3o (Lisbon: Arthur BrandSo, 1909), 95. Referring specifically to 
the Portuguese Inquisition, Voltaire employed the ruthless, self-serving, and sensual side of this 
myth in Candida (I7S9). See Fran9ois Mauie Arouet de Voltaire, Candide and related 
texts/Voltaire, trans. David Wooton (Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Company, 2000). 

For a complete and well-documented discussion of the creation and use of this myth, see 
Edward Peters, Inquisition (Berkel^: University of California Press, 1988). 
" For three of the most widely circulated critiques of the Portuguese Inquisition, see Charles 
Dellon, NarraqSo da Inquisigdo de Goa, trans. Miguel Vicente de Abreu (Lisbon: Edif des 
Anti'gona, 1996); Hippolyto Joseph da Costa Pereira Furtado de Mendonfa, Ndrrativa da 
perseguig3o de Hippolyto Joseph da Costa Pereira Furtado de Mendonga, natural da Colonia 
do Sacramento, no Rio-da-Prata. Prezo e processado em Lisboa pelo pretenso crime de Fra-
magon oupereiro livre, 2 vols. (London: W. Lewis, 1811) and David Nieto, Noticias Reconditas 
del procedimento de las Inquisiciones de Espanay Portugal con sus Presos; Dividas en dos 
Partes, la primeira en Idioma Portuguez, la Segiauki en Castellano; Deduzidas de Autores 
Catholicos Apostolicos Romanos, Eminentes por Dignidad, o por Letras Obra tan curiosa como 
Instructiva, Con^ilada, por un Autor Anonimo En Villa Franca. / 720 (London: 1720). For a 
discussion of Dellon and Nieto and anti-Portuguese propa^andm see Augusto da Silva Carvalho, 
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narrow set of inquisitional practices, particularly the techniques of secrecy, torture, and the 

confiscation of property, the myth created an image of a tyrannical institution that was the enemy 

of all true religion, artistic expression, scientific and intellectual inquiry, political liberties, and 

the cause of the supposed political, economic, and cultural deterioration of the States that 

sustained it.'̂  The Inquisition was portrayed in opposition to society as an outside, unwanted, 

and unjust imposition. This image remained popular well into the nineteenth century. It was 

only in the last half of the nineteenth century when inquisitional records became more readily 

available and historians were able to distance themselves from the heated polemic of the 

preceding centuries that more or less unimpassioned studies of the institution began to appear. 

Even then, they retained the structure of the myth. 

After several decades of disinterest in inquisitional studies in the first half of the 

twentieth century, the myth of the Inquisition was reincarnated.^^ The old myth was no longer 

needed, but it reappeared in a new form-reworked and rehabilitated to serve the political 

interests of modem novelists, playwrights, journalists, politicians, and philosophers. The rich 

and powerful imagery the myth had inspired, provided a symbolic firework for critiquing and 

explaining the powerful and threatening ideologies and practices that so complicated politics and 

international relations in the twentieth century. Thus, at least one play produced in Brazil in the 

**001$ processos da Inquisifio interesantes para a histdria da propaganda contra este tribunal," 
Anais da Academia Portuguesa da Historia 9 (194S): 47-91. 

For examples of recent studies which assert that the Inquisition hurt the Portuguese economy, 
see L.M.E. Shaw, Trade. Inquisition and the EnglishNation in Portugal, I650'1690 
(Manchester: Carcanet Press, 1989); Celia Freire A. Fonseca, "Com^rcio e Inquisifio no Brasil 
do swulo XVm," in InquisiQdo: Ensaios sohre mentalidade, heresias e arte, Anita 
NovinslQr and M. Luiza Tucci Caraeiro (Rio de Janeiro: ExpressSo e Cultura, 1992), 195-207. 
" This disinterest was due, in part, to the turmoil of two world wars, the relocation of the 
inquisitional archives in Spain, and a shift in the direction of historical research. After 1945, 
when researchers began to turn to social and economic history, th^r rediscovered inquisitional 
records and found that, in them, they could discover *^6 people without history." 
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1960s used the Inquisition as a metaphor for intolerance and State-supported repression by the 

military dictatorship then in power. A Portuguese play, also staged in the 1960s, relied on the 

same metaphor to criticize the dictatorial regime of Dr. Salazar.''* New reinvigorated versions of 

the myth also came to be applied to the United States during the McCarthy era, to Fascist Italy, 

Soviet Russia,'̂  and Communist Poland.'̂  

Likewise, it should come as no surprise that the new reinvigorated myth appears in loose 

and unsystematic comparisons sometimes made between the Inquisition and Nazi Germany.'̂  

See George W. Woodyard, "A Metaphor for Repression: Two Portuguese Inquisition Plays," 
Luso-Brazilian Review 10 no. 1 (June 1973); 68-7S, for a discussion of Alfi^o Dais Gomes' 
1966 O Santo Inquerito, first staged during the Brazilian military dictatorship; and O judeu by 
Portuguese playwright Bernardo Santareno, which was first staged in Lisbon during the Salazar 
dictatorship—released in 1996 as The Jew, directed by Jom Tob Azulay. Several works have 
dealt with Bernardo Santareno's play. See Jose Carlos Sebe Bom Meihy, **Antonio Jos^ da 
Silva: O teatro judaizante. Historia ou Literatura?," in Inquisifdo: Ensaios sobre mentalidade, 
heresias e arte, eds. Anita Novinsky and M. Luiza Tucci Cameiro (Rio de Janeiro: ExpressSo e 
Cultura, 1992), S83-607; Paulo Pereira, "O riso libertador em Antonio Jos^ da Silva, 'o judeu'," 
in Inquisifdo: Ensaios sobre mentalidade, heresias e arte, eds. Anita Novinsky and M. Luiza 
Tucci Cameiro (Rio de Janeiro: Expressio e Cultura, 1992), 608-620; Isolina Bresolin Viana, 
"Antonio Jose da Silva, 'o judeu', e as Obras do Diabinho da MSo Furaeh," in Inquisifdo: 
Ensaios sobre mentalidade, heresias e arte, eds. Anita Novinsl^ and M. Luiza Tucci Cameiro 
(Rio de Janeiro: ExpressSo e Cultura, 1992), 621-637; Francisco Maciel Silveira, **0 Judeu, de 
Bernardo Santareno: O poder das trevas e o santo oflcio da ficf So," in InquisigQo: Ensaios sobre 
mentalidade, heresias e arte, eds. Anita Novinsi^ and M. Luiza Tucci Cameiro (Rio de Janeiro: 
ExpressSo e Cultura, 1992),638-64S. 

An example of this association is clearly seen in the title of a recent book on Stalinist Russia, 
Joshua Rubenstein, Stalin's Secret Pogrom: The Postwar Inquisition of the Jewish Anti-Fascist 
Committee (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2001). 

Peters, 297. The titles of several recent works on United States history illustrate this point. 
Athan G. Theoharis, The Boss: J. Edgar Hoover and the Great American Inquisition 
(Collingdale: John S. Cox Publication, 1998); Larry Ceplair, The Inquisition in Hollywood: 
Politics in the Film Community, 1930-1960 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1983); and 
Griffin Fariello, Red Scare: Memories of the American Inquisition, an Oral History (Somerville: 
Replica Books, 1997). 

See, for example, Anita Novinsky, '*A InquisifSo: Uma revisSo histdrica," in Inquisî do: 
Ensaios sobre mentalidade, heresias e arte, eds. Anita Novinslty and M. Luiza Tucci Cameiro 
(Rio de Janeiro: ExpressSo e Cultura, 1992), 8-9; idem, "A Igreja no Brasil colonial: Agentes da 
InqutsifSo,'* Amtis do Museu Paulista, 33 (1984): 19; and Michael Baigent and Richard Leigh, 
The Inquisition (London: Viking 1999), 75. 
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Certainly, one can find similarities in every repressive system, but these loose comparisons 

generally obscure more than they reveal, and they do not go veiy far in helping us understand the 

Inquisition or Luso-Brazilian socieQr. At least in terms of scale, any comparison of the Iberian 

Inquisitions with either Nazi Germany or Soviet Russia are inaccurate and inappropriate. Even 

combined, the Iberian and Latin American Inquisitions came nowhere near to an attempted 

genocide-"culturecide" perhaps-but certainly not genocide. 

The best estimates of those executed by the Portuguese Inquisition show that I,17S 

people were actually executed as a result of inquisitional activity, or less than four percent of 

those punished by the Inquisition. '̂ Certainly, nearly 1,200 executions is no small number, but it 

is not the rampant, uncontrolled, and psychotic pyromania of the thirteenth century, nor the 

genocidal barbarism of Nazi Germany. This repression, which stretched out over nearly three 

centuries, has more in contrast than in comparison to the horrific spectacle of the concentrated 

genocide and repression of Nazi industrial slaughter and Russian political purges. 

Much of the historical production on the Inquisition of the last three decades has 

inadvertently perpetuated the myth by focusing on the victims and techniques of inquisitional 

repression.Like much of the recent work on other areas of the Iberian world, studies using the 

inquisitional records for colonial Brazil have generally focused on understanding the 

" Fortunato de Almeida, Histdria da Igreja em Portugal̂  4 vols. (Porto: Livraria Civiliza(2o, 
1971), 4:287-318. See also Bethencourt, Histdria das Inquisigdes^ 272-27S. 
" For some of the best studies using inquisitional records, see Ronaldo Vainfas, A Heresia dos 
indios: Ctttolicismo e rebeldia no Brasil colonial (SSo Paulo: Companhia das Letras, 199S); 
idem. Tropica dos pecados: Moral, sexualidade e Inquisigdo no Brasil (Rio de Janeiro: Campus, . 
1989); Laura de Mello e Souza, O diabo e a terra de Santa Cruz: Feitigaria e religiositUuie 
popular no Brasil colonial, 2d ed. (SSo Paulo: Companhia das Letras, 1994); idem. Inferno 
atldntico: Demonologia e colonizagdo seculos XVI-XVin (Sio Paulo: Companhia das Letras, 
1993); Anita Novinsky, CristSos novos na Bahia: A Inquisiqdo, 2d ed. (Sio Paulo: Editora 
Perspectiva, 1992); Joŝ  Antdnio Gonsalves de Mello, Gente da nagdo. Cristdos novos e judeus 
em Penumbuco, 1542'1654 (Recife: Editora Massangana, 1989); Luiz Mott, Homosexuais da 
Bahia: Diciondrio Biogrqfico (Sicvlos XVI-XDO (Salvador Editora Grupo Gay da Bahia, 1999). 
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mechanisms of inquisitional repression and control or the study of otherwise difficult topics, 

such as popular religiosity, sexuality, or New Christians and crypto-Jews. Consequently, despite 

the fact that we now know a lot about the groups the Inquisition selected for prosecution, we still 

do not know who served the Inquisition or why they did it. 

The attempt to understand or interpret the Inquisition and "its history in terms of merely 

one of its functions is to interpret it anachronistically."^° The continuing fascination for witches. 

New Christians, homosexuals, errant priests, and bigamists, or any other category of the accused 

as defined by the Inquisition or modem day researchers tends to blur the Inquisition's larger 

program and its application and manipulation of power and the motivations behind inquisitional 

service. '̂ 

The rising tide of inquisitional studies has already begun to wash away much of the 

myth, but one area in particular remains shrouded in myth, exaggeration, misrepresentation, and 

literary hyperbole—the officials of the Inquisition. To date, no book-length study has 

investigated the officials who served the Portuguese Inquisition, whether in Portugal or in Brazil; 

and only a handful of articles have appeared.^ They continue to be portrayed as a "reckless and 

Peters, 99. 
Stuart B. Schwartz discusses this difftculQr in "Somebodies and Nobodies in the Body Politic: 

Mentalities and Social Structures in Colonial Brazil," LARR3\, no. 1 (1996): 128. 
 ̂See NovinslQr, "A Igreja no Brasil colom'al," 17-34; Luiz Mott, InquisifSo em Sergipe 

(Aracajiii: Editora Fundesc, 1989); u/em, "Um nome... em nome do Santo Oflcio: O Cdnego 
Joio Calmon, comissirio da Inquisi9So na Bahia setecentista," Universitas, Cultura, 37 (July-
September, 1986): 15-31; David Higgs, "A recep(3o da revolu92o &ancesa em Portugal e no 
Brasil,** Actasdo Coloquio 2 a9Navembrode 1989(Porto: Universidade do Porto, 1992), 227-
246; u/em, "Comissirios e familiares da Inquisifio no Brasil ao fim do periodo colonial," in 
InqiasifSo: Enscdos sobre metaalidade, heresias e ale, eds. Anita Novinsl^r and M. Luiza Tucci 
Cameiro (Rio de Janeiro: ExpressSo e Cultura, 1992), 374-388. Jos^ Veiga Torres, "Da 
repressio religiosa para a promofio social: A Inquisi9So como instancia legitimadora da 
promofio social da burguesia mercantil," Revista Crttica de Ciincias Sociais 4 (October, 1994): 
109-135; and Daniela Calainho, "Em nome do Santo Oflcio: Familiares da Inquisi9io portuguesa 
no Brasil colonial" (MA Thesis, Universidade Federal do Rio de Janeiro, 1992). ^ contrast, the 
officials of the Spanish Inquisition have received far more attention. See, for example, Heniy 
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evil-minded" "social scourge," and as ruthless spies and unprincipled bandits who acted at will, 

protected by the cloak of inquisitional immunity.^ As a result, in the smattering of articles and 

chapters in longer works, the officials of the Portuguese Inquisition continue to appear as 

shadowy footnotes, and as faceless, largely nameless agents of repression and intolerance. They 

are seen as the agents of Catholic orthodoxy who inspired fear and respect and who wielded the 

terrible power of the Inquisition with impunity. They haunt the pages of inquisitional studies as 

fanatics and spies who infiltrated socieQr, denounced their neighbors, and dragged them away to 

inquisitional prisons. '̂* 

An attempt to set aside the myth and understand the Inquisition and its officials on their 

own terms and in the context of their own times need not be equated with an effort to rehabilitate 

the Inquisition, as some have suggested.^ Such an attempt does not presuppose a denial of either 

Charles Lea, A History of the Inquisition of Spain, 4 vols. (London: MacMillan Company, 1922), 
2:263-284; Contreras, El Santo Oficio, 67-178 (probably the best study on the topic available); 
Haliczer, Inquisition and Society, 151-208; E. Mier, El conflicto del podery el poder del 
conflicto. El familiar de la Inquisicidn, Toribio Sdnchez de Quijano de Cortes (Santander, 1992); 
and Jose Enrique Pasamar Lizaro, Los familiares del Santo Oficio en el distrito inquisitorial de 
Aragon (Zaragoza: Ebro Compsicidn, 1999). 
^ Lea, A History of the Inquisition of the Middle Ages, 1:381-38S; idem, A History of the 
Inquisition of Spain, 2:273-282; Contreras, El Santo Oficio, 67; and Paliczer, Inquisition and 
Society, IS 1-152. 

Novinsky, A InquisigSo, 4; Novinsl^, "A Inquisifio," 4; Calainho, "En nome do Santo 
Oficio," 118. Henry Kamen also argues that the officials of the Inquisition in Spain did not act 
as spies nor did they function as a form of social control. See Henry Kamen, The Spanish 
Inquisition: An Historical Revision (London: Weidenfeld, 1997), 145-148. 
^ Novinsigir, "A Inquisifio," 8. Apologists for the Inquisition have often used the arguments that 
the Inquisition served an important social and religious role, that accounts of its rapacity were 
greatly exaggerated, that torture was only moderately applied, that its severity should be 
compared to other civil and religious institutions, that its victims deserved to be punished, that it 
was really egalitarian in prosecuting all classes and groups of people, and that it did not prejudice 
the development of learning and science. Just as we should not categorically dismiss claims of 
abuse of inquisitional power, we should not simply dismiss the apologists. Both camps retained 
elements of the truth. For a good discussion of inquisitional critics and apologists, see Fr^d6ric 
Max, Prisioneiros da Inquisiqdo: Relato de vitimas das inquisifdes espanhola, portt̂ uesa e 
ronuma transcritos e traduzidos com anotagdes e precedidos por um levantamento historico, 
trans. Jusmar Gomes and Susie Fercik Staudt (Porto Alegre: L&PM, 1991), 51-75. 
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the brutality and coercion inherent in the system or the prejudice and intolerance that fed it. 

Indeed, those who continue to insist that the only legitimate focus of inquisitional studies is the 

sensational, repressive, and perverse side of the institution while ignoring a more holistic 

approach are perhaps guilty of rehabilitating an outdated myth that began as Dutch Protestant 

war propaganda against Spanish imperial domination. Nothing in this work should be constri>ed 

as a defense of the Inquisition. My intention is to deepen our understanding of how and why the 

Inquisition managed to persist for so long and to understand the men who ran it. To do so 

requires research into the men who staffed the Inquisition, to shake off the myths that surround it, 

and to fatten-up our inquisitional beast. This study is the first systematic and empirical study of 

the officials of the Portuguese Inquisition. Although I do not generally deal with the myth 

explicitly in the text, it is always implicit. 

CaptaiBcy-General of Pernambaco 

Pemambuco was established in IS34 as one of several captaincies created by the king D. 

JoSo in*' to counter French dyewood poachers and to establish a firm Portuguese presence in 

Brazil.^^ It was the second largest captaincy and became one of only two of the original 

captaincies that proved viable. Eventually, Pemambuco became a captaincy-general with several 

'subordinate captaincies. The captaincy-general was bounded on the south by the S3o Francisco 

River and on the north by the Pamaiba River. It stretched inland to the line of Tordesillas 

encompassing at least three main morphological zones. 

^ In Portuguese, the title Dom and Dona are required before the names of kings md queens and 
other high officials and nobles. The standard abbreviation is a simple capital D., which I use 
throughout this work. 
^ The discussion about the geography of tfiis region has been taken largely from Manuel Correia 
de Andrade, The Land and People of Northeast Brazil, trans. Dennis V. Johnson (Albuquerque; 
University of New Mexico Press, 1980). 
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The eastern littoral lowlands, called the Zona da Mata, are hot, humid, and subject to 

two regular seasons: one rainy, the other dry. The southern part of the Zona da Mata is 

especially humid. On the western edge of the Zona da Mata are the rolling hills of red, fertile 

soil called massapi that is excellent for sugarcane production. The Zona da Mata in the 

captaincy of Alagoas to the south of Pemambuco was heavily forested. These forests were 

protected as a royal preserve whose timber was used for ship construction. Sugar production in 

the northern captaincies of Rio Grande do Norte and Paraiba concentrated in the river valleys 

which formed corridors of tropical climate suitable for sugar production. The Zona da Mata 

continues to be the zone of sugar, cotton, and tobacco production and of population 

concentration. 

Between the Zona da Mata and the Borborema plateau, which rises up about 70 

kilometers fh)m the coast, is the region known as the Agreste. The Agreste is a transitional 

region between the Zona da Mata and the Sertdo (backlandsX and, as such, contains wet, dry, and 

semi-arid regions. It occupies the eastern part of the Borborema plateau and is roughly equal in 

size to the Zona da Mata. During the colonial period, the agreste was used mostly for raising 

livestock, but agriculture also occurred in the wetter regions. 

The Agreste eventually gives way to the Sertio, which encompasses most of the 

captaincy-general—particularly the captaincies of Rio Grande do Norte and Ceari, where it 

reaches almost to the beach. It is arid or semi-arid, with scant vegetation, including a wide 

variety of cacti, and is subject to occasional and prolonged droughts. The primary activity in the 

region is cattle ranching, but cotton and other crops have been grown there. 
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The captaincies of Pemambuco and Alagoas were the first to be settled by the 

Portuguese and the first to produce sugar. Paraiba (IS8S), Rio Grande do Norte (IS99), and 

Ceari (1603) were all settled later. Population statistics are scarce until the last quarter of the 

eighteenth century, but by 1600, there were about 15,000 inhabitants, excluding the non-settled 

Indian population. The Dutch occupation between 1630 and 16S4 of much of Northeastern 

Brazil disrupted the population and economy considerably, but, by the end of the seventeenth 

centuiy, the population had recovered and was growing while the economy remained in a relative 

slump until the end of the eighteenth century. 

The 1777 census listed 363,238 inhabitants in the Captaincy-General of Pemambuco (the 

municipality of Olinda including Alagoas and Itamaraca had 226,254; Ceari 61,468; Paraiba 

51,169; and Rio Grande do Norte 24,347), excluding, of course, the non-converted Indian 

population. The 1782 census showed 239,713 just for Pemambuco, and, by 1819, it had risen to 

368,465—97,633 of which were slaves.^* In addition, Pemambuco had a large free colored 

population. 

Pemambuco became the center of sugar production in Brazil and one of the most 

populated, and wealthiest colonies. By the seventeenth centuiy, Pemambuco bad around 100 

sugar mills worked by many slaves, both African and Indian. The apex of sugar production for 

Pemambuco coincided with the Dutch invasion and occupation of Pemambuco and much of the 

Northeast in 1630, which they held until 1654. Pemambucans were fiercely proud of the part 

they played in expelling the Dutch, but the sugar economy never fiilly recovered. 

^ The 1777 census can be found in AHU, Pemambuco, ex. 127, doc. 9665. ''Mapa, Que Mostra 
o Numero dos Habitantes das Quatro Capitaiiias Deste Govemo, a Sabe, Pemambuco, Paraiba, 
Rio Grande, e Ceari, 30 Sept 1777." Sm also Dauril Alden, "The Population of Brazil in the 
Late Eighteenth Centuiy: A Preliminaiy Survey," H4HR 43, no. 2 (May 1963): 173-205. 
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Cattle ranching had expanded slowly into the arid interior, aided by those who fled the 

Dutch occupation, until the discovery of gold in Minas Gerais in 169S increased the demand for 

meat and leather which became important commodities in the internal economy. Rio Grande do 

Norte was an important producer of salt and dried meat. In the last quarter of the eighteenth 

century, cotton became increasingly important in the Northeast and toward the end of the 

colonial period it became the primary export conunodity. 

Indigenous slave labor formed the bulk of the labor force in the sixteenth century, but it 

was soon replaced by African slave labor Pemambuco also had a large and growing free and 

racially mixed population who worked in all sectors of the economy. Most of that population 

was concentrated along the Zona da Mata, while the arid interior remained only sparsely settled. 

The settlement of the captaincies was generally from east to west, or in the case of Ceara 

from north to south, following the river valleys. The principal settlements of Pemambuco were 

the city of Olinda and the port town of Recife. Olinda had been established in 1537 and served 

as the seat of secular and ecclesiastical government in the colony. After the Dutch occupation, 

Recife eclipsed Olinda in size and importance and successfully petitioned to be elevated to a 

town in 1710. The landed aristocracy who controlled the cdmara (municipal council) at Olinda 

feared the loss of their civil, ecclesiastical, and economic power to the port of Recife, which had 

become the hub of trade and commerce. The rur^ land-owners refused to accept the elevation of 

Recife and they rose up in rebellion against the governor in a conflict known as the guerra dos 

mascates (the peddlers' war). Eventually, a new governor arrived from Portugal and settled the 

conflict in favor of Recife and the merchants. 

The secular jurisdiction of the Captaincy-General of Pemambuco paralleled, more or 

less, the ecclesiastical jurisdictions for much of the colonial period. Until 1676, Pemambuco 
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was subject to the bishopric of Bahia when that diocese was elevated to an archdiocese. After 

1676, the bishopric of Pemambuco, essentially included all of the Captaincy-General of 

Pemambuco and much of the interior as far as Minas Gerais. Of course, as other bishoprics were 

established, large portions of the bishopric of Pemambuco were shifted to other jurisdictions and 

the subordinate captaincies were eventually either absorbed, as in the case of Itamaraca, or 

severed from Pemambucan secular jurisdiction. 

To control what would otherwise be a confusing and shifting set of boundaries for the 

study, I have chosen to confine the study geographically to the region encompassed within the 

bishopric of Pemambuco and/or the Captaincy-General of Pemambuco for most of the colonial 

period. Consequently, much of the upper Rio SSo Francisco watershed that had been part of the 

bishopric of Pemambuco, but later fell under that of Mariana, and the secular jurisdiction of 

Bahia and Minas Gerais has been excluded. At the same time, I have retained Alagoas (16S4-

1817), Ceara (1654-1799), and Paraiba(l755-l799)-even though they were separated from 

Pemambuco at the end of the colonial period.^ Even then, the boundaries of the captaincies 

were often ill-defined and sometimes considerable confusion exists as to the location of certain 

small towns and villages which either disappeared, were renamed, or were absorbed into larger 

municipalities. 

^ On January 17, 1799, the crown granted both Ceahl and Paraiba independence fiom 
Pemambuco because of the distance from Olinda and in order to improve the interior economy of 
those captaincies. The recognition was granted in view of the fact tlmt they had increased in 
population, culture, and commerce. The new governors were only subordinate to Pemambuco in 
matters regarding the defense of the colonies. Th^r were also granted the right to cany on direct 
trade with Portugal. Rio Grande do Norte did not gain independence from Pemambuco at this 
time, but it did receive the right to trade directly with Portugal. Alagoas became an independent 
captaincy in 1817. See AHU, Cod. 585, fol., 40-43. 
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Sources and Methodology 

I have employed a prosopographical methodology in this studyProsopography (or 

collective biography) allows us to study populations that left very little in the way of personal 

records and allows us to perceive larger historical patterns. It also permits us to make more valid 

generalizations regarding the officials of the Inquisition than has been possible through the small 

non-representative samples employed in the past. This study focuses on the 1,046 men who 

petitioned to work for the Inquisition in the Captaincy-General of Pemambuco, which includes 

its five subordinate captaincies: Ceara (16S4-1799), Rio Grande do Norte (1701-1799), Paraiba 

(17SS-1799), Itamaraca (incorporated into Pemambuco in the mid-1700s), and Alagoas (I6S4-

1817) between 1613 and 1821. 

The 1,046 men included in this study were either clerics or lay men who sought to work 

as comissdrios (clerics in charge of inquisitional activities in Brazil), qualificadores (officials in 

charge of censure), notdrios (notary or assistant to the comiss^o), and familiares (lay officials). 

In addition, I have gathered information on the 359 women who applied to be qualified by the 

Inquisition either as wives of proposed candidates for a position as familiar or as the fianc^ or 

wife of someone who had already received an appointment. Despite their diverse economic and 

social backgrounds, all of these men shared the common feature of either serving as inquisitional 

^ For prosopography as a methodology, see Stuart B. Schwartz, "State and Society in Colonial 
Spanish America: An OpportuniQr for Prosopography," in New Approaches to Latin American 
History, eds. Richard Graham and Peter H. Smith (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1974), 3-
35; and Roderick Barman and Jean Barman, "The Prosopography of the Brazilian Empire," 
LASR 13, no. 2 (1978): 78-97. For examples of prosopographical studies in Brazil see the well-
known trilogy, John D. Wirth, Minas Gerais in the Brazilian Federation, 1889-1937 (Stanford: 
Stanford UniversiQ  ̂Press, 1977); Robert M. Levine, Pemambuco in the Brazilian Federation, 
1889-1937 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1978); and Joseph L. Love, Sdo Paulo in the 
Brazilian Federation, 1889-1937 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1980). See also Jos6 
Murilo de Carvalho, A construgdo da ordem: A elite politica in^rial (Rio de Janeiro: Editora 
Campus, 1980). 
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officials with the accompanying privileges, responsibilities, and challenges associated with it, or 

of wishing to do so. 

Studying the ofHcials of the Inquisition in any given geographic region is complicated by 

the large number of applications, inadequate indexes, and scattered documentation. No existing 

registry lists them by place of residence, and the only index for their applications is incomplete 

and often inaccurate. Likewise, not all of the applications are found in one location but are 

spread throughout three different collections and scattered in uncatalogued and unnumbered 

boxes. Consequently, I had to use a variety of sources to winnow out the officials from 

Pemambuco from the more than 20,000 applications for inquisitional office and to double-check 

my findings. 

The core documentary base for this study consists of the inquisitional investigations into 

the conduct and ancestry of every person who petitioned to work for the Inquisition or petitioned 

to marry a familiar. These investigations, called habilitofdes, diligincias, orprocessos, were 

intended to assure that inquisitional officials were of good character and "pure blood". They 

contain all of the biographical and genealogical information gathered by the Inquisition on each 

official. This information is surprisingly complete, which makes these documents perfectly 

suited for collective biographical research. The documents provide the quantitative data and 

much of the qualitative data employed in this study. They also provide rare insights into the 

daily administration of the Inquisition and the social, political, and religious structures that 

permitted and conditioned the regular functioning of the Inquisition for nearly three centuries. In 

addition, they provide important information regarding the historical development of the 

bquisition and its officials. '̂ 

For a more complete description of how I gathered this biographical and genealogical 
information, see Appendix 1. 
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Using data gathered from the dih'gencias and a wide variety^ of documents collected from 

the Biblioteca Nacional (National Library), the Arquivo Nocional do Torre do Tombo (National 

Archive), the Arquivo Militar (Military Archive), the Arquivo Historico Ultramarino (Overseas 

Historical Archive), and the Biblioteca da AJuda (Library of Ajuda) in Lisbon, 1 have constructed 

a chronological, geographic, and social profile of inquisitional ofiHcials in Pemambuco between 

1613 and 1821. The detailed biographical and genealogical data I have gathered also help us 

map out the social contours of Pemambucan socieQr, one of the most productive and populated 

sugar captaincies in colonial Brazil.^^ 

Despite what some have asserted, a comprehensive history of the habilita9So and the 

officials of the Inquisition is not impossible.^^ In order to accomplish it, one must move beyond 

a rigid adherence to the indexes of the Portuguese National Archive and branch out into other 

inquisitional and non-inquisitional sources. 

In chapter 2,1 describe how the Inquisition functioned in colonial Pemambuco and how 

it created a network of inquisitional officials. I also explore the patterns of inquisitional activity 

in the colony. Chapter 3 describes the procedures and techniques the Inquisition employed in 

selecting its officials creating the inquisitional status group and examines how the cost of an 

Some of the important works on Pemambucan society include Evaldo Cabral de Mello, 
Imagens do Brasil holandis 1630-1654 (Rio de Janeiro: Minist^o da Cultura, FundafSo 
Nacional ProMemoria, 1987); idem, Olbukt restaurada: Guerra e agucar no Nordeste, 
1630-1654 (SSo Paulo: Editora Forense-Universitiria, 197S); u/em. Rubra veio: O imagindrio da 
restaurfdo JPerrumbucana (Rio de Janeiro: Editora Nova Fronteira, 1986); n/em, O Nome e o 
Sangue: Umafraude genealdgica no Pemambuco colonial (Sio Paulo: Editora ^hwarz, 1989); 
Jos6 Antonio Gonsalves de Mello, Restauradores de Pemambuco: Biogrqfias de figuras do 
seculoXVn que defnukram e consolidaram a unidade brasileira (Recife: bnpcensa 
Universitaria, 1967); idem. Tempo dos flamengos: biflvincia da ocupoQUo holandesa na vida e 
na cultura do Norte do Brasil (Rio de Janeiro: Livraria Josi Olympio Editora: 1947). 

Elvira Cunha de Azevedo Mea claimed that such as study was impossible in >4 btqwsifdoek 
Coimbra no siculo XVI: A insitutifdo, oshomens, e a sociedade (fotto: Fundafio Eng. Ant6nio 
de Almeida, 1997), 179. 
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appointment limited the accessibility of an inquisitional ofHce. Chapter 4 deals with the 

problems and difficulties raised in the investigations and how th^ were tied to issues of honor 

and purity of blood. In chapter S, I explore how individuals and families utilized the Inquisition 

to cover up embarrassing "defects" in their ancestry. I also show how the reforms of the mid-

eighteenth century forced the Inquisition to accept previously excluded groups. Chapter 6 

expands on the discussion of honor by showing that inquisitional appointments also facilitated 

the acquisition and maintenance of noble status. In chapter 7,1 outline the privileges granted to 

inquisitional ofHcials and how those privileges came to be limited and served as a point of 

constant contention between inquisitional and secular and ecclesiastical authorities. Chapter 8 

shows how two inquisitional institutions, the brotherhood of St Peter Martyr and the militia 

company of familiares permitted the familiares to regain some of their lost privileges and to 

enjoy some of the prestige, honor, and benefits of inquisitional service. Chapter 9 turns to the 

abuse of inquisitional authority and shows how the prestige and power that the Inquisition so 

carefully constructed could be deployed for personal advantage. Finally, chapter 10 explains the 

decline of inquisitional power and authority and the accompanying decline in its ability to 

produce honor, prestige, and status. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE PORTUGUESE INQUISITION AND COLONIAL BRAZIL 

The Inquisition came to Brazil late in the sixteenth century, but did not begin to create a 

viable network of officials until the end of the seventeenth century. In the interim, it created a 

system for carrying out its business that relied on local secular and ecclesiastical authorities. 

This system continued to function well into the eighteenth centuiy-and on into the nineteenth 

century in remote areas. The Inquisition did not permit permanent resident ofHcials in Brazil 

until after 1613, but, even then, the creation of the network was slow. The real growth of interest 

in working for the Inquisition and in constructing a network of officials in the late seventeenth 

and early eighteenth century signals a transition in inquisitional focus from social control to 

social promotion. Once the officials were created, their activities were governed by inquisitional 

regulations and frequent instructions coming from Lisbon. The patterns of inquisitional activity 

in Brazil and Pemambuco show that Brazil was a significant locus of inquisitional activity. 

Those patterns also reveal the heavy urban bias and concentration of inquisitional activity in the 

Zona da Mata. All of this demonstrates that the Inquisition had a significant presence in colonial 

Pemambucan society and that it had become an important colonial institution. 

The Comiiig of the laqaiaitioD to Brazil 

The Portuguese Inquisition officially began in the year 1S36' with the papal bull Cum ad 

' Alexandre Herculano has written the most definitive account to date of the long process by 
which the Inquisition was established in Portugal. See Histdria da Origem e esudtelecimetao da 
inqmsigao em Portugai, vol. 1-3 (Lisbon: Editora Livraria Bertrand, 197S). Other accounts can 
be found in J. Lucio de Azevedo, Histdria dos Cristdos-Navos Pmrtugjueses, 3d ed. (Lisbon: 
Clissica Editora, 1989). Saraiva, Inquisifdo e Cris^os-Niovor, Sonia Siqueira, "O momento de 
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nil magiŝ . It was a time of dramatic change for Europe and the world-a time of accelerating 

exploration and exploitation of non-European peoples and lands. New knowledge and new 

wealth flowed into Europe. Ferdinand Magellan's men had sailed around the world and the 

colonial settlement of Brazil had only begun. The Portuguese had trading stations all down the 

Afiican coast and throughout the Indian Ocean where they attempted the impossible task of 

monopolizing the spice trade. The Protestant Reformation^ was already in full-swing, and the 

Council of Trent would soon publish its long-needed reforms of the Church and the clergy. The 

Spaniards had finally removed the last Moorish kingdom from the peninsula in 1492 and 

expelled the Jews who flooded into Portugal, swelling its already substantial Jewish population. 

When the Inquisition was established in Portugal in 1536, Portuguese Brazil did not 

really exist, but the continuing growth of the Portuguese empire eventually required the 

extension of inquisitional authority and the adaptation of inquisitional practices to the colonies. 

In the 1530s, Brazil remained ahnost completely unexplored and unsettled by Portuguese 

colonists and contained little more than the isolated trading posts called feitorias (factories) that 

trafflcked in exotic goods such as parrots and red dyewood called pau-brasil (brazilwood), from 

inquisifio (I)." Revista de Histdria 42, no. 85 (January-March, 1971): 49-73 and idem, '*0 
momento de inquisif3o (II)," Revista de Histdria 43, no. 87 (July-Sept 1971): 43-85. 
 ̂Cum ad nil magis (sometimes incorrectly cited as cum adnichil magis or nihil magis) was the 
first bull establishing the Inquisition to actually be executed. An earlier bull dated December 17, 
1531, which had also established the Inquisition was never executed and was revoked by the 
pope in April 7, 1533, because of the concern that many of the New Christians had been 
inappropriately baptized and could not be considered Christians. On November 26, 1534, the 
pope suspend^ all proceedings agiainst heretics and apostates in Portugal and ordered that all 
prisoners should be released except those who had relapsed. See Documentas para a histdria da 
Inquisifdo em Portugal (Porto: Aiquivo Hist6rico Domincano PortuguSs, 1984), 1-27. 
^Neither the Inquisition in Spain nor Portugal were originally Counter-Reformation institutions. 
The Inquisition had been est^lished in Spain in 1478, and D. !4ianuel had discussed its 
establishment in the late fifteenth century in Portugal. Calls for its establishment were made 
again in 1517, all before Martin Ludier and his theses. That it was later used to combat the 
reformation is undisputed, but that was not its original purpose in Spain and Portugal. 
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which the countiy eventually took its name. The rich stands of brazilwood attracted challengers 

to Portuguese' control of the region. French dyewood poachers traded directly from their ships 

and sent agents to live among the Indians to establish positive trade relations. By 1530, D. Joflo 

U concluded that the only way to secure Brazil from French poachers was to create permanent 

settlements that could act as a coast guard against foreign incursions. 

To that end, D. Joio m created fourteen captaincies and gave them, in the form of grants, 

to twelve upwardly mobile soldiers of fortune, merchants, bureaucrats, and intellectuals. All of 

Brazil was simply divided up into huge strips of land stretching westward from the coast all the 

way to the line of Tordesillas. The grants were called capitanias donatdrias or hereditdrias 

(donatary or hereditary captaincies). Only two of the captaincies had succeeded by 1 SSO—SSo 

Vicente under Vfartim Afonso de Sousa and Pemambuco under Duarte Coelho. The settlements 

had to struggle with serious problems, including Indian attacks, poor location, disease, 

inadequate finances, and difficulty in attracting and keeping sufficient settlers. 

By the late IS40s, Portugal's resources were seriously stretched and the crown groped 

for new sources of revenue. Losses in Afnca and Asia, rumors of gold and silver in Brazil, the 

continuing French threat, and the death of the donatary captain of Bahia combined to push the 

crown towards a more aggressive policy in Brazil. In order to gain greater control and to assert 

royal authority in the colonies, the crown sedt Tom^ de Sousa as governor-general of Brazil. 

Tom£ de Sousa effectively established royal government in the colony. 

The establishment of ecclesiastical jurisdiction over Brazil also occurred in the mid-

sixteenth century. The padroado real, or royal patronage, was administered through the Order of 

Christ (whose grand master was the king himself) and the Mesa da Conscidncia e Ordens. The 

Church in Brazil was directly subordinate to the archbishopric of Funchal, Madeira until the first 
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diocese was established io Bahia in 1551. The effective settlement and growing economic 

importance of the colony required the expansion of the Inquisition overseas. To that end, in 

1551, the Tribunal of Lisbon gained jurisdiction over all the empire except that portion of 

Portugal under the jurisdiction of Evora. Later developments created other tribunals, Coimbra 

and Porto, which shrunk the size of the Lisbon tribunal in Portugal, but it retained jurisdiction 

over Brazil, the Atlantic islands, and Africa.^ The Inquisition, however, could not simply be 

transplanted. It was not until the eighteenth century that the Inquisition succeeded in creating an 

effective network of ofHcials in the colony, so it had to develop a different strategy for 

functioning effectively in Brazil, which included the use of a variety of ecclesiastical and secular 

officials. 

The Inquisitioa in Pernamboco Before the Creatioa of a Network of Ofliciab 

By the end of the seventeenth century, the number of inquisitional ofHcials was still 

relatively small considering the vast territory they were supposed to cover. Except for the veiy 

rare visitas (visits or inspections) that only touched Brazil three times and Pemambuco once, it 

would appear that the inquisitional presence in Brazil was very slight indeed. Most studies of the 

Inquisition in Brazil that deal with the period before the eighteenth century tend to focus on those 

visitas as if th^r were the normal form of inquisitional activity ia the colony. 

To be sure, the most visible inquisitional presence in Brazil until the end of the 

seventeenth century were the formal visitas sent periodically from Lisbon, but th^ were the 

* Sonia Siqueira notes that some ofiRcials came to Brazil with cartas already in hand from the 
Tribunals of 6vora or Coimbra. That is true, but her assertion that this somehow indicates that 
the Tribunal of Lisbon did not retain absolute jurisdiction over Brazil is unfounded. When the 
officials were in Brazil, th^ were under their jurisdiction and could not legitimate^ engage in 
inquisitional activî r without Lisbon's con t̂ See Sonia A. Siqueira, A inqmsigSo portuguesa e 
a sociedaek colonial (Sio Paulo: Editora Atica, 1978X 141. 
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exceptions and not the rule. The specifically appointed inquisitors established temporary 

tribunals to receive denunciations, cany out trials, conflscate goods, and hold autos-de-fe where 

the convicted were formally punished and reconciled with the church. The first visita arrived in 

Bahia under D. Heitor Furtado de Mendon^a in 1591 and remained there until 1593, at which 

time it shifted to Pemambuco where Mendon^a remained until 1595.^ The Inquisitor D. Marcos 

Teixeira visited Bahia between 1618 and 1620.*^ Brazil was not visited again by an inquisitor 

until 1763-1769 under D. Giraldo de Abranches in GrSo Pari.^ These visitas were infrequent and 

responded to what the Inquisition perceived as serious crises. It is doubtful that they had much 

of a long-term impact on the religious morals and orthodoxy of the colony. At any rate, by the 

early seventeenth century, the Inquisition already had a system in place for policing the 

^ Jose Antonio Gonsalves e Mello, "Urn Tribunal da Inquisifio em Olinda, Pemambuco (1594-
1595)," Revista da Universidade de Coimbra 36 (Sept., 1991); 369-374. 
' The Inquisition also contemplated sending a visita to Paraiba in 1619 with Antonio Teixeira 
Cabral, as inquisitor, but it is not known whether Cabral actually held a tribunal in Paraiba. See 
ANTT,CGSO,NT4149. 
^ For the proceedings of this visitas, see Primeira VisitagOo do Santo Oficio as partes do Brasii 
Confissdes da Bahia, 1591-1592, with a preface by Joio Capistrano de Abreu (Rio de Janeiro: F. 
Briguet, 1935); Primeira Visitagdo do Santo Oficio as partes do Brasii Denvnciagdes da Bahia, 
1591-1593, with an introduction by Joio Capistrano de Abreu (S3o Paulo; Paulo P^o, 1925); 
Primeira Visitagdo do Santo Oficio as partes do Brasii Denunciaqdes de Pemambtico 1593-
1595, with an introduction Rodolfo Garcia (Sio Paulo: Paulo Pnido, 1929); Jos^ Antdnio 
Gonsalves de Mello, ed., Primeara VisitagOo do Santo Oficio. as partes do Brasii Confissdes de 
Pemambuco, 1594-1595, (Recife: Universidade Federal de Pemambuco, 1970); Livros das 
Denunciofdes que se fizeram no Visitagcfo do Santo Oficio a Cidade de Salvador da Bcdiia de 
Todos OS Santos do Estado do Brasii, no ano de 1618, vol. 49, Anais da Biblioteca Nacional 
(1927); Segunda visitagdo do Santo Cffkio as partes do Brasii Livro das Confissdes e 
Batificafdes da Bahia -161^1620, with an introduction by Eduardo d'OIiveira Franfa e Sonia 
Siqueira, vol. 17, Anais do Museu Paxdista, n.d); Segunda VisitagSo do Santo Oficio as partes do 
Brasii Denunciagdes da Bahia, 1618, Marcos Teixeira, with an introduction Rodolfo Garcia,, 
vol. 49, Anais da Biblioteca Nacional do Rio de Janeiro (1927); Eduardo d*01iveini Franfa and 
Sonia Siqueira, eds., Segunda VisitagSo do Santo Officio ia partes do Brasii pelo inquisidor e 
visitador o licenciado Marcos Teixeira: Livro das confissdes e ratificagdes da Bahia, vol. 17, 
Anais do Museu Paulista. Livro da YisUogdo do Santo Oficio da Jhquisigdo ao Estado do Grdo-
Para (1763-1769), witii a preface lost R. Amaral Lapa (PetnSpolis: Vozes, 1978). 



orthodojQT of the colony. They continued to use this system in locations where inquisitional 

officials were not present or where they suffered impediments. 

This system relied on local ecclesiastical and secular officials who received 

denunciations, performed investigations, arrested accused heretics, and sequestered their goods. 

The practice permitted the Inquisition to extend its power and influence into regions where it did 

not have a formal presence. The books of correspondence sent out by the Lisbon Tribunal give 

us a glimpse of how that system fimctioned in Pemambuco. 

Between 1S90 and 1690 the correspondence shows that the Inquisition selected 

ecclesiastical personnel to perform most of the work. But occasionally, secular officials were 

called upon to carry out orders of imprisonment and confiscation of goods. As shown in table 

2.1, of ths 124 letters recorded as having been sent to Brazil between 1S90 and 1690,118 

(95.2%) were sent to ecclesiastical officials, 6 (4.8%) to secular authorities. 

The Inquisition referred to a clerical official who performed inquisitonal inquiries and 

carried out their other business as juiz comissdrio, comissdrio delegado, or the comissdrio desta 

diligencia O'udge comiss^o, delegated comissdrio, or comissdrio of this investigation).' 

The Inquisition made fiequent use of these delegated comissdrios in Pemambuco, 

particularly up to the 1760s in the populated areas and until the nineteenth century in more 

remote areas. In Brazil, Jesuits were some of the most important acting comissdrios until they 

' This practice has led to a certain amount of confusion among scholars unfiunillar with the 
system who have assumed that when the processo stated that a certain individual was a juIz 
comissdrio diat he was necessarily an official of the Inqulsltloo. One example of this type of 
confusion can be found in Fernanda Mayer Lustosa, ''Raizes judalcas na Paraiba colonial: 
S^ulos VXI-XVIir (Master's Thesis, University of Sic Paulo, 2000), 8S. 
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were expelled in 1759.^ As table 22 shows, the Inquisition particularly selected rectors of the 

Jesuit colleges and vicars, presumably because of their status and authority. 

Some of the rectors could be very active. For example, Antonio de Matos, Manuel de 

Siqueira, and Felipe Coelho performed more than half of the extrajudicial (informal) inquiries 

done by rectors and all but two of the judicial (formal) inquiries. Before the creation of a viable 

network of comiss^os in Pemambuco, this practice permitted the Inquisition to extend its reach 

beyond the areas where it had ofHcials on the ground. Anywhere the church or the crown had a 

presence, the Inquisition could also reach. 

The secular ofHcials were mostly instructed to take prisoners and sequester goods, but 

they could also perform investigations and monitor the penance imposed by the Inquisition on 

convicted heretics. When the Inquisition sent out these commissions, they found it necessary to 

provide detailed instructions on how they were to be performed.'" The Inquisition also made use 

of ecclesiastical visitas, which were under the jurisdiction of the bishops. By employing 

ecclesiastical officials who, in the normal fimctioning of their offices, could gather information 

for the Inquisition, the Inquisition effectively extended its authority much deeper into the colony 

and much earlier than is usually thought." 

' During the inquisitional visits to Brazil, Jesuits often served as deputies and assessors. See 
Seraflm Leite, S.I., Historia da Companhia de Jesus no Brasil, 5 vols. (Rio de Janeiro: 
Civilizafio Brasileira, 1938), 2:388-389. 

For example, see ANTT, IL, Livro 18, fol., 206v. 
" For a stu<fy of these ecclesiastical visitas, see Caio C. Boschi, "As visitas diocesanas e a 
InquisifSo na colonia,** Revista Brasileira de Histdria 7, no. 14 (March/August 1987): IS 1-184. 
Laiui Lage da Gama Lima has argued that the collaboration between ecclesiastical authorities and 
the Inquisition during visitas strengthened the Church's attempts to control the morality of the 
clergy. See Lana Lage da Gama Lima, "O Santo Oficio e a moraliza9io do clero no Brasil 
colonial," Vozes 83, no. 6 (November-December 1989): 703. 
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Table 2.1. Subject of Correspondence from Lisbon to Non-Inquisition Clerical and Secular 
Authorities in Pemambuco, 1590-1690 

%of %of %of 
Subiect of Correspondence Clerical Total Secular Total Total Total 
Inquiries and Investigations 49 41.5 1 16.7 50 40.3 
Expression of Gratitude for Service 3 2.5 — — 3 2.4 
Performed 
Give Oath of OfHce to New 24 20J — — 24 19.4 
Official 
Habilitafio 9 7.6 — — 9 7J 
Instruction 7 5.9 — — 7 5.6 
Monitor Penance 2 1.7 1 16.7 3 2.4 
Publish Edict of Faith 2 1.7 — — 2 1.6 
Sequester goods 2 1.7 2 33.3 4 3.2 
Take Prisoner 20 16.9 2 33.3 22 17.7 
Total 118 100.0 6 100.0 124 100.0 
Source: ANTT, IL, Livros 18-19. 

Table 22. Activities of Comissirios Delegados in Pemambuco. .1611-1820 
Non-Inquisitional Officials Extrajudicial % of Total Judicial % of Total 

Rector of Jesuit College 40 37.4 32 34.8 
Jesuits 9 8.4 4 4J 
Priests 20 18.7 10 10.9 
Vicars 38 35.5 46 50.0 
Total 107 100.0 92 100.0 

Source: Processos de habilitafio for Pemambuco, 1611-1820 [ANTT]. 
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The bishops in Brazil retained their jurisdiction over the prosecution of heresies and 

remained important in carrying out inquisitional activity.'̂  They alternatively worked with and 

fought against inquisitional authority, depending on the circumstances. In 1S79, the king granted 

the bishop, together with the Jesuits who had arrived in 1S49, the authority to deal with cases 

pertaining to the Inquisition and to send the processos to Lisbon.'̂  Likewise, none of the papal 

decrees establishing the Inquisition ever revoked responsibility for heivsy from the bishops to 

whom it had solely belonged before 1536. But in 1S6I, the pope granted the Inquisitor General 

Cardinal Infante D. Henrique the authority to assume responsibility for heresies from the bishops 

when it was necessary. This was not a blanket grant, but it came to be used as such.'' 

In addition, between 1627 and 1819, the bishops and archbishops of Brazil regularly 

named the senior inquisitor as their procurator to the general council of the Inquisition with 

authority over all persons under their jurisdiction in cases of heresy and to vote in their name 

when their votes were necessary.'̂  These letters did not necessarily eliminate the bishops' 

responsibility or authority over heresy within their jurisdictions, but they did strengthen the 

Inquisition's hand in determining how inquisitional power would be used in the colony. 

Likewise, the 1774 Regimento declared that the inquisitors took precedence over the bishops in 

matters concerning the Inquisition.'̂  

In 1SS9, the Inquisition requested the assistance of the bishop of Bahia D. Pedro LeitSo with 
some processos in Brazil, but he was still in Lisbon and could not help. See Ant6nto Baiio, 
Tentativa de estabelecimento duma InquisifSo privativa no Brasil," Brotiria 22 (1936); 477. 

Ant6nio Baiio, A Inquisigdo em Portugal e no Brasil: Subsidies para a sua histdria: A 
Inquisigdo no seado (Lisbon: Arqurvo Hls^rico Portuguese, 1920), Documentos, 70. 

Almeida, Histdria da Igreja, 421-422. 
" ANTT. IL, Livros 191,853. 

1774 Regimento, Book I, Title I, Paragraph 13. See also Sonia A. Siqueira, "Os Regimentos da 
InquisifSo,** Revista do Instituto Historico e Geogrd^o BrasHeiro 157, no. 392 (July-Sept. 
19^: 890.1 have included the book, title, and paragraph information for those i^o may not be 
able to obtam Siqueira's published versions. 
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For these reasons, the Inquisition could not simply ignore the bishops, and these prelates 

continued to exercise their jurisdiction in Brazil unless the Inquisition interfered, as they often 

did. For example, on Mvch 24, 160S, the Inquisition ordered the bishop of Bahia to release all 

prisoners held for offenses against the Inquisition in response to the king's pardon and ordered 

him to refrain from taking any prisoners unless he had cause to fear that the prisoner might flee.'̂  

A similar order was sent to the deacon of the bishopric of Pemambuco, Nicolau Pais Sarmento, 

in 1687, because the bishop had detained prisoners in the name of the Inquisition when he should 

not have." In 1690, the bishop of Pemambuco received instructions that he was not to send 

bigamy cases to Lisbon without first proving the first and second marriages." 

Sometimes, the bishops' enthusiasm could be excessive-at least from the Inquisition's 

perspective. For instance, in 1743, the Inquisition sent an order to all the bishops in the colonies 

to the effect that they were not to send prisoners to Lisbon without first sending a summary of 

their crimes and permitting the tribunal to determine their guilt. At the same time, they sent 

letters to all the comiss^os ordering them to refuse to send any prisoners to Lisbon that the 

bishops delivered to them. They were instructed to use the orders th^ had received from the 

Inquisition as an excuse for disobedience to the bishops.^ 

But quite oflen the Inquisition worked with the bishops. For instance, in 1639, the 

bishop of Brazil requested permission to sentence several prisoners of the Inquisition because of 

the inconvenience of the joumQr and the poverty of the prisoners. His request was granted. '̂ 

Later, in 1760, the mesa sent a letter to the bishop ofPemambuco instructing him to make an 

" ANTT, IL, Livro 18, foU 254. 
'• ANTT, IL, Livro 19, fol., I7lv. 
" ANTT, IL, Livro 19, fols., 244v-245. 
" ANTT, IL, Livio 817, fol., 121; IL, NT 2125. 
" ANTT, IL, Livro 151, fols., 369-370. 
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inquiry into eight Indians imprisoned by the otipitSo-mor (captain major) and governor of Rio 

Grande do Norte, Pedro de Albuquerque e Melo. The prisoners had been taken at the instigation 

of his own son and still had not been formally charged. The bishop was to see whether there was 

any cause to hold them and to release those who were innocent and send those who had 

substantial evidence against them to Lisbon.^ 

This system of working with ecclesiastical and secular authorities continued, but after 

1680 more officials were present in the colony, and they began to take over the work of the 

Inquisition from the bishops and the religious orders. But the religious orders still controlled 

inquisitional activity in remote areas and resisted attempts by local clergy to be appointed. For 

example, when Antonio Rodrigues Portela from Paraiba applied to become a comiss^o in 17SS, 

the Jesuit, Antonio dos Reis, did the diligencias in Paraiba and concluded that Antonio was not 

capable of serving. The deputies of the council noted that Antonio dos Reis had failed to 

indicate why he was not worthy. They also questioned the Jesuit's motives. **11 has been shown 

through experience," they said, "that in the lands where there are no comiss^os, and for this 

reason the Holy Office entrusts the diligencias to the Jesuits, they try to conserve this authority 

by keeping anyone else from having it"^ 

The Crcatkm of the Network la Brazil 

The Inquisition was governed by reghnetaos (bylaws or regulations) which were updated 

and revised periodically to incorporate new regulations and to adapt to the demands of political 

and social change. The first general instructions for the Portuguese Inquisition were laid out in 

1S41the Infante D. Henrique. These were followed in 1SS2 witfi the first bylaws which 

° ANTT, IL, Ltvto 23, foU 134v. 
^ ANTT, HSO, Antdnio 213/3164. 
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began to lay out in more detail inquisitional procedures and to centralize its hierarchyThe 

next three regimentos (1613, 1640, and 1774) continued this trend toward centralization and 

bureaucratization. 

These regimentos also controlled the creation of the network of officials. The 1613 

Regimento limited the number of comiss^os and scribes in each of the principal settlements in 

the Portuguese Empire to one each, but did not limit the number of familiares. The 1640 

Regimento retained the limitation of one comissirio and his scribe to each of the most 'Rotable 

cities, villages, and places," but the 1774 Regimento simply dismissed all limitations and left it to 

the inquisitor general to determine." 

Permanent local officials were not permitted in Brazil until after the regimento of 1613. 

In 1611, two men applied to become familiares and both were rejected (a clear sign that the 

Inquisition still did not want permanent ofHcials in the colony at that time). '̂ The 1613 

All of the Regimentos can be found in the Torre do Tombo and many in the Biblioteca 
Nacional. The 1552 and the 1570 regimentos, along with a variety of other important documents 
relating to the establishment of the Inquisition were published in Documentos para a histdria da 
inquisifSo em PortugcU. Sonia A. Siqueira recently published transcriptions of all of the 
regimentos except that of 1570. For ease of reference, I have most frequently cited her 
publication. See Siqueira, "Os Regimentos da Inquisi9So," 495-1020. Both the 1774 and 1640 
regimentos were published in both English and Portuguese by Furtado de Mendonfa, A narrative 
of the persecutions. 
 ̂1613 Regimento, Book I, Title I, Paragraph n. Siqueira, "Os Regimentos da biquisi9io, 615-

616; 1640 Regimento, Book I, 'fitle I, Paragraph I. Siqueira, "Os Regimentos da Inquisi9io, 
694; 1774 Regimento, Book 1, Title I, Paragraph 1. Siqueira, "Os Regimentos da Inquisi92o, 
885-886. 

Sonia Siqueira mistakenly asserts that several familiares were resident in Bahia and 
Pemambuco before the 1613 Regimento. She cites JaboatSo's Catdlogo geneaiogico das 
principals familias... em Pemambuco for Antonio Coelho Pinheiro, 1611, and Francisco Sotil 
de Siqueira, 1602; but it is unclear where she got the dates. A thorough and careful search of the 
habilitafdes did not turn up anything on either of these men. Jaboalio may have been right that 
thQT were familiares, but it is impossible to verify his informatioa with the records of the 
Inquisition. Diogo de Verfosa, whom she lists as a ̂ miliar in 1611, applied but never received 
an appointment Francisco de Oliveira fixMn Recife was denied because of New Christian 
ancestry. She lists Lourenfo Gomes Femz from Recife as receiving a carta in 1612« but it was 
actually 1690. She makes a similar error with Father JoaquimJos^deMeloCavalcanti. She lists 
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concession came in recognition of the growing economic and demographic power of the 

colonies, but only very few individuals in Pemambuco took advantage of the opportunity. No 

other applications were made until 1638, and, between that date and 1690, only twenty-two men 

applied. 

The earliest verifiable appointment of a familiar in Brazil that I have been able to find is 

that of Francisco Vieira in 1621 in Bahia.^ In Pemambuco, the first approved familiar was Joio 

Rodrigues Chaves, appointed in 1641." The first comiss^o appeared in Brazil in 1654.^ The 

first application for a position as a comissirio in Pemambuco came in 1686 and the first 

comissario was appointed in 1692, the first qualificador in 1697, and the first not^o in 1709.^ 

The tardy growth of a network of familiares in Brazil helps account for the strong 

presence of New Christians in the colony. It also is a manifestation of the disruption caused by 

the Dutch wars and the relatively thin christianized population in the region. By the early 

seventeenth century, the sugar economy was well established and the colom'al population was on 

the rise, which made the colony more interesting economically, politically, and religiously to 

Portugal. This became particularly true after the Dutch had ransacked the Portuguese trading 

post empire in Asia and Portuguese interest began to shift more decisively towards Brazil in 

order to recoup lost revenues and to stabilize its tottering seaborne empire. 

him as approved in 1607 when it was actually 1807. The only other official to appear on her list 
before 1613 is Manuel Gon9alves de Cerqueira from Pemambuco. I could not fbd anything on 
him in the indexes or in the documentation of the Inquisition. Several of the other dates and 
references she gives are likewise faulty. In fact, onfy two of the men in her list of eighteen 
familiares actually lived in Brazil, and th^ were not appointed until the early 1620s. Some were 
pilots or merchants who visited Brazil, but these can hardly be construed as resident officials. 
SicpiismLtA InquisigSo portuguesa, 178-181. 
^ ANTT, HSO, Francisco 2/48. 
" ANTT, HSO, Joio 4/153. 
® ANTT, HSO, Miguel 2/36. 
^ See ANTT, HSO, Nicolau 5/80; Antdnio 31/812; ANTT, HI, 30/1; ANTT, HSO, Leandro 1/5. 
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Despite the relative lack of interest, and perhaps in part because of it, by 1621, the crown 

seriously considered establishing a tribunal in Brazil. Tribunals had already been established in 

Mexico City (1S70), Lima (1S70), and Cartagena (1610). bt a letter dated July 22, 1621, the 

crown wrote to the inquisitor general recommending the establishment of a tribunal in Brazil and 

ordered him to appoint the bishop of Brazil, D. Marcos Teixeira, who had served as the inquisitor 

of the 1618-1620 visita to Bahia, as inquisitor and members of the high court ofBahia as his 

adjuncts as well as creating the other necessa^ ofHces for the functioning of an inquisitional 

tribunal. '̂ Apparently, the inquisitor general did not approve of the plan and suggested some 

revisions. The king again ordered the establishment of a tribunal on November 8, 1622, but 

again the inquisitor general proved recalcitrant'̂  Why he dragged his feet and erected obstacles 

we do not know, but he managed to forestall indefinitely the creation of a tribunal in Brazil." 

Qwuitifying the Ofliciab 

Until recently, no one had any real idea how many officials bad been appobted by the 

Portuguese Inquisition or who those officials were. Jos6 Veiga Torres made a tremendous 

contribution to inquisitional studies with his review of ttie thousands of processes in the Torre do 

Isafas Rosa Pereira, A InquisigSo em Portugal: Siados XVI-XVU-Pertodo Filipino (Lisbon: 
Vega, 1993), 121-122. 

Baiao, "Tentativa,'' 480-481. 
" It has been suggested that it was the power of the Brazilian New Chri^an population that kept 
the crown from establishing an Inquisition in Brazil and that, because of their dominance in the 
sugar industry, the biquisition was unable to continue persecuting them in the earty eighteenth 
century. See Alan Manchester, "The Rise of the Brazilian Aristocrat,'* HAHR 11, no. 2 (May 
1931), 148, footnote 13. This argument belies the fact that two major campaigns against New 
Christians heavily involved in the sugar industry occurred in the first three decades of the 
eighteenth century in both Rio de Janeiro and ParaflM. 
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Tombo.^ He found that 20,057 familiares were appointed between 1580 and 1820—3,114 

familiares for all of Brazil. He also found 2,561 comissirios for the Portuguese empire. 

Torres' numbers are probably low since he only focused on the habilitafdes in the Torre 

do Tombo, which are missing hundreds of processos. For this reason, I employed a much 

broader base of documentation to double-check my information and to make a more complete list 

of the officials. In doing so, I utilized the novas habilitofdes (new habilitaf̂ Ses), the habilita^des 

incompletas (incomplete habilita9des), and the livros de Juramentos (the books where the oaths 

were recorded), among others-all of which include information on men who applied and were 

approved, but who do not appear in the habiiitafdes. My review of the habilita^des shows that 

Pemambuco and Bahia were the two captaincies with the highest number of officials in Brazil.^^ 

They were followed closely by Rio de Janeiro. Pemambuco had 885 applicants for a position as 

a familiar, 663 of whom received appointments. Bahia had at least 828 applicants to become 

familiares, while Rio had at least 658 and Marianna at least 345. 

Table 23 compares the numbers Torres collected for clerical officials with those from 

Pemambuco, I have found at least 178 comissirios for all of Brazil, sixty-eight of which lived in 

^ Previous attempts to quantify the familiares have been inadequate. Sonia Siqueira does not 
indicate how she obtained her numbers, and Daniela Calainho did not go beyond the inventory in 
the Torre do Tombo. Likewise, there is no reason to assume, as Daniela does, that many 
familiares were appointed without having to undergo an inquiry. See Siqueira, A Inqttisifdo 
jMrtuguesa, 163, 168, and 181 and Calainho, '*Em nome do Santo Oficio," 67-68,70, and 73. 
' It is still impossible to tell which captainQr bad the most officials. The numbers for 
Pemambuco are more complete because they are the topic of this study. I also collected what 
information I could on the other areas in Brazil. My numbers for other regions are necessarily 
incomplete, but thQr do represent a thorough run through the habilita^des. Based on my 
experience with Pemambuco, most estimates are probabty under-represented by 200 to 300 
hundred in Bahia and Rio in terms of those who applied. Both Francisco Bediencourt and Sonia 
Siqueira underestimate the numbers of officials in the colony. Bethencourt siqts that Tones* 
numbers are inflated and Siqueira claims that only 2,606 officials qualified in Brazil. A more 
careful review of the habilitafdes in the ANTT, strong^ suggests that it is fiu- more likely that 
between four and five thousand men applied firom Brazil and around 3,500 were accepted. 
Siqueira, A Inquisigdo Portuguesa, 140, footnote 3. Bethencourt, Histdria das btquisiqdes, 51. 
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the Captaincy-General of Pemambuco.^ The highest concentration of comissirios was in the 

captaincies of Pemambuco and Bahia—113 of the 178 (63.5%). 

Table 2.3. Comparison of Clerical Officials Appointed in the Portuguese Empire and in 
Pemambuco, 1590-1820 

Office All of Portuguese Empire Pemambuco 

Pemambuco as % 
of Total for the 

Empire 
Comissarios 2561 68 2.7 
Notaries 735 62 8.4 
Qualificadores 925 14 1.5 
Sources: Torres, "Da repressdo religiosa," 130 (for the Portuguese Empire); Processos de 
habilitafSo for Pemambuco, 1611-1820 [ANTT]. 

.Although Torres' data provide us with the big picture, the evidence for Pemambuco, and 

most likely the rest of Brazil, does not entirely fit the patterns he discovered. As seen in figure 

2.1, the data from Pemambuco show that the numbers of appointments to familiares began to rise 

after 1690 and continued to do so more or less steadily until the decade of the 1760s. In that 

decade, the number of appointments almost doubled. But where Torres recorded a decrease of 

^ Sonia Siquetra identifies 136 comissirios in all of Brazil: thirty-six in Pemambuco. She 
identifies seventy-two notirios in Brazil (forty-three in Pemambuco) and thirty-three 
qualificadores (nine in Pemambuco). Her tabulations are extremely low for Pemambuco and 
probably elsewhere. She does not inform us exactly how she obtained her numbers, so we 
cannot check them. But as I went through the habilitafdes, I collected information for the rest of 
Brazil. For comissirios, I found that Rio de Janeiro had at least 39, Bahia 38, Minas Gerais 10, 
Grio Pari 9, MaranhSo 8, Sio Paulo 7, Mariana 3, Espirito Santo 2, Matte Grosso I, and Goiis 
1. That means there were at least 178, and probably more, comissarios in Brazil. For notirios I 
found that Pemambuco had 62, Bahia 13, Rio de Janeiro 10, Minas Gerais 3, Maranhio 2, 
Vfariana2, Gr3o Pari 1. There were fourteen qualificadores in Pemambuco, 15 in Bahia, 8 in 
Rio de Janeiro, 2 in Maranhio, and 1 in Sergipe. Tliese numbers are probably still low because a 
good thorough search has yet to be made. I quit taking down information on the rest of Brazil 
because time would not permit the luxury. For Siquen's numbers, see A InquisigSoportuguesa, 
163,168,181. 
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nearly one-half in the decade of the 1770s for the Portuguese Empire, Pemambuco shows an 

increase and almost doubles the number of appointments of the previous decade. The same is 

true for the decade of the 1780s. The decade of the 1790s was the decade of real decline in 

Pemambuco. Appointments in the empire dropped to 347, the lowest since the decade of 1630s, 

and appointments in Pemambuco dropped from 182 to 56. 

For Pemambuco, at least, we can actually pinpoint the year in which the decline really 

set in. A comparison of the applications with the appointments is helpful in identifying these 

trends. As shown in figure 2.2, from 1740 to 1770, there were no significant increases in the 

numbers of either appointments or applications. Then, in the first four years of the 1770s, the 

number of appointments increased significantly, while in the last half of that decade the number 

of applicants soared and the number of appointments dropped back down until 1782. The 

number of applications remained high until 1787 when the number of appointments peaked at 

thirty-five. Even though the number of appointments declined seriously after 1786, the number 

of applicants remained high, indicating continued interest in inquisitional appointments. The 

numbers of both appointments and applications began to drop back down after 1789, but 

remained similar to the numbers of the 17S0s until at least 1794 when the real decline set in for 

both applications and appointments. 

This variation in the pattem of appointments suggests that the decline that was already 

beginning in Portugal by the 1770s was delayed in Pemambuco where, despite the signs of 

decline, inquisitional appointment remained attractive. The persistence of interest in 

inquisitional appointments in Pemambuco was due, in part, to the fact that the Inquisition had 

shifted its emphasis from social control to social promotion. 
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Figure 2.1. Comparison of Appointments of Familiares from the Portuguese Empire and 
Pemambuco, 1580-1820 
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Sources: Torres, "^Da repressio religjosa,** 133 (for the Portuguese Empire); Processos de 
habilitafSo for Pemambuco, 161U1820 [ANTT]. 
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Figure 2.3 compares the numbers of sentences handed out by the Inquisition and the 

appointments of familiares. Combined with the information in tables 2.1 and 2.2, this figure 

gives us a uniquely global view of inquisitional activity and reveals its major trends. This figure 

shows that the Inquisition was most active in the occupation of repression in the seventeenth 

century; but, by the 1690s, inquisitional activiQ' had shifted significantly. Beginning in the 

1680s, following the restoration of the Inquisition after a papal suspension, the numbers of 

familiares receiving appointments surpassed the number of individuals being sentenced, and the 

appointment of officials dominated inquisitional activity until the institution itself was abolished. 

During this period of decline and transition, the Inquisition attempted to strengthen its 

popular support among the aristocracy and social elites by increasing the numbers of familiares. 

The Inquisition began to exercise new functions in the late seventeenth century as traditional 

elites and the new ascending elites utilized the institution as an avenue for access to privilege, 

social promotion, and social legitimization.^^ This transition opened up social space for the 

Inquisition as a purveyor of social legitimization. The creation of the large network of 

inquisitional ofHcials was less a function of repression than a function of legitimizing social 

promotion. Indeed, the rising numbers of applications suggests an attempt by many to benefit 

from the prestige attached to inquisitional service and the rising numbers of appointments 

suggests that the Inquisition found in this popular interest an opportunity to expand its own base 

of popular support. '̂ 

The Inquisition underwent a dramatic shift in focus from the end of the seventeenth 

century, and became an agent of social promotion more than of social control. The growing 

Bethencourt, Historia das Inquisifdes, S1. 
Siqueira, **0$ regimentos da faiquisifio,'' S60. 
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Figure 2.2. Familiar Applications and Appointments in Pemambuco, 1740-1800 
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Source: Processos de habilitafio for Pemambuco, 1611-1820 [ANTT]. 
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Figure 2:3. Sentences and Appointments of Familiares in the Portuguese Empire, 1580-1820 
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Source: Torres, "Da repressSo religiosa," 135. 

number of comissarios, notarios, and qualificadores that paralleled those of the familiares 

permitted the Inquisition to chum out certificates of pure blood in ever larger numbers and to 

distribute the "symbolic capital' that facilitated** the acquisition of status and honor and 

"legitimated social promotion." '̂ That capital resided primarily in the discriminatory practice of 

pure blood {limpeza de sangue). But the ideology of pure blood served more than one fimction. 

Not only did it repress certain groups, but it also acted as a positive and legitimate authentication 

for social distinctions by controlling access to religious and military orders, education, and 

public office. The decline of inquisitional power in the last quarter of the eighteenth century 

^ Tones, "Da repressSo religiosa,*' 114. 
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due, in part, to mid-eighteenth century reforms, decreased the value of the symbolic capital 

represented by a letter of appointment to the Inquisition, and the Inquisition entered into 

decline.""* 

The InquisitioB at Work 

These appointments were not simply honorary, however. The ofHcials who received 

them were expected to serve the Inquisition whenever called upon. The comiss^os in Brazil 

formed the backbone of inquisitional power. They held responsibility for carrying out all 

inquiries sent to them, either to investigate accused heretics or to qualify potential officials. In 

these investigations, the other officials were directly subordinate to them. At the direction of the 

comissarios, the familiares summoned wimesses, took prisoners, escorted them to the ships that 

were to carry them to Lisbon and sometimes accompanied them across the Atlantic. They also 

escorted the comiss^os when they had to travel to perform inquiries and assisted the 

comissarios with all of their work. '̂ The notirios served as scribes for the investigations, 

carefully taking down the wimesses' testimony. When a comissdrio was either not present or 

unable to perform the inquiry, the notirios could also do so. The qualificadores technically 

reviewed written works to see whether they infmged the rules of inquisitional censorship; but in 

Brazil where printing presses were not allowed until 1808, and few libraries existed, they found 

very little employment in this area. More often, they simply worked as comissarios. 

The officials of the Inquisition operated under strict limitations. Comissirios were only 

permitted to make arrests without orders if three conditions had been met: a clear cause that 

^ These issues will be taken up in later chapters. 
1640 Regimento, Book I, Title XXI, Par^raphs 2 and 4. Siqueira, "Os Regimentos da 

Inquisi9ao,''758-759. 
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pertained to the Inquisition, sufficient evidence, and reason to believe that the individual might 

flee. Otherwise, they had to send the information to Lisbon and await instructions. 

Sometimes the comissdrios sought an extension of their authority in this area. For 

example, in 1796, Comissirio Henrique Martins Gaio asked for permission to act immediately on 

denunciations of those who possessed, sold, read, or purchased ''pernicious'' books or papers. He 

wanted to be able to go right away to the home of the accused, apprehend the offending 

literature, and send it to Lisbon before the accused could hide it. The Inquisition denied his 

request.^^ 

Comisswos also could not sequester property without specific instructions to do so from 

the Inquisition. When they did, they were to use a not&rio or familiar to make two copies of the 

inventoiy, one of which remained with the comissirio and the other was given to the juiz do fisco 

who received and administered the sequestered goods. 

In addition, comissarios did not retain jurisdiction over each other. If a comissto'o were 

guilty of a crime, then other comissirios could not take any action on their own, but had to 

inform Lisbon. They also had no jurisdiction over civil cases, nor could they obstruct other 

ecclesiastical or secular jurisdictions without instructions from Lisbon.^^ 

All the officials, including the familiares, were required to denounce any crimes that they 

were aware of, just like everybody else; but there is no evidence that they ever acted as spies for 

the Inquisition in Brazil as has sometimes been asserted.^ The Inquisition had little reason to 

ANTT, CGSO, NT 4195. 
'̂ InstrufSo que hSo guardar os Comissirios do Santo OfRcio da Inquisifio nas cousas, e 

negocios da fee, e no demais que se ofiferecerem." See ANTT, CGSO, m. 12, no. 28. 
** Anita Novinslgr asserts that familiares were spies for the Inquisition and acted somewhat like 
the Nazi Gestapo. See Novinslgr, '*A Inquisifio," 4; idem, "^A. Igreja no Brasil colonial" 19. The 
only evidence I have seen that familiares acted as spies was in the inquisitional prison in Lisbon, 
where they did spy on prisoners in their cells to see if th^ continued their heretical behavior in 



create a private network of spies, in any case, because all Catholics were obligated to denounce 

crimes against the faith. Likewise, familiares could not legitimately engage in any inquisitional 

activity without instructions from the comissirio or the tribunal in Lisbon.^^ 

One of the continual challenges the officials in Brazil faced was to educate the public as 

to what constituted crimes against the faith and to encourage individuals to denounce those 

crimes to the proper authorities. The distinction in colonial Brazil between crime and sin was 

not sharply drawn, nor generally intelligible. Indeed, most kinds of wrong-doing were both 

sinful and criminal. The practice of denunciation was very common at all levels of colonial 

government and formed a fundamental part of the Portuguese system of social and political 

policing. All members of colonial society were expected to inform the proper authorities of the 

misconduct of their friends, neighbors, and family members. The Inquisition was not the only 

institution to use denunciations or to police the piety and orthodoxy of the Catholic congregation. 

In addition, not all crimes against Christian morality fell under the jurisdiction of the Inquisition. 

The bishops held ecclesiastical tribunals and organized periodic visitas within their dioceses, 

receiving denunciations and trying cases. Although virtually every form of deviance was 

reported to the Inquisition, they did not all fall under inquisitional jurisdiction. For example, 

denunciations of incest usually received the brief marginal note, "does not pertain to the 

Inquisition."^ 

To educate the masses, the Inquisition published the editos-da-fe (edicts of faith). The 

comissarios had the primary responsibility for disseminating these printed edicts sent from 

prison. Heniy Kamen also argues that the familiares in Spain never acted as spies. SeeKamen, 
The Spanish Inquisition^ 145. 

ANTT, CGSO, m. 12, no. 28. 
^ David Higgs, "Sacred and Secular Law in Late Colonial Brazil" (Paper delivered at the Latin 
American Studies Association, Chicago, 1998), 1-6. 
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Lisbon, and they regularly sent the familiares to distribute them to all the churches and convents. 

The edicts were supposed to be read aloud in the parish churches and monasteries every year on 

the first Sunday of Lent and occasionally during the conventual masses and then posted in the 

sacristy as a perpetual reminder.'*^ Lent was used because it was traditionally the period of 

fasting, prayer, and penitence in preparation for Easter and was the appropriate time to clear 

one's conscience. Sometimes the parish priests failed to read the edict every year. For example, 

in 1719, the cathedral chapter of Olinda complained that this failure caused much scandal, 

principally in the SertSo where crimes were not denounced because the people remained ignorant 

of this obligation.'" 

The edict listed the crimes for which the Inquisition had jurisdiction in hierarchical 

order. These were the crimes that the faithful were obligated to denounce. The purpose of the 

edict was to educate the masses and to help them recognize the various forms of heresy so that no 

one could claim ignorance. Of course, these lists changed over time as the political and religious 

context evolved. By 1792, the crimes listed included all doubts or ill-will toward the Catholic 

Church; the use of reason and philosophy to "blaspheme" God, his mysteries, and the Virgin 

Maiy, practicing Islam, Judaism, Lutheranism, or Calvinism; denial of the mortal sins and the 

necessiQr of works; thinking ill of, or mocking the sacraments, vows, and ceremonies of the 

Church; doubting the obligation to confess; denying the existence of purgatory and the Church's 

power to grant indulgences; denjdng the veneration of saints; solicitation; sodomy; astrology; 

witchcraft; superstitions; pacts with the devil; freemasonry; buying, selling, or reading prohibited 

books without license; and false testimony to the Inquisition. Bigamy also fell under inquisitonal 

See ANTT, CGSO, m. 19, no. 76; CGSO, m. 6, no. 27; CGSO, m. 7, no. 34; CGSO, m. 4, no. 
28; CGSO, m. 40, no. 40; IL, NT 2125,2146,3135; IL, m. 33 &. 54. The officials sometimes 
requested more edicts to replace old ones that were foiling to pieces. See ANTT, DL, m. 4, no. 3. 
* ANTT, IL, Livro 20, fol., 246v-249. 
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jurisdiction because it was seen as a denial or abuse of the sacrament of marriage. All Catholics 

were required to come forward within thirty days of the public reading of the edict and denounce 

all that they knew regarding any of these issues or confess their own infiw:tions. If they did so, 

they were assured of greater mercy and lenience from the Inquisition. If they failed to do so, or 

impeded another from so doing, they would be excommunicated, which severed the offender 

from the Christian community, and prosecuted by the tribunal.'*' Despite the great mixture of 

African, Indian, and Portuguese varieties of religious expression in the colony, the Inquisition 

never felt that it was necessary to revise the edict for Brazil, as they did for both Goa and 

Angola.^" 

To make a denunciation, an individual either communicated personally or through an 

intermediary to the nearest comiss^o. If there were no comissarios, then they could make the 

denunciation to their confessor who would then relay it immediately to the Inquisition. When 

comisswos received denunciations, they made the denouncer swear an oath and sign the 

recorded denunciation. The denunciation was then sent to Lisbon and, if further inquiries were 

deemed necessary, the tribunal sent the orders to the local comiss^o for investigation. 

Quaatifyiag Inqaiiitional Activity 

We do not know exactly how many individuals passed through the Inquisition's clutches, 

but we have a good idea. '̂ Francisco Bethencourt has gathered the numbers of those who were 

ANTT, CGSO, m. 30, no. 2. 
^ The edict for Goa dealt with the problems of syncretism with Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam, and 
other religions. For Angola, the edict included direct references to the various practices and 
ceremonies of African culture and religion. See, Higgs, "Sacred and Secular Law," 2. The edict 
for Angola can be found in ANTT, IL, m. S2. 

Jos6 Veiga Torres has been instrumental in mapping out the larger patterns of inquisitional 
activity in the Portuguese Enapire. See Josi Veiga Torres, "Uma longa guerra social: Os ritmos 
da repressio inquisitorial em Porti^l," Revista de Histdria Economica e Social I (Jan-June, 
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tried (processado) and "relaxed" (relaxado, meaning delivered to the secular authorities for 

execution) by the four inquisitional tribunals of Lisbon, Coimbra, Evora, and Go»- As shown in 

table 2.4, the period of most intense inquisitional activity occurred between 1584 and 1674 after 

Portugal fell under the Spanish crown and before the papal suspension of inquisitional activity 

between 1679 and 1681. Between 1606 and 1674, the Inquisition investigated 22«481 cases and 

sent 863 individuals, either in person or in effigy, to the civil authorities for execution. The next 

one hundred years saw a marked decrease in this type of inquisitional activity. Between 1675 

and 1767, 12,142 cases came before inquisitional tribunals, and 446 faced the flames either in 

person or effigy. 

Fortunato de Almeida drew his information from the lists of the autos-dcfe and so his 

totals differ from Bethencourt's. But he shows how many individuals were sentenced in the 

autos-de-fe and reveals that the number of individuals actually executed by the Inquisition was 

fewer than is usually thought (see table 2.5). Of the 28,266 who appeared in the »utos-de-fe, 

1,817 were relaxed: 1,175 in person (4.2 percent) and 642 in effigy (,22 percent). Most of the 

actual executions occurred in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and several years often 

passed between executions. Despite the discrepancies in their numbers, if we compared 

Bethencourt's totals for those tried with Almeida's, we find that of the 44,817 individuals who 

were tried, 28,266 were punished (63 percent of those who came before the Inquisition) and 

1,175 (2.6 percent of them) actually perished in the flames. 

The rhythms of inquisitional activity in Brazil have not yet been mapped out in detail. 

The best we can do at this point is to sketch the general outlines. As in Portugal, New Christians 

1978): 55-68; idem, "Uma looga guerra social: Novas perspectivas para o estudo da Inquisi92o 
portuguesa a Inquisi9ao de Coimbra," Revista de histdria ̂  ideas 8 (1986): 59-74; and idem, 
"Da lepressio religiosa para a promo99o social." 
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formed the primary raw material for inquisitional activity. A report submitted to the general 

council in the early seventeenth century reflected the general perception of the Brazilian sugar-

producing regions as a haven for crypto-Jews. The report claimed that New Christians sought 

out Pemambuco and Bahia because they could live without fear, practice their ceremonies 

without discovery, and be served by "Negro brutes" who knew nothing of Christianity. Many of 

them owned sugar mills and had become wealthy and influential members of colonial society.^^ 

Likewise, the Inquisition regularly banished its prisoners to Brazil. Between 1S40 and 1720, 590 

prisoners were sent to Brazil. These represented 49.7 percent of all those banished by the 

Inquisition to overseas colonies.^^ 

The lists of the autos-de-f6 held by the Lisbon Tribunal give us some indication of the 

rhythms of inquisitional activity in the colony. But these lists can only give a general indication. 

Most of the lists for the sixteenth century and the flrst half of the seventeenth seldom contain 

more than a general summary and the names of those who were relaxed. From about 16S0 on, 

however, the lists allow us to identify most of the individuals fn>m Brazil who heard their 

sentences in autos-de-fe. But they do not include all of those who were denounced to or tried by 

the Inquisition. And they do not include those who came under inquisitional scrutiny during the 

sixteenth- and seventeenth-century visitas. 

" ANTT, IL, Livro 216, fols., 45-48. Anita Novinsl^ has shown that many of those prosecuted 
by the Inquisition in the sixteenth century were accu^ of crypto-Judaism. She argued that 
Brazil appealed to New Christians precisely because they were relatively free from persecution 
in Brazil and even when they were punished by the Inquisition, they often found that th^ could 
continue to function in Brazilian society without any more than the usual constraints. Sm Anita 
Novinslty, Crist3os-Novos na Bahitr A InquisiqOo, 2d ed. (Sio Paulo: Editora Perspectiva, 
1992). Josi Antonio Gonsalves de Mello argues that the New Christians came to Brazil to take 
advantage of the growing sugar industry, to escape the constant attention of die Inquisition in 
Portugal, and to gain some degree of relî ous literty. See Gonsalves de Mello, Genie da NofOo, 
7. 
" See Geraldo Pieroni, Os excluidos do remo: A impdsigdo portuguesa e o degredo para o 
Brasil colonial (Brasilia: Editora Universidade de Brasilia, 2000), 14-15. 
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Table 2.4. Tried and Relaxed in the Four Tribunals of Lisbon, Evora, Coimbra, and Goa, 1S36-
1767 

Period Tried Relaxed Relaxed as % of total Processed 
1536-1605 10,194 755 7.4 
1606-1674 22,481 863 3.8 
1675-1750 10,551 389 3.7 
1751-1767 1,591 57 3.6 

Total 44,817 2,064 4.6 
Source: Bethencourt, As Inquisifdes, 27S. 

Bethencourt's numbers are incomplete, particularly in the case of Goa, and it is not clear 
why he chooses to group the dates the way he did, but they give us a general sense of the larger 
patterns of inquisitional activity. 

Table 2.5. Sentences During the autos-de-fe, 1536-1767 
Tribunal Non-death Sentence Burned Total 

%of 
In Flesh InEffiKV 

%of % of Total % of Total 
Lisbon 7,024 91.6 461 6.0 181 2.4 7,666 

Coimbra 8,800 94.2 313 3.3 234 2.5 9,347 
^vora 6,369 92.6 344 5.0 163 2.4 6,876 
Goa 4,056 97.1 57 1.4 64 1.5 4,177 
Total 26,249 93.5 1,175 4.2 642 23 28,066 

Source: Almeida, Histdria da Igreja  ̂ 4:287-317. 
Noie: Almeida used the published lists from the autos-de-fi to compile these numbers, and so 
they reflect those who were actually punished and executed rather than those who were tried. 
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Together with the denunciations, these lists demonstrate that Brazil was a significant 

zone of inquisitional activity. They also allow us to locate the areas of most intense inquisitional 

activity and the groups selected for inquisitional prosecution. 

Table 2.6 shows that of the SS6 individuals fh>m Brazil punished in autosHle-f6, the most 

fivquently punished "crimes" were Judaism and bigamy, but they also included many of the other 

crimes against the faith. Most of those punished for Judaism came from two relatively intense 

periods of activity in two regions of Brazil. Between 1709 and 1728, most of those punished in 

the autos-de-fi£ were New Christians from Rio de Janeiro, many of whom were related.^ 

Between 1731 and 1741, a large group of related individuals from Paraiba was also punished." 

Consequently, as table 2.7 shows, more than one half of those punished in the ataos were 

from Rio, followed by Bahia, Paraiba, and Pemambuco. As table 2.8 shows, most of the 

punishments handed down were limited to prison terms and wearing the coarse sleeveless habit 

known as the sanbenito. Bigamists and sodomites received special treatment; most of them were 

whipped and sent to the galleys. Most of the New Christians punished for Judaizing received 

prison sentences and the sanbenito. Nineteen individuals were relaxed, five in effigy and 

fourteen in the flesh. All but one of those were convicted of Judaizing. The other was convicted 

of Calvinism. 

^ Lina Gorenstein Ferreira da Silva has studied the New Christians of Rio, including this group 
in Heretico e impuros: A Inquisifdo e os cristdos-novos no Rio de Janeiro siado XVIII (Rio de 
Janeiro: Secretaria Municipal de Cultura, Departamento Geral de Documentafflo e faiformafSo 
Cultural, Divisio de Editora9io, 199S). 

This wave of inquisitional activiQr in Paraiba began with the denunciation of two New 
Christians against members of their own families, probably motivated by revenge. A brief study 
of this episode appears in Lustosa, ''Ra^es judaicas na Paraiba colonial," 84-109. Bruno Feitler 
has studied this episode in detail. See Bnmo Feitler '̂ Inquisition, juifs et nouveaux-chr^ens dans 
les capitaineries du nord de I'Etat du Br^sil: XVIIe et XVnie siicles" (Ph.D. diss., EHESS, Paris, 
2001). 



The lists of autos-de>f(§ show that those estimates that indicate that only 500 people from 

Brazil were tried by the Inquisition are very low. ̂  Anita Novinsky identified 1,819 men and 

women accused or suspected of Judaizing by the Inquisition in the eighteenth century alone/^ 

Using mostly inquisitional documents, Luiz Mott has found 148 men and women accused of 

homoerotic behavior during the colonial period. '̂ Indeed, the evidence from the aiaos suggests 

that during the eighteenth century, inquisitional activity in Brazil provided a significant portion 

of the total inquisitional activity in the empire. 

Table 2.9 shows that from 1709-1737 Brazil provided a substantial number of those 

punished in the autos-de-fi£, sometimes exceeding SO percent. Brazilians continued to appear in 

significant numbers for the rest of the eighteenth century. Between 1600 and 1787, fiilly I3.8S 

percent of those punished in the autos^e-f«i came from Brazil. Of those punished in the autos of 

the eighteenth century, 21.25 percent were from Brazil. The very high percentage rate of 

individuals from Brazil being punished at the autos-de-fe suggests the increasing importance of 

Brazil as a locus for inquisitional activity. 

The denunciations extracted from the indexes of the promoter, and the index to the 

processos combined with an array of other inquisitional sources can give us a general idea of 

inquisitional activity in Pemambuco. 

^ Robert Rowland's claim that only 500 cases from Brazil came before the Lisbon Tribunal is 
low. See Bc^hx/DGoatt, As Inquisifdes, 179. 
" Anita Novinsky, Rol dos Cidpados: Fontes para a historia do Brasil, seculo XVIII (Rio de 
Janeiro: Expiessio e Cultura, 1992). 

Mott, Homossexuis da Bahia. 
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Table 2.6. Crimes of Individuals firom Brazil Punished in autos-de-fe, 1594-1787 
%of %of 

Crime Number Total Crime Number Total 
Abuse of Priesthood 1 0.2 Lutheranism 2 0.4 
Bigamy 81 14.6 Married While Priest or 

Married Before Becoming 
Priest 

6 1.1 

Blasphemy 1 0.2 Not Completing Previous 
Punishment 

1 0.2 

Calvinism 2 0.4 Not Keeping Secrets of the 
Confessional 

I 0.2 

Engaged in Indigenous 2 0.4 Rebaptized After Being 1 0.2 
Rites Legitimately Baptized 
Escaped from the Galleys 1 0.2 Receiving Confession & 

Saying Mass w/o Priesthood 
6 1.1 

Fake Official 7 1.3 Sodomy 10 1.8 
False Testimony 6 l.l Solicitation 9 1.6 
Heretical Propositions 2 0.4 Unknown 6 1.1 
Judaism 406 73.0 Witchcraft & Pact with the 

Devil 
5 0.9 

Total 556 100.0 
Sources: BN, Cod 166-169; ANTT, CGSO, Livro 435; IL, Livros 30,31, 32, 159,327; Processos 
56,111,112, 306,436, 514, 720, 1324, 1335, 1480,2304, 5306, 5534, 5546, 5579; 5674, 6344, 
8657, 8675, 11035. 

Table 2.7. Place of Residence of Individuals from Brazil Punished in autos-de-fe, 1594-1787 
Place Number % of Total Place Number % of Total 
Alagoas 1 02 Mariana 1 0.2 
Bahia 64 11.5 Minas Gerais 29 52 
Brazil, general 6 1.1 Nova Colonia 1 02 
Ceari 2 0.4 Paraiba 50 9.0 
Espfrito Santo 6 1.1 Pemambuco 64 11.5 
Goi^ 1 0.2 Piaui I 0.2 
GrSo Pari 10 1.8 Rio de Janeiro 306 55.0 
nhaSebastiio 1 0.2 S2o Paulo 8 1.4 
MaranhSo 4 0.7 Sergipe 1 0.2 
Total 556 100.00 
Sources: BN, Cod 166-169; ANTT, CGSO, Livro 435; IL, Livros 30,31,32, 159,327; Processos 
56, 111, 112,306,436,514,720, 1324, 1335, 1480,2304,5306, 5534,5546, 5579; 5674,6344, 
8657,8675, 11035. 
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Table 2.8. Punishments Given at autos-de-fe to Individuals from Brazil. IS94-1787 
• %of %of 

Punishment Number Total Punishment Number Total 
Banished 50 9.0 Relaxed in Effigy 5 0.9 
Died in Prison 8 1.4 Relaxed in the Flesh 14 2.5 
Other 33 5.9 Sent to the Galleys 18 3.2 
Prison 13 2.3 Spiritual Penalties and 

Instruction 
4 0.7 

Prison with habit 113 20.3 Suspended from exercise of 
Religious orders 

5 0.9 

Prison with habit removed at 9 1.6 Whipped and Banished 9 1.6 
the auto 
Prison with Perpetual Habit 211 37.9 Whipped and sent to the 

Galleys 
62 112 

Reprimand 2 0.4 
Total 556 100.0 
Sources: BN, Cod 166-169; ANTT, CGSO, Livro 435; IL, Livros 30, 31,32, 159,327; Processos 
56, 111, 112, 306,436, 514, 720, 1324, 1335, 1480,2304, 5306, 5534, 5546, 5579; 5674,6344, 
8657,8675, 11035. 
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Table 2.9. Comparison of Total Sentenced in autos-de-fe with those from Brazil. 1600-1787 
Total in Total from Brazil % of Total in Total from Brazil % of 

Year auto Brazil Total Year auto Brazil Total 
1600 68 I 1.5 1717 45 24 53.3 
1620 81 1 1.2 1720 43 21 48.8 
1629 137 1 .7 1723 79 20 25.3 
1637 77 2 2.6 1725 37 6 16.2 
1642 85 1 1.2 1726 73 3 4.1 
1644 90 4 4.4 1727 8 8 100.0 
1646 4 I 25.0 1728 115 19 16.5 
1647 71 7 9.9 1729 91 14 15J8 
1652 72 1 1.4 1731 94 23 24.5 
1656 67 1 1.5 1732 82 25 30.5 
1660 77 3 3.9 1733 61 15 24.6 
1662 81 1 12 1735 72 23 31.9 
1664 86 4 4.7 1737 62 9 14.5 
1669 79 1 1.3 1739 63 6 9.5 
1671 77 1 1.3 1741 49 3 6.1 
1673 98 5 5.1 1742 52 3 5.8 
1682 132 3 2.3 1744 46 13 28J 
1683 70 I 1.4 1745 37 5 13.5 
1684 58 3 5.2 1746 73 2 2.7 
1686 20 1 5.0 1747 52 7 13.5 
1688 32 I 3.1 1748 46 5 10.9 
1691 3 I 33.3 1749 73 2 2.7 
1692 8 4 50.0 1750 47 3 6.4 
1693 14 2 14.3 1752 64 3 4.7 
1695 5 1 20.0 1754 49 3 6.1 
1698 43 2 4.7 1755 3 1 33.3 
1700 10 1 10.0 1756 4 2 50.0 
1702 18 I 5.6 1758 39 3 7.7 
1704 110 3 2.7 1759 2 1 50.0 
1705 66 2 3.0 1761 61 17 27.9 
1709 74 13 17.6 1765 46 5 . 10.9 
1711 110 49 44.6 1771 ? 1 ? 
1713 144 69 47.9 1778 10 1 10.0 
1714 61 21 34.4 1780 7 1 ? 
1716 58 38 65.6 1787 ? 1 ? 
Total 3.964 549 13.85 
Sources: EN, Cod 166-169; ANTT, CGSO, Livro 435; IL, Livro 30,31,32, 159,327; Processos 
56, 111, 112,306,436,514,720, 1324, 1335,1480,2304,5306, 5534,5546,5579; 5674,6344, 
8657, 8675, 11035. 
Note: I have only included the autos-de-fiS in which individuals from Brazil were punished, 
which turns out to be most of them. These numbers show that inquisitional activiQr was fiurly 
low in Brazil during most of die seventeenth century and was most highly concentrated between 
1690 and 1740. 
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Table 2.10. Location of Residence of Individuals Denounced to the Inquisition from the 
Captaincy-General of Pemambuco by Morphological Zone, 1590-1810 

%of %of 
Location Num. Total .ocation Num. Total 
Zona da Mata Agreste 

Cabo 2 0.3 Limoeiro 1 0.1 
Engenho de Santo Andr€ 2 OJ Pindoba 6 0.9 
Engenho do Meio 13 1.9 Subtotal 7 1.0 
Engenho Novo 7 1.0 Sertflo 
Engenho Velho 29 42 Acaracii 3 0.4 
Forte Velho 5 0.7 Aracatf 1 0.1 
Goiana 1 0.1 Cabrobd 8 1.2 
Iguarafu 8 1.2 Ceari (Unspecified) 3 0.4 
Ipojuca 4 0.6 Desterro 2 0.3 
Itamaraci 7 1.0 Ic6 1 0.1 
Muribeca 2 0.3 Jaguaribe 8 1.2 
Olinda 46 6.6 Maranguape 2 0.3 
Paraiba (Unspecified)a 69 9.9 Missfio dos Curemas no 

Pinhanco 
10 1.4 

Pemambuco (Unspecified) 300 43.2 Pombal 1 0.1 
Recife 72 10.4 Santa Luzia 2 0.3 
Rio das Mares 11 1.6 Seitflo Caracii I 0.1 
Rio do Meio 3 0.4 SertSo de Piranha 1 O.l 
Rio Grande do None 2 OJ Sobral 1 0.1 
Sao Lourenco da Mata 1 0.1 Subtotal 44 63 
Tapira 4 0.6 Uncertain Location 
Tracunhem 2 03 Anaialde Salinas I O.I 
Una 1 0.1 Boa Nova da Lahede 1 0.1 
Varzea 3 0.4 Cabe^a de Bois 1 0.1 

Subtotal 594 85.6 Cunha 1 0.1 
Zona da Mata Sul Embribeira 3 0.4 

Aiagoas (Maceio) 14 2.0 Santo Andr6 2 OJ 
Alagoas do Sul 6 0.9 Subtotal 9 1.3 
Porto Calvo 3 0.4 
Poxim 15 2.2 
Vila de Penedo 2 03 

Subtotal 40 58 
Total 694 100.0 
Sttwces: ANTT, CGSO, Livios 435 and 529; ANTT, CGSO, m. 8, no. 4; IL, Livio 23,31-32, 
65,159-162,255,263,265,268,280-281,299,300-301.306,315-317,322-323,327-329,818, 
922; IL, m. 3, no. 21, m. 19, no. 53, m. 26, no. 58, m 27 nos. 16,20,30, m 30, no. 11, m. 40; IL, 
NT 2123,2132,2160,3135; IL, Processos 12,56,78,111, 112, 132,226,306,402,436,514, 
720, 820,885,936,1061,1324, 1332,1335,1377,1406, 1439,1462,1480,1770,1829,1847, 
1958,2304,2439,2686,2776,2778,3693,4044,5212,5306,5534,5546, 5586,5579,5674, 
5840,5844,5863,6344,6625,7276,7533,8059,8657,8675,9747,10401,10890,11035, 
11575, 12991,13817,14321,16460,17213,11362; 12945, n2l3,̂ oviBsky,RoldosCulpaths. 
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Table 2.11. Place of Residence of Individuals from Pernambuco Punished in autos-de-f(i by 
Morphological Zones, 1590-1810 

%of %of 
Location Num. Total Location Num. Total 
Zona da Mata Zona da Mata Sul 

Recife 16 14J Alagoas do Sul 1 0.9 
Ipojuca 2 1.8 Vila de Penedo 2 1.8 
Iguara9u 3 2.7 Subtotal 3 2.7 
Ico 1 0.9 Agreste 
Itamaraci 1 0.9 Limoeiro 1 0.9 
Jaguaribe 2 1.8 SertSo 
Olinda 7 6.3 Desterro 2 1.8 
Paracahi 1 0.9 Ceari . 2 1.8 
Porto Calvo 1 0.9 Santa Luzia 2 1.8 
Cabo I 0.9 SertSo de Piranha 2 1.8 
Sao Lourenf o da Mata 1 0.9 SertSo Caracu 1 0.9 
Varzea 1 0.9 Subtotal 9 8.0 
CityofParaiba 2 1.8 Uncertain 22 19.6 
Engenho de Santo 2 1.8 Arrayal de Salinas I 0.9 
Andrd 
Engenho do Meio 4 3.6 Taberi 1 0.9 
Engenho Novo 5 4.5 Boa Nova da 

Lahede 
I 0.9 

Engenho Velho 11 9.8 Santo Andr£ 1 0.9 
Forte Velho I 0.9 Embribeira 3 2.7 
Poxim 3 2.7 Subtotal 29 25.9 
RiodasMar^ 5 4.5 
Tapira 3 2.7 
Rio do Meio 3 2.7 

Subtotal 76 67.9 
Total 112 lOO.O 
Source: ANTT, CGSO, Livro 435. 
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Table 2.12. Crimes Denounced in to Uie Inquisition from Pemambuco. 1590-1810 
%of %of 

Crime Num. Total Crime Num. Total 
Abuse of Power of the Holy 4 0.6 Gypsy 1 0.1 
OfRce 
Abuse of Priesthood 5 0.7 Heretical Propositions 44 6.4 
Baptized Twice 1 0.1 Inappropriate or 5 0.7 

suspect gathering 
Bigamy 84 12.1 Judaism 262 37.9 
Blasphemy 11 1.6 Juiema 12 1.7 
Crimes Against the Holy 11 1.6 Libertine 2 0.3 
Office 
Disobedience 1 0.1 Lutheran 1 0.1 
Disrespect for Images 11 1.6 Masonry 1 0.1 
Disrespect for the Church 1 0.1 Posses Prohibited 3 0.4 

Books 
Disrespect of Sacraments 13 1.9 Protestant 1 0.1 
Fake OfHcials of Holy OfHce 10 1.4 Sodomy 10 1.4 
False Priest 5 0.7 Solicitation 20 2.9 
False Testimony 2 0.3 Witchcraft/superstitio 57 8.2 

n/Pact with Devil 
Fornication 1 0.1 Unknown 97 14.0 
Gentile Beliefs and 2 0.3 Other 14 2.0 
Ceremonies 

1 Total 692 100.0 
Sources: ANTT, CGSO, Livros 435 and 529; ANTT, CGSO, m. 8, no. 4; IL, Livro 23,31-32, 
65, 159-162,255,263,265,268,280-281,299,300-301,306,315-317,322-323,327-329,818, 
922; IL, m. 3, no. 21, m. 19, no. 53, m. 26, no. 58, m 27 nos. 16,20,30, m 30, no. 11, m. 40; IL, 
NT 2123,2132,2160,3135; DL, Processos 12,56, 78, 111,112, 132,226,306,402,436, 514, 
720, 820, 885, 936, 1061, 1324, 1332, 1335, 1377, 1406, 1439, 1462, 1480, 1770, 1829, 1847, 
1958,2304,2439,2686,2776, 2778,3693,4044, 5212, 5306, 5534, 5546, 5586,5579,5674, 
5840, 5844, 5863,6344,6625, 7276,7533, 8059, 8657, 8675,9747,10401, 10890, 11035, 
11575, 12991, 13817, 14321, 16460, 17213, 11362; 12945, 17213; fiovmsky, Rol dos Ctdpados. 
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The numbers presented are necessarily incomplete and most likely very low. But still, they can 

give us the tiiin outlines of the patterns of inquisitonal activity in Pemambuco. As tables 2.10-

2.11 show, denunciations came fiom all over the captaincy-general as did the individuals who 

were punished in the autos-de-fe, but they tended to concentrate in the Zona da Mata (8S.6% of 

the denunciations and 67.9% of those punished) and the more urban areas. 

Table 2.12 shows that Judaism (37.9%), bigamy (12.1%), witchcraft (8.2%), and 

heretical propositions (6.4%) were the most frequent "crimes" denounced to the Inquisition in 

Pemambuco. Judaism was the most frequently denounced crime during the seventeenth century 

and up until about 1740. After 1740, most of the denunciations were for bigamy, heretical 

propositions, and disrespect for the sacraments and images of the saints. After the mid-

eighteenth centuiy, the so-called "philosophical heresies" and freemasonry drew considerable 

attention from the Inquisition.^ Accusations of Judaism never disappeared entirely, however, 

even after the 1773 pure blood law did away with the distinction between New and Old 

Part of the difficulty stems firom our inability to know with any confidence the number and 
nature of denunciations made in colonial Pemambuco, or anywhere else. At the time, there 
simply was no way to guarantee that either the officials or the priests who received denunciations 
would pass them on. Likewise, we cannot know how many of the denunciations actually reached 
Lisbon and, once there, whether they ever went further than the promotor (prosecutor) or were 
even preserved by him. After 1808, the system was disrupted for a time berause of the 
Napoleonic wars with a resulting decline in the reporting of denunciations from Pemambuco to 
Lisbon (see ANTT, IL, Livro 161). Likewise, when the inquisitional archives were tumed over 
to the National Library in the nineteenth centuiy, much of the documentation was mixed up and 
scattered. Consequently, no single source for denunciations exists—if it ever did. Several books 
from both the Inquisition of Lisbon and the general council contain large but incomplete lists of 
cases, and the books of the promotor are filled with denunciations and correspondence. It has not 
been possible to perform a complete search of all the widely-scattered sources for the simple 
reason of its large volume. To make matters more difficult, the lists that do exist vary 
considerably in the kind and consistency of information that th^r provide. Frequentty, there are 
no dates, crimes, or places of residence listed. Any attempts at quantifying inquisitional activity 
should be seen as mere estimates that probably under-represent what actually went on. 
^ Luis A. de Oliveira Ramos coined the phrase heriticos de filosofia and made the same 
argument See Luis A. Oliveira Ramos, "A Inquisi9ao pombaiina," Broteria 115, no. 2-4 
(August-October, 1982): \Th-\lA. 
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Christians. The latest easel found was from 1799. The pure blood law did not make Jewish 

practices legal, it only eliminated the distinction between New and Old Christians and legal 

discrimination against New Christians. Judaism, if practice by baptized Christians, remained a 

heresy. 

Coaclusion 

The delayed development of a network of officials in colonial Brazil permitted the 

creation of a system that tied the Inquisition more closely to the ecclesiastical and secular 

authorities in the colony. That pre-network system ftcilitated inquisitional activity in the colony 

and allowed the Inquisition to reach more deeply into Pemambuco, both socially and 

geographically. The creation of that network in the eighteenth century responded to increasing 

popular interest and the Inquisition's desire to gamer more popular support. It also signaled a 

shift in inquisitional focus from repression to promotion as individuals began to use the 

Inquisition in increasing numbers to legitimate their social status. 

But inquisitional appointments were not merely honorary in nature. They required 

service to the Inquisition. Officials were responsible for instructing the populace regarding what 

constituted crimes against the faith, in investigating those crimes, and bringing deviants to 

. inquisitional justice. The activities of the Inquisition in Brazil show that Brazil constituted an 

important focus of inquisitional activity and that within Pemambuco that activity concentrated 

within the Zona da Mata where the bulk of the population and officials of the Inquisition lived. 

But that activity was not limited to the populated region and could and did penetrate into the 

interior. 
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CHAPTERS 

THE HABILITAgAO: PROCEDURES AND COSTS 

Officials of the Inquisition were necessarily selected from the men who chose to apply 

for appointments. The Inquisition, of course, had to rely on this raw material to construct its 

network of officials who could then carry out inquisitional business and see to the reproduction 

and maintenance of inquisitional power and prestige within the colony. To that end, the. 

Inquisition constructed a set of standards and procedures over time that tried to guarantee the 

selection of the best available candidates. These exclusionary practices permitted the Inquisition 

to construct the image of honor and prestige that it wanted to portray and which attracted 

potential officials. It also contributed to the strength of the institution. 

The procedures and the costs of an application for inquisitional appointment help us 

understand the accessibility of inquisitional office and the techniques of selection which 

contributed to the construction of social honor and status. The investigations for qualification 

had to be paid for, and the Inquisition developed an increasingly efficient system for collecting 

their fees. But the cost of the investigation limited the accessibility of an appointment to those 

groups who had sufficient surplus income to spend on an appointment that was not guaranteed to 

bring large financial returns. 

ThcProccsso 

The process by which potential officials of the Holy Office were qualified and approved 

was first mentioned in the 1613 Regimento, which really only codified an already existing 

practice. It remained for the 1640 Regimento to ^stematize more completely the form in which 
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the process would continue for the next 180 years. Prior to the 1640 Regimento, individuals 

were stiil subject to an investigation into their lineage and customs, but the investigations were 

generally limited to formal inquiries into ancestry and behavior. The 1640 Regimento added 

several steps to the process that provided it with a greater degree of bureaucratic efficiency and 

took advantage of the growing centralization of the Inquisition. Potential officials had to provide 

enough genealogical information to "prove" that they did not have Moorish, Jewish, Indian, or 

Afiican ancestry and to submit to investigations into their lives and customs. The same was true 

for their wives. The new regulations reflected the growing intolerance within Portugal, and the 

investigations were supposed to proceed under the ^^estiloT of the Holy Office.' 

The term estilo, translated as style or custom, referred to the practices and traditions both 

written and unwritten, that governed the manner in which the Inquisition proceeded against the 

accused. In other words, the same method by which the Inquisition determined the veracity of 

denunciations against accused heretics would be applied to those who wished to work for the 

Holy Office. In form, at least, this proved to be true; but the history of the habilitafSo shows 

that, in practice, the Inquisition functioned quite differently when it came to the qualifying 

inquiries into potential officials of the Inquisition. 

As part of the standardization being imposed on inquisitional activities, the 1613 

Regimento mandated the careful collecting and organizing of inquisition^ records for rapid and 

easy access of information about both accused heretics and potential officials. These records 

included registers of denunciations, confiscation of goods, and the creation of inquisitional 

officials. These records were used regularly in the investigations. 

The actiuil requirements of office developed over nearly one hundred years and reached 

' 1613 Regimento, Book I, Title I, Paragraph 0. Siqueira, "Os Regimentos da Inquisifio," 616. 
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their flnal form, or nearly final form, in 1640. According to the 1640 Regimento, officials of the 

Inquisition had to be 

natives of the kingdom. Old Christians of pure blood, without Moorish or Jewish 
race, or newly converted people to our holy faith, and without fame to the 
contrary; who have not been involved in any public infamy of deed or law, nor 
imprisoned nor punished by the Inquisition, nor are they descendants of persons 
who have one of the aforementioned defects, they will be of good life and 
customs, capable of being entrusted with any business of importance or of 
secrecy; and the same qualities should also be found in the people that the 
ordindrio [referring to the bishops] names to assist in its name in the dispatch of 
the processos of the people within its jurisdiction....[they all should be able] to 
read and write; and if they are married, their wives and children should have the 
same purity .. ? 

These requirements were not changed until the 1774 Regimento eliminated the requirement for 

purity of blood. 

Those who felt that they could meet these conditions and wished to apply for 

inquisitional office forwarded, through the local comissmo, a petition to Lisbon where a scribe 

prepared a formal petition. The petition contained all relevant genealogical information 

including the place of birth, marriage, and residence of the applicant, his parents, his 

grandparents, and sometimes his great grandparents.^ If the prospective ofRcial was married, he 

also included the same information for his wife. Likewise, any official who wanted to many was 

required to have his future wife qualified by the Inquisition before doing so. 

The process included two major steps. The first step in the investigation included a 

search of the records of the tribunals of Coimbra, Evora, and Lisbon to ensure that neither the 

applicant nor his wife nor any of their ancestors or relatives had been condemned for any crimes 

against the Holy Office. If any crimes were discovered, the notirios briefly summarized the 

crime and the outcome of the proceedings in the margin of the request and appended the text to 

^ 1640 Regimento, Book I, Title I, Paragraph 2. Siqueira, "Os Regimentos da Inquisi92o," 694. 
' ANTT, HSO, Jos6 176/4192. 
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the diligencia. If the applicant had indicated that a relative was an ofRcial of the Inquisition, a 

search was also made among the records of the general council and his letter of appointment was 

copied and placed in the diligencia. 

The second step involved the investigations undertaken in both the applicant's place of 

birth and place of residence as well as those of his wife and his ancestors. This step had two 

parts. The first part, known as the extrajudicial, involved an informal inquiry by an official at the 

applicant's place of birth and residence into the purity of the applicant's blood, his customs and 

behavior, and his financial situation. Comissarios most frequently performed the extrajudicial, 

but not^os did them as well. Less fi^uently familiares could also do so.'* The official 

performing the extrajudicial usually interviewed between four and twelve informants and then 

submitted his report. The names of the witnesses were listed, but the witnesses were not required 

to sign, swear an oath, or have their testimonies recorded. If the extrajudicial turned up any 

questionable ancestry or behavior, the Inquisition often sent another extrajudicial for further 

clarification. If further inquiry confirmed the questionable information, the application could be 

discontinued. Likewise, if the official could not find information regarding the individual or his 

family, the application could sit for decades without any further inquiry or simply be 

discontinued. 

Several reforms of the mid-eighteenth century deah with this part of the procedures. For 

example, an April 25,17S9 order systematized the manner in which the extrajudicial inquiries 

should be done in much the same way that the 1640 Regimento had done for the habilita^^o in 

general. The order stated that the official should ask all the necessary questions regarding the 

applicant's customs, capaciQ^, yearly income, age, literate, marriage status, children, public 

* The familiar Antdnio Jos^ Victoriano Borges da Fonseca received an extrajudicial to do while 
he was serving as Governor of Ceari in 1773 on Francisco Vas Leite. See ANTT, HI, 6/SO. 
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opinion, and ancestiy without omission. On February 13,17S8, the inquisition decreed that, in 

order to avoid dishonesty on the part of the comissarios, the judicial inquiry should not be sent to 

the same Individual who had done the extrajudicial. And all of these should be given to 

comissarios of known capacity, judgment, and secrecy.^ 

The second part of the inquiry was called the judicial. In this formal inquiry, the 

witnesses were summoned by a familiar and made to sw<>«r an oath on the Bible. If a comissario 

were available, he presided over the judicial inquiry, but notwos and qualificadores could and 

did carry them out, as did other ecclesiastical authorities specifically commissioned by the 

Inquisition to do so. Before a network of officials existed in Brazil, the comissarios delegados 

performed the inquiries. A scribe always attended the judicial inquiry to record the questions 

and answers of each witness. Where they were available, notarios acted as scribes, but 

qualificadores and familiares also served. Comissarios could also select priests who met the 

criteria, as well.^ In all cases, the Inquisition sent out instructions regarding the inquiries-what 

questions to ask, and how many wimesses to question.^ 

During the inquiiy, eight to twelve wimesses were asked a series of questions.' The 

1774 Regimento included very strict language regarding the manner in which the testimonies 

were to be recorded. The comissarios were forbidden to go beyond the terms of the commission 

^ ANTT, IL, Livro 817, fol., 8. This order was reiterated on June 12, 1759. See ANTT, IL, Livro 
157, fols., 22,227. 
' In some cases, the scribe could also be a witness in the same inquiry. See, for example, ANTT, 
HSO, Jos^ 162/400 and Felix 5/69. 
^ Before 1762, all of these instructions were in manuscript form; but after 1762, they were 
printed forms with blanks left to fill in names and places. See, for example, ANTT, HSO, 
Manuel 190/2021. 
* These questions did not change significantly for almost 200 years-not until the 1774 
Regimento removed all references to New and Old Christians. Azevedo Mea has published the 
questions in A btquisigito de Cohnbra, 180-181, footnote 264. 
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they had received, either in asking questions or in recording answers.' They asked the witnesses 

first whether they knew why they had been summoned. Then they asked several specific 

questions regarding the applicant's ancestry and behavior. The Inquisition wanted to know 

whether the applicant was an illegitimate child, whether he had any illegitimate children, and 

whether he or his ancestors were heretics or had conunitted crimes against the king or the 

Inquisition. Finally, the witnesses were asked whether they had any reason to hate or dislike the 

applicant. The Inquisition had reservations.about testimony given by a wimess who had any 

animosity toward an applicant. If animosity could be shown to exist, the witness' testimony 

could be thrown out—although in practice this occurred infrequently.'*' 

The Inquisition sought out certain types of witnesses. Instructions sent to the 

comissarios indicated that the witnesses should be Old Christians and familiares where 

possible." The 1640 Regimento instructed the comissarios to go to the homes of the very old to 

take their testimony.'̂  The Inquisition did this because they had the longest memories in a 

largely illiterate society that still placed great weight on the truth value of oral testimony." 

Most witnesses tended to be white men from the upper levels of society. Women 

appeared as witnesses less frequently. They were questioned in thirty-nine inquiries for potential 

candidates and twenty-three inquiries for their spouses. Eighty-three women were questioned in 

cases for men and sixty-one for women. The comissarios had to take care to question women in 

' 1774 Regimento, Book I, Title Vm, Pan^raph 3. Siquetra, **08 Regimentos da InquisifSo," 
898. 

For one example of a case in which the Inquisition dismissed testimony given by a personal 
enemy, see ANIT, HSO, Manuel 122/218. 
" "Instrufio que hSo guardar os Comiss^os do Santo Officio da Inquisi93o nas cousas, e 
negocios da fee, e nos demais que se ofiferecerem," ANTT, CGSO, m. 12, no. 28. 

1640 Regimento, Book I, Title XI, Paragraph 3. Siqueira, "Os Regimentos da biquisifio," 
740. 

For some examples of using the old as witnesses, see ANTT, HSO, Josi 146/2856; HSO, 
Antonio 1S9/2500. 
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a manner that would not tarnish the women's honor or get themselves into trouble. Women 

were, of course, not allowed to go to the home of the comissirio (who was always a cleric), but 

had to be questioned in a church. This certainly complicated the taking of female testimonies. 

Familiares also testified regularly in inquiries. They testified in 19S judicial cases for 

potential officials and sixty-five for women, and they were almost always selected to testify in 

extrajudicial inquires. Comiss^os and not^os only appeared occasionally. This practice of 

calling upon men and women in Pemambuco to testify in inquisitional cases gave them the 

opportunity not only to participate, but also to influence the outcome of petitions for office. 

Using inquisitional officials not only to perform the inquiries, but also to act as wimesses 

allowed them to have input into whom could join their status group, contributing to its closed and 

exclusive nature. This was particularly true because familiares almost always appear in the 

extrajudicial stage where the primary weeding-out of candidates took place. More importantly, 

however, the selection of witnesses indicates that the Inquisition actively engaged the local 

population and cannot be seen strictly as an outside imposition. This engagement of the local 

population also shows that the problems that applicants encountered arose from rumors of 

impurity reported by their own peers. 

The comissarios also had to evaluate the witnesses and tiieir testimonies. For example. 

Father Rodrigo Gaioso noted that two of his witnesses in his inquiry on Mtucos Scares de 

Oliveira were not reliable. One witness, Manuel da Paz Barreira, showed a certain repugnance to 

answering the questions and by bis manner of speech he appeared to be hiding something about 

Marcos' ancestry. He later found that Manuel had revealed information about the inquiry after 

having been sworn to secre^. Likewise, the witness Sergeant Major Zacarias de Oliveira 

Ribeiro showed a certain amount of fear in responding to the question. It turned out that be was 
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afraid because he had heard that a priest in Parafba had made a denunciation to the Jesuits and 

had been thrown into prison by the governor for five years without ever knowing why.'** After 

witnesses' testimonies had been read to them, the witnesses signed them and the comissario 

wrote a brief summary of the testimony, conmienting on the trustworthiness of the witnesses, and 

giving his assessment of the candidate.'̂  His conclusions carried considerable weight and very 

seldom would the deputies override them. 

Generally the comiss^os did not perform inquiries on their own family members. For 

example, the judicial inquiry on Bernardo Raimundo de Souza was originally sent to Francisco 

Femandes de Souza. But he informed the Inquisition that, since he was Bernardo's brother, he 

could not execute the inquiry so he delivered it to the comiss^o, Henrique Martins Gaio. But 

some comissarios, such as Joaquim Marques de Araujo, had no such scruples in the matter. He 

performed the inquiries on his nephews Jose Afonso Riqueira, Pedro Afonso Riqueira, and his 

niece Lauriana Rosa Candida Riqueira.'̂  

The officials who performed the inquiry were also required to search for all relevant 

baptismal and marriage certificates and send copies of them with the diligencia. The inability to 

find these records was one of the main causes for delay in the process. 

The inquiries performed on wives or potential wives of the familiares followed the same 

general format, but there were slight differences. If they were already married and they applied 

together, then she went through exactly the same process of extrajudicial and judicial testimony 

as her husband and their accounts were tallied together. But women who applied to marry 

familiares after the familiar had already received the appointment were not sent to the 

" ANTT, HSO, Marcos 3/44. 
1640 Regimento, Book I, Title XI, Paragraph 4. Siqueira, "Os Regimentos da Inquisifio,'* 

740. 
ANTT, HSO, Bernardo 12/469; Jos6 168/4084; Manuel 251/1621; Pedro 38/6SS. 
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extrajudicial. That stage was simply skipped and they went straight to the judicial, which not 

only accelerated the process, but made it cheaper, as well.'̂  

Accusations of impurity or misconduct frequently arose during the inquiries and the need 

to maintain some semblance of order and legitimacy in these investigations caused the 

Inquisition to develop a complex system for determining the veracity of such accusations. In 

doing so, the Inquisition sought two types of evidence—oral testimony and written records. Oral 

testimony was gathered during the extrajudicial and judicial proceedings. Written evidence 

included searching the records of the inquisition, collecting baptismal and marriage records, and 

consulting genealogies. The Inquisition also used previously collected oral testimonies which 

had been written down in inquiries for the priesthood or for military or religious orders, which 

was one of the reasons applicants listed all relatives who had been ordained or served in any 

honorary position in the application. 

The Inquisition began to develop these practices in the mid-sixteenth century, bwly a 

century after the printing presses of Europe had revolutionized the nature of knowledge and the 

written word began to supersede the oral word in terms of validity and truth value. The 

Inquisition valued both forms of evidence, and, depending on the circumstances, one form might 

take precedence over the other. When baptismal and marriage records were not available, oral 

testimony could supersede the lack. In cases where oral testimony was insufficient to establish 

paternity or fi-atemity, a baptismal record coukl fill the void. 

Accusations of impurity or misconduct were verified or refuted through the use of these 

two types of evidence. The Inquisition, however, had to rely heavily on oral testimony because 

most of the officials that applied from Pemambuco and elsewhere came firom non-noble origins. 

Of the 342 women who applied to be qualified, 286 were accepted. Twelve were rejected and 
forty-two were left incomplete. 
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and their ancestors did not find their way into the written record beyond baptismal and marriage 

records, and even those could be woefully incomplete. Even when records were present, real 

weight rested on public opinion. To verify the authenticity of public opinion, the Inquisition 

tried to determine whether the rumor was truly public and generally accepted as true, and it tried 

to establish the origins of the rumor. In doing so, the Inquisition had to rely on the local 

memories and records, neither of which were infallible. 

When other sources of information were lacking, the Inquisition sought out previous, 

investigations into purity of blood by other institutions which had similar statutes to resolve 

questions of impurity. But such testimony was not automatically accepted. The general rule was 

that witnesses taken in one tribunal were not valid in another. But the deputies were free to 

accept such testimony if they felt it was necessary." The Inquisition used these non-inquisitional 

investigations to clear up rumors of impurity. Another method of clarifying rumors of impurity 

was to send to the candidate's place of origin to see if there was any truth to the rumor. In the 

case of Lourenfo Gines Pacheco Ferris in 1763, rumors of impurity raised in his place of 

residence were not verified in further inquiry at his place of birth and so they were rejected. 

After all the information had been gathered, the deputies of the general council reviewed 

the inquiries and offered their opinions. The deputies retained the ability to resubmit the inquiry 

for further clarification on any point they thought necessary. If they approved the application, 

then a letter of appointment was drawn up and signed by the inquisitor general. These letters of 

appointment, known as the carta de familiar (the letter of familiar) or provisdo (an official 

document conferring an office), were intended to convey not only the authority, but also the 

dignity and honor of the office. Consequently, they were beautifully extravagant and dignified. 

" For examples of the use of this technique, see ANTT, HSO, Roberto 1/4 and ANTT, HI, 6/147. 
" ANTT, ISO, Louren90 9/139. 
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They were written in black ink on bleached rawhide in beautiful script and tied with a bright 

green ribbon and a hollow, dark wood button with a lid. Inside the button, in red or green wax 

was stamped an impression of the coat-of-arms of the Holy Office. Familiares also received a 

golden medallion carved with the arms of the Inquisition that they wore around their necks 

during ofRcial activities as outward signs of their position.^" Together with the habit bearing the 

crusading cross with the fleur-de-lis on each end, these insignia legitimized the new ofHciaPs 

claim to authority, pure blood, status, and entrance into the ranks of the defenders of the faith. 

After the applicant had successfully run the inquisitional gauntlet and paid the necessary 

fees, he was then privileged to take the oath of ofHce-first introduced in the 1613 Regimento. 

Technically, all officials were supposed to go to Lisbon and take the oath in front of an 

inquisitor. For those who lived in Brazil, however, such a journey was impractical. So the 

Inquisition permitted candidates from Brazil to take the oath in Brazil or to have their procurators 

in Lisbon take it for them. But each applicant had to petition to have this privilege. These 

petitions are scattered throughout many boxes of loose papers in the inquisitional archive. For 

this reason, a complete study of them is impossible, but I found many of them for Femambuco. 

Of the 247 individuals for whom I have information on where they took their oaths, thirteen took 

them personally in Lisbon, usually while there on other business. Forty took them in 

Pemambuco in front of a comiss^o or a high ranking ecclesiastical authority. The vast 

majority, however, 194, sent to have their procurators take the oath for them in Lisbon. 

In the late seventeenth century when there were still very few comiss^os, the 

Inquisition utilized Jesuit rectors, vicars-general, and bishops to administer the oaths. '̂ 

^ Comiss^os were responsible for ordering the manufacture of these medallions in Brazil. See 
ANTT, IL, Livro 299, fol., 397. Red and green were the colors the familiares used in their 
uniforms. For a more detailed discussion of inquisitional symbolism, see chapter 8. 
"ANTT,IL,m.52. 
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Sometimes fathers or brothers also took the oaths in the place of their relatives when they could 

not be present.^ When taking the oath, the official knelt before the comissario and placed his 

hands on the Bible. Besides swearing obedience and fidelity, he also promised not to receive 

gifts from anyone or befHend any New Christian. The oath was essentially the same for all the 

officials." After a familiar had been appointed, taken the oath of ofHce, and received the tokens 

of his position, the Inquisition notified the resident comissario of the area in which he lived so 

that he could serve the Inquisition when necessary 

To ensure that all officials knew their obligations and duties, the Inquisition gave them a 

copy of the section of the regimento that dealt with their respective office at the time they took 

the oath. The regimento instructed inquisitional officials that they were expected to maintain a 

high standard of modesty and decency in accordance with their station and to be good examples. 

They were not to cause offense or vexation to anyone through the power of their office, or with 

the pretext of privileges, nor to permit their family members or servants to do so. They were to 

take care not to extend the hate that all should have for crimes against the faith to the people who 

committed them. Nor were they to have personal communication with anyone under suspicion or 

under investigation by the Inquisition. They were also forbidden to accept gifts or presents, even 

if they were small. And they were not to accept offers to pay lower than market prices for the 

goods and medicines they received. Nor could th^ take loans from Jews or contract debts that 

could cause complaints or diminish the authority they possessed. They were likewise 

admonished that everything regarding the Inquisition required the utmost secrecy and was of the 

utmost importance.^ 

" ANTT, HSO, Manuel 249/1566. 
^ ANTT, CGSO, m. 4, no. 6 fols., 20-21. 

ANTT, n., Livfo 20, fols., 246v-249. 
" ANTT, IL, Livro 20, fols., 246v>249. 
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Cotti 

Analyzing the costs of the applications is difficult and often confusing. The sources are 

often unclear, the information is spread throughout hundreds of boxes of uncatalogued 

documents and thousands of processos, and the specific costs changed over time. Seven hundred 

eighty-one of the processos utilized in this study had an account tabulation at the back or one 

could be constructed from marginal notations. These accounts included the cost for the mesa and 

for each of the extrajudicial and judicial inquiries. But they do not include all of the other costs 

associated with the processo which makes these accounts only partial tabulations of all of the 

costs. 

The costs fell into two broad categories: the expenses of the general council and the 

tribunals and the expenses of the officials in the field who performed the inquiries. The first 

category included charges for the carta itself, the recording of the oath, and for every type of 

letter, request, or order they sent out, for the paper they were written on, and for the officials who 

wrote them, as shown in the undated formulary from the late eighteenth century in table 3.1. The 

second general category included the daily stipends given to officials who made the inquiries in 

the field. They were also paid for each witness questioned and each marriage or baptismal 

certificate extracted. 

In addition, there were several hidden costs associated with the applications that do not 

appear in the accounts. The payments made to the familiares are one of the costs so curiously 

missing from the accounts. When a summons was sent to call a witness, it was usually taken by 

a familiar, and yet their $500 r6is per diem compensation never appears in the accounts. 

Likewise, the deputies of the general council each received 1$000 rdis for each habilitafio they 
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reviewed. If ail the deputies were not present or did not review the habilita^io, then a note 

would be made to credit it to the account of the candidate. Each applicant also paid a one time 

fee of 2S000 r^is which was divided between the promotor and the notarios. Officials also had to 

pay the porteiro (doorkeeper) of the Lisbon Tribunal about $500 reis and the obligatory 2S400 

reis fee to join the brotherhood of Saint Peter Martyr, which doubled toward the end of the 

eighteenth century '̂ All of this means that, in most cases, the applications probably cost at least 

lOSOOO to IS$000 r6is more than the accounts show. 

For example, the accounts for Jos^ Duarte Sedrim concluded that he owed 5$200 reis as 

the cost of the investigation. He had already deposited 25S000 r^is in 1781 and he had sent in 

another 12$800 r^is in 1782. Even if the 5$200 r^is were discounted from his deposits, he 

should have had 32$600 reis left over.^^ Where had the rest of the deposit gone? There were 

clearly other costs associated with his processo that do not appear in the account. 

Nonetheless, the account information gives us some idea of the costs incurred by those 

who sought inquisitional office. Since I cannot always be sure how far off the accounts are, I 

have not tried to correct them in the tables and graph that follow. The discussion that follows is 

based on the account information drawn from the habilita^des without correction for the hidden 

costs, but these should be kept in mind. 

The familiares who traveled to Lisbon to swear their oath personally before the Inquisitors 
paid a fee of half a gold coin (about $500 r^is) to the porteiro. By 1730, so many cartas were 
being granted outside of Portugal, together with dispensations for taking the oath elsewhere, that 
the porteiro of the bquisition complained that he was loosing income. In response, the 
Inquisition required all familiares who took the oath through a procurator or overseas to pay the 
fee to the poiteiro of the Inquisition in Lisbon. See ANTT, IL, Livro 156, fols., 151-152. For the 
fee assessed for joining the brotherhood, see ANTT, IL, Livro 79, fol., 207; IL, NT 2142; CGSO, 
m. 17/21. 
" ANTT, HSO, Josd 150/2922. 
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After each applicant passed on to the judicial stage, he was required to make the deposit 

against the costs of the proceedings." The average deposit was about 40$000 reis, although they 

ranged from 20$000 to as high as lOOSOOO r^is. The deposit was used to pay the expenses of the 

diligencias. When the process was complete, if anything was left over from the deposit, it was 

refunded to the applicant. If the deposit had been insufficient, than extra funds were requested 

and the carta would be withheld until the money was received.^^ 

The relative cost of obtaining an inquisitional appointment allows us to evaluate the 

affordabtlity and hence the accessibility of an inquisitional appointment. Table 3.2 shows the 

cost in mil-r^is of the 781 applications for which we have account information. Many of those 

that fall below SSOOO reis are most likely the result of incomplete reporting, although some of 

them were the children of familiares. Fully 46% of the applicants paid between SSOOO and 

20$000 reis, but occasionally the costs could be veiy high indeed. In 1771, Manuel Pereira 

Azevedo de Faijado paid the large sum of I20S100 r^is for his appointment.^ 

Despite the occasional very expensive carta, the average cost of an application was 

18$86S riis. '̂ But if we adjust for the hidden costs, the average would actually be around 

305000 riis. As shown in figure 3.1, the average cost of an application continued to increase 

until 1770 when it dropped back down to the levels of the 1730s and 40s. After 1800, the 

average cost began to rise again. 

" It appears that they may have sent in a sum with the application, but I was unable to uncover 
any details on that account 
^ At least once, the Inquisition even requested more money from an applicant who had died 
during the processo to pay for the work that had been done even after his death. See ANTT, 
HSO,Antdnio 20/613. 
* ANTT, HSO, Manuel 229/1331. 
" I calculated the average cost from the total expenditures of 14:733$902 divided by 781. 
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Table 3.1. Formulary for the Expenses of the Habilitacto from the Late Eighteenth Century 
Item Cost 

To the General Council and Tribunal Officials 
Complete Genealogy, to the General Council 7S100 

Having a Father or Brother Familiar 3S100 
To the Mesa of the Holy Office l$400 
To the Secretary 2$000 
Lists for the Two Inquisitions $240 
To the Accountant of the Council, for the Letter for the Deposit S800 
Familiar Certificate $240 
Terms of Oath $480 
Letter, or ProvisSo, to the Secretary of the Council 4$800 
Chancellery I $600 
For the Notice to Take the Oath to the Comissirio $800 
General Fees 16$400 

Commission of Two Folios $320 
of One Folio $200 

Letter that Accompanies the Commission $014 
Promotor, Accounts, e Actuation $ 100 
Recognition $120 
From the Deposit, to the Treasurer $004 
Terms, Orders and Registrations $ 1S8 

[To the Officials in the Field] 
Accounts 
Comiss^os per Day $800 
For Inquiries for Each Witness $020 
Scribe per Day $600 
For the Inquiries for Each Witness $010 

Dilig^ncias 
Certificates Extracted from the Registers, Each One $104 
Books that are Searched Without Effect, Each One $090 
Rasa* to the Scribe, Half Folio, or 1,500 Letters $020 
Paper per Folio $010 
Summons, Each Witness $020 
Source: ANTT, CGSO, NT 4192. 
Note: This formulary is probably from the second half of the eighteenth century because the fee 
the comiss^o received was 800 riis by mid-century. 
*The rasa was the pigment made for each page the scribe wrote. 
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The slow but steady increase during the seventeenth century was mostly due to the 

[nquisition's increasing efficiency in collecting the fees.^^ The much stronger increase after 1720 

was partly the result of increased stipends given to the officials.^^ By 1700, the compensation 

had been raised for the comissarios for work performed outside of their city of residence. 

Comissarios received $600 reis, scribes $400." In 1714, the comissmos and notwos 

complained that this compensation was insufficient to meet their costs, and so they were granted 

an increase of $200 reis, but only for work on the habilita^Ses.^^ These fees appear to have 

continued unchanged until the abolition of the Inquisition in 1821 

None of the regimentos detailed the costs of an inquiry. As usual, they only provided general 
guidelines to be followed. The 1SS2 Regimento only stated that not^os should be compensated 
according to the ecclesiastical regulations of each diocese and that for each night they were 
forced to stay outside of their city of residence they were to receive $ 100 reis. See ISS2 
Regimento, Capitulo 92-93. Siqueira,"Os Regimentos da Inquisi92o," 601-602. The 1613 
Regimento included the same general statement and also indicated that the not^o should be paid 
$400 r^is for every night he had to spend outside the city on diligencias. It did not indicate, 
however, how the comissirios and familiares were to be compensated. See 1613 Regimento, 
Book I, Title Vm, Paragraph lO-l 1. Siqueira, "Os Regimentos da InqutsifSo," 674. The 1640 
Regimento stated that the notirios should receive one vintem (20 r£is) for each seal they placed 
on a letter or peace of paper. They received a certain amount for each page that the promotor 
counted and only received their payment when all the expenses of the processo were paid. The 
comissarios and their scribes, whether they were notirios or not, received $400 r^is for 
diligencias outside their residence. The familiares received $500 reis per day, and anyone they 
took with them was paid according to the customs of the place. See 1640 Regimento, Book I, 
Title Vn, Paragraph 19; Title X; Title XXI, Paragraph 13; and Title XXI, Paragraph S. Siqueira, 
"Os Regimentos da Inquisi9ao,'' 733,738-739,741, 759. 
" The increase also corresponds to the period in which the Inquisition shifted its focus fircm 

repression to social promotion. In other words, just as the Inquisition decreased its repressive 
activity and began to appoint more ofRcials, it also began to charge more and became more 
efficient in the collection of the costs of the processos. It is likely that the income generated 
from the increasing numbers of applications supplemented the loss of income from other areas of 
inquisitional activiQr, such as the confiscation of goods. Sonia A. Siqueira has argued that 
confiscations were the primary source of income for the Inquisition in "A Inquisi9io portuguesa 
e OS confiscos," in Revista de Histdria 40, no. 82 (April-June 1970): 323-340. 
'̂ ANTT, CGSO, m. 4, no. 5, fo!., 26. 

ANTT, IL, Livro 154, fol., 258; CGSO, m. 43. In 1748, the general council reviewed the policy 
for pa>ring comiss^os and notilrios. Th^r could not find any order other dun what was in the 
regimento regarding these officials. Th^r concluded that it was only according to old custom 
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Another way to look at the cost is the percentage of those over lOSOOO reis. Between 

171S-17S0, 79 percent of the applications cost more than lOSOOO reis, and between 17SI-70, 73 

percent were above lOSOOO r^is. But from 1771-1790, only 58 percent were over lOSOOO reis, 

and from 1791-1810, only SS percent were over lOSOOO reis. 

The apparent decline in average cost after 1770 can be misleading. The reason for the 

decline in cost was due, in part, to the increase in applications from the children of familiares and 

from long-term residents of Pemambuco. Consequently, fewer inquiries needed to be made, thus 

reducing the cost. Also, the Inquisition became more lenient and permitted more inquiries to be 

done in Lisbon without sending to Brazil. This became the practice for most applicants who had 

fathers who were already familiares. The decrease is thus misleading because the lower costs 

were mostly for individuals whose families had already been qualified and could be considered 

insiders. It does not, then, necessarily mean that appointments were becoming generally more 

affordable. 

Sometimes officials tried to decrease the cost by applying in groups or requesting to have 

the inquiry done in Lisbon. For example, in 1786, the brothers Domingos Lopes Guimaries and 

Padre Jos6 Lopes Guimaries applied together and were accepted which meant that fewer 

inquiries had to be performed.^^ Most people who applied together, however, experienced some 

difficulty. That same year, five brothers applied together but none of them received an 

(i.e. 1714) that the comissirios received $800 r6is and scribes $600. The comiss^os of Minas 
Gerais received a special allotment of 3$200 r^is per day. See ANTT, CGSO, m. 43. 
^ The 1774 Regimento did not change the remuneration. It simply stated that the notirios were 
to be paid for each seal according to what they were alreacfy receiving without stipulating a price. 
The comissMos and femiliares received the remuneration already established. Sm 1774 
Regimento, Book I, Title V, Paragraph 9; Title VIII, Paragraphs 9 and 11; Title DC, Paragraph 6. 
Siqueira, "Os Regimentos da InquisifSo,'' 895-900. The comissirios, of course, were not 
supposed to number the pages, nor add up the accounts. See ANTT, CGSO, Livro 157, fols., 
131-132V. 
" ANTT, HSO, Domingos 56/881 and Josi 157/303. 
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appointment because they failed to pay the lOOSOOO r6is deposit '̂ Likewise, Antonio Martins 

da Cunha Souto Maior and his son with the same name also applied together, but after a wait of 

ten years they were finally rejected. '̂ 

Another common strategy to decrease the cost of an appointment was to request that the 

inquiry be made in Lisbon instead of Pemambuco. To facilitate this process, the applicants often 

forwarded notarized copies of baptismal and marriage certificates so that there would be no need 

to send to Pemambuco for information.^ Others made the same request because they had not 

lived in the colony very long and people in Lisbon knew them better. Usually the Inquisition 

attended to these requests, but occasionally it sent to the colony anyway. Often the Inquisition 

sent the judicial to Lisbon without any request on the part of the applicant. These were usually 

cases where the applicant was a minor or from a welUknown family. Eighty-two applications 

had the judicial taken in Lisbon-most of them after 1770. When these attempts were successful, 

they did decrease both the cost and the time it took to complete the diligencias. 

In order to get some feel for the real cost of a carta, it is worthwhile to compare it with 

the cost of a couple of important colonial commodities such as a healthy mate slave, prices of 

manioc flour, and the yearly salaries of day laborers, professionals, and upper clergy. Between 

1700 and 1740 a male slave could be purchased for 40$000 to 2005000 r^is depending on the 

ANTT, HI, 36/9. 
ANTT, HSO, Antdnio 211/3146 and HI, lS/8. For other examples of group applications, see 

ANTT, HSO, Simao 6/1 IS; HSO, JoSo 165/1409; Jos^ 158/3051; NH, 10/48; and IL, Livro 206. 
^ For examples of such applications, see ANTT, HSO, Joio 168/1454, Joaquim 21/282, Joaquim 
13/163, Antdnio 98/1770, Manuel 46/1034, Inicio 6/96. 
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Table 3.2. Cost of Petitioos for Appointments from Pernambuco in mil-reis. 1611'1820 
Cost in mil-r^is Men's Petitions % of Total 
0-1 7* 0.9% 
1-5 130" 16.7% 
5-10 182 23J% 
10-15 93 11.9% 
15-20 89 11.4% 
20-25 61 7.8% 
25-30 61 7.8% 
30-35 50 6.4% 
35-40 30 3.8% 
40-45 26 3.3% 
45-50 12 1.5% 
50-55 12 1.5% 
55-60 10 1.3% 
60-65 7 0.9% 
65-70 3 0.4% 
70-75 4 0.5% 
75-80 1 0.1% 
80-85 — — 

85-90 1 0.1% 
1045000 I 0.1% 
120$100 1 0.1% 
Total 781 100.0% 
Source: Processes de habilitafSo for Pemambuco, 1611-1820 [ANTT, HSO; NH; HI]. 
"These very low costs most likely represent incomplete reporting of expenses. 
^any of these probably represent incomplete reporting as well, but many are for the children of 
familiares whose applications were gener^ly less expensive. 
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Figure 3.1 Average Cost of Applications from Pemambuco in mil-r6is, 1611*1820 
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Sources: Processos de habilitafSo for Pemambuco, 1611-1820 [ANTT, HSO; NH; HQ. 

slave, the location, and inflation/' These high prices can be deceiving, however, because during 

the eighteenth centuiy, slave ownership was not limited to the wealthy or to the white minority. 

Slave ownership was widespread even among Brazilians of very modest means. Widows, poor 

manioc farmers, and free blacks and mulattos all owned slaves, though in veiy small numbers.^^ 

By 1700, a male slave could be purchased for 40$000 to 80$000 r^is. That price had risen to 
between 70S000 reis and 120$000 r6is by 1710,180$000 r^is by 1720, and about 2005000 r^is 
by 1740. For slave prices, see Guillermo Palacios, Ctdtividores litres, estado y crisis de la 
esclavitud en Brasil en la ipoca da la Revolucidn Industrial (Mexico City: Fondo de Cultura 
Economica, 1998), 49; and Stuart B. Schwartz, Plantations and Peripheries, c. lS80-c. 17S0," in 
Colonial Brazil, cd. Leslie Bethell (Cambridge, reprint 1991), 83. 

For a brief discussion of slaveholding by the more modest segments of Brazilian society, see 
Bert Barickman, Bahian CounterpoiM: Sugar, Tobacco, Cassava, and Slavery in the Reconcavo, 
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If these groups could afford to purchase slaves, it seems likely that they could have saved enough 

to afford an appointment to the Inquisition had they wanted it. But their poverty, their social 

status, and often their ethnic-racial background certainly would have served as an impediment, 

and, when living on the edge of subsistence the prestige associated with the carta would have 

done little to lighten the work load, to satisfy an empty belly, or to pay the bills. 

Manioc flour was a basic food commodity that virtually everyone consumed in colonial 

Pemambuco. If they could afford it, Bra^lians would eat about 9-10 alqueires*^ of manioc flour 

a year which could range in price from 3S200 to 40$000 r^is during the eighteenth century.'̂  

Likewise, the average yearly wage of an unskilled rural laborer in 1817 in Pemambuco was 

485000 reis. A deacon of the Olinda cathedral received 2005000 reis in the 1790s, and the 

canons received 160S000 reis. A lawyer in Bahia in 17S0 received 1305000 r^is. Even if an 

appointment could be acquired for 205000 or 305000 reis, it was clearly beyond the reach of the 

day laborer even if his social standing had not been an impediment. It also remained relatively 

expensive, although not prohibitively so, for the professional classes and the higher clergy.**^ 

/780-/550 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1998), S2-S3,142-14S, 1S0-1S3. See also Faria, 
A colonia em movimento, 248. 

An alqueire is roughly equivalent to a bushel or about 36.27 liters. 
** Manioc flour was ration^ to soldiers and slaves at about 1/40 an alqueire per day. Prices of 
manioc flour fluctuated in Recife, but, in very good years, they could be as low as 5320 riis. In 
times of scarcity, they could soar to 45000 r^is per alqueire. Thus, the yearly ration of manioc 
flour alone could range from 35200 to 405000 rtis. lliese prices remained relatively high in the 
last quarter of the eighteenth century due to the difficulty in supplying the demands of Recife's 
growing population. See Dauril Alden, "Price Movements in Brazil Before, During, and After the 
Gold Boom, with Special Reference to the Salvador Market, 1670-1769," in Essays on the Price 
History of Eighteenth-Century Latin America, eds. Lyman L. Johnson and Enrique Tandeter 
(Albuquerque: University ofNew Mexico Press, 1990), 33S-3S9; Palacios, Cultividores litreŝ  
207-223; and Barickman, Bahian Counterpoint, 46. 

For the yearly income of the day laborer, see Peter L. Eisenberg, The Sugar Industry in 
Pemambuco: Modernization Withota Change, 1840-1910 (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1974), 188. For the salaries of ecclesiastical ofiBcials, see ANTT, OC, PB, m. 12; AHU, 
Pemambuco, 1806, setembro, 2S; and Pemambuco, 1806, dezembro, 13. For the salary of a 
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Moreover, inquisitional appointments were well within the reach of well-off merchants and the 

planter elite. 

Applying to work for the Inquisition could be an expensive and a risl^ endeavor. Any 

number of difficulties could arise that could delay the process for years, decades, or even 

indefinitely, thus increasing the cost. Distance from Lisbon, the vast expanse of Pemambuco, 

bad weather, illness, lack of information, and rumors of impurity or poor conduct often delayed 

processos and increased their cost. During the colonial period, it could take several months to 

cross the Atlantic. This meant that it could take many months to a year or more for 

communications to go back and forth. Mishaps could also occur on the voyage. For example, 

the first judicial inquiries on Antonio de Souza Barroso never made it to Lisbon, but had been 

sent to England by accident and never returned.^ The Inquisition in Lisbon also did not have a 

clear conception of how large Brazil was, and they often sent commissions to officials who lived 

a great distance from where the inquiry needed to take place. Sometimes the Inquisition simply 

tried to get as close as it could. When that happened, the officials either traveled to the area or 

sent the commission on to the local clergy or someone else they trusted to maintain secrecy and 

use proper judgment in calling and questioning witnesses. For example, in 1782, the Comissirio 

Delegado Father Jos^ Rimigio Ferreira performed an inquiry in the interior which was more or 

less typical of such diligencias. 

I certify that, in the execution of this diligencia, the Reverend Juiz Comiss^o 
spent five days outside of his residence. On the first, he traveled two and half 
leagues from his residence until the Engenho Santa Ana in whose chapel he 
questioned the first witness. On the second day, [he traveled] four and one half 
leagues until the Chapel of Santa Luzia of the Engenho dos Tabacos where other 
witnesses were questioned. And on the third day, [he traveled] one league to the 
Engenho Santa Ana where the Reverend Comis^o had retired until the 

Bahian lawyer, see AJJL Russell-Wood, Fidfdgos tmd Philanthropists: The Santa Casade 
X^ericordia ofBeJua, J550-1755 (Berkeley: UniversiQr of California Press, 1968), 380. 
** ANTT, HSO, Manuel 27/132. 
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Engenho Santo Antonio where he questioned one witness in his house because 
he was ill. On the fourth day, he traveled four and one half leagues from the 
residence of the Reverend Juiz Comissario until the Chapel of Santiago of the 
Engenho do Pouxi where other witnesses were questioned and on the fifth day 
two and one half leagues from his residence to the chapel of the same Engenho 
Novo de Santa Ana where the last witness was questioned.^^ 

These kinds of inquiries increased the cost of diligencias because the officials were paid more for 

the time they had to spend outside of their town of residence. 

Sometimes poor weather or the illness of the comissirio delayed the inquiry. In 1762, 

Simio Ribeiro Riba entrusted the inquiry on Jos^ Inicio de Lima, who lived in Porto Calvo, to 

the comissdrio, Antonio Teixeira Lima. Porto Calvo is a good 12S kilometers south from Recife 

and the already poor roads, which might also be haunted by bandits, were even worse that year 

because of the unusually heavy rains. To make matters more difficult, Antonio suffered from 

repeated bouts of poor health for seven months. He finally entrusted the commission to a priest 

named Joio Velho Barreto, whom he said was a "white. Old Christian of good capacity."^ 

The most extreme example of inquisitional delay was that of Antdnio Gon9alves Reis 

who applied in 1728 and waited forty-one years. He heard nothing until 1769 when he received a 

request from the Inquisition for a deposit of 32$000 r^is. By then, he was too old and no longer 

wanted the appointment.'*' 

Lack of information on ancestors could also delay the processo and increase the cost. 

Indeed, the most expensive processo from Pemambuco, that of Manuel Pereira Azevedo de 

ANTT, HSO, Felipe 7/97. For another example of distance as a problem, see Antdnio 
196/2924. The Portuguese legua or league varied fiom 5,555 meters to 6,600 meters. 
** ANTT, HSO, Jos^ 103/1465, HI, 6/129, and HSO, Jer6nimo 12/86. In 1801, Joaquim Elias 
Xavier had trouble with his diligencia because all of the records regarding his grandparents had 
been burned in the fire following the 1755 earthquake in Lisbon. ANTT, HSO, Joaquim 21/282. 

ANTT, NH, ex. 25, m. 22-23. 
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Faijado, was due partly to a lack of infomiation. His petition lasted for ten years between 1761 

and 1771 and cost 120$100 reis.^ 

Men like Antonio Gonfalves Cameiro often claimed that delays in their investigations 

damaged their honor and reputations. For example, JoSo Rodrigues Teixeira applied in 1740 

with the stated purpose of removing the damage caused to his family's reputation because of his 

father's rejection for lack of information on his great-grandparents. The mesa approved him for 

notirio in 174S and actually noted that one of the reasons for approving him was to remove the 

damage the family had received as a result of the lack of information.'' Likewise, Marcos Scares 

de Oliveira applied for a comisswo position in 1760 and was rejected eleven years later in 1771 

for New Christian ancestry. In 1764, he wrote a letter claiming that he was experiencing 

considerable injury to his credit and honor and begged '̂ or the love of God and for Catholic 

pie '̂ to approve his petition.'̂  

Conclnsion 

The procedures and criteria of the qualification emphasized the conduct and ancestry 

considered honorable by the Inquisition. In submitting to an investigation into his conduct and 

ancestry, a candidate also submitted them to public scrutiny and popular opinion. Witeesses 

testified what they knew or had heard about the applicant and those witness often came from 

their own peers which meant that the very people who testified in an inquiry would be the ones 

with whom the new official worked and over whom he would exercise inquisitional authority. 

Whether true or not, their opinion mattered, and the Inquisition took it seriously. 

" ANTT, HSO, Manuel 229/1331. 
" ANTT, HSO. Joio 86/1503. 
® ANTT, HSO. Marcos 3/44. 
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Not just anyone could apply, however. Even if they met all of the other requirements, 

they still had to muster the 20S000 to 30SOOO r6is to pay for the investigation. When compared 

with the price of important commodities and various salaries at the time, it is clear the 

inquisitional ofRce was generally beyond the reach of the working poor and, although not 

inexpensive was still within the reach of the better^off portions of the merchant population, the 

clergy, planters, and some artisans. 

Because the qualifications focused on honorable characteristics, the investigation 

became a test of the applicant's honor. For that reason, delays in the investigation led to 

complaints of loss of honor, which points to the importance of the Inquisition as a mediator of 

honor and status. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE HABILITACAO; PROBLEMS OF HONOR 

Claims of the loss of honor as a result of delayed inquiries point to the importance of the 

Inquisition as a producer of social honor and prestige in Pemambuco. the Inquisition used the 

procedures and criteria outlined in the last chapter as exclusionary tools. Through the inquiries 

into the ancestry and behavior of the applicants, the Inquisition sought to control the quality of its 

officials and to exclude those groups or individuals whose ancestry or behavior could bring 

disrepute upon the Inquisition. But because of the nature of the criteria, problems encountered 

during the inquiries were perceived as challenges to the individual's honor and status. The 

system through which these problems were raised, investigated, and refuted or corroborated 

demonstrates how Inquisitional inquiries articulated with existing codes of honor and how social 

honor and status were constructed. The production of inquisitional ofHcials was also tied to the 

creation of a colonial elite who used the inquiries to further their own claims to honor, status, and 

prestige. 

Ethnic-Racial Discrimination and Honor 

The concept of honor in the Luso-Brazilian world came to be tied to ethnic-racial 

discrimination. Anti-Jewish and ethnic-racial discriminatory sentiment in Portugal and Brazil 

had a long gestation and was continually fed by members of the royal court and the clergy who 

resented the privileged treatment some Jews received at the hands of the crown and the 

aristocracy.* Legalized discrimination began at least as early as 1446 and received a heavy 

' Nfaria Luiza Tucci Cameiro, Preconceiio RocUmI no Brasit-Colonia: Os cristdos-navos (SSo 
Paulo: Editora Brasillense, 1983), 43-58. 
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impetus from the royal expulsion of the Jews and Moors from Portugal in 1497.^ 

After the expulsion, most Jews stayed, or were forced to stay, and D. Manuel refused all 

attempts to introduce the Inquisition into Portugal. It was not established until 1S36. D. Manuel 

sought instead to integrate Jewish converts into the Christian community and he contrived to 

keep them in Portugal through a series of draconian measures, sugar-coated with concessions. 

First, he ordered the baptism of all Jewish children under fourteen years of age and took them 

firom their families to be raised by Christian families.^ Then, he made it difficult for Jews to 

leave the country by allowing them to leave only through the port of Lisbon and then he 

forcefully baptized them in mass. He also exempted the Jews fh)m any religious investigations 

tor the space of twenty years in 1497, which effectively postponed any creation of the Inquisition 

until at least 1SI7. On March 1, 1507, he also published an alvard (royal decree) that stated that, 

from that time forward, the king would not make any ordinance against New Christians, but that 

they would always be treated as Old Christians. This declaration was ratified by D. Joio m in 

1524.^ All of these efforts were an attempt to assimilate the Jewish community into the Christian 

communiQr, but they could not and did not propose to eliminate the already popular resentment 

against the New Christian population.^ 

In 1S14, New Christians were excluded from holding public office, and formal exclusion 

^ The expulsion of the Jews and the Moors was a condition placed on the proposed marriage of 
D. Manuel with Isabel the daughter of Spanish king. D. Manuel gave the Jews and Moors ten 
months to leave the Portugal under penalty of death and confiscation of their property. For a 
detailed discussion of the creation of legalized racism in the Luso-Brazilian world, see Cameiro, 
Preconceito Racial. 
^ He also shipped many Jewish children to S3o Tom6 to help colonize the island. See Stuart B. 
Schwartz, Sugar Plantations in the Formation of Brazilian Society: Bdhia, 1550-1835 (London: 
Cambridge University Press, 198S), 13. 
* These documents resur&ced in the royal order to consult on the topic of discrimination in 1771. 
ANTT, MNEJ, Livro 4, fols., 61-65. 
' Saraiva, Inquisigao, 27-38. 
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from private institutions such as the religious and militaiy orders and the confrarias 

(brotherhoods) began at least as early as 1546.^ Papal decrees in 1SS8 and 1S72 excluded New 

Christians from the Franciscan order and from the Order of Christ. In 1S74, a royal edict 

prohibited New Christians from holding municipal offices in Vila Flor. That said, it is 

significant that the highest concentration of discriminatory laws established in Portugal post-date 

1S81. With the assumption of the Portuguese throne by Philip I of Portugal (Philip II of Spain), 

discriminatory laws and practices rapidly diffused into Portugal where the population had 

already shown a marked tendency towards anti-Semitism.^ 

Pressured by Philip I, the papacy added to the legislation its famous brief, De Puritate 

Sanguinis, of 1S98, which declared that some human blood could be originally impure, and it 

excluded New Christians from all ecclesiastical benefices. This was followed by a brief in 1612 

that stated that New Christian priests could not become vicars or curates.' These new practices 

and laws imitated the manner in which Spanish anti-Semitism had manifested itself in Spain, but 

with their own Portuguese flavor. 

^ Cameiro, Preconceito Racial, S7,91; and Saratva, 113-114. 
^ A 1S83 law stated that all Moors or Jews, whether captive or free, were requii^ to wear an 
emblem so they could be identified. The Jews were required to wear a yellow cap and the Moors 
a "red cloth moon, four fingers [in size] sewn onto the right shoulder of the cape or the jerkin." 
Failure to do so resulted in a heavy fine or imprisonment See Candido Mendes de Almeida, 
Codigo Phillipino, ou Ordenagdes e leis do reino de Portugal, recopilados par mandado d'el 
Rey D. Phillipe /, 5 vols. I4th ed. (Rio de Janeiro: 1870. Reprint, Lisbon: FundafSo Calouste 
Gulbenkian, 198S), 124S [Livro S, Titulo XCIV]. This practice fell into disuse in the eighteenth 
century. In 1592, all New Christians and Moors from Granada, or those who descended from 
them, were forbidden to enter Portugal on pain of confiscation of their goods, imprisonment, and 
sentences to the galleys. See Almeida, Codigo Phillipino, 1217 [Livro 5, Tftulo LXDC], 
Paragraph 2. In 1604, New Christians were officially excluded from military orders, and, in 
1621 and 1623, they were also excluded from the universities. See Azevedo, Histdria dos 
Cristdos'oovos, IS I. 
• ANTT, MNEJ, Livro 4, foU 63-63v. 
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With this background, one might make the argument, as Antonio Saraiva has done, that 

the establishment of the Inquisition stalled out the process of assimilation and precipitated the 

legalization of anti-Jewish and anti-Moorish sentiments in Portugal.' However, it can also be 

argued that political and social forces were far more important in deepening the already deep-

seated tradition of discrimination in Portugal. That it existed before the establishment of the 

Inquisition and that it continued beyond the tenure of the Iberian union is indisputable and speaks 

to the enduring nature of ethnic-racial discrimination in the Luso-Brazilian world. But, it is 

significant that only a few discriminatoiy laws appeared before 1580 and were only haphazardly 

enforced. The remainder all surfaced after Portugal became part of the Spanish Empire. 

Likewise, no requirement of pure blood (limpeza de sangue) was included in any of the 

regulations or bylaws of the Inquisition until 1613, and, even afterwards, some New Christians 

became familiares and at least one appears to have become an inquisitor. 

Simply because most of the legislation comes after the establishment of the Inquisition, it 

does not necessarily follow that the Inquisition is, therefore, responsible for the rising tide of 

anti-Jewish sentiment in Portugal. These attitudes were not created by the Inquisition anymore 

than they were created by the Spanish influence in Portugal. That sentiment already existed well 

before the sixteenth century, and the creation of the Inquisition was both a manifestation and an 

' accelerator of it. But, the fact that the biquisition existed and functioned for nearly fon^ years 

before most of the discriminatory laws entered the codes and seventy-seven years before any 

discriminatory attitudes were codified in inquisitional regimentos demonstrates that legalized 

' Saraiva, Inquisifdo, 38. 
ANTT, CGSO, m. 17, no. 28 and Saraiva, InquisifSo, 117. For a brief article on purity of 

blood and die bquisition, see Adriano Vasco Rodrigues, '"Inquisi9des' a pureza de sangue," in 
InquisifSo, ed. Maria Helena CarvaOio dos Santos, vol. 2, (Lisbon; Universitiria Editora, 
l989),745-754. 
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discrimination in Portugal received a heavy impetuous from the increased Spanish influence in 

Portugal after 1581. 

The first investigations into the cleanliness of blood of the candidates for inquisitional 

office appears to have occurred by the early lS90s. They had already begun in Spain at least as 

early as the I SSOs and they appeared at the time when discriminatory laws and statutes were 

becoming more popular in Portugal." But pure blood did not become a formal requirement until 

the 1613 Regimento. 

These sentiments migrated to Brazil in the minds and institutions of the Portuguese 

settlers although they were somewhat attenuated by the demands of colonial life. Several factors 

contributed to a temporary softening (but certainly not the elimination) of ethnic-racial 

discrimination in the first century of the colonization of Brazil. Distance from Portugal, a lack of 

manpower to staff all of the necessary colonial institutions, and widespread miscegenation all 

contributed to this tendency.'̂  Consequently, racial discrimination tended to be more legal than 

practical and many New Christians gained considerable wealth and influence, acquired public 

office, and intermarried with the Old Christian population.'̂  Practical discrimination in Braidl 

began to increase towards the end of the sixteenth century with the inquisitional visits to Bahia 

and Pemambuco. 

Likewise, the attempts at assimilation in the late fifteen and early sixteenth centuries h&d 

already worked to some extent Despite the mid-sixteenth century declarations, the formal 

exclusion of New Christians from ecclesiastical offices and honorable institutions did not 

" Azevedo Mea, A Inquisigdo de Cohnbra, 180-181. 
The first donataiy-captain, Duarte Coelho implicitly encouraged miscegenation in Pemambuco 

by simply ignoring it and important men such as Jerdnimo de Albuquerque formed important 
tribal i^iances by manying Indian women. See Dutra, "Duarte Coelho Pereira," 434. 
" Cameito, Preconceito Racialy 195-196. 
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become widespread until the first decade of the seventeenth century. By that time, many New 

Christian families had already gained ecclesiastical offices, entered the military orders, and 

intermarried with Old Christian families. This was especially true in Pemambuco where the 

economic possibilities for adventurous men and the shortage of Portuguese women combined to 

make intermarriage with New Christian families conunonplace, even desirable. During the years 

when the episcopal seat was vacant in Pemambuco and the chapter of the Olinda See was in 

charge of ordinations, many New Christians managed to get themselves ordained despite the 

restrictions. Likewise, sometimes bishops were less than rigorous in their investigations, which 

also allowed many New Christian families to enter the priesthood.'* 

These circumstances were generally ignored or forgotten, and the possession of one of 

these-appointments within a family could be regarded as a proof of purity. But this tactic did not 

always work, and rumors of impurity could linger for many generations despite these outward 

signs of "purity." The dream of wearing the inquisitional habit or the habit of the Order of 

Christ, whatever the motivation, could lead to disastrous results if a family impurity were found 

or if their efforts to cover it up were unsuccessful. 

By the end of the seventeenth century, purity of blood had become fundamentally tied to 

family honor, which was something to be asserted and defended. The concept of honor is 

difRcuIt to define with precision because it was based on complex codes of behavior and conduct 

that distinguished people from each other and reinforced social stratifications that were based on 

ethnic, cultural, or economic factors." That said, honor had to do with virtue (personal behavior) 

Evaldo Cabral e Mello, O name e o sangue: Um fraude genetJdgica no Pemambuco colonial 
(SSo Paulo: Companhia das Letras), 53-54. 

Ann Twinam, "Honor, Sexuality, and Illegitimacy in Colonial Spanish America," in Sexuality 
and Kbariage in Colonial Latin America, ed. Asuncidn Lavrin (Lincohi: University of Nebraska 
Press, 1989X 123-125. 
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and status (inherited or acquired reputation) and was weighed on the balance of public opinion-

measured in terms of the envy and admiration one elicited in others.'' It did not really matter 

whether one was truly of impure ancestry. What mattered was whether others thought that you 

were; or, as the Inquisition put it, whether you had "fame" of impurity. In colonial Brazil, these 

racial and cultural stigmas came to be attached not only to New Christians, but also to Africans, 

Indians, and mixed race populations. Honor came to be associated with whiteness and with the 

Old Christians. It was also associated with occupation. The so-called "mechanical" (mecdnico) 

trades, low-level merchants, and fishermen were generally considered dishonorable, although 

over time the mechanical trades became less dishonorable. The Portuguese term mecdnico 

referred generally to non-noble groups and specifically to those professions engaged in 

manufacture-including shoemakers, tailors, hatmakers, and carpenters.'̂  

Honor and purity of blood permitted access to positions of prestige, power, and privilege. 

The military and religious orders and many brotherhoods and guilds had pure blood requirements 

in their statutes, and pure blood was also required for public ofRce. Likewise, wealth and land 

These notions of honor-virtue and honor-status have been described elsewhere in Latin 
America. See, for example, Lyman L. Johnson and Sonya Lipsett-Rivera, eds.. The Faces of 
Honor: Sex, Shame, and Violence in Colonial Latin America (Albuquerque: University of New 
Mexico, 1998); Ram6n A. Gutierrez, When Jesus Came, the Com Mothers Went Away: 
Marriage, Sexuality, and Power in New Mexico, 1500-1846 (Stanford: Stanford UniversiQr Press, 
1991) and Patricia Seed, To Lave, Honor and Obey in Colonial Mexico: Conflicts over Marriage 
Choice, 1574-1821 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1988). Family honor was also 
measured by female sexual conduct and came to be tied with national discourses on honor and 
modernity. See, for example, Sueann Caulfield and Martha de Abreq Esteves, "Fiffy Years of 
Virginity in Rio Janeiro: ^xual Roles in Juridical and Popular Discourse, 1890-1940," in Luso-
Brazilian Review 30:1 (summer 1993): 47-74 and Sueann Caulfield, In Defense of Honor: Sexual 
Morality, Modernity, md Nation in Early-Twentieth Century Brazil (Durham: Duke University 
Press, 2000). Honor was also associated with certain geographic spaces and attempts were made 
in nineteenth-centuiy Brazil to change conceptions of honon^le space. See Peter M. Beattie, 
"The House, the Street, and the Barracks: Reform and Honorable Masculine Social Space in 
Brazil, 1864-1945," HAHR 76:3 (1996), 439-473. 

See Antdnio Moraes e Silva, Diccionario da linguaportugueza, 2d ed., s.v. "mecanico". 
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did not necessarily grant social honor or status. Proof of family purity and outward signs of 

achieved status, such as public and military office, were also required." These incentives 

stimulated most elite or upwardly mobile classes to assert their familial purity and honor. Thus, 

honor provided the framework for self-assertion and the defense of social status and economic 

interests-hence, the infatuation with genealogies and recordkeeping that arose in the sixteenth 

century with the heightened concern over purity of blood. 

The Inquisition served to confer honor, privilege, and status, and to preserve the 

collective memory of purity and impurity. It also provided one way of acquiring the status 

associated with purity of blood so necessary for entrance into a wide variety of institutions, 

including the prestigious military orders. Sometimes, the Inquisition even granted certificates for 

purity of blood while still refusing to admit the applicant to work for the Inquisition." The 

Inquisition provided an important means of acquiring the '*prooP* of purity so essential to social 

mobility and the acquisition of status. But, the desire to gain, reassert, or display one's family 

honor on the altar of inquisitional appointment opened up the possibility of losing it. 

Problems in the Processo 

Subjecting oneself to an inquiry that relied heavily on the testimony of one's peers and 

public opinion opened up the applicant'to the possibility of accusations of impuriQ' or poor 

behavior. These accusations, if not efifectively refuted, could lead to indefinite delay in the 

'* Public office offered an individual pre-eminence in the community, and even modest 
appointments were considered favorable for social ascension. Public officials also acted as 
centralizing agents of royal power, but office holders also used their offices for personal gain. 
See Amo Wehling and Maria Jos6 Wehling, "O fimcionirio colonial foi parte significativa da 
burocracia absolutista," in Revisdo do Paraiso: Os brasileiros e o estado em 500 anos de 
histdria, ed. Mary del Priore (Rio de Janeiro: Editora Campus, 2000), 141-1S9. 
" ANTT, CGSO, m. 27, no. 107. 
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inquiry or even outright rejection. They also led to public perceptions of a lack of honor on the 

part of the applicant. Because honor was not only based on ancestry but also on personal 

conduct, a rejection from the Inquisition, no matter what the reason, could signify a lack of honor 

which could complicate one's attempts to promote oneself socially. But by no means did a doubt 

about one's purity of blood or personal conduct result in automatic rejection.^ The Inquisition 

investigated such rumors, and only if it found evidence that they considered conclusive did it 

formally reject the applicant. Of the 344 applicants from Pemambuco for whom we have 

information on problems with their applications, only sixQ^-six were formally rejected. Seventy-

two were simply left incomplete. The other 206 overcame the accusations. 

Table 4.1 shows the kinds of problems applicants encountered in the qualification 

inquiries from Pemambuco. Accusations of impurity (28.7% for men and 67.8% for women) 

were the most frequent problems encountered by applicants followed by poor or dishonorable 

conduct (24.9% for men and IS.3% for women) and errors in the processo (23.4% for men and 

13.6% for women). "Mulatismo" (mixed white and African ancestry) was a frequent accusation 

of impurity (10.5% for men, but only 6.8% for women), as one would expect in colonial 

Pemambuco. But the most frequent accusation of impurity was New Christian ancestry (IS .2% 

for men and 45.8% for women). The fact that New Christian ancestry was the largest problem 

for women points to the difficulty familiares encountered in marrying into local Penuunbucan 

families who had, or were rumored to have, impure lineage. 

If we compare the findings for Pemambuco with those reported for all of the Portuguese 

Empire (excluding Portuguese India) between 1739 and 1768, we find that the patterns are &irly 

similar (see table 4.2). The most significant dififerences are that diere are fewer problems with 

^ Sonia Siqueira has argued that "doubts about cleanliness of blood implied rejection." See 
Siqimn,AInquisig3oportuguesa, 161. 
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Table 4.1. Problems Encountered During Qualification Inquiries from Pemambuco for Both Lay 
and Clerical Officials and Men and Women, 1611-1820 

% of Total % of Total for 
Problem* Men fiyMen Women** Women Total % of Total 
Impure Blood 

Indian 11 2.3 6 10.2 17 3.2 
Moor 2 0.4 — — 2 0.4 
Mulatto 50 10.5 4 6.8 54 lO.l 
New Christian 72 15.2 27 45.8 99 18.6 
Pardo 1 0.2 3 5.1 4 0.8 

Subtotal 136 28.7 40 67.8 176 33.0 
Poor or Dishonorable Conduct 

Accused of Crime 3 0.6 — — 3 0.6 
Dressed Poorly 2 0.4 — — 2 0.4 
Had Children with a Slave 4 0.8 — — 4 0.8 
Had Illegitimate Children 34 12 - - 34 6.4 
Had Mulatto Children 8 1.7 — — 8 1.5 
Magic I 0.2 I 1.7 2 0.4 
Parents Had Poor Character 2 0.4 3 5.1 5 0.9 
Poor 6 1.3 — — 6 1.1 
Poor Character/Scandalous 49 lOJ 4 6.8 53 9.9 
Behavior 
Relative Imprisoned or 9 1.9 1 1.7 10 1.9 
Punished by Inquisition 

Subtotal 118 24.9 9 15.3 127 23.8 
Error in Processo 

Delay 9 1.9 — — 9 1.7 
Diligtacia Gone Astray 2 0.4 - - 2 0.4 
Missing Information 93 19.6 8 13.6 101 18.9 
No Deposit 7 1.5 — — 7 1.3 

Subtotal 111 23.4 8 13.6 119 22.3 
Incapable of serving 

Illiterate 2 0.4 — ~ 2 0.4 
Lack of Capacity 24 5.1 — - 24 4.5 

Subtotal 26 5.5 — — 26 4.9 
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Table. 4.1 - Continued 
% of Total % of Total for 

Problem* Men for Men Women** Women Total % of Total 
Abandoned and HIegitiniate 

Abandoned Child 8 1.7 1 1.7 9 1.7 
Illegitimate Child 13 2.7 — — 13 2.4 
Parents Abandoned Children 1 02 — — I 02 
Parents Illegitimate Children — - 1 1.7 I 0.2 

Subtotal 22 4.6 2 3.4 24 4.5 
Impediments Specifically for Clerics 

No Benefice 34 72 — — 34 6.4 
Religious 11 23 - — 11 2.1 
Solicitation I 02 — — 1 0.2 

Subtotal 46 9.7 — — 46 8.6 
Died 12 2.5 — — 12 2.3 
Withdrew Application 3 0.6 — — 3 0.6 
Totals 474 100.0 59 lOO.O 533 lOO.O 

Source: Processos de habilitafio for Pemambuco, 1611-1820 [ANTT]. 
'Many applicants encountered multiple problems which have been included in the totals. Hence, 
these numbers represent the total number of problems encountered and not of applications with 
problems. 
^is column includes women who applied for qualification jointly with their husbands and those 
who applied separately fivm their intended husbands. 
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Table 4.2. Problems Encountered by Those who were Rejected in the Portuguese Empire 
Between 1739 and 1768 

%of %of 
Problem Total Total Problem Total Total 
Impure Blood Error in Processo 

Caboclo I OJ Did Not Declare That He Was I 0.3 
Married 

Impure Blood (Unspecified) 2 0.5 Lacking Information 50 13.2 
Moor 3 0.8 Married, but Wife Unknown 1 0.3 
Mulano 35 9J Missing an Extra Judicial 20 5.3 
NewQiristian 86 22.8 No Deposit 14 3.7 
Wife Mulana 1 0.3 No Dilig€ncia Completed 1 0.3 
Wife New Christian 3 0.8 No Extra Judicial 23 6.1 

Subtotal 131 34.7 Only had the Extra Judicial 3 0.8 
Poor or Dishonorable Conduct Returned to Bahia 1 0.3 

Bad Behavior (Unspecified) 13 3.4 Subtotal 114 30.2 
Blasphemy I 0.3 Incapable of serving 
CapitSo da Mata 1 0.3 Almost Blind 1 0.3 
Concubinage 3 0.8 Illiterate I 0.3 
Cra^ 1 OJ Imbecile 1 0.3 
Debt 1 0.3 Lack Capacity 26 6.6 
Drunk 2 0.5 Lack of [*roperty 1 0.3 
Given to Vice 1 OJ Only had Capacity 2 0.5 
Had a Child with a Black 7 1.9 Subtotal 32 8.5 
Women 
Had a Child with a Slave 3 0.8 Abandoned or Illegitimate Child 
Had Mulatto Child 6 1.6 Grandchild of an Illegitimate 1 0.3 

Child 
Illicit relations with a slave 1 0.3 Illegitimate Child 3 0.8 
Poor 5 1.3 Had Illegitimate Children 8 2.1 
Publicly Punished 1 0.3 Mother was Abandoned Child 1 0.3 
Punished by Secular Coun I OJ Subtotal 13 3.4 
Punished by the Inquisition 1 0.3 Impediments Specific to Clerics 
Raised to be a Servant 1 03 Not train^ in Theology or 1 03 

Philosophy 
Relative Punished by the 7 1.9 Subtotal 1 . 0.3 
Inquisition 
Stabbed a Priest 1 0.3 Died 15 4.0 

Subtotal 57 15.1 Unknown 15 4.0 
Total 378 100.0 

Source: '*Rella9ao das pessoas que pertendem ser habelitadas pelo Santo Officio, e sen3o 
infonnanun por defeitos de sangue, e pessos e outras por faita de noticias e clarezas, como tao 
hem por terem falecido: e alguas que per faita de depozito senSo fizerao judisiaes como na 
margem se declara" [ANTT, NH, ex. 57]. 



Table 4.3. Reason for Rejection of Applicants from Pemambuco. 1611-1820 
Reason for RejectioD Total % of Total 
Impure Blood 

Mulatto 5 7.6 
New Christian 16 24.2 

Subtotal 21 31.8 
Poor or Dishonorable Conduct 

Accused by Inquisition 1 1.5 
Bad Behavior 8 12.1 
Concubinage 5 7.6 
Crazy I 1.5 
Gambling 1 1.5 
Had Children with a Slave 1 1.5 
Had Illegitimate Children 5 7.6 
Had Mulatto Children 2 3.0 

Subtotal 24 36.4 
Error in Processo 

Lack of Information 7 10.6 
Subtotal 7 10.6 

Incapable of Serving 
Too Young 4 6.1 

Subtotal 4 6.1 
Abandoned or Illegitimate Children 

Illegitimate 1 1.5 
Subtotal I 1.5 

Impediments Specific to Clergy 
Not a Mestre 1 1.5 
Regular Clergy 5 7.6 

Subtotal 6 9.1 
Unknown 3 AJS 
Total 66 100.0 
Source: Processes de habUita(2o for Pemambuco, 1611-1820 [ANTT]. 
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poor or dishonorable conduct and more errors in the processos in the rejections between 1739 

and 1768 in the Portuguese Empire than in Pemambuco. But still, the patterns for Pemambuco 

seem to parallel fairly closely those of the rest of the Empire. 

Even though most of the problems dealt with issues of purity, a higher percentage of 

those who were ofHcially rejected in Pemambuco were rejected because of poor or dishonorable 

conduct, as shown in table 4.3. This suggests that although witnesses considered purity of blood 

to be more significant and denounced it more frequently, the Inquisition was at least as much 

concerned with the conduct of its future officials as it was with their ancestry. In selecting the 

raw material from which to construct an inquisitional status group, the Inquisition was not only 

concerned with ancestral purity, but also with the character and conduct of their officials. After 

all, the honor and prestige of the Inquisition were also at stake. 

Many of the difficulties arising from public rumor, which the Inquisition took seriously, 

were not as critical nor as numerous as rumors of impurity, but they still represented outward 

signs of dishonor. The Inquisition was concerned about its image and investigated any matter 

that it believed might tamish it. One such minor impediment was poor dress. 

Dressing poorly indicated a lack of dignity, decorum, and concern for social norms, as 

well as inadequate financial resources and could, therefore, be an impediment to office. 

Although I have only encountered a few examples where poor dress became an issue for 

applicants, they illustrate the Inquisition's concern with respectable appearance and behavior 

from their officials. For example, Jo8o Pacheco Calheiros applied to become a familiar in 1712 

but never received an appointment because he dressed poorly. The comissiirio Bartolomeu Pilar, 

reported that 

he is not very becoming the occupation and degree of familiar because he 
ordinarily goes around in white leather shoes, white cotton socks, pants of fine 
silk, a biMk waistcoat without a dress coat, a truly miserable hat and a blue 
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cloak. And thus he walks [about] during the week in this praga. On Sundays he 
wears baize clothing [a thick woolen cloth] with a sword He is miserable, 
^ause, according to what they tell me, he can appear even more extravagant... 

If we compare this account with the few existing descriptions that we have of familiares, 

we can see what the Inquisition considered appropriate. For example, the familiar, Francisco 

Jose de Arantes, was described in his 1767 passport as a single male, short, fat, and round faced, 

with dark eyes, and wearing a wig. He seems to have been the typical well-to-do gentlemen of 

the mid-eighteenth century. In addition, the familiar, Vicente Ferreira Peixoto, was described in 

1800 as a single white male with a tall, thin body, a small forehead with his hair tied back, thin 

eyebrows, brown eyes, a sharp nose, beard, and thin lips with all of his fn}nt teeth. This 

description gives a picture of a dignified looking man wearing his hair in the sQ'le popular after 

the French Revolution. In each case, these men manifested what were the characteristics 

appreciated and accepted as attractive and fashionable of their times.^ It was important to the 

Inquisition that their familiares looked good and conformed to the accepted standards of decorum 

and dignity. But, of course, what looked good and dignified changed over time. 

A poor family reputation could also cause trouble for potential candidates. For example, 

Margarida Maria dos Prazeres, the wife of familiar Manuel de Rosa de Avila, encountered 

problems with her habilitafSo because her family did not have a good public reputation. The 

comissirio, Francisco Femandes Souza, reported in March of 1769, that her father, Second-

Lieutenant JoSo Ferreira Fraz3o, had acted the part of the lacaio (lackey: a man without dignity 

or a person protected by the king or other noble who served as a spy or informer) in public plays. 

ANTT, HSO, Joio 177/1572. For other examples of accusations of poor dress, see ANTT, 
HSO, Jacinto 6/76; HSO, Raimundo 1/8; and HSO, Manuel 220/1306. 
^ AHU, Pemambuco, ex. lOS, doc. 8123; AHU, Pemambuco, post 1800 Match 11. 
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The maternal grandfather died poor because he was a drunk, and her father had been imprisoned 

for stealing. Likewise, her mother and aunt had been accused of witchcraft." 

The issues that became problems for applicants and could become impediments to office 

served as exclusionary tools for the Inquisition. They also contributed to the sense of 

exclusiveness that heightened the status of inquisitional ofHce. This was particularly true in their 

selection of clerics to serve as comisswos, notwos, and qualificadores. The Inquisition 

developed a set of exclusionary tools that were specific to clerics and that limited the 

opportunities for inquisitional appointment for clerics in Brazil. 

Beyond the general requirements for all officials, the comiss^os, notarios, and 

qualificadores had to be priests. The requirements for purity of blood were replaced in 1774 by 

requiring them to have good customs and no infamy on their part or the part of their ancestors. In 

addition, the notarios had to be clerics who had taken the sacred orders and the qualificadores 

had to have a university degree. The 1774 Regimento stated that the qualificadores should be 

few in number, and doctors of the university in the faculty of sacred theology. The comiss^os 

had to be ecclesiastics of recognized prudence and virtue. In all cases, preference was given to 

clerics who had university degrees. 

These general principles were, of course, subject to interpretation and could be dispensed 

with or modified to suit the needs of the Inquisition and the disposition of the deputies. For 

example, the Carmelite, Gon9alo de S2o Jos6, son of the familiar, Jo2o Cameiro da Cunha, was 

rejected in his application for the office of qualificador in 1769 because he was not a mestre 

(master) in his religion which some deputies thought was a necessary quality even though there 

" ANTT, HSO, Manuel 220/1306. 
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are several examples of qualificadores who were only pregadores (preachers), or homens de 

/e/ros (men of letters)." 

The problems clerics encountered included all the variations of impure blood and poor 

behavior. Several had problems with concubinage, illegitimate children, lack of information, 

solicitation, sodomy, and eight were rejected because they were regular clergy. For example, 

Manuel Bernardo Valente was denied because of bad behavior. He had earned the nickname 

from the local boys of "father vicar of the capote" because he had been seen visiting the home of 

a woman in Olinda during the night hidden under a capote. They had left together in a canoe, 

and it was public knowledge that their relations were sinful." Sometimes, the problems were 

only sufficient to keep them from being appointed comissarios, and the Inquisition granted them 

not^o instead. 

For example, Antonio Dias da Conceifio applied to become a comissario in 1768 but he 

was accused of poor behavior and "incontinence of the tongue." There was some concern that 

the witnesses had been motivated by hatred, and a second inquiry by the comiss^o Antonio 

TUbeiro Maio in 1771 revealed that some of the accusations had indeed been exaggerated. 

Nonetheless, the comisswo stated: 

I know the difference that exists, and that should exist, between the ofHces of 
[comiss^o and notirio]. About this [habilitafao] I took particular information 
from some informants that could give me more individuation; and I found that 
the Reverend applicant could serve the Holy Office in the office of notirio, but 
in no way in that of comiss^o. And the reason is, that even though he does not 
suffer from a grave note in his behavior, he is not a person of known prudence 
and virtue, as our regimento requires of the ministers of the Inquisition; and not 

" I6I3 Regimento, Book I, Titles I and VIII; 1640 Regimento, Book I, Titles I, Vn, X, and XI; 
1774 Regimento, Book I Titles I, V, VII, VO. Siqueira, "Os Regimentos da Inquisi92o, 6IS-618, 
672-675,693-696, 729-733,738-741,885-888, 894,899. See also Luiz Mott, Regimento dos 
Comissarios e Escrivdes do seu cargo, Dos Qualificadores e dos Familiares do Santo Oficio 
(Salvador. Universidade Federal da Bahia, 1990), for a version of the 1640 Regimentos given to 
die officials at the time they took their oath of office. 
" ANTT, HI, m. 23, no. 71. 
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even in his letters of which he has only studied [Latin] grammar, and some moral 
cases so that he could be ordained. I also found that he does not respect his 
character or state of priest because he is very much inclined to speak fhvolously 
and pass along news wherever he is, about whatever he knows and hears which 
some attribute to the force of his temperament and others to the lack of 
consideration. 

The mesa accepted this explanation and approved him for notirio on August 4, 1771. '̂ 

An exclusionary tool that the Portuguese Inquisition developed in the late eighteenth 

century dealt with the regular clergy. Many regular clergy in Pemambuco sought appointment as 

comissmos, notarios, and qualificadores. But, the existence of ofHcials of the Inquisition who 

enjoyed inquisitional privileges caused turmoil in the convents. This turmoil combined with the 

opinion already held by the deputies of the Inquisition that regulars were not very well suited for 

such employment.^^ From the Inquisition's perspective, their lack of suitability had mostly to do 

with the fact that they could not be relied upon to stay in a given location because their prelate 

could send them somewhere else without notice. The Inquisition wanted to know to whom they 

could send commissions and inquiries, so they generally resisted appointing them, although they 

were happy to use them as comisswos delegados. 

For example, Jacome da Purifica9io applied for an appointment as a qualiflcador or a 

comisswo in 1694 because, he said, the business of the Inquisition ended up going to the regular 

clergy anyway due to a lack of comissilrios in Pemambuco. He entered his petition on November 

24,1694. On April 2S, 169S, he was recommended for qualificador, but not comiss^o because 

a regular was not suited for this Occupation so '*for now it cannot be deferred." He petitioned 

again in November 1696 from Lisbon. In 1697, the Inquisition determined that he was qualified, 

but that it was not '̂ convenien^ to the ministry of the Holy Office for a comissibrio to be a 

^ ANTT, HSO, Antfinio 176/2658. 
^ ANTT, HSO, Josi 42/688. 
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regular because of the uncertainty of the place where he, as a regular, would reside. Also, the 

distance of Pemambuco from Lisbon meant that he would have little to do as a qualificador so 

they denied him on both accounts. '̂ The archbishop of Bahia likewise believed that Carmelites 

and other regular priests were unworthy and unsuited to be comisswos. '̂ 

Internal conflict between the regular priests who did manage to get appointed as 

comissirios and their prelates and provincials caused serious tensions and seemed to give good 

reason to doubt their suitability. For example, Rodrigo Gaiozo de S2o Jos6, a Carmelite firom 

Bahia, moved to Recife and applied to become a comissario in 1762. The mesa said that they did 

not normally appoint regular clergy to the position of comissario, but that this time they would do 

so. Later, Fr. Rodrigo moved to the convent in Faraiba, where he entered into a conflict with his 

prelate. He wrote to the general council, in 1769, to ask whether he was exempt firom the 

obligations of his order as a comiss^o of the Inquisition because his new prelate would not 

accept his claun of exemption. The prelate argued that he was only exempt when he was 

engaged in the work of the Holy Office and that he was required to give obedience to his prelate 

whenever he left the confines of the convent. The prior believed that Fr. Rodrigo was going out 

to conduct business of his own under the pretense of having work to do for the Inquisition and 

that he was using it as a cloak to avoid the obligations of his office.^ In 1770, the Inquisition 

ordered an investigation into the allegations, and the report came back' that neither the prior nor 

the prelate sought to impede the functioning of the Inquisition and that neither the provincial in 

Bahia nor the prelate in Paraiba had ever ordered him to do so. They were attempting to get him 

^•ANTT, HI, 30/13. 
^ AHU, Bahia, Castro e Almeida 12003. 
" ANTT, CGSO, m. 59; IL, NT 2133. 
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to attend to his duties when he was not so engaged in response to his assertion that he was 

exempt. '̂ 

These kinds of tensions eventually led to the exclusion of regular clergy from 

appointments to comiss^o. In 1783, the provincial of the Franciscans in Brazil requested that 

the religious of his order no longer be admitted as comiss^os of the Holy OfHce. He had two 

main reasons for the request. First, they used their office as a pretext for avoiding their 

responsibilities of obedience and to free themselves from the regular and monastic life they had 

professed. Second, the necessity of handling money to pay for their transportation to distant 

parts to perform inquiries and riding horses to do so when they were neither sick nor in manifest 

need forced them to break their vows of poverty and the rule of the order. This was particularly 

irksome to him when secular comiss^os could perform the same inquiries without any 

difficulty." The Franciscan prelate's letter resonated with the growing attitude of the general 

council, and in response to his letter, a verbal order went through the Inquisition that regular 

priests were not to be accepted as comiss^os." 

Despite the prohibition, regular clergy continued to apply. Some even had letters from 

their prelates in support of their application. All too often, however, the only response was the 

ominous marginal note "excuzadd" (excused) or "'ndo defera'^ (do not defer).^ 

ANTT,IL,NT2132. 
The case of the Carmelite Friar Jos^ do Espuito Santo appears to lend credence to the 

complaints of the prelates. He was rejected when he applied for an appointment as a comiss^o 
because he was cra^ and hot tempered and given to scandalous prattle of which all those who 
knew him complained. They also stated that he only wanted to be a comissirio so that he could 
be excused from the authority of his prelate with the pretext of service to the tribunal. See 
ANTT, NH. ex. 58. 
^ ANTT, NH, ex. 37. Fr. Caspar da Soledade Matos from SSo Paulo was denied his petition for 
comissirio in 1786. ANTT, IL, NT 2129. 
^ Manuel da Encamafio Frettas had a letter from his prelate Zacharias de Jesus e Maria, a 
comlssirio, in support of his application. See ANTT, HI, 36/91. Manuel da RessuRei9io had 
two brothers who were both comiss^os, but he was still rejected. See ANTT, HI, 36/81. Josi de 
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Not all friars were willing to let go so easily, however. For example. Friar Josi de Santa 

Cruz applied for a position as a comissario in 1783. He was rejected in 178S because the general 

council had determined not to create any more comiss^os than were necessary in the colonies 

and because he was a regular cleric. In 1796, he wrote a letter to the general council indicating 

that he had heard of the restriction on regular clergy. But, he argued, he had applied long before 

the restriction and he had been admitted to diligencias and paid a deposit of 28$800 r^is. The 

council accepted his argument and noted that a Friar Manuel Gomes da Encama^So, a Carmelite 

from Bahia, had presented a similar case and been granted the office. They concluded that he 

had applied before the restriction and that he was worthy in every other way. '̂ Even though the 

Inquisition accepted some who had applied before the prohibition, this did not thwart the vocal 

order and the prohibition continued.^ I have yet to discover when, or even if, the prohibition 

was ever lifted. 

By far, the greatest impediment for those who sought the position of comissirio was the 

lack of a benefice. Thirty-nine of the 137 applicants for comissmo ran into the problem of not 

having a benefice, and twenty-six were granted notwo instead of comiss^o as a result. A 

benefice is an ecclesiastical ofRce that gives the incumbent the right to collect a salaiy for his 

support. It also included certain obligations such as residence at the place of appointment (such 

as a cathedral or parish church). The real issue here had to do with die applicants* ability to 

provide for themselves, as well as the desire for the status that benefice holders enjoyed. Their 

Santa Margarida de Cortona was also rejected outright, and he requested a refund of what was 
left of his deposit See ANTT, HSO, Jos^ 176/4196. See also ANTT, HSO, Luis 41/682 and 
Estanisiao 1/5. 

ANTT, HSO, Jos^ 168/4103. For other examples of a Friars who successfully reapplied, see 
ANTT, HSO, Manuel 198/1106; CGSO, NT 4146; HSO, Francisco 128/1918; and CGSO, ex. no 
number. 
" ANTT, HSO, Manuel 198/1106. 
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salaries, called congmas, were generally low, however, and the clergy often sought other sources 

of income such as sugar plantations, renting houses, and commerce.^^ Generally, a familiar 

position was not particularly lucrative, but an active clerical official could benefit financially 

from an appointment. For example, the comiss^o, Joaquim Marques de Araujo received more 

than 992$79S reis just for his work with the habilita^des between 1770 and 1812 which 

amounted to about SSOOO for each extrajudicial or judicial that he performed, or 23S638 r^is per 

year.^" 

Even though the regimentos did not require a benefice for appointment, it was generally 

required by the deputies. For example, Jose de Andrade e Sousa applied for an appointment as 

comiss^o in 1751, but because he had not been invested in his benefice, the mesa investigated 

him for the position of notirio even though they said they had a great need for comissarios in that 

area. Jos^ suspected that the issue was his benefice, so he sent a document showing that he had 

ab«ady been invested and the mesa changed his appointment to comissario in 1755. '̂ 

Nonetheless, the lack of a benefice could be overcome in a variety of ways. The status 

of one's family, persistence, a little foresight and ingenuity, and a lot of luck could help. For 

example, Domingos de Araujo Lima was accepted as a comissario even though he did not have a 

benefice because he lived in Alagoas where comiss&rios were needed. He successfully justified 

Canons of the cathedral chapter, some of the highest ranking ecclesiastical ofHcials in 
Pemambuco received and annual congrua of 160$000 reis. See ANTT, OC, PB, m. 12. 

Of the 242 cases that he worked on eleven did not show how much he was paid. Many others 
were incomplete and I could only gather fifagments of his receipts. So the number above, is 
necessarily much lower than he ptoiMbly received. I also do not have any information on how 
much he received for cases against heresy which would have added to his income since he was 
frequently employed by the Inquisition. 
^ ANTT, HSO, Jos^ 78/1158. For other examples of clerics denied appointments as comissirios 
because of the lack of a benefice, see ANTT, HSO, Jos< 78/1163; Antdnio 136/2256; Carlos 
5/65; and Leandio 1/5. 
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his lack of a benefice by informing the mesa that he had given it up to "quiet his own 

conscience" and to live off his estate.^ 

Another avenue for becoming a comissmo was to be accepted as a not^o and then 

reapply. Francisco da Costa Bandeira was denied a position as a comiss^o in 17SS because he 

did not have a benefice, but he was appointed as a not^o. Later in 1761, Francisco repetitioned 

to become a comissirio. The Inquisition accepted him even though he still did not have a 

benefice because he owned some houses that he rented out and because there were only two 

comiss^os in Olinda, neither one of which was very capable because both of them were simple 

clerks/' 

The Carmelite, Antdnio das Chagas, took a more pro-active approach. In a letter he 

wrote to the Inquisition regarding the delay of his habilita^So, he offered to accept an 

appointment in any of the areas where the Carmelites had convents, such as Goiana, where there 

were not any comissmos at all. He even gave them a list of places with Carmelite convents and 

hov far they were from Recife (Porto Calvo, Goiana, Paraiba, Nossa Senhora da Grafa). He 

received an appointment as a comissmo in Goiana in 1761.*^ 

Another strategy that would-be officials employed to improve their chances of being 

accepted was direct petitions to high-ranking officials in Lisbon or within the Inquisition.'*^ For 

instance, the Carmelite Friar Gregdrio Xavier de Almeida wrote directly to the inquisitional 

ANTT, HSO, Domingos 19/391. See also ANTT, HSO, Matias 6/84. 
ANTT, HSO. Francisco 88/1497. 
ANTT, HSO, Antdnio 52/1137. 
A J.R. Russell-Wood has shown that even slaves and fiee blacks could and did appeal directly 

to the crown for redress in personal conflicts. Whether successful or not, this ability reinforced 
the moral audiority of the crown at the same time that it diffused tensions and provided the 
participants with a real sense of participation in their own fates. See "'Acts of Grace*: 
Portuguese Monarchs and their Subjects of African Descent in Eighteenth-Centuiy Brazil," JLAS 
32(2000): 307-332. 
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secretary. In September of 1772, he applied to become a qualificador, and, on January 3, 1773, 

he wrote to Manuel Francisco da Neves, to ask for his help with his application. Greg6rio had 

already sent two letters to the secretary-one by way of the qualificador. Friar Jose de Jesus 

Maria, and another by way of the comisswo, Henrique Martins Gaio, neither one of which had 

been answered. He wrote, "I cannot understand the cause of this your tyranny against me." 

Even though 1 have not written to your grace before, I have experienced the 
honor of the favor and kindness that your grace, through your generosity, 
dispensed to my father and brother and I judged that its shadow should always 
cover me as well. 

He requested that his diligencia be sent to the comissario, Henrique Martins Gaio, not because he 

feared any bad information on the part of his own conduct, but, because he knew of all the 

intrigue, jealousy, and vices of his brothers in the Carmelite convent, and he feared that they 

might give false testimony which could impede his application and bring dishonor upon him. 

Henrique Martins, he believed, had experience dealing with the friars of the convent, and he 

knew that Gregdrio was honorable. 

If I were a secular, I would not fear. But in the monasteries of today we see 
divisive enmities, jealousies, and all kinds of vices of which I am the worst. God 
knows what it has cost me to become a Mestre—the opposition that I have 
experienced. For all of this, I am afraid and I beg your grace that if some bad 
information is given about me that someone subject to the Holy Inquisition 
examine the certainty of it with trustworthy persons so that I am not injured. 

He begged that the judicial be done in Lisbon, where many people knew him who had attended 

his lectures and classes. "Imagine that I am your son and what you would do for your son do so 

also for me—I esteem you as a father...Apparently, unbeknownst to Friar Greg6rio, his 

letters had already elicited a response. Henrique Martins had already completed the extrajudicial 
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on December 24, 1772, and the judicial was underway in Lisbon by May 27, 1773. He received 

his appointment on June 18, 1773.^ 

Applicants also took great care to indicate any of their relatives who had entered the 

priesthood or received any other position of honor including the Inquisition and military orders. 

They did so because all of these positions were subject to investigation in much the same way as 

the Inquisition and these investigations could be used to clear up problems or difficulties in the 

processo and prove purity of descent. To have a priest in the family was tantamount to a 

declaration of purity. 

Limpcza dc Sangne 

The criteria for inquisitional appointment found particular resonance in colonial 

Pemambuco because of the very strong presence of New Christians early on in the conquest and 

colonization of Pemambuco and because it was a slave-based colonial society. The Portuguese 

colonizers in Pemambuco who conquered the indigenous inhabitants tended to view them in 

negative ways. Likewise, the veiy fact of slave status was dishonorable. Hence we find 

persistent references to Indian ancestry and mulatismo (which pointed to slave ancestry) as 

dishonorable. These ethnically- and racially-based notions of honor reflected deep-seated anti-

Jewish sentiments and the attitudes of colonial, slave-based society. 

The most frequent difficulty encountered by all applicants was impurity of blood. 

Thirty-three percent of the problems raised in the inquiries and nearly thirty-two percent of those 

rejected in Pemambuco were related to issues of purity. Many of the processos that were 

** ANTT, IL, m. 33; HSO, Gregorio 4/70. For other cases in which applicants wrote to officials 
in Lisbon, see ANTT, CGSO, NT 4181; NT 2133; ANTT, HSO, Manuel 176/IS68, and HSO, 
Jos6 162/3997. 
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delayed contained letters from the applicants complaining that their good name and reputation 

were being slandered by those who knew that they had applied for and not yet received an 

appointment. 

The Inquisition investigated rumors of impurity and attempted to discover the origins of 

those rumors. Both rumors of impurity and inquisitional explanations for them relied largely on 

public opinion. For that reason, both the rumors and the Inquisition's explanations are fallible. 

The fact that the Inquisition was willing to concede that rumors could and did arise from 

misinformation, personal conflicts, and superstition tells us that we need to be wary of reaching 

conclusions based solely on this type of evidence. Inquisitional investigations into rumors of 

impurity, however, reveal some of the social tensions that could result in accusations of impurity 

that could tarnish family honor. 

Accusations of impurity were often founded on personal conflict. Antonio Araujo Lopes 

had been accused of New Christian ancestry, and the Inquisition reported that the rumor started 

with a conflict over an irrigation ditch. One of Antonio's ancestors had been called a Jew as an 

insult during the conflict, and the name calling turned into a rumor of impuriQr.^^ Rumors of 

impurity could also rest on accusation of having paid the Jewish tax (the fintd).*  ̂

Sometimes the rumors sprang from ignorance and superstition. Padre Mestre, Friar 

Felipe da Madre de Deus, the Prior of the Order of Carmo in Pefnambuco, encountered a rumor 

of New Christian ancestry in his habilita(3o. The rumor reportedly had its origin in a banquet in 

which his maternal grandfather Manuel da Costa Moura ate and drank to excess. He made 

himself ill and vomited up the uncured bacon or salted pork fat he had been eating. From this 

ANTT, HSO, Antonio 79/1S23. For another example of accusations of purity coming from 
personal conflict, see ANTT, HSO, Jo2o 147/2179. 

The finta referred to fees periodically paid by the Jews in order to obtain a suspension of 
inquisitional activity. ANTT, NH, ex. 58. 
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incident, he received the nickname arremeqa'toucmho (bacon-launcher). His rivals raised up the 

rumor that he must be a Jew because he could not digest the uncured bacon. The subject came 

up in the applications of his relatives as well and was judged to be ridiculous and irrational. 

Many of Felipe's relatives had been approved for various investigations and he was reputed to be 

clean, so the deputies declared the rumor, and he received the position of qualificador.'*^ 

Some rumors had nothing less than bizarre origins. Paulo Carvalho da Cunha petitioned 

to become a familiar in 1729, but they found a rumor of New Christian ancestry. The comiss^o 

in Guimar3es, Portugal found that the rumor came fnam an ancestor of the Carvalho family who 

lived in the parish of SSo Clemente. The witnesses claimed that he had "sangue mile." When 

asked what that meant, the witness replied that he had had many sores or ulcers all over his body 

from which he died. The parishioners de SSo Clemente had actually disinterred him, saying that 

they did not want his "bad blood" to leak out to their own dead. The "bad blood" came to be 

associated with impurity of blood. This case went all the way to Braga before the parishioners 

were ordered to rebury him.'" 

Some accusations could simply be the product of xenophobia. In 1731, the Holy Office 

reported that there were doubts about one of the great-grandparents of Miguel Ferretra Souto. A 

neighbor had stated that those who came to many fixim outside the village did not come for any 

good reasons and fix)m there the rumor began that they were from the "infected race". '̂ 

Sometimes the sources of rumors could be quite complicated and multifaceted. For 

example, the rumors of Manuel de Lemos Ribeiro's impurity reportedly came from four different 

sources. First, the Abbot of the parish of Fontoura wanted to put the Santissimo (the Blessed 

ANTT, HSO, Felipe 1/24. 
** ANTT, m, 34/76,276. 

ANTT, HSO, Miguel 9/159. 
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Sacrament) in the parish, but the parishioners opposed him. The family of Ribeiros, who bad the 

reputation of being New Christians, headed the opposition so the priest said that the '*Jews" did 

not want to take the Santissimo Sacramento. Second, it came from the daughter of a man who 

had been banished from his own village and who married into the village. The third source was a 

woman who came from outside and married into the village. Fourth, a poor old mendicant 

complained against a member of this family and called him a Jew. The mesa saw all of these 

origins as empty and so dismissed them and approved his petition to become a familiar in 1742.^° 

Next to accusations of New Christian ancestry, the second largest group of accusations 

regarding purity of blood dealt with those of African descent (IO.S% for men and 6.8% for 

women). When dealing with the question of African ancestry, the Inquisition tried to determine 

whether the ancestry came through a slave line. It goes without saying that, if one went back far 

enough, all blacks in Brazil probably had slave ancestors. The issue was slave ancestry within 

the fourth degree of consanguinity. For example, Jos^ Pedro dos Reis was accused of being a 

mulatto in 1736. The Inquisition decided that the ancestry was too ancient and there was no 

rumor that it came from slaveiy. '̂ 

Another test applied to clarify ancestry when African descent was at issue was the 

presence of physical characteristics associated with Afro-Brazilians. For example, Lourenfo 

Gon^alves Bastos' wile, Luisa da Paz do Nascimento, was reputed to be a mulatta and an Indian. 

The comissirio, Francisco Femandes de Souza, reported in his extrajudicial that Luisa's mother 

had "ca6e/o torcido" (twisted hair) as evidence of African ancestry. Likewise, Jose Timdteo 

Pereira de Bastos was rumored to be a mulatto because his father had '*cor tostadai" (toasted 

color). And Manuel da Costa de S& was accused of having ctata de negro (negro race) by 

ANTT, HSO, Manuel 122/2181. 
" ANTT, HSO Jofo 40/647. 
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witnesses who said that it came from his sister who married a man with the nickname "mono 

negro" (black brother)." 

Nonetheless, mixed race was not necessarily an impediment to appointment so long as 

the individual was a person of some means. In 1769, the Inquisition stated that this "quality of 

defect [mulatto] your majesty has commanded to proceed to the judicial so that this should not 

i mp ede  t he  ap p l i c an t  who  ha s  su f f i c i e n t  r i che s  f i r om b i s  bus ine s s  t o  l i ve  d ecen t l y On ly  9  J  

percent of those rejected in the Portuguese Empire between 1739 and 1768 were for African 

ancestry and only 7.6 percent of those formally rejected in Pemambuco. The last number is 

surprising given the very high numbers of Afro-Brazilians and the very high rates of 

miscegenation. 

Accusations of impurity also included rumors of Indian descent A little more than three 

percent (3.2%) of the problems encountered during inquiries dealt with Indian descent (2.3% for 

men and 10.2% for women). But no one in Pemambuco was ever rejected for Indian descent, 

and only one in the Portuguese empire between 1739 and 1768 was rejected for being a caboclo ( 

either civilized Brazilian Indian of pure blood or a white-Indian mix). Indeed, Indian ancestry 

was, at least technically, not an impediment for inquisitional appointment, but witnesses in 

Pemambuco continually demonstrated that they considered it impure. Their perception of Indian 

ancestry as impure and the Inquisition's position that it was not, highlights the ongoing tension 

between local concepts of ethnic-racial honor and Portugal's attempts to alter those perceptions. 

Throughout the colonial period the indigenous population in Brazil held an ambiguous 

position. The colonists wished to exploit their labor, the clergy wanted to harvest their souls, and 

ANTT, HSO, Lourenfo 9/138; HSO, Jos6 132/2717; HSO, Antonio 83/1586. 
''ANTT,NH,cx.44. 
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the crown wanted to turn them into tax paying subjects." These desires were at once mutually 

compatible and inherently contradictory and the Indians were caught in-between. The laws 

promulgated throughout the colonial period vacillated between the extremes of granting absolute 

freedom to the Indians and legalizing their enslavement." On April 4,17SS, D. Jos^ I published 

an ahard which stated that anyone who married an Indian did not retain any infamy either in 

themselves or in their descendants and that they were worthy of all honors and dignities. He also 

ordered that the term "caboclo" should no longer be used.^ This was one of several laws 

promulgated about the same time for India and Africa, all of which intended to create a group of 

intermediaries between the colonizing Portuguese and the indigenous societies. They also sought 

to further the royal policy of incorporating the indigenous population as vassals of the crown.^^ 

It is also appropriate to see these laws in the light of the later reforms regarding the pure blood 

laws and New Christians. All of them can be seen as an attempt to rationalize Portuguese society 

and provide juridical equaliQr for all Portuguese subjects. 

Sebastiio Jos^ de Carvalho e Melo (later the Marquis of Pombal), the Chief Minister of 

the Kingdom (17S0-1777) under D. Jose I, was concerned with much larger matters than granting 

Indians juridical equality in Brazil, however. In the face of geopolitical conflict with Spain, the 

recently settled peace, and the Treaty of Madrid in 1749, Pombal hoped to secure Brazil's 

frontiers. He believed that the defense of those frontiers depended on a large population of loyal 

Portuguese, which could not possibly be sent from Portugal. So, he concluded that it was 

" Converted Indians were always subject to the Inquisition in the Portuguese empire, unlike 
those in Spanish America. 
" See Angela Domingues, Qtumdo os indios eram vassalos: ColonizofSo e relagdes de poder no 
Norte do Brasil na segunda metade do siculo XVIII (Lisbon: Comissio Nacional para as 
comemoraf jSes dos descobrimentos Portugueses, 2000), 25-62. 
^ ANTT, L«is, m. 4, no. 160. 
" Angela Domingues, 39-40. 
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essential to eliminate the distinction between Indians and Portuguese in the hopes of attracting 

the Indians away from the missions and the white Brazilians into marriages with them. '̂ But to 

get the white Portuguese to marry Indians in large numbers, the notion of their impuriQr had to be 

overcome. 

Because of earlier laws which asserted more or less the same thing, Indian descent never 

posed a serious problem for those who applied to work for the Inquisition. '̂ Even before the 

17SS law, the Inquisition had ruled that Indian descent was not an impediment. For example, 

Francisco de Sk Peixoto's wife, Angela Teresa de Melo had been accused by a single witness of 

being a cabra (mongrel, or of mixed Indian descent). In 1700, Deputy Joio Munis da Silva 

dismissed the accusation for two reasons. First, a single witness did not constitute a reliable 

foundation for such an accusation, and, second, Indian descent did not constitute an impediment 

to serving the Holy OfHce, as had been judged several times already. Her brothers Antonio 

Vieira de Melo and Manuel de Melo Bezerra applied together in 1701 and were likewise 

approved.^ Such accusations were usually dismissed with a brief note about how Indian descent 

was not an impediment, or that it was beyond the fourth degree of consanguinity. Sometimes 

they were simply ignored. 

Kenneth Maxwell, Pombal: Paradox of the Enlightenment (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1995), 53. 
^ For a detailed review of the legal status of Brazilian Indians during the colonial period, see 
Beatriz Perrone-Mois^ "fndios livies e indios escravos: os principios da legislaffto indigenista 
do perfodo colonial (s^ulo XVI a XVm)," in Histdria dos Mios do Brasil, ed. Manuela 
Cameiro da Cunha (Sao Paulo: Companhia das Letras, 1992), 115-132; and Josi Vicente C^sar, 
"SituafSo legal do fodio durante o periddo colonial ilSOO-1922)" AmiricaIndigena AS, no. 2 
(April-June, 1985): 391-425. 
^ AN 11, ISO, Francisco 136/2044 and Antonio 42/990. Several similar cases appear iq the 
habilitaffies. HSO, Joio 143/2149 in 1768; HSO, Manuel 220/1306 in 1769; and HSO, 
Francisco 117/1765 in 1772. See also ANTT, HSO, Felipe 4/60. 
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Pernambucans consistently demonstrated, however, that they saw Indian ancestry as 

dishonorable and regularly reported it to the Inquisition in the processos as a defect. '̂ Even 

though within Brazilian society ethnic-racial honor precluded Indian and New Christian descent, 

discrimination against these groups became technically illegal in the last half of the eighteenth 

century. The lingering accusations of New Christians and Indian ancestry highlight the 

continuing reality of inequality, discrimination, and concern for ancestral purity. 

Wimesses continued to testify regarding applicant's ancestry even though it was no 

longer a point of questioning, and some people appear to have been rejected, or at least their 

processos were left incomplete, for reasons of impurity of blood. References to impure blood 

continued to appear in the processos from Pemambuco into the nineteenth century. At the same 

time, others complained that delays in the processo damaged their reputation and cleanliness of 

blood as late as 1800.'̂  

The persistent attempts to retain the now illegal distinction provoked an order from the 

crown on December IS, 1774, which declared that these "absurdities" should cease.^^ Yet, the 

persistence of the concepts of impurity reveal an increasing tendency towards intolerance and 

Jos^ Gonsalves de Mello notes, however, that descent from a "noble" Indian line was 
considered honorable in eighteenth-century Pemambuco. See, Estudos Pemcmbucanos, 193. 
Francis Dutra notes, however, that often Indian women who had given birth the Pemambucan 
elite's ancestor were later "upgraded to the status of Indian princesses." See Francis A. Dutra, 
"Duarte Coelho Pereira, First Lord-Proprietor of Pemambuco: The Beginning of a Dynasty," The 
Americas 29, no. 4 (April 1973): 419. Antdnio Borges da Fonseca and Jaboat3o both constrocted 
these genealogical myths. But these bdians were noble savages of the distant past and thus 
safely neutralized and could now be freely recreated as honorable and noble. ^ Antdnio 
Candido, "Literature and the Rise of Brazilian National Self-Identity," Lmo-Brazilian Review 5, 
no. I (June 1968): 36-37. Still "non-noble" Indian descent was generally considered undesirable. 
For example, in 1768, the priest Manuel Garcia Velho do Amaral foiled to get two Indian boys he 
had train^ to read and write Latin ordained, because the bishop believed it would cause serious 
controversy in Pemambuco. See AHU, Pemambuco, ex. 1U5, doc. 8IS9 and ex. lOS, doc. 8176. 
® ANTT,HI,7/58. 
" ANTT, Seric Preta, 2242. 
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discrimination which eventually developed into full-blown racism. Tied as it was to individual 

status and honor, a simple legal prohibition could not erase the conflation of personal honor with 

ethnicity and race. 

The perpetuation of concern over ancestral purity also appears in ecclesiastical 

investigations. In 1802, Joaquim Manuel Cameiro petitioned the Prince Regent D. Joio to send a 

royal order instructing the prelate of the Madre de Deus Convent not to impede his entrance into 

the Congregation of SSo Felipe Neri on the grounds that he had impure blood. The prelate had 

argued that he descended from a woman of mixed ancestry. Joaquim, of course, appealed to the 

law of 1773, and the Prince Regent responded with a letter ordering the prelate to observe the 

laws." 

The concept of the purity of blood and the honor and social prestige attached to it 

penetrated so deeply into Luso-Brazilian society that it lingered long after the legality of 

discrimination. Families used the Inquisition to prove the purity of their ancestiy and to gain 

access to the honor and prestige that status provided. This mechanism for social advancement 

had become very popular during the eighteenth century. Even after the abolition of the pure 

blood laws and statutes, individuals continued to denounce each other for impure ancestry and 

continued to decry the loss of honor due to delays in inquisitional procedures which resulted in 

challenges to the purity of their blood. 

CoDclnsioa 

The risks and the costs of application were high which meant that the payoff had to be 

high enough to warrant the risk. That payofif was the honor, prestige, status, and power that 

" AHU, PemambuGO, antes a 1802, maio, 10. 
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accompanied an appointment. The exclusionaiy tools that the Inquisition utilized (whether 

formal or informal) had the dual effect of enhancing the honor and prestige of inquisitional 

ofHce, while, at the same time, they created problems for applicants who suffered from public 

rumors of impurity or who could be accused of them by their enemies. An inquisitional 

investigation became a test of one's purity and honor. And even after the legality of ethnic*racial 

discrimination ended, Pemambucans persisted in reporting rumors of impurity to the Inquisition. 

These challenges to personal and family honor had to be met. And one of the ways to counter 

such accusations was genealogical fraud. 

The genealogical battles of Pemambuco articulated with local conflicts and the royal 

reforms of the mid-eighteenth century. Changes in the legality of discrimination forced the 

Inquisition to alter its own regulations and eliminate some of its most powerful tools of 

exclusions. The loss of exclusionary practices opened-up the Inquisition to New Christians and 

abandoned and illegitimate children. But in Pemambuco, the opening up of the Inquisition 

proved paradoxical. The rumors of impurity persisted, and families continued to use the 

Inquisition to shield themselves from dishonor and to legitimate their own social status. 
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CHAPTERS 

GENEALOGICAL FRAUD AND POLITICAL REFORM 

The inquisitional criteria for the selection of its officials resonated deeply within colonial 

Pemambucan society and culture. Rumors of impurity and the attempts to overcome them were 

often tied with local conflicts within Pemambuco, and inquisitional appointment became a tool 

for individuals and families to assert their own purity and, therefore, their own position in 

society. One of the most interesting strategies to overcome rumors of impurity was genealogical 

fi^ud. 

Cases of genealogical fi^ud show that the Inquisition's techniques of exclusion and 

criteria for selection not only resonated deeply with Pemambucan ideals of honorable ancestry 

and behavior, but also that these criteria had very real applicability and importance in that 

society. For that reason the Pombaline reforms of the mid-eighteenth centuiy, which sought to 

transform the status of "dishonorable" groups such as New Christians, Indians, and mixed race 

populations, were so significant. Those reforms paradoxically forced open the ranks of the 

Inquisition to a broader section of society at the same time that they failed to transform local 

racially-based notions of honor and status. The persistence of these notions and the Inquisition's 

declining ability to reflect those attitudes and notions and to offer the proofs of punty led to a 

cheapening of the symbolic value of the carta. 

Fraad and MuipulatioB 

Genealogy in colonial Brazil was not the harmless pastime that it is today. It was vital to 

individual and famity standing in society. It ckissified individuals and groups within the ^stem 
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of unequal privileges and shoved the ancestrally "impure" to the social margins. During the 

colonial period, the study of genealogy was irrevocably tied to questions of purity of blood. 

Ancestry identified individuals and families in the eyes of their contemporaries and acted as a 

foundation for, and proof of, honor, reputation, and prestige. It also served as a mechanism for 

the reproduction and perpetuation of systems of domination and of unequally privileged groups. 

The interest in genealogy, then, responded to the basic need to situate oneself and one's family 

with some precision within the social strata. It was also important in succession disputes for all 

kinds of inheritance, patrimonies, and privileges. 

Indeed, one's ancestry was so important that falsifying, or at least manipulating it, to 

publicly display one's purity was not only a real temptation, but a frequent pastime of noble and 

wealthy families. It is common to find that the genealogies of prominent families have been 

altered to provide the new elite with ancestors appropriate to their own social position.' Indeed 

the genealogical histories produced in Brazil at various times and in various places attempted to 

compensate for the social deficiencies of the local elite.^ Despite the importance of ancestiy, 

genealogical research was difficult because of the inefficient or non-existent system of public 

records. Most genealogical information was drawn firom oral memory passed on fixjm parents to 

' See Dutra, Duarte Coelho Pereira," 419 and Dwight E. Petersen, **Sweet Success: Some Notes 
on the Founding of a Brazilian Sugar Dynasty, The Pais Barreto Family," The Americas 40, no. 3 
(January 1984): 326-327. 
^ See Schwartz, Sugar Plantations, 273. For the two most important genealogies from colonial 
Pemambuco, see Antonio Jos6 Victoriano Borges da Fonseca, Nobiliarchia Pentambuco, 2 vols. 
(Rio de Janeiro: Biblioteca Nacional, 193S); and Fr. Antonio De Santa Maria Jaboatio, Catalogo 
geneeUogico das principais familias que procedercm de AlbuqverqiKS, e Cavalcantes em 
Pemambuco, e Caramurus na Bahia, liradas de memorias, manuscritos antigos e Jidedignos, 
autorizados por alguns escritores, e em especial o Theatro Genealogjico de D. Uvisco de Nazdo 
Zarco e Colona, alias Manuel de Carvalho de Atahide. e acresceniado o mais modemo, e 
confirmado tudo, assim modemo, como antigo com assentos dos livros de baptizados, 
casamentos, e enterros, que se quardam na camara eccleziastica da Bahia (1768); reprint, 
RIHGB 3, no. 1 (1889): S-489. 
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children, although some information could also be gleaned from parochial records. Combined 

with the early mixing of the New Christian population with Old Christians even within the most 

noble families in Portugal and Brazil, this problem of records rendered the genealogical system 

unreliable and susceptible to fhiud. 

The temptation to manipulate one's genealogy was particularly acute in late seventeenth-

and early eighteenth-centuiy Pemambuco when the tension between the planter-dominated 

municipal council of Olinda and the merchant-dominated residents of Recife exploded into civil 

war. The growing importance of Recife and its merchant population after the restoration from 

the Dutch in 1654 led to a movement in Recife to separate it from the jurisdiction of the planter-

dominated Olinda municipal council and elevate it to the category of a town with its own 

municipal council. D. Pedro Q had denied the request in 1700, but D. JoSo V authorized it in 

1709. The municipal council of Olinda refused to accept the royal decision and pressured the 

governor SebastiSo Castro e Caldas not to implement the order. The governor sided with Recife 

which resulted in an attempt on his life in 1710 and his flight to Bahia. An insurrection ensued 

based on the rural militias who were under the conunand of the planters and their extended 

families.^ The situation remained critical until the new governor F^lix Jose Machado arrived in 

1711 with orders to put down the uprising. He rounded up the principal leaders and shipped 

them to Portugal.* 

^ For a stuify of the uprising and the attendant genealogical feuds, see Cabral e Mello, O name e o 
sangue, S7-60 and Cabral e Mello, A fronda dos Mdzombos. 
* One of the "maityrs" who died in Portugal, Cosme Bezerra Cavalcante, applied to become a 
familiar in 1703 a^ was rejected for New Christian ancestiy. See ANTT, ^ Livro 136; and 
Nelson Barbalho, 1710, Recife versus Olinda, a guerra municipal do agucar, nobres x mascates: 
Stdtsidios para a histdria de tris munictpios, Recife, Olinda, e Vitoria de Santo Antdo (Recife: 
Centre de Estudos de Histdria Municipal, 1986), 449. 
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Most of the wealthy planter families either had New Christian or Indian ancestry or were 

suspected of having it, while the merchants of Recife generally came from lower class families 

who needed to assert their own purity. Because many planters were immigrants and upwardly 

mobile merchants, and because they generally came from undistinguished orgins, they were 

especially "sensitive to any deprecation of their social position and desirous of the traditional 

insignia and accoutrements of nobility and gentle birth."^ And even thou^ merchants may not 

have suffered from specific rumors of impurity, they were often stereotyped as Jews, crypto-

Jews, foreigners, or New Christians.*' For that reason, they also had a vested interest in obtaining 

proofs of purity. Purity of blood became a tool of the rising merchant class to gain access to 

positions of power and to exclude their "tainted" planter adversaries. 

In this environment, it is not surprising that genealogies were manipulated either to 

discredit a rival, to camouflage an unsightly ancestry, or to rid oneself of accusations of impurity. 

The Inquisition became an important tool in genealogical battles. Even though a place in one of 

the militaiy orders conferred more prestige than an appointment to the Inquisition, an 

inquisitional inquiry was generally thought to be more rigorous and, therefore, more reliable.^ 

New Christians came early to colonial Brazil before the practices of exclusion had 

become thoroughly entrenched in Luso-Brazilian society. The low numbers of Portuguese 

women also'made New Christian women more acceptable as spouses for the early colonizing 

families. Consequently, most of the rich and "noble" families in Pemambuco had some New 

' Schwartz, Sugar Plantations, 273. 
^ This stereotype has proven more tenacious in Luso-Brazilian historiography than almost any 
other. In the seventeenth centuiy the terms gente da nagdo and cristSo-novo came to be used as 
synonyms for homen de negdcio. For a discussion of the stereotype and evidence to show that it 
was not necessarily true, see David Grant Smith, "Old Christian Merchants and the Foundation 
of the Brazil Company, 1649," HAHR 54, no. 2 (May 1974): 233-259. 
^ Cabra! e Mello, O name e o sangue, 134. 
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Christian ancestry * As anti-Semitic sentiment increased, so too did the desire to be firee of the 

New Christian taint. Despite attempts to bury these bcreasingly embarrassing relations in the 

genealogical past, they could be unearthed by opponents and enemies to discredit rival families. 

The New Christian lines that were the focus of genealogical warfare in Pemambuco—battles 

often fought within the inquisitional system—were those of Duarte de Sa Matias, Branca Dias, 

Beatrix Mendes, Arcwgela da Silveira, and Guiomar Nunes. 

Duarte de Sa Matias and Arcangela da Silveira 

The attempts to cover up ancestral impurity in the Duarte de Sa Matias' line began with 

Duarte de Sa himself (see Appendix 2). He presented himself to the inquisitor Heitor Furtado de 

Mendonfa when he arrived in Pemambuco in IS93 as an Old Christian with some New Christian 

ancestry on his mother's side. He also claimed that he did not know the origin of the rumor. As 

an alderman r>f the municipal council, a position he technically could not hold because of his 

descent, he was too astute to attempt a complete cover-up. Yet the fact remains that he was 

really one-half New Christian firom Barcelos. By 1S90, Duarte owned an engenho and was 

serving in the prestigious position as alderman of the municipal council. His descendants 

attempted to wipe out his New Christian background by claiming that there were actually two 

Duartes de S4 and their Duarte de Si really descended from a noble family in Portugal, not a 

New Christian family. 

To complicate matters, Duarte de Sa married Joanna Tavares who was also of New 

Christian descent Their son, Antonio de Sa Matias, married the sister of the wife of the famous 

Jerdnimo de Albuquerque, the brother-in-law of the donatory captain Duarte Coelho. Antonio de 

' Evaldo Cabral e Mello shows this in his book Onome e o sangue, 112-116. Even the children 
of Jerdnimo de Albuquerque married New Christians. 
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Sa was accused of paying the finta imposed on all New Christians during the Dutch occupation 

which was seen as proof of New Christian ancestry. Indeed he was a well known Judaizer.' 

Antonio de Si's daughter, D. Britis de Albuquerque, married Felipe Pais Barreto. Antonio de 

Si's son, Jose de Sa de Albuquerque, married his cousin, the daughter of Felipe Pais Barreto. 

Felipe was one of the sons of Jo3o Pais Barreto Velho who had arrived in Pemambuco at age 

thirteen in ISS7, became one of the wealthiest men in Pemambuco, and created a dynasty of 

wealthy plantation owners who were active in the municipal council of Olinda. Jofto Pais 

Barreto Velho had married Ines Guardes, the daughter of another senhor de engenho who had 

Indian ancestry.'° The Pais Barreto family intermarried extensively with the Si Matias, Rego 

Barros, and Albuquerque families. 

The Rego Barros family descended from one Luis do Rego Barros from Viana who 

married D. Maria de Holanda (see Appendix 2). Their son Francisco de Rego Barros married D. 

Arcangela da Silveira who was rumored to be a pardo (see Appendix 2). Another son, Amio de 

Holanda Barreto married Ines de G6es, a daughter of AmSo de Holanda and Beatriz Mendes (see 

Appendix 2). Amio was a dutchman and Beatriz was rumored to have come banished to 

Pemambuco by the Holy OfHce in the entourage of D. Britis de Albuquerque, the mother of 

Jerdnimo. It was also rumored that her mother had been bumed by the Inquisition. 

The descendants of these faoiilies sought to distance themselves from these lines of 

impurity by intermarrying with Old Christian lines, entering the priesthood, acquiring 

appointments to locally powerful positions, habits of the Order of Christ, and appointments to the 

Inquisition. The descendants of Joio Pais Barreto Velho were relatively successful in their 

' Petersen, "Sweet Success,** 339-340. 
It is probable that Joio Pais Baneto also had covered up the fact that he had come to 

Pemambuco as an exile from Portugal. See Petersen, "Sweet Success," 326-327 for this 
accusation and pages 328-334 for estimations of his wealth. 
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endeavors, but they still encountered serious problems (see Appendix 2). The succeeding heads 

of the Pais Barreto clan obtained the almost hereditary position as captain-major of the town of 

Cabo and several were accepted as fidalgos of the crown. They were less successful, however, in 

their attempts to obtain an inquisitional carta. 

Evaldo Cabrai e Mello has written an extensive account of one of Jo2o Pais Barreto 

Velho's descendant, Felipe Pais Barreto, and his attempts to be accepted as a knight of the Order 

of Christ. His application became intermingled with the ongoing conflict between the landed 

aristocracy of Olinda and the merchants of Recife, which was particularly intense in the late 

seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. The commercial center of the colony had shifted 

after the Dutch occupation from Olinda to Recife. But Olinda remained the political and 

religious center. The merchants of Recife sought to wrest political control from Olinda, or at 

least distance themselves fn>m that control, at the same time that the planters sought to 

strengthen their hold on Recife.'' These merchants found an effective tool for challenging the 

planter's social status by accusing them of some taint of New Christian ancestry. Acquiring 

inquisitional appointments and positions in the military orders and the priesthood also allowed 

the merchants to flaunt their ancestral superiority in the face of planter families who sought to 

cover up their own disgrace. 

Many planter families had obtained habits of the military orders and some even became 

titled nobles. By the end of the seventeenth century, however, merchants were also entering the 

military orders in larger numbers. But these outward signs of honor and purity did not eliminate 

the memory of impurity or rivals' abilities to use it to discredit their enemies. 

" Cabrai e Mello,^ Jronda dos mazombos. 
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One of those merchants, and the enemy of Felipe Pais Barreto, Miguel Correia Gomes, 

received the order to perform the investigation on Felipe for the Order of Christ in 1704'^. He 

himself had only recently been appointed, and he used the opportunity to discredit his enemy. 

He sent the investigation back to the board of conscience and orders who rejected Felipe because 

he was rumored to be of New Christian descent. The descent came through his maternal 

grandmother, Britis de Albuquerque, the daughter of Antonio de Sa Matias who was the son of 

Duarte de S^. Proof of his New Christian ancestry rested on the claim that Antonio had paid the 

Hnta. 

Felipe Pais Barreto had also applied to be admitted as a familiar of the Inquisition in the 

1690s and been rejected in 1697 for the same reason. The comissario delegado of this 

investigation was Felipe Coelho, the rector of the Jesuit College.'^ When Felipe Pais Barreto 

applied to the Order of Christ, he was certainly aware of the dangerous rumors circulating about 

his family, and he was probably seeking to remove the taint he had received from the 

Inquisition's rejection. In his defense to the board, Felipe tried to argue that it had all been a 

mistake and that he had descended from a different Duarte de Sa who was clean. He also listed 

several members of the femily who belonged to the Order of Christ or had been ordained to the 

priesthood as evidence of his own purity. He included his cousin Pedro de Melo e Albuquerque, 

who became a canon of the Olinda cathedral, but who was later rejected by the Inquisition in 

1731." 

Felipe acquired a justification from the ouvidor geral of Pemambuco regarding the purity 

of his descent and his family. The witnesses were taken from family members or friends, and 

Several of Miguel's relatives and descendants received appoints to work for the Inquisition. 
See Appendix 7 
" ANTT, HI, m. 29, no. 29. 
" ANTT, HI, m. 37, no. 14. 
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they declared that the impurity was a matter of confusion between the New Christian Matias and 

the Old Christian Matias.'^ The crown ordered a new investigation in 1716 which was delayed 

until 1721 when a relative of Felipe's, Francisco de Souza, became the head of the government in 

Pemambuco during the absence of both the governor and the bishop. This time, the investigation 

was in the hands of Felipe's friends and relatives and the witnesses all came from Cabo where 

Felipe was the captain major. Predictably, they declared that he was an Old Christian with no 

taint of New Christian ancestry and that he was related to several members of the Order of Christ 

and several clerics. They also found that there was confusion over the finta. They claimed that 

Antonio de Sa Matias came to Pemambuco in 1635, too late to have contributed to the Dutch 

finta. The living informants from the first investigation were requestioned and recanted on their 

former testimony, declaring that he was from one of the most honorable families of the 

captaincy."^ The board was still unconvinced, and they sent it back for a third and more 

comprehensive examination of his blood lines in 1724; but it never took place. 

During this ongoing struggle to cover up the Pais Barreto genealogy, Felipe's son, 

Antonio Pais Barreto, applied to become a familiar of the Inquisition-hoping, perhaps, that he 

would be outside the fourth degree of descent and, therefore, exempt from the exclusion. His 

attempt failed, and he was rejected in 1718 for the same reason his father was.'^ Likewise, in 

1736 when Felipe's nephew JoSo Pais Barreto applied to become a familiar, he was rejected for 

New Christian descent." It was not until 177S, after the pure blood law, that the grand nephew 

of Felipe, Estevio Jos^ Pais Barreto, was finally accepted by the Inquisition as a familiar. Their 

trouble with the Inquisition caused them considerable embarrassment and difficulty, but as one of 

Cabral e Mello, O nome e o sangue, 64-66. 
Cabral e Mello, Onome e o sangue, 80-81. 

"ANTT,HI,m.l5,no.89. 
'•ANTT,NH,m. l,no. 30. 
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the most powerful clans in Pemambuco, they could not be so easily displaced from positions of 

power and prestige. 

The Rego Barros family experienced similar problems with their attempts to become 

familiares. JoSo do Rego Barros applied to be admitted as a familiar in 1744 (see Appendix 2). 

The witnesses testified that his great-, great-, great-grandmother, Arcangela da Silveira was a 

parda and his family had always been known as mulattos. His investigation was never 

completed, but his brother Francisco do Rego Barros' application was. He applied in 1772 and 

immediately encountered the same problems and rumors that he descended from Beatriz Mendes, 

a known New Christian said to have been punished by the Inquisition. He was indeed related, 

but only by marriage. The brother of his great-, great-, great-grandfather had married a daughter 

of Beatriz Mendes. His wife, D. Ana Maria Jose de Melo, however, encountered more serious 

problems. She was descended through her paternal grandmother from Duarte de Si. In 1773, 

Comissdrio Francisco Fernandez Souza reported the ancestry, but claimed that this Duarte de Sa 

was from Ponte de Lima, thus distancing him from the Barcelos New Christians. 

This was essentially the same line that the familiar Antonio Jos^ Victoriano Borges da 

Fonseca took in his famous genealogy of the nobility of Pemambuco written in the mid-

eighteenth century.'' Evaldo Cabral e Mello argues that Antonio did this intentionally when the 

entire family knew full well that Duarte de Si was from Barcelos and of New'Christian descent.^ 

As proof of this pure blood line, the comiss^o Francisco Fernandez Souza cited the many 

" Fonseca, Ndbiliarchia Pemambuco, 2:368-37S. 
^ Antdnio has been accused of genealogical fraud in trying to erase the New Christian ancestry 
of the Pemambucan nobility. See Cabral e Mello, O name e o sangue, 90-92. But Jos^ Antonio 
Gonsalves de Mello argues that Antdnio Jos^ Victoriano Borges da Fonseca was remarkably 
advanced and accurate in his research. See Estudos Pemcanbucanos: Critica e problemas de 
algumasfontes da hisidria de Pemambuco, 2d, ed. (Recife: FundafSo do Patrimdnio Histdrico e 
Artistico de Pemambuco, 1986), 147-194. 
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fidalgos and priests in the family and particularly the fact that a great-granddaughter of Jos^ de 

Sa de Albuquerque, D. Josefa Francisca de Melo e Albuquerque, had married the familiar 

Francisco Antonio de Almeida and was, therefore, clean. But Francisco also had a rumor of New 

Christian ancestry and the inquiry on Josefa revealed the rumor of New Christian ancestry 

through Duarte de Sa. The Inquisition concluded that the rumor was false and approved them in 

1757.^' 

Oespite the doubts and rumors, the cover-up worked, and Francisco do Rego Barros 

became a familiar in October of 1773. Things had become so confused by the time that 

Francisco's nephew, Pedro Velho Barreto, applied, that he went through with only vague rumors 

of mulatto ancestry and Judaism which no one could place.^ By then, it would not have 

mattered anyway because the new pure blood law was in place, and the Inquisition could not 

legally have excluded him. 

The related line that connected, through a son of Luis do Rego Barros, AmSo de Holanda 

Barreto, who married Ines de G6es the daughter of Beatriz Mendes, encountered similar 

problems (see Appendix 2). Beatriz Mendes was another very important ancestor of the 

Femambucan nobility. Antonio Serges chose to ignore the rumors of her New Christian ancestry 

in his genealogy and fabricated a link between her husband AmSo de Holanda and the pope 

Adrian'VI. The background of these two is rather vague, but Evaldo Cabral e Mello has mapped 

out what we know. Beatriz apparently came with D. Britis de Albuquerque, the mother of 

Jerdnimo, and both her and AraSo had reputations of Old Christian until the lS90s when a rumor 

that she was New Christian arose during the inquisitional visita. Cabral e Mello suggests that the 

rumor kept appearing because of its utility in the ongoing contest between Recife and Olinda. 

ANTT, HSO, Francisco 86/1477. 
^ ANTT, HSO, Pedro 36/620. 
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Since many of the noble families of Peraambuco could be traced back to Beatriz, if she was a 

New Christian, then their reputations would be seriously compromised. For the merchants of 

Recife, throwing up the impurity of the noble families in their faces gave them at least a sense of 

ethnic-racial superiority and a certain edge in social, political, and economic disputes." The 

confusion of these genealogies was only compounded by the existence of several women of the 

same name. 

Jos^ Gomes de Melo was rejected in 1699 because he was the great-, great-grandson of 

Beatriz Mendes. The witnesses claimed that she had been banished by the Inquisition and 

punished with the sanbenito and that her mother had been burned by the Inquisition.^^ His son 

Joio Gomes de Melo applied in 1706 in an attempt to erase the rumor of New Christian descent. 

The extrajudicial in Peraambuco revealed the descent fh)m Beatriz, but Joio died before the 

inquiry could be completed." 

The great-, great-, great-, great-grandson of Beatriz Mendes, JoSo Carlos de Araujo, was 

still haunted by the rumors of her impurity in 1746 when he applied. In this case, the rumor 

came firom two directions. The first came through descent from one of the daughters of Beatriz 

Mendes. The other came through his maternal grandmother, Maria Pessoa. Her father, Nuno 

Campelo, was rumored to be New Christian and her mother Ines de Pessoa descended from an 

Indian woman and a New Christian (see Appendix 2). The comiss^o judged that the rumors 

were false because several members of the family from the same generation had entered the 

priesthood. The deputy Nunes da Silva Teles explained that the real problem came from 

confusion over the name Beatriz Mendes. He claimed that there were really two. One was the 

^ Cabral e Mello, O nome e o smgue, 103. 
ANTT, HI, m. 30, no. 21; HI, m. 14, no. 33. 

" ANTT, HI, m. 19, no. 23. 
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Beatriz Mendes married to Am2o de Holanda who had always been reputed an Old Christian of 

clean ancestry. Her granddaughter, also named Beatriz Mendes, married Felipe Dias and was 

considered a New Christian not because of her paternal grandparents, Beatriz and AmSo, but 

because of her maternal grandmother, Britis de Paiva, who was the granddaughter of the well-

known Judaizer, Branca Dias. So the descendants of the Beatriz Mendes married to Felipe Dias 

were New Christians, but those descended from the Beatriz Mendes married to Amio de 

Holanda were not.^' 

Father Jos^ Campelo Pessoa, knight of the Order of Christ, also descended through Nuno 

Campelo who was his paternal grandfather. His line became confused with the line fit)m Beatriz 

Mendes and caused a delay in his processo for comiss^o. His brother, the canon JoSo Ribeiro 

Pessoa de Lacerda, wrote to the Inquisition and informed them that his brother was no longer in a 

position to become a comiss^o, but he wanted to pursue the issue for himself to clear his family 

of the rumor of impurity that had arisen because of Jose's failure to obtain an appointment. He 

blamed the confusion on someone in Bahia who had the same last name. The inquiry sought 

further clarification, including in Bahia, but in the end, it encountered much confusion and was 

left incomplete.^ 

Branca Dias 

Branca Dias was one of the other main sources of genealogical contention in 

Pemambuco (see Appendix 2). Antonio Jos^ Victoriano Borges da Fonseca also fudged on her 

genealogy, obstinately denying that she had left any descendants in Pemambuco.^' He had good 

" ANTT, HSO, Joao 98/1643. 
^ ANTT, NH, 18, no. 35; NH, ex. 34; HI, m. 32, no. 105. 
^ Cabral e Mello, O name e o sangue, 93. Cosme Bezerra Cavalcante was also denied because 
of his descent firom Branca Dias, see ANTT, CGSO, NT 4164. 
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reason to do so since his wife was related to the Cametro Cunha family who descended directly 

from Sebastiio de Carvaiho who married one of Branca's granddaughters. The problem was that 

there were at least two and possibly three Brancas of legend and history. The historical Branca 

Dias was a New Christian firom Viana who married Diogo Femandes, also a New Christian. 

Diogo came to Pemambuco before his wife and obtained a piece of land in Camaragibe from 

Duarte Coelho where he built an engenho. Branca was denounced and imprisoned by the 

Inquisition in 1543 and released in 1545 on the condition that she not leave Portugal. She fled to 

Pemambuco, nonetheless, to be with her husband. His engenho was destroyed by an Indian 

uprising and Branca opened up a school for children in Olinda to help meet their expenses. 

Some of these children, when they were grown, denounced Branca and Diogo as Judaizers to the 

inquisitor Heitor Furtado de Mendon9a in 1593. One of Branca's daughters was imprisoned and 

sent to Lisbon, and Branca's bones were sent with her to be properly burned. Despite Antonio 

Josh's declaration that Branca did not leave any descendants in Pemambuco, she had at least 

seven children who intermarried with the some of the most important families in the colony.^ 

A great-granddaughter of Branca Dias named Joaima de G6es, married Sebastilo de 

Carvaiho. This is where Manuel de Caraeiro da Cunha's troubles began. He applied to become 

a familiar in 1707 and was immediately accused of New Christian ancestry from Branca Dias. 

Over the course of the next twelve years, the investigiuion revealed that his maternal grandfather, 

Sebastiio, had actually married three times. His first wife was Joanna de G6es, with whom he 

had had two daughters. His second and third wives were reputed to be Old Christians, and 

Manuel descended from the third wife. But if Sebastiio was willing to take a New Christian as 

^ For an in-depth discussion of what we know about Branca Dias, see Jos6 Antdnio Gonsalves e 
Mello, Gente de nofSo: Cristdos-novos eJudeus em Pemcanbuco, 1542-1654 (Recife; Editora 
Massangana, 1989), 117-160. See also Cabral e Mello, O name e o sangue, 89-163. 



his first wife, maybe he was also a New Christian. The deputy reviewing the case did not trust 

genealogists of the noble families because they often belonged to the same families. He 

particularly suspected the statement made by Manuel de Carvalho de Ataide, one of Manuel's 

relatives. But, the investigation did not offer any evidence that SebastiSo was himself a New 

Christian and showed that his descendants had become confused with those of his brother. It 

also showed that Manuel had descended from Sebastiio's third wife and so could not be a 

descendent of Branca Dias.^ Manuel's brother, JoSo Cameiro da Cunha, escaped without the 

intense inquiry because of Manuel's approval, but his wife's application ran into extended 

problems of the same type which delayed his approval for eleven years until 1737.^' 

Guiomar Nunes 

The persecution of an extended New Christian family that took place in Paraiba between 

1739 and 1741 also left residual problems for some applicants to the Inquisition. Virtually, an 

entire family network was swept up by the Inquisition for Judaizing, and two of them were 

burned at the stake-Guiomar Nunes and Fernando Henrique Alvares. 

The problem surfaced in the application of the priest Marcos Soares de Oliveira who 

applied for a position as a comisslrio in 1760. He carefully listed his ancestors and mentioned 

all the priests in the family. The information he provided on his mother's side went all the way 

to his great-grandparents, but he conveniently omitted any mention of his paternal great-

grandparents. He had good reason for doing so. The investigation revealed that his paternal 

grandparents were directly related to Guiomar Nunes and Fernando Henrique. 

^ ANTT, HSO, Manuel 84/1S9S. Cabral e Mello also dealt widi diis inquiry, O name e o 
sangiK, 93-163. 
" ANTT, HSO, Joio 70/1306. 
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Marcos protested that he was suffering great damage due to the delay in the processo, 

that the information they had received was incorrect, and that his enemies were plotting against 

him. He even provided a list of no less than thirty individuals whom he considered his enemies 

and whose testimony should not be trusted. Some of them had acted as witnesses. The 

Inquisition sent another inquiry in 1773, but the general consensus among all the witnesses, even 

those he did not list as his enemies, was that the ancestry was correct and that he was related to 

the Guiomar and her family 

About the same time, Cipriano Lopes da Fonseca GalvSo, canon of the Olinda chapter, 

applied to become a comiss^o and was also rejected because of his relation to Guiomar 

Nunes.^^ This ancestry had caused both Manuel and Cipriano trouble before. Manuel had been 

rejected by the Jesuits because of it, but later became a secular priest, and Cipriano could not get 

himself ordained until he went to Lisbon where his ancestry was unknown. Their exclusion of 

impure relatives in their original petitions was nothing less than an attempt to hoodwink the 

Inquisition and so overcome their own ancestral impurity. At least for them, it did not work." 

The struggles to cover up or dispel rumors of impurity and the Inquisition's attempts to 

maintain control over the qualities of ancestry they found acceptable became intertwined with the 

mid-eighteenth century reforms that forced open the ranks of the Inquisition to a broader section 

of socieQr. The opening-up of the Inquisition brought respite to some of the genealogically 

embattled families, but it also diminished the prestige value of a carta. 

" ANTT, HSO, Marcos 3/44. 
" ANTT, HI, 6/129; CGSO, NT 4191,4194. 
" For another case of providing misinformation to the Inquisition, see ANTT, NH, ex. 3S; IL, 
Livto 376. 
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Reform and the Opening of the Inquisition 

The use of inquisitional investigations in local conflicts shows how deeply the values 

and selection criteria of the Inquisition resonated within colonial Pemambucan society. Because 

these criteria had real importance in colonial Pemambuco, attempts to eliminate the racially-

based distinctions upon which inquisitional exclusiveness rested resulted in paradoxical 

consequences. The legal elimination of racially-based discrimination both diminished the value 

of an appointment and failed to transform the racially-based notions of honor and status. From 

the mid-eighteenth century on, the Inquisition struggled to maintain its autonomy in the 

construction of its status group, but it experienced a largely top-down opening up which stripped 

away much of the exclusiveness upon which the prestige and honor of appointment rested, thus 

forcing open its ranks and diminishing its ability to provide the proof of purity. 

Throughout the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries, the Inquisition had 

struggled to maintain its autonomy from both papal and royal control and the history of the 

Inquisition is marked by extended conflicts between the Inquisition and the pope and the 

Inquisition and the crown. Its unique position as both a royal and ecclesiastical tribunal 

contributed to its strength and to its weakness. Although the papacy's influence over the 

Portuguese Inquisition was never strong, it did suspend the Inquisition from 1544-1547 and again 

in 1679-1681. In contests with the papacy, the bquisition had the support of the crown which 

saw papal encroachments as threats to its authority in Portugal.^^ 

Yet the crown and the Inquisition were often at odds over special dispensations to New 

Christians, privileges, and jurisdiction. For example, between 1649 and 1657, D. Joio IV 

" Both the 1544 and the 1679 suspensions had to do with papal concerns of the excessive zeal of 
the Portuguese Inquisition. See Herculano, Histdria da Origem, 3:55-131; Azevedo, Historia 
dos Crist3os Novos" 312-326; and ANTT, Armirio Jesuftico, m. 30, nos. 74,76-80,85. 
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engaged in a running battle with the inquisitor general, D. Francisco de Castro, over the 

Inquisition's ability to confiscate the property of heretics and the king's authority to suspend that 

right.^ In each of these cases, the Inquisition emerged with a renewed desire to assert its 

authority and resumed its activities with fresh vigor. Even though the Inquisition was never 

completely autonomous, it was generally successful in countering crown and papal attempts to 

seriously constrict its authority until at least the mid-eighteenth century. 

Conflicts between the Portuguese crown and the papacy also weakened the Inquisition's 

position in its relations with the crown. The split between Portugal and Rome in 1760 occurred 

because of the papacy's interference in royal policy and Rome's assertion that inquisitors were 

papal ofHcials, not royal officials. The conflict lasted until 1771, and, during that time, Portugal 

did not have an inquisitor general and the crown was free to act without papal interference and to 

firmly subordinate the Church.^^ Sebastiio Jos^ de Carvalho e Melo (later the Marquis of 

Pombal), the Chief Minister of the Kingdom under D. Jose I, was in power at the time and his 

brother, Paulo de Carvalho e Mendonfa, one of the oldest deputies of the general council, 

assumed much of the responsibility of administering the daily affairs of the Inquisition.^' This 

^ The king needed to raise funds to wage his war with Spain without resorting to unpopular 
taxes. D. Jo3o IV created a new company designed to stimulate trade and loans from New 
Christians in exchange for immuniQr from the confiscation of their property by the Inquisition. 
The Inquisition challenged his authority to do so, but was unsuccessful until 1659, after D. JoSo 
IV died. Ant6nio BaiSo published a series of documents regarding this case in *^I-Rei D. Jo3o 
IV e a Inquisi9io,'' Academia Portuguesa de Histdria 4 (1942); 10-70. 

During the schism, all vassals of the Portuguese crown were forbidden to communicate directly 
with Rome. See, AHU, Pemambuco, ex. 97, doc. 7650. 

Miguel de Oliveira, Histdria Eclesidstica de Portugal (Portugal: Publicaf des Europa-Am^rica, 
1994), 198-199. Kenneth Maxwell and Oliveira Marques, whom he sites, are incorrect in 
asserting that Pombal's brother, Paulo de Carvalho, was appointed inquisitor general. He was 
simply one of the deputies, perhaps the most powerful, but certainly not the inquisitor general. 
Unless Pombal was going to change the rules of the game entirely, which he later showed he was 
not, that nomination would have required papal approval which was impossible under the 
circumstances. Besides, Paulo de Carvalho passed away in January of 1770 before the schism 
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extraordinaiy and, for Pombal, fortuitous turn of events played into his hands and cleared the 

way for the reform of the Inquisition.^' 

The period in which the Marquis of Pombal dominated the political and administrative 

affairs of the empire (1750-1777) was a period of reform and centralization. Pombal reformed 

the colonial administration and economy, and he sought to limit the power of the Church. His 

policies towards the Church and the Inquisition had less to do with anti-clericalism or 

antagonism towards either institution than with a specific political agenda that was a combination 

of regalism, secularization, and economic nationalism. Yet "it was a policy of reform, disguised, 

when prudence dictated, by traditional institutions and language."^" The Inquisition was one of 

those institutions in which he dressed up his reforms.'*' The Inquisition had never been 

independent of either crown or papal authority although, at times, it exercised considerable 

autonomy. Pombal's attempt to make it a crown tribunal, likewise, did not make it entirely 

dependent on the crown as some have asserted.'*^ To do so would have radically altered its 

had been healed. See Pe. Ernesto Sales, "Inquisidores Gerais em Portugal," Revista da Hisidria, 
10 (Lisbon, 1921): 207; Maxwell, Pombal, 91. 

Azevedo, Historia dos Cristdos-novos, 312-326; ANTT, Armario Jesuitico, m. 30, no. 74, 
fols., 76-80,8S; Miguel de Oliveira, Historia Eclesidstica de Portugal (Portugal: Publica^des 
Europa-Am^rica, 1994), 198-199. This schism did not end until June of 1771 when the pope 
finally removed offensive phrasing from his approval letters for the inquisitor general. See 
ANTT, MNEJ, Livro 4, fols., 74v, 80 and Collecqdo dos negocios de Roma no reinado de El-Rey 
Dom Jose I: Ministerio do Afarques de Pombal e pontifidaco de Clemente XIV, 1769-1774, 3 
vols. (Lisboa: bnprensa Nacional, 1874), 3:241-254. ANTT, MNEJ, Livro 4, fols., 69v-70. 

Maxwell, Pombal, 9. 
Some have argued that the existence of the Inquisition made his task easy. Marcus Cheke has 

state that "the passive obedience to authority, the extinction of all liberty which had resulted 
from the long domination of the Inquisition, made his methods fatally easy." See Marcus Cheke, 
Dictator of Portugal: A Ltfe of the Marquis ofPombal, 1699-1782 (Freeport, NY: Books for 
Libraries Press, 1938; reprint 1969), 194. 
^^Oliveira Marques claims that, as early as 1769, Pombal had destroyed the Inquisition "as an 
independent tribunal and converted the Inquisition into a royal court entirely dependent upon the 
government." See Oliveira Marques, History of Portugal, 2d ed. (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1976), 402. 
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nature, and deprived it of ecclesiastical legitimacy which was a fundamental part of its identity. 

And, at any rate, that was never PombaPs intention.'*^ Pombal was a familiar of the Inquisition as 

were his father, his uncle, his grandfather, and his wife's uncle.And although his reforms did 

place significant limits on inquisitional activity, they did not strip the Inquisition of power, 

authority, or autonomy. What he really did accomplish through his reform of the Inquisition, and 

other seemingly unrelated reforms, was to force open the ranks of the Inquisition to previously 

excluded groups. That opening-up contributed to its decline. 

In 1768, he stripped the power of censorship from the Inquisition and invested it in a new 

institution called the Real Mesa Censoria (The Royal Board of Censorship), although he 

permitted one inquisitor to sit on the board.'*' In the same year, he began his campaign to 

eliminate the distinction between New and Old Christians by destroying all the lists offintados 

(those who paid the fmta) and by ordering that all references to infamy be erased from the books 

of genealogy. 

On May S, 1768, he sent an order throughout the empire to gather all of the lists or rolls 

of the fintas paid by New Christians and any other papers that might contain similar information 

and deliver them to the chief treasurer of the royal exchequer within three months. (Interestingly, 

inquisitional documents were not included in the order.) The rolls listed the names of the New 

Pombal refused to accept papal interference in the nomination of inquisitional officials in 
Portugal, but he made it clear that he considered the Inquisition an important and useful 
institution. See, CollecgSo dos negocios de Roma no reinado de El-Rey Dom Jose /, 242 and 
ANTT, MNEJ, Livro 4, fols., 76v-78v. 
** Pombal received his appointment in 1738. See ANTT, HSO, Sebasti2o 10/179. His son, 
Henrique Joŝ  de Carvalho e Mello, became a familiar in 176S. See also JordSo de Freitas, O 
Marquez de Pombal e a Santo Officio da InquisigQo: Memoria enriquecida com doctanentos 
ineditos e facsimiles de assignaturas do benemerito da cidade de Lisboa, (Lisbon, 1916), 9,16-
17. 

Among the loose papers of the box 33 of the Novas HabilOafdes is a letter from the Inquisition 
complaining that the Real Mesa Cens6ria did not include an inquisitor of the Holy Office on the 
board as stipulated by law. 
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Cliristians and their descendants who contributed to the fiinds that were used to pay for general 

pardons or other privileges periodically purchased from the king. For a very long time, these 

lists had served as one of the few reliable sources for identifying New Christians. Claims that a 

person's ancestors paid the finta often appear in the records of the Inquisition.'*^ To eliminate 

these records would leave not only the Inquisition, but all other military and religious orders, 

brotherhoods, and guilds that retained pure blood requirements for admission, without some of 

the most important documentary means for proving the ancestral inadequacy of applicants. 

The Inquisition did not confiront the apparent challenge openly, but still it found a way to 

circumvent it. In a curious action by an institution that was more or less dominated by Pombal, 

the Inquisition decided to do what it could to preserve these records. On May 25, 1768, they 

secretly ordered their comiss^os to make a diligent search at the end of the three-month period 

for any lists or memories remaining about the fintas in their districts. If found, the lists were to 

be sent to them in all secrecy and securityIn Olinda, Pemambuco, the comissario. Friar 

Rodrigo Gaioso de S2o Jos^, received the order, and searched all of the archives in the region 

finding only one list of fintados from Bahia. In Ceari, the comiss^o claimed that there had 

never been any fintados in the area or, if they had, they were so ancient that they no longer 

existed.** 

These reforms were preparatory to the 1773 elimination of the distinction between New 

Elias Lipiner, Terror e Linguagem: Um diciondrio da Santa Inquisigdo (Lisbon: Ctrculo de 
Leitores, 1999), 114. 
*'ANTT,IL,NT2158. 
** ANTT, IL, m. 24, no. 18. The fact that they ordered the search to begin only after the three-
month period expired suggests that the Inquisition had no intention of delivering the lists they 
found to the Chief Treasurer. The faiquisttion sought to retain a small cache of previously 
valuable information for its archives. 
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and Old Christians and the creation of a new regimento to govern the Inquisition in 1774/' The 

elimination of the distinction between New and Old Christians forced the Inquisition to 

reconsider its procedures. In 1773, the Inquisition recommended, probably at the instigation of 

Pombal, the introduction of a new regimento intended to eliminate the pure blood requirements 

and restrict the practices of secrecy, torture, and execution. In their consultation on the matter, 

the Inquisition manifested a concern for the image of the Inquisition in the eyes of the other 

European nations and with demonstrating that the Inquisition was a royal, not an ecclesiastical, 

tribunal.^" The new regimento was, in part, the result of a new mentality that emphasized greater 

religious tolerance and the assertion of civil authority over ecclesiastical power.^' The crown 

sought to rein in inquisitional autonomy and to render the institution less offensive to late 

eighteenth century sensibilities. At the same time, they opened it up to a broader range of social 

groups. 

The royal confirmation of September 1, 1774, followed the general outline of the 

consultations and declared that the current "estilo" was incompatible with natural reason and 

religion. The new regimento expunged everything from the regulations that was not consistent 

with what the Marquis of Pombal believed was its condition as a crown tribunal.^^ Ironically, 

and despite the argument that the 1640 Regimento was invalid, the 1774 Regimento retained 

much of the original wording of the' 1640 Regimento. It also shortened the regulations. 

Azevedo, Histdria dos Cristdos-novos, 351. In essence, this law reinstated a curious law that 
arose during the high pitch of discriminatory decrees in November of 1601 which prohibited the 
use of the terms New Christian, Jew, Converso, and Manano to describe anyone. See Almeida, 
Ordenagdes Filipinos, 5:1218. This was one of many laws periodically promulgated to appease 
the crown's conscience and then ignored because it was not realty in the crown's interest to 
eliminate the distinction. See Cameiro, Prgconceito Racial, 126-130. 
" ANTT, MNEJ, Livro 4, fols.. 90-115v. 

Siqueira, "Os regimentos da Inquistfao,'* 562. 
^ See Bethencourt, Histdria das biquisifdes, 41. 
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eliminated purity of blood as a requirement for inquisitional office by simply omitting any 

reference to it, and placed strict limits on the use of the autos-de-fe. Beyond these revisions, only 

minor changes were made in the responsibilities of the inquisitional officials. In this regard, at 

least, the 1774 Regimento was more an exercise in abridgment than in reformation. In 1774, 

Pombal also oversaw the extinction of the tribunal in Goa, India." The Inquisition emerged from 

the period with considerably less power and autonomy in the prosecution of heretics.^^ 

Certainly these limits constricted inquisitional power, but it is significant that secrecy, 

torture, and execution all remained legitimate activities for the Inquisition, if not practiced with 

as much vigor, until it was abolished in 1821. Indeed, it may be argued that the regimento 

actually helped rejuvenate the Inquisition for a time by bringing it up to date with current 

enlightened philosophical and political ideas which gave it at least the fa9ade of a more 

rationalized institution. Even though the Inquisition's ability to produce terror, orthodoxy, 

prestige, and power may have been restricted, it at least gained a fifty-year lease on life. 

All of these reforms addressed Pombars larger program of economic nationalism in 

which he sought to reinvigorate the Portuguese economy, by releasing it from the overpowering 

influence of foreign commercial interests. To do so, he believed that he had to resuscitate the 

New Christian business community and tap into their wealth and expertise. That meant 

diminishing legal or semi-legal distinctions that put the New Christians in a weak and threatened 

position. The Inquisition was the most visible institution dedicated to maintaining those 

For a study of the origins of the Goa Tribunal, see Ana Cannas da Cunha, A InquisigSo no 
Estado da India: Origens, 1539-1560 (Lisbon; ANTT, 199S). Antonio Baiio published a two 
volume study of the tribunal in Goa with facsimiles and transcriptions of documents and 
correspondence. See A Inquisigdo de Goa: Teniativa de histdria de sua origem, estabelecimento, 
evolugdo, e extingdo, 2 vols. (Lisbon: Academia das Ciracias de Lisboa, 1949). 
^ This was part of a general constriction of ecclesiastical privilege. See Siqueira, 
regimentos da InquisifSo," S67-S68. 
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distinctions and its power of confiscation could seriously threaten business enterprises. But did 

these reforms really open up Inquisitional office to previously excluded groups? 

It is difficult to assess how many previously excluded individuals managed to get 

accepted by the Inquisition because the issue was no longer legally acceptable to discuss, but 

some did. Several habilitafdes bridge the transitional period of 1773-1774 and provide us with a 

glimpse of how the new reforms affected candidate's applications.^^ For example, Antonio 

Pereira de Azevedo applied to become a familiar in 1772. The initial inquiry determined that his 

paternal grandmother was a mulatta and his maternal grandfather was a New Christian who had 

been sentenced to ten years exile in Angola and public whipping through the streets with chains 

on his feet while a proclamation of his crimes was read. Fortunately for Antonio, the 

investigation lasted until 177S. When the deputies finally saw it, they determined that '^e 

seditious distinction between New Christians and Old Christians as well as that of mulattos is 

happily extinct and abolished" so it could not impede his application. He was approved in 

February 27,1776.^ This case, and at least three others like it, demonstrate that what had been 

impediments to appointment prior to 1774, generally ceased to be impede applications, which 

meant that previously "impure" individuals could and did gain access to the Inquisition and by 

implication to other positions of honor and prestige within Luso-Brazilian society. 

" When the new 1774 Regimento was sent out, the officials were required to return all the old 
ones still in their possession. ANTT, IL, Livro IS9, foU 14. 
^ ANTT, HSO, Antdnio 188/278S. For other examples of applicants accused of impurities who 
were approved after the 1773 pure blood law, see ANTT, HSO, Joaquim 17/199; NH, ex. S8; 
HSO, m. 4, no. 52. 
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Abandoned and Illegitimate Children 

The ranks of the Inquisition were further opened up during the Pombaline years through 

the legitimization of abandoned and illegitimate children. Prior to 1768, abandoned and 

illegitimate children were not accepted as officials of the Inquisition. For example, in 1739, the 

clerigo inminoribm (minor clergy), Felipe Neri do Espirito Santo, applied to work for the Holy 

Office. He had been abandoned as a child at the home of the Chief Treasurer, Antonio Alves 

Castro, in Pemambuco. At age eleven, he had successfully petitioned to get himself accepted as 

a cleric by compiling a stack of papers with the commentary of many learned men who argued 

that abandonment could not be an impediment to entering the ministry because it was against all 

divine and human laws. 

He used the same bunch of documents to apply for the Inquisition ten years later. His 

argument rested on a papal brief of March 2,1591, issued by Pope Gregory XIV and the 

arguments of no less then ten scholars who maintained that foundlings did not need a special 

dispensation to seek office because by right of their status as foundlings they enjoyed the status 

of legitimate children.^^ The papal brief permitted men who had been abandoned to enter the 

priesthood without proof of ancestry. Felipe Neri succeeded in entering the priesthood, but not 

the Inquisition. Pope Gregory's declaration was apparently sufficient for ecclesiastical offices, 

but not for inquisitional office.^' 

The topic of abandoned children came up frequently in colonial Brazil.^' The problem 

revolved around their potential entrance into communities such as colleges, brotherhoods, 

" ANTT, HI, 32/4S. See also Josef Metzler, ed. America Pontificia: Primi saeculi 
evangelizationis, 1493-1592 (y^^dcan: Libreria Editrice Vaticana, 1991), 1423-1426. 

ANTT, HI, 32/45. For another example of abandoned children who had been rejected, see 
ANTT, HI, 32/75. 
^ Sheila de Castro Faria discusses many of the issues surrounding abandoned and illegitimate 
children in colonial Brazil in A colonia em movimento: Fortuna e familia no cotidiano colonial 
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tnilitary orders, the Church, and the Inquisition, which had statutes requiring purity of blood. 

The checks for purity rested on positive oral or documentary proof of parentage. Most 

abandoned children could not provide such proof and so were all together excluded, at least in 

theory. The problem existed for the children of foundlings, as well.^ It was widely believed that 

abandoned children often came from noble, or at least "pure" families, and their exclusion was 

seen as unfair punishment of the guiltless. Francisco Xavier argued, in 1767, that abandoned 

children had as difficult a time as descendants of the Indians from the interior in proving their 

descent, but these had long been allowed to enter communities with statutes of purity. He then 

followed the standard Pombaline argument for most political errors by arguing that those who 

advocated the exclusion of abandoned children had "drunk of the barbaric doctrine of the Jesuits 

who were the first to publish it."'' 

(Rio de Janeiro: Editora Nova Fronteira, 1998), 52-96. See also Maria Luiza Marcilio, "A 
Irmandade da Santa Casa de Misericdrdia e a assistencia & crian9a abandonada na histdria do 
Brasil," in Familia, mulher, sexualidade e Igreja na historia do Brasil, eds. Maria Luiza 
Marcilio (S3o Paulo: Edifdes Loyola, 1993), 148-161; Maria Luiza Marcilio, "Abandonados y 
expositos en la historia de Brasil. Un proyecto interdisciplinario de investigacidn," in La Familia 
en el mundo iberoamericano, ed. Pilar Gonzalbo Aizpuru and Cecilia Rabell (Mexico: 
Universidad Nacional Autdnoma de Mexico, 1994), 311-326; Renato Pinto Venancio, "Nos 
limites da sagrada familia: Ilegitimidade e casamento no Brasil colonial," in Historia e 
sexualidade no Brasil, ed. Ronaldo Vainfas (Rio de Janeiro: Editores de Livros, 1986), 107-124; 
Elizabeth Anne Kuznesof, "Sexual Politics, Race and Bastard-Bearing in Nineteenth-Century 
Brazil: A Question of Culture or Power?," Journal of Family History: Studies in Family, Kinship 
and Demography 16, no. 3, (1991): 241-260; Johildo Lopes de Athayde, "Filhos ilegitimos e 
crian9as expostas (Nota para o estudo da familia)," Revista da Academia de Letras da Bahia 27 
(1980): 9-2S; Maria Beatriz Nizza da Silva, "O problema dos expostos na capitania de Sic 
Paulo," Revista de Historia Economica e Social 5 (1980): 95-104; Miriam Lifchitz Moreira 
Leite, "O obvio e o contradit6rio da roda," in Historia crianga no Brasil, ed., Maiy del Priore 
(S3o Paulo: Editora Contexto, 1991), 98-111; and Lana Lage da Gama Lima and Renato Pinto 
Venincio. "O abandono de crianfas negras no Rio de Janeiro," in Historic da crianga no Brasil, 
ed. Mary del Priore (SSo Paulo: Editora Contexto, 1991), 61-75. 
~ ANTT, IL, 158, fol., 257. 

ANTT, CGSO, m. 13, no. 21. 
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The crown finally acted on the problem with the royal resolution of March 3, 1768. The 

resolution legitimized all abandoned children, which allowed them to qualify for entrance into all 

honorary groups and secular offices requiring positive proof of parentage. The Inquisition 

responded by modifying the Regimento to permit foundlings to be qualified for Inquisitional 

office. The March 22, 1768 declaration from the Inquisition argued that the royal resolution had 

finally allowed foundlings to qualify for secular offices in the same way that Pope Gregory had 

permitted them to receive ecclesiastical positions. The Inquisition alter^ the regimento to 

permit abandoned children to be dispensed from the qualification of positive proof of ancestry.'* 

Several abandoned and illegitimate children were approved by the Inquisition after the 1768 

law." 

When a diligencia was performed on an abandoned child, the Inquisition instructed the 

comissmos to take especial care to try to identify the parents if possible. If the parents of the 

abandoned children were known, then they did not fall under the new law and could be 

investigated in the normal fashion." They were often able to do so. For example, a comiss^o 

discovered the father of Maria Joaquina, and, since he was a Carmelite monk living in the 

monastery in Paraiba, she was declared clean. Likewise, Joaquim Marques de Araujo discovered 

that Ana Francisco Cameiro de Cunha was really the daughter of the comiss^o, JoSo Manuel 

Came'iro da Cunha and D. Teresa Maria de Jesus.'^ 

" ANTT, CGSO, Livro 381, fols., 260-261v and MNEI, Livro 3 (call number ftom the 
Biblioteca Nacional 99 IS), fols., 29-30v. 

For examples of abandoned and illegitimate children who were accepted by the Inquisition, see 
ANTT, HSO, Domingos 34/614; Antonio 199/2926; and Tomis 7/103. 
" In 1779, the Inquisition sent out a judicial inquiry on Miguel Loureiro de Mirando in which 
they stated that he appeared to be an abandoned child; but that if his parents were known he 
would not enjoy the benefits of the new law. See ANTT, HI, 14/129. 
" ANTT, HSO, Francisco 122/1815, HSO, Joio 178/1575. 
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The problem of illegitimacy of either the applicant or any of his children was slightly 

different from that of abandoned children.^ The fact of illegitimacy was not necessarily an 

impediment to ofRce. What the Inquisit'on wanted to know, at least before 1773, was whether 

the children were "unclean". If they were the children of New Christians or mulattos through 

slavery unto the fourth degree, they could be denied. For example, the canon, Manuel Garcia 

Velho do Amaral, had an illegitimate son with a mulatta. The deputies argued that since there 

were no rumors to the effect that she was a slave or the recent descendent of a slave and because 

he was so deserving in every other way they approved him.'^ 

It was also tempting for abandoned children to claim ignorance of their real parents, 

particularly after 1768, so that they could avoid possible embarrassments and expensive 

inquiries. For example, Joio Pereira de Brito married Ana Francisca Cameiro da Cunha and 

applied in 1787 to be admitted as a familiar. When he applied, he indicated that her parents were 

unknown because she had been abandoned as a child. The comissino Joaquim Marques found 

that it was fairly well-known that her father was really the comissirio of the Holy Office, JoSo 

Manuel Cameiro da Cunha.'' 

We will never know how many individuals fnam previously excluded groups managed to 

enter the ranks of the Inquisition after it was opened up because the previous impediments were 

no longer legal and were, consequently, seldom mentioned or dealt with. But quantity is not the 

issue here. The fact that it was possible and that some previously "impure" individuals were 

^ For a detailed discussion of the various distinctions made regarding illegitimacy, see Linda 
Lewin, "Natural and Spurious Children in Brazilian Inheritance Law fix>m Colony to Empire: A 
Methodological Essay," The Americas 48 (January 1992): 3S1-396. 
" ANTT, HSO, 236/1395. Later Manuel petitioned the crown to legitimize his son so that he 
could inherit his estate. See, AHU, Pemambuco, antes a 1777, julho, 9 (Olinda). For other cases 
of abandoned or lltegitimatB childr^ see ANTT, HSO, Antdnio 195/2916, HSO, Antonio 
211/3142, HSO, Manuel 122/2184 and ANTT. HI, 9/13. 
" ANTT, HSO, Joto 178/1575. 
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accepted meant that the exclusiveness upon which much of the prestige of the carta rested was 

seriously diminished. 

The Marquis of Pombal was among those who felt that the expulsion of the Jews and the 

continuing discrimination against New Christians had retarded the Portuguese economic 

enterprise and permitted it to become subordinate to foreign influences. His elevation of Indians 

to juridical equality with whites in 17SS, his elimination of the distinction between New and Old 

Christians, and his permitting abandoned children access to positions of honor and privilege can 

all be seen as part of his program of opening up society, which created conditions amenable to 

social mobility, and permitted previously excluded groups to enter more honorable and 

prestigious positions.^ 

This opening up from above proved paradoxical. At the same time that the opening 

cheapened the value of an inquisitional appointment, it did not alter the deep-seated racial 

attitudes and beliefs regarding honor and status already in place. 

CoDclosion 

Attempts at genealogical fraud took various forms, but they all had the same general 

purpose. Families and individuals sought to rid themselves of rumors of impurity or cover-up 

known "defects" in their ancestral line. Not only did rumors of impurity affect their social 

standing, it could also compromise their ability to contract good marriages and to acquire public 

offices. The problem was particularly acute in colonial Pemambuco where most of the wealthy 

planters had some New Christian and/or Indian ancestry. Possible impure ancestry became a 

weapon to beat one's opponents with and was employed by the merchants of Recife in their 

Maxwell, Pombal̂  78. 
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contest against the wealthy planters. Some families fought against the rumors for many 

generations and attempted to use the Inquisition to remove the rumored taint Even the powerful 

Pais Barreto family, which had already obtained titles of nobility and entrance into the Order of 

Christ, were rejected by the Inquisition until after the pure blood law of 1773. Sometimes the 

existence of ordained priests, fidalgos, or members of the military orders within the family could 

be accepted as proof of purity by the Inquisition, but the Inquisition did not automatically accept 

such proofs. If they found what they considered consistent evidence of impurity, despite other 

evidence of purity, they would reject the candidate. So, although these other signs could help, 

they did not guarantee acceptance, which contributed to the impression of inquisitional rigor in 

their investigations. It is, of course, impossible to know how many were successful in their 

attempts at genealogical fraud. With ancestors who were less well known, fraud would be a far 

simpler task. 

Cases of genealogical fraud, nonetheless, demonstrate that the Inquisition's techniques of 

exclusion and criteria for selection had very real applicability and importance in Pemambucan 

colonial society. For that reason, the Pombaline reforms of the mid-eighteenth century become 

all the more significant. Those reforms paradoxically forced open the ranks of the Inquisition to 

a broader section of society at the same time that they failed to change locally-held notions of 

honor and status that were based on race. Racially-based notions of honor and status persisted 

despite Pombal's reforms and that persistence combined with the Inquisition's declining ability 

not only to reflect those attitudes and notions, but also to ofTer the proofs of purity so necessary 

in a society based on racial purity, led to a cheapening of the symbolic value of the carta. The 

value of an appointment declined precisely because the Inquisition could no longer ofifer those 

proofs. 
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CHAPTER 6 

THE OFFICIALS IN PERNAMBUCO 

The proof of purity and the status provided by an inquisitional appointment helped create 

a type of nobility based on blood and behavior that was not necessarily connected to landed 

wealth or hereditaiy titles. But it was also associated with certain professions and behaviors that 

were considered honorable and respectable. The Inquisition became one of the institutions that 

facilitated and supported the assertion of noble status. The occupational and social data for the 

ofHcials of the Inquisition show that, as a group, they tended to belong to this broad social 

category that could assert noble status. The social and geographic distribution of inquisitional 

officials also demonstrates that, despite the highly urban concentration of the Inquisition in 

Brazil, it still had a significant presence in the colony. 

Individuals and families used the Inquisition as a means of promoting themselves 

socially. Immigrants found, in the cartas, a public declaration of purity that permitted them to 

insert themselves into local society^. These attempts to use the Inquisition for social promotion 

also resulted in large family networks that point to the blending of merchants and planters and of 

immigrants and established local families. 

Nobility in Pcrmmibaco 

The idea of nobility had as much current^ in Brazil as it did in Portugal. When 

combined with purity of blood, ennoblement could overcome all barriers to social mobility.' But 

nobility was not limited to the families with long genealogies and nice sounding titles. Indeed, 

' Schwartz, Sugar Plantationŝ  248. 
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no new titled nobility were ever created in Brazil and those of recognized noble status (i.e. 

Jidalgo) in Brazil were few in number and held on titles.^ In this sense, it is useful to distinguish 

between the hereditary nobility and the civil or political nobility (i.e., the lower or lesser 

nobility). The hereditary nobility were those who bore titles that were passed on from father to 

son. The civil or political nobiliQr included those who, despite humble birth, achieved a degree 

of ennoblement through courageous actions or energetic activity in some honorable employment. 

They also needed to have, or at least to be able to fabricate, pure ancestry and to live after the 

nuumer of nobility, even though they may not possess any noble titles. That is, they had to show 

that they did not have any impurity in their blood, they did not participate in any of the 

dishonorable occupations, including any manual labor and small-scale merchandising, and that 

they lived a more or less gentile life. Nobility in Brazil came to be associated with "the way one 

lived and what one did as much as a legal charter."^ 

The civil and political nobility were usually drawn from the so-called estado do meio 

(middle estate) who occupied the professions between the titled nobility and the mechanical 

trades.^ By the eighteenth century most public offices, liberal professions, and large-scale 

commerce were considered ennobling. Even individuals who participated in the mechanical 

trades, once th^r gained a certain degree of financial independence, could enter the ranks of the 

nobility.' There had been some debate "about whether titled nobility should be allowed to 

^ Schwartz, Sugar Plantations, 274. 
^ Schwartz, Suga- Plantettions, 273. 
'* For the various nuances of the term "estado," see Antonio de Moraes e Silva, Dicciont̂ io da 
lingua portugueza, 2d ed., s.v. "estado". For a good discussion of nobility in Brazil, see Maria 
Femada Baptista Bicalho, "As camaras ultramarinas e o govemo do Imp r̂io," in OAntigo 
Regime nos trdpicos: A dinamica imperial portuguesa (siados XYl-XVni), eds. Joio Fragoso, 
Maria Fernanda Bicalho, and Maria de Fitima Gouvea (Rio de Janeiro: CivilizafSo Brasileira, 
2001), 203-217. 
' See Carlos da Silva Lopes, '^obreza do s&ulo XVm," in Iniegralismo Lusitano 1, no. 4 
(September 1932): 313,315. He also argues diat ttieie never was a real bourgeoisie because the 
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become familiares, and the crown strongly opposed their appointment in the early seventeenth 

century, but they were never formally excluded from office. The Inquisition also preferred men 

of "lower condition" who had some wealth and who could be trusted, even if they participated in 

the mechanical trades.^ 

The Portuguese monarchy accelerated the process that had begun in the twelfth century 

of opening up the ranks of the lower nobility to these professional classes after the devastating 

wars in late sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Europe had effectively thinned the ranks of the 

Portuguese nobility.^ These new nobility possessed the bureaucratic, seafaring, medical, 

merchant, and soldiering skills the crown so desperately needed for its colonial enterprise.' Even 

though the crown proved more receptive to families with the wealth and experience it needed, 

claims to nobility had to be continuously reasserted and substantiated with tangible proofs. 

Members of noble families and would-be nobles customarily sought to secure, improve, and 

protect their position by service to the crown. That service was most frequently military, but it 

could also include other services such as colonization.' 

persons of inferior quality who elevated themselves socially could pass automatically to the 
lower nobility. It probably never was as easy as he suggests, but it did occur frequently. 
' See Azevedo Mea, A Inquisifdo de Coimbra, 186. For debates about the appointment of nobles 
as familiares, see Ajuda, Sl-viii-16, no. 104, fol., 130; Sl-viii-20, no. 35, fol., 46; Sl-viii-S, nos. 
99; Sl-viii-11, nos. 90 lOS. For a brief discussion about the mechanical trades and the 
Inquisition, see Bethencourt, Histdria das Inquisigdes, 128. 
^ See Nuno Gon9alo Monteiro, "Poder senhorial, estatuto nobili^uico e aristocracia," in 
Historia de Portugal. OAntigo Regime, ed. Antdnio Manuel Hesp^a, vol. 4 (Lisbon: Editora 
Estamp^ 1993), 337-338. 
' Francis A. Dutra, '^The Maritime Profession and Membership in the Portuguese Military Orders 
in the Late Seventeenth and Early Eî teenth Centuries," in Marginated Groups in Spanish and 
Portuguese History, eds. William D. Phillips, Jr. and Caria Rahn Phillips (Minneapolis, 1989), 
89-109. 
' Brazil has traditionally been seen as a rigidly hierarchical society, but social mobility was not 
only possible, it was frequent. Social mobility was also not limited to the upper levels of society. 
See, for example, Emllio Wtllems, "Social Differentiation in Colonial Brazil," Comparcaive 
Studies in Society and History 12, no. 1 (January 1970): 31-49; Schwart3^ Sugar Plantations', and 
Castro Faria, A coldnia em mavimento. 
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In 1730, the crown defined the Pemambucan nobility as those whose ancestors had been 

nobles in Portugal or whose ancestors had been the first families to colonize the region, so long 

as they maintained honorable occupations.'** The definition was sufficiently vague to permit the 

descendants of New Christians who had married into those families to assert their own nobility. 

The honorable occupations included any professions associated with governance, such as 

positions in the municipal council, officers in the regular military, physicians, doctors of 

theology and of canon law. But nobility could even extend to those occupations in the estado do 

meio that dealt with "noble" things. These occupations included gold and silversmithing, 

bookselling, artistry, ecclesiastical ofRces, and teaching Latin grammar.'' In 1606, the crown 

declared that even pharmacists should be considered noble.'̂  

Those who owned large estates and many slaves held a high enough social position to 

permit them to make claims of nobility and "demonstrated their noble status by living a 

seigneurial life with a landed estate, many salves and retainers, and a responsibility to provide for 

the region's defense."'̂  Wealthy sugar planters in Pemambuco called themselves the nobreza da 

terra (nobility of Pemambuco). Large-scale merchants could also be considered noble, 

especially after a 177S law stated that large-scale merchants who had been accepted into the 

Evaldo Cabral de Mello, A feritki de narciso: Ensaio de historia regional (SSo Paulo: Editora 
SENAC, 2001), 52-53. 
" Guilherme Pereira das Neves, ''Homens bens," in DiciomSrio do Brasil colonial (1500-1808), 
ed. Ronaldo Vainfas (Rio de Janeiro: Editora Objectiva, 2000.), 284-286. 

Candido Mendes de Almeida, Auxiliar Jwidico: Servindo de cppefuiice a decima quarta 
edig3o do Codigo Philippino ou Ordenafdes do reino de Portugal, recopilados por mandado 
d'el Rey D. Phillipe /2 vols. 24th ed. (Rio de Janeiro: 1869; reprint, Lisbon: Fundafio Calouste 
Gulbenkian, 1985), 1:356 [Paragraph XCVm]. 
" Stuart B. Schwartz has argued that the ownership of land was valued both "because it was the 
most secure wqr to maintain the noble life." He also argued that depite a desire to acquire noble 
status the sugar planters in Brazil really fimctioned as a kind of aristocracy which assumed the 
"traditional roles of the Portuguese nobility but never became an hereditary estate.** See 
Schwartz, Sugar Plantations, 249,273. 
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Junta de Comercio (Board of Trade) should be considered nobles.''* Those who fell within this 

broad category of nobility often styled themselves the '̂ principal men", "good men" (homens 

bom), and even the "nobility of Pemambuco." 

But even if an individual participated in one of these "noble" occupations, they still had 

to acquire the other indicators of nobility which included the demonstration of refined manners 

and customs. Once these conditions had been met, the next step in solidifying one's claim to 

noble status was to acquire formal recognition of it Such formal recognition could be acquired 

from one of the military orders, any position that required royal nomination, or the Inquisition. 

Until 1773, the certification of pure blood was implicit in all these positions. And once noble 

status had been achieved it was necessary to maintain it and, if possible, expand it. This far-

reaching conception of nobility combined with the intense concern over individual and family 

honor and status to stimulate interest in inquisitional appointments as "proof of purity, honor, 

status, and nobility.'̂  Those who acquired this noble status and assumed noble values and 

patterns of behavior could then presume to participate in municipal governance, "to vaunt their 

purity of blood, prestige and public recognition, insignias, precedence, and pomp in the exercise 

of their functions."'* 

Maria Beatriz Nizza da Silva, "Nobreza," in Diciondrio da histdria da colonizagSo portuguesa 
no BrasiU ed. Maria Beatriz Nizza da Silva (Lisbon: Editorial Verbo, 1994), 586. 

Some officials complained that once Portuguese of humble origins crossed the Atlantic th^r 
immediately acquired pretensions of nobility, asserting their equality with persons of higher 
distinction and seeking honorable positions in the local government See Bicalho, "As cdmaias 
ultramarinas," 214. 

Bicalho, "As cimaras ultramarinas," 204. 
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Social and Geographic Profile 

The occupations of the officials of the Inquisition generally fall within the broad 

categoty of the estado do meio which is reflected in the geographic distribution of the officials. 

Together with the geographic distribution, the social profile helps explain the occupation and 

marriage patterns of the ofHcials. Of the 1,046 individuals who applied to work for the 

Inquisition in Pemambuco between 1613 and 1820,663 familiares, sixty-eight comissirios, 

sixty-two not^os, and fourteen qualificadores were appointed. As shown in tables 6.1 and 6.2, 

most of these officials (91.1% of the familiares, 76.5% of the comiss^os, 88.7% of the notirios, 

and 100.0% of the qualificadores) lived in the captaincy of Pemambuco. The rest were scattered 

unevenly throughout the other captaincies-although most of the principal settlements had a 

resident official at one time or another. Likewise, most of the officials lived in the Zona da Mata 

region (94.0% of the familiares, 80.9% of the comiss^os, 93.5% of the notarios, and 100.0.% of 

the qualificadores). Except for a couple of notirios who lived in the agreste, the remaining 

officials lived in the SertSo where pockets of inhabitants had settled along the main river and 

trade corridors. By far the bulk of the officials lived in Recife and Olinda (81.3% of the 

familiares, 60.3% of the comissirios, 64.6% of the notirios, and 100.0% of the qualificadores). 

The highest concentration of both clerical and lay officials was in Recife itself (79.9% of the 

familiares, 41.2% of the comissiirios, 58.1% of the notirios, and 64.3% of the qualificadores). 

This pattern of residence for the ecclesiastical officials is, of course, to be expected. 

Most of the colonial population was concentrated in the same coastal region. The interior was 

sparsely inhabited except for the Indians. Also, for work outside die coastal region, they could 

always fall back on the old practice of using local secular and ecclesiastical authorities which of 

course meant that there was not necessarily any pressing need for officials in most of the interior 
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regions. The bulk of the population lived within the Zona da Mata where they were, at least 

potentially, within reach of the Inquisition. Most of the clerical officials resided in precisely the 

places where inquiries for qualification were in greatest demand (i.e., the populated regions 

within the Zona da Mata). 

Likewise, these clerical officials were generally drawn from the ranks of the upper 

ecclesiastical hierarchy and resided in the convents or near the cathedrals.'̂  Those ofRcials who 

lived in the less populated regions tended to be curates, vicars, parish priests, or fHars. The 

qualificadores were necessarily limited to the large population centers and port cities where their 

power of censorship could find employment, however limited. 

This urban bias of the Inquisition is not necessarily evidence of the weakness of the 

institution." By the late eighteenth century, the officials of the Inquisition had come to represent 

" Eduardo Hoomeait shows that both the secular and regular clergy in Bahia tended to 
concentrated in the urban areas and to have close ties to the privileged classes in "As relaf des 
entie Igreja e Estado na Bahia colonial,** Revista eciesiastica brasileira 32 (1972): 27S-308. The 
lower clergy, in the form of the chaplain {capeldo), were also important in providing for the 
religious needs of the colony; working on plantations and on boaird ships, and serving in 
expeditions into the interior, in the reduction of indigenous groups, and in the lay brotherhoods. 
See Eduardo Hoomeart, et al., Historia da igfreja no Brasil: Ensaio de iruerpretoQQo a partir do 
TOVo: Primeira ipoca^ 2d ed. (Petr6polis: Editora Vozes, 1979), 183-188,274-2%. 
* Based on incomplete numbers of familiares in Brazil, Luiz Mott has argued that the low 
numbers prove the w^ presence of the institution. His estimate for Pemambuco (367) is low 
by almost Half. See Luiz Mott, "A Inquisifio no Maranhio," Revista Brasileira de Histdria 14, 
no. 28 (1994): 70. Sonia A. Siqueira also argues that the Inquisition was weak in colonial Brazil 
because it failed to adapt to the colonial reality. See Siqueira, A Inquisiqdo portuguesa. Claims 
of the weakness of the Inquisition in Brazil tend to rest on assertions that the Church in general 
was weak in Brazil. Rob^ Ricard explains this weakness as a result of the Portuguese 
preference for its African and Asia colonies over Brazil, the ahnost exclusively rural nature of 
colonization in Brazil, the necessity of working within an alreacfy constituted ecclesiastical 
system, the dominance of private life over public and institutional life in Brazil (i.e., the 
weakness of the State), and the removal of the Jesuits. See Robert Ricard, *^omparison of 
Evangelization in Portuguese and Spanish America," The Americas 14, no. 4 (April 19S8): 444-
4S3. Ricard overstates the inflexibility and weakness of Portuguese colonial institutions and 
ignores the development of large cities by the ei^teenth century. Luciano Figueiredo also 
argues that the Church was weak because it failed to control public morality. See Luciano 
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a significant presence in the colony. It is impossible to know how many officials were alive at 

any given time, but we can estimate. In 1777, the population of the captaincy-general of 

Pemambuco was 363,238. There were approximately 211 ofHcials still alive in 1777 which 

yields S.8 officials per 10,000 of the population. By 1794, the population had risen to around 

400,000, and there were approximately 325 officials still alive, which yields 8.1 per 10,000.'' It 

is useful to compare these ratios to those for public officials in Brazil during the nineteenth 

century. By the end of the nineteenth century, a proportion of fifty-four public employees in 

Brazil per 10,000 was considered to be excessive especially when the United States only had 24 

per 10,000 at about the same time. When only one branch of the ecclesiastical/royal 

establishment in Pemambuco with a jurisdiction restricted to a specific list of crimes against the 

faith could field eight officials per 10,000, that is a significant presence. Certainly the ratios 

Raposo de Almeida Figueiredo, Barrocas familias: Vida familiar em Minas Gerais no seculo 
XVin (Sio Paulo: Editora Hucitec, 1997). 

These estimates are only approximations. I took all the officials appointed from 1767 to 1777 
(155) and added half of those appointed between 1747 and 1766 (113) to get a rough estimate of 
the familiares that were alive in 1777. I did the same for the years 1784-1794 (177) and added 
half of those from 1764-1783 (262). To calculate the per capita figure, I used the formula 
familiares/population x 10,000. To estimate the population at 1794,1 subtracted the population 
from Pemambuco in 1777 (226,254) from that of 1819 (368,465) and multiplied by the growth 
rate (142,211 x .013) which equaled 1,848.743, or a growth of nearly 2,000 per year. I multiplied 
this ^ 15 (the number of years between 1777 and 1794) which gave 27,731.145 population 
growth in Pemambuco during the fifteen year hiatus. I cannot create estimates for the other 
captaincies because I do not have the data to construct growth rates or a second census to allow 
me to compute the population growth. I added the population increase to the 1777 population 
which yielded 390,969.15. The other captaincies may have increased by half that of 
Pemambuco, hence the approximation 400,000 for 1794. These numbers are only 
approximations and cannot account for slave importations and immigrations. I calculated the 
growth rate from the deaths and births reported on the 1777 census. The census listed 13,435 
births and 8,550 deaths. Divided by the population these numbers yield a birth rate of 37 and a 
death rate or 24. I used the equation % Growth Rate = (Birth Rate-Death Rate)/10 which g^ve 
1.3 as the growth rate. The 1777 census can be found in AHU, Pemambuco, ex. 127, doc. 9665. 
"Mapa, Qw Mostra o Niiimero dos Habitantes das Quatro Capitanias Deste Govemo, a Saber, 
Pemambuco, Paraiba, Rio Grande, e Ceari, 30 Sept 1777." See also Alden, "The Population of 
Brazil," 173-205. 
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were not that high during the seventeenth century, but by the last half of the eighteenth century 

familiares represented a significant presence for the Inquisition in Pemambucan society.^" 

This presence should not deceive us into making exaggerated claims of inquisitional 

strength. Ninety-four percent of the familiares and 88.2 percent of the clerical ofHcials were 

concentrated in Recife and Olinda. To be sure, these were the largest urban centers in the 

captaincy-general, but by no means was most of the population located there. The economy was 

based on agricultural production which meant that the bulk of the population was rural, although 

the late eighteenth century saw a shift towards the urban centers. 

Likewise, we should not let this heavy urban bias mislead us into assuming that 

inquisitional activity was limited to the urban areas because the Inquisition had other ways of 

reaching the countryside. Officials could and did travel to carry out inquiries into the interior. 

Ecclesiastical visitas also gathered information for the Inquisition, and local clergy were 

frequently used to perform inquiries and carry out other inquisitional business. 

Nonetheless, this urban bias also helps explain the occupations of the officials of the 

Inquisition which also gives us a sense of their social standing. Seven hundred seventy-four 

(73.9%) of die officials reported an occupation or a title. Compiling information on the 

occupations is complicated by the fact that many of the officials reported multiple occupations or 

titles, and it is impossible to tell which occupation was their primary occupation. Rather than 

randomly select an occupation, I have combined them all into the tables 6.3-6.5. That means that 

the tables reflect the number of officials who reported being engaged in the various occupations, 

not the total number of officials. 

^ For estimates of public employees during the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries in Brazil, 
see Jos^ Murilo de Carvalho, A construgdo da ordem: A elite politico imperial (Rio de Janeiro: 
Editora Campus, 1980), 127-129. 
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The occupations that the applicants reported fall generally within the estado do meio. 

Almost half of the comissdrios (43.1%) were secular priests while 77.1 percent of the not^os 

were secular priests. Nearly fourteen percent (13.7%) of the comissarios, 1.4% of the notdrios, 

and all but one of the qualificadores belonged to regular orders. The Inquisition favored the 

secular clergy for appointments as comiss^os although fourteen comiss^os belonged to the 

regular clergy. Most of the secular clergy in Brazil belonged to the brotherhood called the 

Clerics of Saint Peter, calling themselves the "Presbyters of the Habit of Saint Peter*'. These 

secular clergy appear most frequently as comissirios and not^os. Four of them were ex-Jesuits 

who took advantage of the king's offer to leave the Jesuit order when it was expelled from the 

Portuguese dominions in 1759. '̂ Most of the qualiflcadores (nine of the fourteen), however were 

Carmelites and all but one were regular clergy. The generally higher education of the regulars 

combined with the general sense that regular clergy did not make good comiss^os contributed 

to the tendency to select regular clergy as qualificadores. 

Nearly 16 percent of the comissirios held high ecclesiastical offices. Many of them also 

served in other respectable ecclesiastical positions such as judges and vicars. Several of these 

clerics were also involved in agriculture and commerce (6.9% of the comissmos and 7.2% of the 

notirios). 

Of the 537 familiares (81%) for whom we have a known occupation, SS.l percent were 

engaged in commerce, 11.7 percent held military posts, and 11.7 percent were students. The rest 

worked in a variety of occupations including agriculture (3.6%), artisans (3.2%), bureaucrats and 

government officials (2.7%), pharmacy and medicine (2.1%) and the shipping industry as pilots 

ANTT, MNEJ, ex. 56, nos. 5-7. 
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Table 6.1. Place of Residence of Familiares from Pernambuco by Morphological Zones, 
1613-1820 

%of 
Place of Residence Familiares Total 
Zona de Mata 

Cabo 4 0.6 
Camaragibe 1 0.2 
Cidade de Nossa Senhora das Neves or Cidade de Paraiba (JoSo 17 2.6 
Pessoa) 
Goiana 13 2.0 
Itamaraci I 0.2 
JaboatSo 4 0.6 
Muribeca 1 0.2 
Natal 2 0.3 
Olinda 9 1.4 
Paraiba do Norte* 4 0.6 
Paudalho I 0.2 
Recife 418 63.0 

Boavista 19 2.9 
Freg. do Corpo Santo 17 2.6 
Freg. S3o Pedro Gonfalves 76 11.5 

Sub-Subtotal 530 79.9 
Santos Cosme e DamiSo de Igara^ u 12 1.8 
S3o Lourenfo da Mata 3 0.5 
Sirinha^m 6 0.9 
Tracunhaem 5 0.8 
Una 3 0.5 
Virzea 7 l.I 

Subtotal 623 94.0 
Zona de Mata Sul 

Alagoas (Macei6) 3 0.5 
Alagoas do Sul 6 0.9 
Porto Calvo 6 0.9 
SSo JoSo de Anadia near SSo Miguel dos Campos 1 0.2 
Vila do Penedo I 0.2 

Subtotal 17 2.6 
Agreste — — 
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Table 6.1 - Continued 
Place of Residence Familiare 

s 
% of Total 

SertSo 
Aracati 1 0.2 
Araripe do Meio 1 0.2 
Cabrob6 1 0.2 
Sertio de Rodelas 0.3 
Comarca de Ceari (Forteleza) 1 0.2 
Patos I 0.2 
Sitio de Paiguhi I 0.2 
Santo Antonio do Olho da Agua I 0.2 
Sobral I 0.2 

Subtotal 10 1.5 
Unknown 4 0.6 
Moved to Portugal 9 1.4 
Total 663 100.0 
Source: Processos de habilitafio for Pemambuco, 1611-1820 [ANTT]. 
'Paraiba do Norte referred simply to the northern captaincy of Paraiba as opposed to the southern 
captaincy of Paraiba do Sul. 
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Figure 6.1. Map Showing Place of Residence of Familiares from Pemambuco by Morphological 
Zones. 1613-1820 
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Table 6.2. Place of Residence of Clerical Officials from Pernambuco by Morphological Zones, 
1613-1820 

%of % o f  %of •/oof 
Residence Com. Total Not Total Qual. Total Total Total 
Zona da Mata 

Cabo — — 2 3.2 — — 2 1.4 
Cidade de Paraiba (Joao Pessoa) 4 5.9 2 3.2 — — 6 42 
Goiana 4 5.9 7 11.3 ~ — 11 7.6 
[pojuca I 1.5 ~ — ~ - I 0.7 
Itamaraci — — 1 1.6 — — I 0.7 
Olinda 13 19.1 4 6.5 5 35.7 22 15.3 
Paraiba do Norte* ~ — 1 1.6 — - 1 0.7 
Recife 23 33.8 25 40.3 8 57.1 56 38.9 

Boa Vista ~ — I 1.6 1 7.1 2 1.4 
Freg. do Corpo Santo 2 2.9 2 3.2 — — 4 2.8 
Freg. Sao Pedro Gon^alves 3 4.4 8 12.9 — — 11 7.6 

Sub-Subtotal 28 41.2 36 58.1 9 64J 73 50.7 
Santos Cosine e Damiao de Igara^u 2 2.9 3 4.8 — — 5 3.5 
Tracunha^m 1 1.5 — — ~ — 1 0.7 
Una — — I 1.6 — ~ I 0.7 
Vdrzea 2 2.9 I 1.6 — 3 2.1 

Subtotal 55 80.9 58 93.5 14 100.0 127 882 
Zona da Mata Sul 

Alagoas (Maceid) 4 5.9 — ~ — — 4 2.8 
Alagoas do Sul I 1.5 — — — — 1 0.7 

Subtotal 5 7.4 - — — — 5 3.5 
Agreste - — - ~ - - ~ 

Vila Taipu - - I 1.6 ~ - 1 0.7 
Subtotal — — 1 1.6 — — 1 0.7 

SertSo 
Ceari 1 1.5 — — — 1 0.7 
Acaracu 1 1.5 1 1.6 — — 2 1.4 
SertSo de Rodelas 1 1.5 - — — — 1 0.7 
Ic6 I 1.5 1 1.6 — — 2 1.4 
lUo dos Peixes** 1 U — — — 1 0.7 
Sao Jos  ̂dos Carares Novos 1 1.5 I 1.6 — — 2 1.4 
Sao JoBo Baptista de Afu I 1.5 - — — — 1 0.7 
Santo AntAnio de Quixeramobim 1 1.5 - — — ~ I 0.7 

Subtotal 8 11.8 2 3.2 — — 10 6.9 
Total 68 100.0 62 100.0 14 100.0 144 100.0 

Source: Processos de habiiita9ao for Pernambuco, 1611-1820 [A>nT]. 
*Paraiba do Norte referred simply to the northern captaincy of Paraiba as opposed to the southern 
captaincy of Paraiba do Sul. 
^^is place is impossible to locate exactly. 
Note: Com. =" Comissirio; Not. = Notirio; and Qual. = Qualiflcador. 
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Figure 6.2 Map Showing Place of Residence of Clerical Officials from Pernambuco by 
Morphological Zones, 1613-1820 
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or ship's captains (1.9%). The largest single group (164 or 25.9%) were the large-scale 

merchants who called themselves homens de negocio. Antonio de Morais Silva placed the term 

as the equivalent of negociante (merchant) in his 1823 dictionary of the Portuguese language. ^ 

Neither term, however, gives us a specific indication about what kind of business 

ventures occupied their time, but it is generally accepted that these men constituted the 

mercantile elite in Brazil who were engaged in large-scale international trade." They were also 

occupied in trade with the interior, particularly after the opening of the mines, and in sugar, and 

slaves. Sometimes the term also referred to a wide variety of commercial activities. For 

example, Agostinho Femandes de Castro, who styled himself an homen de neg6cio, owned 

several houses that he rented, a ship that he sent into the SertSo to trade, and a shop where he 

sold cloth and leather.^^ 

Consequently, the homens de negocio and negociantes often had other occupations such 

as storeowners, ship captains, cane farmers, sugar planters, and livestock and tithing contractors. 

Likewise some familiares reported working in both agriculture and commerce (2.2%). 

Sometimes senhores de engenho called themselves negociantes or homens de negocio. It is quite 

possible that they used the term as a status indicator, but it is clear that the distinction between 

merchant and planter was not always rigid or meaningful. Indeed, for a planter to survive, he had 

^ Homen de negdcio was defined as "negociante" in Antonio de Moraes e Silva, Diccionario da 
lingua portugueza, 2d ed., s.v. 'iiegocio". 
" Rae Floiy and David Grant Smith, "Bahian Merchants and Planters in the Seventeenth and 
Early Eighteenth Centuries," HAHR 58, no. 4 (1978); 573-574; Renato Pinto Venancio and Junia 
Ferreira Furtado, "Comerciantes, tratantes e mascates," in Revisdo do Paraiso: Os brasileiros e o 
estado em 500 anos de historia, ed. Mary del Priore (Rio de Janeiro: Editora Campus, 2000), 98-
100; and Antonio Carlos Juci de Sampaio, "Os homens de neg6cio do Rio de Janeiro e sua 
atuâ io nos quadros do imp îro Portugues," in OAntigo Regime nos tropicos: A dindmica 
inqterial portuguesa (seculos XVI-XVIU), eds. Jo3o Fragoso, Maria Fernanda Bicalho, and Maria 
de Fitima Gouvea (Rio de Janeiro; Civiliza^ Brasileira, 2001), 75-105. 

ANTT, HSO, Agostinho 6/92. 
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to be a good businessman, while, at the same time, land and slaves were desirable investments 

for upwardly mobile merchants.^ Likewise, at least eleven of those who reported occupations in 

conunerce also listed appointments as officers in the military and at least two of the sugar 

planters also served in the military. Militaiy service was one of the outward manifestations of 

honor and prestige that helped fortify one's social position. The existence of multiple 

occupations points to the lack of a rigid division of labor within the colony and the ability, and 

perhaps the necessity, of a single individual to fimction in multiple economic and potentially 

honorable activities. 

The preponderance of merchants among the officials of the Inquisition challenges the 

long-held assumption that the Inquisition caused the economic stagnation of both Spain and 

Portugal. '̂ For example, Celia Fonseca reviewed 130 inventories of accused heretics from Brazil 

and found that 71 .S3 percent of them were engaged in business. She also found that the majority 

of accused heretics belonged to the middling group of merchants who performed an important 

function as intermediaries and agents in the colonial economy. Fonseca concluded that "the 

persistent action of the Inquisition did not permit... them to establish themselves and, above all, 

to enlarge indispensable commercial networks.""" 

It is probable that the persecution of New Christian merchants had a negative impact on 

economic activity within the empire. But unlike Portugal, New Christians did not constitute a 

majority of merchants in Brazil. Ray Flory and David Smith have shown, for seventeenth-

century Bahia, that the majority of merchants were Old Christians. The New Christian minority 

" Stuart Schwartz appropriately entitled his chapter on the business end of running a plantation 
"a noble business". See Schwartz, Sugto' Plantations^ 202-241 and Joio Luis Ribeiro Fragoso 
and Kfamolo Garcia Florentino, O arcaismo como projecto: Afercado cttldntico sociedade agrdria 
e elite mercantil no Rio de Janeiro, c. 1790-c. 1840 (Rio de Janeiro: Diadorim, 1993). 
^ See, for example, Shaw, Trade, Inquisition and the English Nation. 
^ Fonseca, "Comercio e inquisifSo no Brasil," 200. 
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experienced difficulty in social climbing because, among other things, they were barred from 

participation in the prestigious brotherhoods and from holding public office, but they did 

managed to rise socially, it just took them more time than it did Old Christians." It appears that 

rather than suppressing economic activity, the Inquisition may actually have facilitated it, at least 

for a select group of individuals. Whether they used the Inquisition to eliminate their New 

Christian competitors is yet to be demonstrated. 

The other occupations of the familiares also fall generally within the estado do meio. 

Familiares were artisans, including a shoemaker, carpenters, and silver and goldsmiths. Twenty-

nine familiares owned slaves and twenty-three owned sugar mills. Ten familiares belonged to 

the Order of Christ and one was a fidalgo (lesser noble). Although a position as a recognized 

noble or profession in the Order of Christ could be useful in an application, they by no means 

guaranteed acceptance. Two fldalgos and one knight of the Order of Christ were rejected. One 

of the fldalgos was rejected for New Christian ancestry. '̂ 

The extreme urban concentration combined with the low numbers of sugar planters 

(3.6%) and weak distribution in the countryside suggests that the Inquisition could not generally 

count on the direct support of the rural wealthy, who generally had greater access to positions of 

honor and prestige in the militia, military orders, and municipal councils. Rather, most of their 

support came from the urban groups involved in commerce, artisan trades, bureaucratic and 

govenmient officials, the young student population, and the regular clergy, who generally needed 

proofs of purity and had more restricted access to those positions of honor and prestige. But the 

occupational spread within the ranks of the Inquisition also shows how well-embedded it had 

" Flory and Smith, "Bahian Merchants," S8S-S87. 
^ The two fidalgos were Jos^ Gomes e Melo and Manuel Carlos de Abreu e Lima. See ANTT, 
HI 30/2 and HSO,2S 1/161. The knight ofthe Order of Christ was Antonio Gonfalves Reis. See 
ANTT, NH 25/2. 
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become in the urban areas and that it was not simply a state imposed institution. Likewise, the 

officials of the Inquisition belonged to those professions considered part of the estado do meio 

which meant they could legitimately be considered "noble" if they met the other requirements. 

The literacy and wealth requirements also contri^ted to the sense of noble status 

associated with an appointment. Both literacy and wealth were consistent with what the 

inquisition considered decent or respectable living and what was expected of those who would be 

noble. Just as poor dress was considered indecent and an indication of poverty, decent living 

was associated with dressing properly and having sufficient income to maintain a respectable 

lifestyle.^ But the officials of the Inquisition also show a remarkable degree of literacy and 

education. If we combine the ofHces which would have required a higher level of education we 

can see that 45.8% of the occupations reported would have required a significant degree of 

education. '̂ Access to better education suggests a relatively high social standing. The 

Inquisition's concern over wealth was closely tied to its concern that the applicants be able to 

live decently. The Inquisition never stipulated what it considered sufHcient wealth. General 

estimates of their wealth were all that was offered and statements that they lived decently were 

all that was required.^^ 

^ Antdnio de Morais e Silva associates decency with external manifestations such as clothing in 
Diccionario da lingua portugueza, 2d ed., s.v. ''decencia". 

The occupations include, bureaucrats and government officials (2.7 % of the familiares 
occupations, 2.9% of the comisswos, 4 J% of the notirios), the legal officials (1.4% of the 
familiares, 3.9% of the comissibios), the physicians and pharmacists (2.1% of the familiares), the 
priests (1.7% of the familiares, all of the comiss^os, not^os, and qualificadores), those witfi 
university degrees (.5% of the familiares, 10.8% of the comiss^os, 7.1% of the notirios, and 
23.8% of the qualificadores), and the hig^ number of students (11.7% of the familiares). 
^ The reporting of applicant's wealth is extremely haphazard and very difficult to analyze. To a 
certain extent, the amounts reported reflect more how the individuals were perceived 1^ die 
witnesses than what they actually possessed—since th^r were not required to report on their own 
financial standing and witnesses testified what they believed th^ possessed. Consequently, die 
reports of wealth are probably exaggerated and certainly inaccurate. 
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The disproportionate urban concentration also helps account for the strong presence of 

immigrants as inquisitional ofHcials. More than 54 percent of the familiares were immigrants to 

Brazil compared to 44.2 percent Brazilian-bom familiares (see table 6.6). Immigrants accounted 

for 43.3 percent of the occupations of familiares involved in commerce, while only 11.8 percent 

of the commercial occupations were for native-bom familiares. Likewise, the majoriQr of the 

immigrant familiares were involved in commerce (see table 6.3). The intermediary occupations 

between planters and merchants (the merchant-agriculturalists) were mostly occupied by 

inmiigrants, as well. The immigrant planters and ranchers accounted for more than half of those 

involved in agriculture and ranching. 

These findings are consistent with studies elsewhere in Brazil which show that the 

traditional view of the tension between and the distinctiveness of the planters and merchants and 

immigrants and native-bom Brazilians, although present, was not always meaningful.^^ These 

studies show that even poor Portuguese immigrants often became agents or apprentices of 

established merchants, married into established local mercantile or landed families and used the 

wealth they accumulated to purchase land and establish a gentile life-particularly in a region 

where honor and status were closely associated with land ownership.^ 

The strong immigrant presence among the familiares contrasts with the very strong 

For studies dealing with this competition, see Manchester, "The Rise of the Brazilian 
Aristocracy"; Russell-Wood, Fidalgos and Philanthropists-, Kennedy, "Bahian Elites"; Cabral de 
Mello, A firon^ dos mazombos. Even the famous and powerful planter Joio Pais Barreto Velho 
raised cattle and cotton and gave financial backing to merchants. See Petersen, ''Sweet Success," 
334-337. 
^ See Flory and Smith, '̂ ahian Merchants and Planters"; Keimedy, "Bahian Elites"; and 
Elizabeth Anne Kuznesoff, "The Role of the Merchants in the Economic Development of SSo 
Paulo, 176S-18S0," HAHR 60, no. 4, (1980): S7I-S92; Fragoso and Florentino, O arcaismo como 
projecto'y and Castro Faria, A coldnia em movimento, 175-176,180-19S. 
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Table 6 J. Occupations and Titles for Native-borrt and Immigrant Familiares. 1613-1820 

Occupations and Titles 
Native 
-bom 

%of 
Total Immigran 

t 
% of Total Total % of Total 

Agriculture/Commerce Combinations 
Farmer/Shopkeeper I 0.4 — — 1 0.2 
Large-Scale Merchant/Cane 1 0.4 — 1 0.2 
Farmer 
Large-Scale Merchant/Livestock — 1 0.2 I 0.2 
Contractor 
Large-Scale Merchant/Tithing — — I 0.2 1 0.2 
Contractor 
Merchant/Cane Farmer I 0.4 1 0.2 2 0.3 
Merchant/Sugar Planter — — 2 0.5 2 0.3 
Sugar Planter/Large-Scale — — 4 1.0 4 0.6 
Merchant 
Sugar Planter/Lived from his — 2 0.5 2 0.3 
Commerce* 

Subtotal 3 1.3 11 2.7 14 2.2 
Agriculture and Ranching 

Administrator of a Sugar Mill — — 1 0.2 1 0.2 
Cane Farmer 3 1.3 — — 3 0.5 
Farmer — — 1 0.2 1 0.2 
Rancher 2 0.9 1 0.2 3 0.5 
Sugar Planter 6 2.7 9 2.2 15 2.4 

Subtotal 11 4.9 12 2.9 23 3.6 
Artisans 

Goldsmith 2 0.9 — 2 0.3 
Master Candle maker — 1 0.2 I 0.2 
Master Carpenter — — 2 0.5 2 0.3 
Master Carpenter of ships 1 0.4 1 0.2 2 0.3 
Master Gilder — — 1 0.2 1 0.2 
Master Shoemaker — — 1 0.2 1 0.2 
Master Tailor — 1 0.2 1 0.2 
Master Tanner 3 1.3 1 0.2 4 0.6 
Master Wigmaker 1 0.4 2 0.5 3 0.5 
Shipmaster — — f i 0.2 1 0.2 
Silversmith I 0.4 1 0.2 2 0.3 

Subtotal 8 3.6 12 2.9 20 3.2 
Bureaucrats and Government Officials 

Tax Collector — I 0.2 I 0.2 
Coadjutor/Assistant 1 0.4 — — I 02 
Accountant — 2 0.5 2 03 
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Table 63 - Continued 

Occupations and Titles 
Native 
-bom 

%of 
Total Immigran 

t 
% of Total Total % of Total 

Scribe I 0.4 7 1.7 8 1.3 
Clerk of the Royal Exchequer I 0.4 — — 1 0.2 
Governor 1 0.4 — — 1 0.2 
Notary Public 1 0.4 — — 1 0.2 
Treasurer of the Exchequer 2 0.9 — — 2 0.3 
Employee of the Royal Exchequer — — 1 0.2 I 0.2 

Subtotal 7 3.1 10 2.4 17 2.7 
Legal Officials 

Lawyer 1 0.4 1 0.2 2 03 
Judges I 0.4 2 0.5 3 0.5 
Chief Procurator or Alms- — — 1 0.2 1 0.2 
Collector for Prisoners 
Bailiff or Judicial Deputy — — I 0.2 1 0.2 
Procurator I 0.4 I 0.2 2 0.3 

Subtotal 3 1.3 6 1.5 9 1.4 
Commerce 

Clerk 8 3.6 7 1.7 15 2.4 
Conunissioner of the Line of — — 1 0.2 I 02 
Brazil 
Commissioner of the Exchequer — ~ 6 1.5 6 0.9 
Commissioner of Commerce — — 2 0.5 2 OJ 
Contractor 2 0.9 2 0.5 4 0.6 
Deputy of the General Company — — 2 0.5 2 OJ 
of Pemambuco 
Bookkeeper — — I 0.2 1 0.2 
Large-Scale Merchants 24 10.8 140 34.1 164 25.9 
Merchant 4 1.8 34 8.3 38 6.0 
Bookseller ~ _ I 0.2 I 02 
Merchant 28 12.6 54 13.2 82 13.0 
Shopkeepers 2 0.9 18 4.4 20 3.2 
Slave Traders — — 2 0.5 2 OJ 
Vive de sua Fazenda/Negocio* 7 3.1 4 1.0 11 1.7 

Subtotal 75 33.6 274 66.8 349 55.1 
Military 

Military Aid 1 0.4 1 0.2 2 OJ 
Second-Lieutenant 1 0.4 6 1.5 7 l.l 
Corporal 1 0.4 — — 1 0.2 
Captain 11 4.9 26 6.3 37 5.8 
Captain-Major 3 IJ 4 1.0 7 l.l 
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Table 63 - Continued 
Native %of 

Occupations and Titles -bom Total Immigran 
t 

% of Total Total % of Total 

Colonel _ — 2 0.5 2 0.3 
Militia Commander 1 0.4 — — I 0.2 
Sergeant-Major 2 0.9 3 0.7 5 0.8 
Soldiers 6 2.7 — •• 6 0.9 
Lieutenant I 0.4 1 0.2 2 0.3 
Lieutenant-Colonel 1 0.4 2 0.5 3 0.5 
Lieutenant-General — — 1 0.2 I 0.2 

Subtotal 28 12.6 46 11.2 74 11.7 
Physicians and Pharmacists 

Pharmacist 3 1.3 3 0.7 6 0.9 
Surgeon or Chief Surgeon — — 7 1.7 7 1.1 

Subtotal 3 1.3 10 2.4 13 2.1 
Priests 

Minor Clergy 2 0.9 2 0.5 4 0.6 
Curate I 0.4 _ — 1 0.2 
Secular Priest 1 0.4 1 0.2 2 OJ 
Secular Priest-Habit of St. Peter 3 1.3 _ — 3 0.5 
Subdeacon 1 0.4 — I 0.2 

Subtotal 8 3.6 3 0.7 11 1.7 
Ship's Captains and Pilots — 

Pilot 3 1.3 5 1.2 8 1.3 
Ship's Captain — — 4 l.O 4 0.6 

Subtotal 3 IJ 9 2.2 12 1.9 
Royal Professor 1 0.4 — — I 0.2 
Student 70 31.4 4 1.0 74 11.7 
University Graduate 

Bachelor 2 0.9 1 0.2 3 0.5 
Noble — — I 0.2 I 0.2 
Knight of the Order of Christ 1 0.4 10 2.4 11 1.7 
Total 223 100.0 410 100.0 633 100.0 
Source: Prbcessos de habilitafSo for Pernambuco, 1611-1820 [ANTT]. 
The terms vive de seu negocio and v/ve <k sua fazenda are declarations of wealth. 
Note: These numbers represent the often multiple occupations reported by the familiares in their 
applications and so do not represent the total number of applications with an occupation listed. 
Note: Sugar Planter = Senhor de Engenho; Large-Scale Merchant = Homen de Negocio; 
Merchant — Negociante', Militia Commander = Mestre de Campo', Noble = Fidalgo\ 
Commissioner of the Line of Brazil = Comissdrio da Carreira do Brasil; Baili£f or Judicial 
Deputy=Meirmho; 
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Table 6.4. Occupations of Comiss^lrios in Peraambuco, 1613-1820 
Occupations Com. % of Toal 
Agriculniral 

Scnhorde Engenho 2 2.0 
Bureaucrats 

Collated Coadjutor 2 2.0 
Treasurer of the Bull of the Holy Cross 1 1.0 

Subtotal 3 2.9 
Ecclesiastical Legal Officials 

Qualification Judge I 1.0 
Marriage Judge I 1.0 
Judge of the Poor I 1.0 
Ecclesiastical Prosecutor I 1.0 

Subtotal 4 3.9 
Commerce 

Vive de seu negdcio 5 4.9 
Religious Orders 

Franciscan 5 4.9 
Benedictine 1 1.0 
Carmelite 7 6.9 
Congregation of SSo Felipe de Neri I 1.0 

Subtotal 14 13.7 
Secular Priesthood 

Secular Presbyter 19 18.6 
Presbyter of the Order of Saint Peter 25 24.5 

Subtotal 44 43.1 
High Ranking Ecclesiastical Officials 

Archdeacon in the See of Olinda 1 1.0 
Canon 5 4.9 
Prior of a Convent 3 2.9 
Procurator General I 1.0 
Vicar General 6 5.9 

Subtotal 16 15.7 
Education and Degrees 

Bachelor in Canon Law 4 3.9 
Master of Canon Law I 1.0 
Master of Arts 1 1.0 
Master of Ceremonies in the Cathedral of OUnda I l.O 
Master of Humanities and Rhetoric 1 1.0 
Master of Philosophy and Theology I 1.0 
Prof<»sor of Latin 1 1.0 
President of the Moral Discussion 1 1.0 

Subtotal 11 10.8 
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Table 6.4 - Continued 
Occupations Com. % of Total 
Low Level Benefices 

Curate/Vicar of the Rod 2 2.0 
Vicar 1 1.0 

Subtotal 3 2.9 
Total 102 100.0 

Source: Processos de habilitafio for Pernambuco, 1611-1820 [ANTT]. 
Note: Com. = Comissirio. 
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Table 6.5. Occupations and Titles of Notirios and Qualificadores from Pernambuco. 1613-1820 
Occupations Not % of Total Qual. % of Toti 
Agriculture 

Sugar Planter 2 2.9 - -

Fanner I 1.4 — ~ 

Subtotal 3 43 — — 

Bureaucrats 
Bishop's Secretary I 1.4 — -

ColiatMi Coadjutor 2 2.9 — -

Subtotal 3 4.3 — — 

Commerce 
Vive de seu negdcio 2 2.9 — -

Subtotal 2 2.9 — — 

Religious Orders 
Franciscan I 1.4 3 14.3 
Benedictine — 1 4.8 
Carmelite — 9 42.9 

Subtotal I 1.4 13 61.9 
High Ranking Ecclesiastical Officials 

Prior of a Convent — I 4.8 
Provincial — 2 9.5 

Subtotal — 3 14.3 
Education and Degrees 

Lente (Professor) — 4 19.0 
Mestre de Arts (Master of Arts) — I 4.8 
Bachelor of Canon Law I 1.4 — — 

Regent I 1.4 — — 

Student 2 2.9 — — 

Teacher of Latin 1 1.4 — — 

Subtotal 5 7.1 5 23.8 
Secular Priesthood 

Secular Priest 28 40.0 ~ — 

Presbyter of the Order of Saint Peter 26 37.1 — -

Subtotal 54 77.1 — 

Low Level Benefices 
Curate/Vicar of the Rod 1 1.4 — — 

Total 70 100.0 21 100.0 
Source: Processos de habilitafSo for Pernambuco, 1611-1820 [ANTT]. 
Note: Not. = Notmo; and Quai. = Qualificador. 
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native-born presence among the clerical officials (82.3% of the comisswos, 87.1% of the 

notarios, and 78.4% of the qualificadores). Together with the 42.2 percent Brazilian-bom 

familiares, these findings show that the Inquisition did not privilege immigrants over native-bom 

Brazilians and that inquisitional office was a viable route to self-promotion for both groups. The 

higher percentage of immigrants probably reflects a higher rate of application from this group. 

Marriage and Family strategics 

The large contingent of immigrants in the ranks of the familiares helps explain the 

marriage patterns of the familiares. The 1640 Regimento required ail familiares who were 

married to have their wives approved, as well. All familiares who had accepted the carta were 

required to receive the approval of the Inquisition before they could marry. If they married 

without the consent of the Inquisition, they could have their carta suspended until their wife had 

been approved and if she was rejected they could lose it altogether.^^ Of the familiares for whom 

we have marriage 

The historiography on the family in Brazil is quite developed. The early literature focused on 
the patriarchal family while the revisionist literature has emphasized the non-elite family types 
and the regionality of family structures. The most influential study of the patriarchal family is 
Gilberto Freyre, Casa Grande e SemcUa (Rio de Janeiro: Maia and Schnudt, 1933). For the 
revisionist literature, see Donald Ramos, "Marri^e and the Fs^ly in Colonial Vila Rica," 
HAHR 55, no. 2 (May 1975): 200-225; Luciano Raposo de Almeida Figueiredo, Barrocas 
Familias: Vida familiar em Minas Gerais no seculo XVII (SSo Paulo: Editora Hucitec, 1997); 
Elizabeth Anne Kuznesof, Household Economy and Urban Development: Sdo Paulo, 1765-1836 
(Boulder Westview Press, 1986); Katia de Queiros Mattoso, Familia e sociedade na Bahia do 
seculo XDC(S2o Paulo: Comipio, 1988); Alida Metcalf, Family and Frontier in Colonial Brazil: 
Santana de Pamaiba, 1580-1822 (BericelQr: University of California Press, 1992); Dain Borges, 
The Family in Bahia, Brazil, 1870-1945,1992; Muriel Nazzari, Disappearance of the Dowry: 
Women, Families and Social Change in Sdo Paulo, Brazil (1600-1900) (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 1991); Mariza Correa, '̂ Repensando a Familia Patriarcal Brasileira: Notas para 
o estudo das fonnas de organizafio familiar no Brasil," in Colcha de Retalhos: Estudos sobre a 
familia no Brasil, ed. Maria Suely Kofes de Almeida, (Sio Paulo: Editora Brasiliense, 1982), 13-
38; Vain&s, Tropico dospecador, and Castro Faria, A Coldnia em movimento. 
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Table 6.6. Place of Birth of the Lay and Clcricai Officials. 1613-1820 
% of Total %of %of %of %of 

Place Fam. Com. Total Not. Total Qual. Total Total Total 
Brazil (other than 21 3.2 3 4.4 0.0 1 7.1 25 3.1 
Pemambuco) 
Pemambuco 272 41.0 53 77.9 54 87.1 10 71.4 389 48.2 
Portugal 318 48.0 9 13.2 4 6.5 2 14.3 333 41.3 
Azores 40 6.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 40 5.0 
Madeira 2 0.3 1 1.5 0.0 0.0 3 0.4 
Unknown 10 1.5 2 2.9 4 6.5 1 7.1 17 2.1 
Total 663 lOO.O 68 100.0 62 100.0 14 lOO.O 807 100.0 
Source: Processos de habilitafio for Pemambuco, 1611-1820 [ANTT]. 
Note; Fam. = Familiar, Com. = Comisswo; Not. = Not^o; and Qual. = Qualificador. 

6.7. Place of Birth of Women who Married or Applied to Marry Familiares, 1613-1820. 
Place Women % of Total 
Brazil (other than Pemambuco) 2 0.7 
Pemambuco 263 85.9 
Portugal 34 11.1 
Azores 6 2.0 
Madeira 1 0.3 
Total 306 100.0 
Source: Processos de habilitafSo for Pemambuco, 1611-1820 [ANTT]. 

information, 383 (S9%) were single when th^ applied, 206 (32%) were nuirried, and eleven 

were widowers. Eventually, at least 289 (4S%) of the familiares married and petitioned the 

Inquisition regarding those marriages. Of these 280 were accepted, six'were left incomplete, two 

were rejected, and one died during the processo. Seventeen familiares applied for a second 

marriage after the death of their first spouse. Seven of these women had already been married 

before and five of them had family members who worked for the Inquisition. The majoriQr of the 

women who applied with foniliares as their wives or applied to many them (85.9%) were native 

to Pemambuco and only 13.4 percent were immigrants (see table 6.7). 
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As we have seen, 360 famtliares (54.3%) were immigrants and they were heavily 

involved in the merchant conununity in the colony. Of the 218 familiares who immigrated to 

Pemambuco before becoming familiars and eventually married, 198 of them married women 

native to Pemambuco. In addition, at least eleven of those who were already familiares before 

they immigrated also married women from Pemambuco. Unfortunately, the investigations 

seldom mentioned the occupation of the women's fathers, which makes it impossible to know 

with any certainty the social standing of these women and their families; but research elsewhere 

in Brazil has shown that these kinds of marriages could be advantageous to both parties. 

Marrying into local families gave the newcomers greater access to lands, slaves, economic 

opportunities, elite organizations and positions, local social networks, and a modicum of 

respectability. Local families gained in return access to intematiocal commercial connections 

and capital. In this fashion, local merchant and landed families formed meaningful ties with 

newcomers and immigrants.^ This was also true for many of the immigrant familiares in 

Pemambuco. For example, Antonio de Araujo Barbosa immigrated from northern Portugal to 

Alagoas, where he married Marianna de Araijjo, the daughter of wealthy planter Severino 

Correia de Paz and Catarina de Araujo who was also the sister of the comiss^o Antonio Correia 

da Paz. Severino owned several engenhos and large tracks of land in Alagoas, some of which 

passed on to Antonio de Araujo Barbosa's children.^^ Likewise, Bras Ferreira de Maciel came to 

Recife from Barcelos in the late 1730s and set himself up as an homen de negdcio. He married 

^ For similar patterns elsewhere in colonial Brazil, see Stuart B. Schwartz, ''Magistracy and 
Society in Colonial Brazil," HAHR SO, no, 4 (November 1970): 71S-730; Floiy and Smith, 
"Bahian Merchants and Planters," S8S-S87; Kuznesoff, "The Role of the Merchants," S71-S92; 
Fragoso and Florentino, O arcaismo como projecto; Metcalf, Family and Frontier, 90-94; and 
Castro Faria, A coldnia em movimento, 189-218. 

See ANTT, HSO, Antonio 27/744; AHU, Alagoas, ex. I, docs. 16,17; AHU, Alagoas, ex. I, 
doc. 18; and AHU, Alagoas, ex. 3, doc. 209. 
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the daughter of a lieutenant colonel and familiar of the Inquisition Jo2o de Oliveira Gouvim and 

succeeded in becoming a very wealthy man. '̂ 

The carta was useful in these endeavors because it served as a kind of letter of reference 

or introduction that proved one's quality and status in a new locality, thereby opening up the 

possibility of their insertion into local society. '̂ Tr.is wus especially important for the immigrant 

community. Because these immigrants would have been unknown, those who wanted to become 

more or less economically successful and insert themselves into the upper ranks of local society 

such a letter of reference would have been necessary to prove the purity of their family 

background. 

Likewise, merchants generally had to contend with the widespread perception that all 

merchants were New Christians and an inquisitional appointment could prove the contrary. 

Eug^nio Cunha e Freitas argues that the men who left Portugal for Brazil rarely did so without 

first obtaining a carta for this very purpose. That may be true, but only twenty-four familiares 

came to Pemambuco with cartas in their pockets.^ The rest obtained them in Pemambuco. 

The established planter families may have sought cartas to combat negative rumors of 

their ancestry, but for them the carta was not as essential as it was for immigrants. They could 

rely on their already locally-established prestige to retain their social position and therefore felt 

less urgency to obtain a carta. We should recall that despite difficulty in obtaining the outward 

proofs of purity, and the attending embarrassment this caused, the Paes Barreto family retained 

their social standing. 

See ANTT, HSO, Bras 4/S I. Antonio Pinheiro Salgado moved to Recife firom Guimaries in 
the mid-eighteenth century and married the daughter of the influential Jos^ Vaz Salgado and 
became an important contractor for collecting the tithe. See ANTT, IKO, Antonio 146/2367. 

It was common for immigrants to take letters of reference to individuals already established in 
the colony. See Castro Faria, A coldnia em mavimento, 171. 

Euginio Cunha e Freitas, Familiares do Santo Oficio no Porto (Porto, 1979), 6. 
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These families were not only interested in social status, but also in transferring their 

wealth from one generation to the next. Their capacity to do so was based on their ability to 

monopolize scarce and sought after family resources. Colonial families tried to capture power 

resources within the kinship framework of their families which often resulted in endogamous 

marriage patterns.'*' 

The officials of the Inquisition also tended towards endogamy. Of the 663 familiares 

who received appointments, 412 (62.1%) of them had relatives who also held inquisitional 

appointments. At least fifty-three (8%) of them had more than four close relatives who held 

inquisitional appointments. One hundred twenty-nine (19.5%) of them were the sons of 

familiares. Of the 280 women who married familiares, 162 (24.4%) had close relatives who 

were inquisitional officials and sixty-six (10%) of them were the daughters of inquisitional 

ofHcials. 

The marriage patterns of familiares and of their children show a marked tendency to 

many other inquisitional officials or into families already qualified by the Inquisition. Often, 

when the spouse of a familiar died, he remarried a woman who had relatives who had already 

been qualified. The daughters of familiares also tended to marry familiares and the widows of 

familiares often chose to remarry a familiar. For example, the familiar Inicio Joaquim da Costa 

married Caetana de Nascimento who was the daughter of a familiar in Coimbra. When she 

passed away, he married Maria Joaquina, his first wife's cousin. When tnicio passed away, 

Maria married another familiar, Manuel Alves Monteiro.^^ 

These intermarriages not only ranged across generations, but they also created extremely 

complex inter-family networks. The largest of these networks included more than 550 

Kennecty, ''Bahian Elites," 417. 
See ANTT, HSO, In^io 9/150 and Manuel 162/1693. 
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individuals, not including relatives not mentioned in the records. This family network accounted 

for 126 familiares (19.0%), seventeen comiss^os (25.0%), ten notirios (16.1%) and one 

qualificador (7.1%). The family network also included inquisitional officials from Portugal, as 

well, and many wealthy sugar planters, merchants, and high ranking militaiy ofHcers. These 

networks also point to a certain amount of blending of immigrant merchants and planter 

families.^^ 

On one level, the networks are simply a manifestations of the tendency of elite families 

to intermarry. On another, they resulted from the fact that inquisitional ofHcials needed to marry 

women who were, or could be, qualified by the Inquisition in order to retain their cartas and 

avoid the loss of personal and family honor and prestige. This, of course, led them to a 

conscious effort to intermarry with families that already had members who had been approved in 

order to assure the potential spouse's acceptance by the Inquisition and decrease the chances of 

rejection. 

Likewise, there was a marked tendency for multi-generational service to the Inquisition. 

For example, the descendants of Jerdnimo Dinis obtained appointments or, in the case of the 

daughters, married someone who had, for four generations (see Appendix 2). Likewise, nearly 

all the grandchildren of Anasticia Goijio received appointments (see Appendix 2). The tradition 

continued on to her great-grandchildren and to her great- great-grandchildren. The four sons of 

Vicente Goijio, Senior all received inquisitional appointments. Three of them became 

comiss^os, and Vicente GoijSo, Junior became a familiar. Two of Vicente Goij3o, Junior's 

This conclusion agrees with more recent studies that have found that the traditional conflict 
between merchants and planters has been overstated. See Floiy and Smith, '*Bahian Merchants 
and Planters"; Kennedy, "Bahian Elites"; and Kuznesoff, '*The Role of the Merchants," 571-592; 
Fragoso and Florentino, O arcaismo como projecto; and Castro Faria, A colonia em movimento, 
175-176,180-195. 
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three daughters married familiares. The third married Domingos Jose da Silva Sampaio who 

applied, but was rejected for New Christian ancestry and lack of information. The six sons of 

Vicente's daughter, Maria Jos^ de Jesus GoijSo, all became familiares. Sometimes, as with the 

descendants of Jose de Freitas Sacoto, the tradition could last four or five generations (see 

Appendix 2). 

This tendency for the sons of familiares to seek appointments partially accounts for the 

large numbers of minors who received appointments as familiares. Another factor was that 

inquisitional office was not hereditary and had to be reobtained with each new generation. The 

regimentos never stipulated an age limitation for office, and, consequently, of the S36 familiares 

(80.8%) for whom we have an age estimate, 207, or 31.2%, were under the age of twenty-five 

(see figures 6.1-6.2). But they were generally not allowed to perform any activities until they 

reached the age of majority. In other words, more than one third (30.3%) of the familiares in 

Pemambuco benefited from the prestige and potential privilege of the position without having to 

do any of the work it entailed. That also meant that the Inquisition had a reduced number of 

fiinctioning officials, which suggests that the Inquisition was more concerned with increasing its 

popular support than in augmenting its repressive power at the same time that families sought to 

perpetuate the status and prestige of office within their families. 

To do so, fathers sought to get their boys appointed at young ages. For example, the 

familiar, Antonio Dantas Correia G6es, tried to get his two very young sons appointed as 

familiares in 1801. The oldest boy, Antonio Dantas Correia Goes was only three years old and 

his brother Jos6 Dantas Correia de Goes, was two years old. Antonio was rejected because he 

was too young for the Inquisition to determine what his future behavior would be and he was also 

illiterate. 
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Figure 6J. Ages of Familiares at Appointment in Pemambuco. 1613-1820 
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Source: Processos de habilitafio for Pemambuco, 1611-1820 [ANTT]. 

Figure 6.4 Minors Appointed as Familiares in Pemambuco, 1613-1820 
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Source: Processos de habilita92o for Pemambuco, 1611-1820 [ANTT]. 
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Jose was rejected because they lacked any proof of what his future capacity would be.'" The 

youngest famiiiares appointed in Pemambucc weie ten years old/^ Likewise, most inquisitional 

appointments were given to men under thirty-five years of age. These young men were 

concerned with setting themselves up in society, thereby ensuring their own position and future 

success. 

The minors could not provide any immediate service to the Inquisition, and they were too 

young to gain immediate benefit from the appointments themselves. But the families could 

always hold up the appointment as proof of the family's purity. Wealth alone did not necessarily 

confer status or prestige. It had to be accompanied by those outward manifestations such as land 

ownership, high political office, militaiy appointments, and membership in prestige-producing 

institutions such as the military orders and the Inquisition. Hence, inquisitional appointment 

became one of several mechanisms for acquiring and holding prestige available for upwardly 

mobile, status conscious, and ''noble" families. 

CoDcloaioB 

The officials of the Inquisition generally belonged to the professions of the estado do 

meio which were honorable occupations and could lead to noble status. But those occupations 

had to accompany the outward signs of nobility which included demonstrations of respectable 

living and purity of blood. Another essential part of solidifying noble status, once the other 

conditions had been met, were the "proofs" of status. The Inquisition was one of several 

institutions that could provide such proof. For this reason, some immigrants came to 

Pemambuco with cartas already in their pockets or soon acquired them, married into local 

" ANTT, HSO, Antonio 203/3025; Antonio 19/124; and Jos^ HI 19/123. 
ANTT, HSO, Joao 161/133; Tom6 6/87. 
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families^ and took up ''honorable" occupations (most fluently commerce). Families attempted 

to keep the proofs within the family by getting their sons appointed or marrying into families that 

already had such proofs. Inquisitional appointments were not hereditary and so the proof had to 

be acquired by each succeeding generation—hence, the large numbers of minors and the complex 

inter-connected family relationships. 

Most of the professions that fell within the estado do meio were more appropriate to an 

urban setting which helps explain the high urban concentration of officials in Pemambuco and 

within the Zona da Mata. The geographic distribution of the officials points to the high urban 

bias, but should not deceive us into exaggerated claims of inquisitional strength or weakness in 

the colony. Most of Pemambuco's copulation could still be reached through the Inquisition's 

use of secular and ecclesiastical authorities, and, by the late eighteenth century, they represented 

a significant presence in the colony. But the fact remains that few inquisitional officials lived in 

the Agreste or the Sertio, and the Inquisition probably could not count on the support of the 

powerful rural landowners for direct support. 
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CHAPTER? 

FAMILIARES DO NUMERO AND THE PRIVILEGES OF OFFICE 

Once the network of officials had been established, a further winnowing took place to 

define more tightly the group of privileged familiars. The privileges technically applied to all 

officials, both lay and clerical; but the question of privilege proved to be ambiguous and 

complex. Various and competing interpretations of what constituted inquisitional privileges and 

who enjoyed them surfaced continually. The problem was only complicated by royal restrictions 

on who could enjoy the privileges. The very complexity and ambiguity of the issue, however, 

left open the possibility that would-be candidates might enjoy those restricted privileges. That 

possibility helped to offset what might have become declining interest in appointments. At the 

same time it provided ammunition for secular and ecclesiastical authorities who sought to 

constrain the power and privilege of inquisitional officials. 

It has generally been assumed fliat familiares were compensated for their service with 

privileges which served as the primary motivation for seeking inquisitional appointments.' But, 

af^er 1693, most familiares could not be sure that they would enjoy the privileges that they 

supposedly received in compensation for their services. They also found that they constantly had 

to defend and reassert their privilege and inquisitional authority in the face of powerful' 

opposition. The information on this topic is widely scattered and had to be pieced together fh>m 

fragmentary sources from both Portugal and other parts of Brazil. Nonetheless, the conclusions 

reached here are applicable not only to Pemambuco, but to Brazil and Portugal more generally. 

* See Bethencourt, Historia deis Jnquisifdes, 263. 
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The Privileges of Office 

The practice of granting privileges, such as benefices, land, and other concessions, in 

return for loyalty and dedication drew on ancient Roman practices and placed the sovereign in 

the position of a semi-patriarchal figure. The Portuguese kings used this "moral economy of the 

gift** to grant privileges as rewards for services either to the king or to the faith, creating 

asymmetrical relations of exchange.^ It also served the important task of differentiating the royal 

subjects into unequally privileged groups with sets of privileges granted, guaranteed, and 

controlled by the crown. These privileges not only distinguished groups, they provided 

individuals with a corporate framework that integrated them into society in a hierarchy of 

unequal associations. The military, the military orders, the clergy, the brotherhoods, the nobility, 

and other variously defined groups all received specific privileges from the crown. This system 

gave the crown effective monopoly over the regulation of these groups and permitted it to 

manipulate conflicts and competition between them for inclusion into the circle of privileged 

groups. At the same time it legitimated the crown monopoly as well as the social and 

institutional structures of the empire.^ 

In the case of the Inquisition, privileges were granted by both the crown and the papacy. 

The privileges granted to the officials and familiares of the Inquisition by the crown were 

periodically pubfished as the Traslado autentico de todos os Privilegios Concedidos pelos Reis 

destes Reinos... .* Those granted by the papacy can be found along with many papal bulls and 

decrees regarding the Portuguese Inquisition in the Collectorio das Bullas e breves apostolicosJ 

^ Angela Barreto Xavier and Antonio Manuel Hespanha, "As redes clientelares," in Historia de 
Portugal. OAntigo Regime, ed. Antonio Manuel Hespanha, vol. 4 (Lisbon: Editora Estampa, 
1993), 382; and Bicalho, "As dhnaras ultramarinas," 206. 
^ Bicalho, "As cimaras ultramarinas," 206. 
* Traslath) autentico de todos os Privilegios Concedidos pelos Reis destes Reinos, e Senhorios de 
Portugal aos officiaes, e Familiares do Santo Officio da Inquisigao. Several copies can be found 
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The king, D. Sebasti3o, granted the first privileges to the officials and famiiiares of the 

Inquisition in 1562. At the time, their numbers were small and non-threatening. The privileges 

tended to be oriented toward economic exemptions and judicial prerogatives with the clear 

intention of differentiating them from the rest of the population. These privileges included 

exemption from paying extra taxes, tributes, loans, charges or other request for money by any 

council or tribunal. Inquisitional officials also could not be constrained either by threats of 

imprisonment or fines to be guanlians or tutors of children or compelled against their will to 

accept public offices. Nor could their homes and property be taken unless they were justly 

compensated. Inquisitional officials were exempt from being impressed into military service, 

either on land or on sea, while the king also permitted them to wear both offensive and defensive 

weapons. The offensive weapons permitted were a sword and a small dagger, or just a large two-

edged dagger; but when sent to imprison someone, they could take whatever offensive weapons 

were necessary. For defensive weapons, they could carry whatever they wanted so long as they 

were not in suspicious or dishonest places doing what they should not be doing. The officials 

and their wives and children were also permitted to wear silk, despite the ordinances against 

anyone without a horse wearing it. In 1566, D. SebastiSo also excused them firom contributing to 

a large service tax of 100 thousand cnizados then being imposed. 

In 1580, the king reaffirmed the privileges with a few modifications. He clarified that 

the officials and famiiiares did not have to pay the qiwsentadoria (property tax) except for those 

in BN, Cod. 867, including those published in 1685,1691, and 1787. A manuscript copy can be 
found in the Biblioteca da Ajuda, 44-xiii-57, foU 113. 
' BN, Res. 105A, F221. CoUectorio das BuUas e breves apostolicos. Cartas, Ahiaras e povisoes 
Reaes que contem a instituifSo e progresso do Sancto officio em Portugal varios indultos e 
privilegios que as sumos Pontifices e Reys destes Reynos Ihe concederad (bnpresso por mandado 
do niustrisimo, & R."° Senhor Bispo Dom Fratfysco de Castro, Inquisidor Goal do Conselho do 
Espanha sua Magestade. Em LisbM nos Estads por Louren^o Craesbeeck bnpressor del 
Anno 1634). See also ANTT, MNEJ, Livro 4, fbls., 69v. 
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items that they purchased with the intention of reselling. He also gave them the foro or the legal 

privilege of having their criminal and civil cases judged by the Inquisitors—with certain 

qualifications for familiares. Those crimes exempt from private adjudication included high 

treason, crimes against nature, mutiny or rebellion, violation of royal correspondence, 

disobedience to the orders of the king, disrespect to his ofHcers, slander, rape, murder, robbery, 

forgery, burglary of houses, churches, or monasteries, arson of fields, fraud, and delinquency in 

public ofHce. All these crimes were to be tried in secular courts. The king also granted the 

deputies of the general council and the inquisitors the privilege to have their criados (servants, 

children or adopted children) judged by the inquisitors.^ 

The first attempts at defining to whom the privileges applied began almost immediately 

and intensified in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Officials tried to extend the privilege 

to their servants and children. Although the Inquisition initially supported these attempts to 

make inquisitional privilege hereditary, the crown would not permit it.^ They also disputed the 

payment of taxes and the right to not be compelled to serve in public office.* 

The privileges granted to inquisitional ofRcials set them apart, creating a status group 

characterized by the exercise of certain prerogatives and exemptions which contributed the 

creation of social esteem. Nonetheless, despite the sweeping privileges granted to the familiares 

^ In 1596, D. Philip I (Philip n of Spain) confirmed all the previous royal decrees and ordered all 
his subjects to respect and obey the orders of the Inquisition and uphold all the privileges granted 
to the officials and familiares of the Inquisition. See BN, Res. lOSA, F221, fols., 152v-153v, 
159-163. 
^ For debates and rulings regarding the extension of privilege to servants and children, see BN, 
Res. 105A, F221, fols., 164v-165v, 166v; "Sobre os filhos dos familiares serem excusos de ir as 
companhias de guerra. May IS, 1625, ANTT, CGSO, NT 4165; "Sobre os filhos dos familiares 
serem excusos de ir as companhias de guerra. May 15,1625, ANTT, CGSO, NT 4165; IL, NT 
2146; IL, Livro 151, fols., 80-82; Ajuda, 51-vi-12, fol., 336; BN, Cod. 867, fols., 150-157b. 
* For debates and rulings regarding these issues, see BN, Cod. 1537, fol., 46; ANTT, CGSO, NT 
4155; CGSO, Livro 97, fols., 105-105v; CGSO, m. 30 and m. 24, nos. 36,37; IL, Livro 154, fol., 
85; CGSO, NT 4155; and AHU, Rio de Janeiro, ex. 15, doc. 75. 
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and other officials in the last half of the sixteenth century, these privileges were not uniformly 

applicable. Their meaning and reach were constantly debated and eventually came to be limited 

to a very narrow grouping of familiares. 

The Familiares do Numero 

No limits were ever placed on the actual numbers of familiares permitted in the 

Portuguese Empire, except for some very early attempts in the sixteenth century.' Indeed, the 

1640 Regimento permitted the inquisitor general to determine how many familiares were 

necessary, as did the 1774 Regimento.'" The confusion that arises over this question has to do 

with the term familiares do numero (familiares of the number)." In 1693, D. Pedro II, limited 

the number of familiares who could enjoy the privileges granted to them and these men were 

called familiares do numero. This limitation took ten years to come to fhiition, and when it did, 

it only opened up room for discord and contention among inquisitional and secular officials, 

particularly in Brazil. 

By 1682, D. Pedro II noted the growing number of familiares who enjoyed exemptions 

from, among other things, several taxes and tributes. He claimed that the exemption of their 

exemptions were reducing royal revenues, and so, in 1682, he limited the number of familiares 

' The crown tried unsuccessfully in 1620 to limit the familiares the way they had been limited in 
Spain. See ANTT, CGSO, Livro 213, fols., 310-312v and CGSO, m. 22, no. 34. 

1613 Regimento, Book I, Title I, Paragraph 11; 1640 Regimento, Book I, Title I, Paragraph 1; 
1774 Regimento, Book I, Title I, Paragraph 1. See Siqueira, "Os Regimentos da Inquisi93o,*' 
616,694,88S-886. 
" The term familiar de numero was borrowed from an old Portuguese term that referred to a 
limited number of lay men and women associated with a monastery who received special 
privileges firom the monastery such as clothing food, and burial in the monastery's cemetery in 
return for land or wealth given to the monastery. See Fr. Joaquim de Santa Rosa de Viterbo, 
Elucidario das palavras, termos e fircaes qix em Portugal antigamente se usaram e que hoje 
regularmente se ignoram, 2d. ed., s.v. "Familiares", 305-306. 
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who could enjoy exemption from taxes to two in each city or head village of a municipality of 

Portugal and the Algarve and one in each smaller village. Brazil was not included in the 

limitation.'^ This was far from an arbitrary measure given that the empire was suffering firom a 

whole series of difficulties; declining prices on its colonial imports, rising prices of its imports 

from northern Europe, a decline m the importation of silver bullion from Spain, a monetary crisis 

in Angola and Brazil, a smallpox epidemic in /oigola, and the introduction of yellow fever to 

Brazil. All of these crises combined to create a very real drain on the royal pocket book and 

provided ample motive for limiting the numbers of men who enjoyed fiscal privileges.'^ 

The decree of 1682 did not specify exactly how these individuals were to be chosen, but 

it appears that up until 1744, they were selected by seniority. It is, as yet, unclear how this 

system articulated with the restrictions set in place in 1693, but it continued at least until 1744 

and set a precedent for limiting the privileges of familiares.''* The king put a more sweeping 

restriction into place in 1693, which drew on this earlier attempt at limiting the number of 

familiares who enjoyed certain privileges. But its immediate impetus came fh)m a different 

concern. 

One of the issues that cropped up periodically regarding the privileges granted to the 

familiares was that of retirement. Familiares who had retired from active employment sought to 

retain their privileges. In 16SS, the familiar, Domingos JdSo do Couto, requested that the 

Coimbra Tribunal give him a house to retire in. They sent the case to the general council. The 

general council debated the issue and apparently believed that the privileges were granted only to 

ANTT, CGSO, Livro 381, fols., 1-1 v. 
C.R. Boxer, The Golden Age of Brazil, 1695-1750: Growing Pains of a Colonial Society 

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1964), 28-29. 
A notation on page Iv of Livro 381 of the CGSO notes that the general council voted on the 

issue in 1744 and determined that it should not be regulated by senioriQr any longer, but should 
be left to the determination of the council. 
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those who were actually serving, as was the case with soldiers, but they left the issue 

undecided.'' It reappeared in I68S with another request by a retired familiar to enjoy the 

privileges. The aposentador-ntor (chief aposentador) hesitated to recognize the privilege. The 

general council appealed to the king asking him to order the aposentador-mor to do so. The king 

complied, but noted that the aposentador-mor was correct in hesitating because of the excessive 

number of familiares and the damage that resulted to the king's vassals, probably referring to his 

own reduced revenues. So he ordered the inquisitor general to determine the number of 

familiares necessary to perform the work of the Holy Office and only these would enjoy the 

privileges. In order to avoid accusations of inequality, they would be selected in terms of 

seniority in office. 

In 1693, the king D. Pedro D issued a decree which limited the number of privileged 

familiares in Portugal. In the decree, he declared that it was not his intention to take away the 

privileges of those who legitimately served, but that the number of familiares had grown so 

excessive that there were many superfluous familiares not necessary for the functioning of the 

Inquisition. The limitations were based on the recommendations of the inquisitor general in 

response to the previous order. The thirty-six largest towns and villages were listed specifically 

and the rest were granted one or two familiares depending on their size. The cities that contained 

tribunals received the most because they needed them to cany out inquisitional duties (i.e., 

Lisbon, 100; Coimbra, SO; Evora, SO). The familiares do numero, as the privileged familiares 

came to be called, were selected based on their seniority. Familiares who wanted to enjoy the 

privileges had to apply to the InquisitioD for a certificate designating them as familiares do 

numero. All those, who were in excess of the numbers, were permitted to retain the title of 

" ANTT, COSO, Livro 213, fols., 39l-39Sv, 4S0v-4Slv. 
" ANTT. ML 168, fols., 333-333v. 
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familiar, but they could not enjoy any of the privileges associated with the office, even though, if 

called upon, they were required to serve.'^ 

These restrictions meant that most of the familiares in Portugal would never enjoy the 

privileges. The list permitted 601 familiares for the places specifically mentioned. If we add to 

that the one or two permitted in the rest of the villages the number of privileged familiares would 

probably have been more than 1,000. But between 1691 and 1700 alone, 1,434 familiares were 

appointed throughout the empire and they continued to be appointed in large numbers and to 

concentrate in the urban centers. In other words, many, if not most, familiares did not enjoy the 

privileges of the office immediately and many probably never would." 

The familiares of Lisbon were conscious of the threat the order comprised, and they 

offered the crown a compromise. They recognized that the damage being done by having so 

many privileged individuals was mainly to the royal pocket book, so they offered to accept the 

limitation of those privileges to the 100 named in the list and asked that they be able to retain the 

other privileges that did not affect the royal treasury." The fact that the restriction continued 

suggests that their petition met with a negative response. 

" ANTT, CGSO, Livro 381, fols., 1-3; BN, Mss., ex. 75, nos. 3,9. This decree wa? often 
reprinted and used as evidence in the various disputes that arose over privileges. It is also found 
in ANTT, MNEJ, Livro 5. The system had many faults. Belquior Joio Rodrigues de Matos was 
passed over as the oldest familiar in his village, because the comissMo did not know that he was 
a familiar and appointed someone else. Belquior complained in 1750 and the general council 
determined that, as the oldest familiar in the village he deserved the privileges and the size of the 
village was conducive to two privileged familiares. ANTT, CGSO, NT 4146. The Inquisition 
also denied individuals entrance as &miliares do numero because their villages already had one 
and they were too small for two. See ANTT, CGSO, NT 4174. 

Ajuda, 44-xiii-32,116a. The crown issued the same decree again on April 30,1699, hence the 
various references to either 1693 or 1699 as the date of the decree in the literature. 
" I found this letter in one of the unnumbered boxes of the Inquisition of Lisbon. It was the 
second box I saw in the bunch, but they had no markings on them to set them apart, so I cannot 
give a specific reference. 
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Nonetheless, the inadequacy of the royal decree became apparent early on. 

Conspicuously missing from the 1693 decree was any mention of the overseas territories, 

including Brazil. This omission and the practice of choosing by seniority led to problems for the 

Inquisition and for the familiares that were never fiilly worked out, but that were a constant 

source of conflict. Despite some debates and adjustments, it was fairly clear who belonged to 

those of the number and who did not in Portugal. But when it came to Brazil the system was 

riddled with conflict and confusion. 

For example, in 1709, Domingos de Oliveira P.osa, familiar in Rio de Janeiro, 

complained that even though the familiares worked at great personal cost for the Inquisition, all 

they desired was to enjoy the privileges of their office. But they were continually denied those 

privileges by those who hated the Inquisition on the pretext that Rio did not have any privileged 

familiares according to the 1693 decree. He petitioned the crown to determine the number of the 

privileged familiares and suggested that the number assigned to the ciQr of Opoito (i.e., forty) 

would be sufficient.^" This question highlighted the weakness of the 1693 decree and threw into 

question its ultimate meaning. Did the omission of the overseas colonies mean that they could 

not have any privileged familiares? Did it mean that all the overseas familiares were privileged, 

or should their number be limited as well? 

In response, the inquisitor general recommended that the system then functioning in 

Portugal be introduced into Brazil as a wity of solving some of these difficulties. He reconunend 

that the ouvidor geral (superior magistrate) also serve as the juiz do fisco (fiscal judge) who 

had responsibility for sequestered and confiscated goods and was directly subordinate to the juiz 

^ ANTT, CGSO, Livro 38. fols., 3-3v. 
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do fisco in Lisbon.^' He also recommended that the ouvidor geral serve as the juiz conservador 

dos familiares Oudge conservator of the familiares) who was responsible for conserving the 

privileges of the inquisitional officials and in hearing civil cases brought against them. These 

cases could be appealed to the general council. 

The inquisitor general also consulted with the general council regarding the question of 

whether the overseas familiares should enjoy their privileges. They determined that they should 

continue to do so unless they were serving in the armed forces or as royal tax collectors.^ The 

crown accepted the consultation and made these recommendations law in January 1711, with the 

exception of the recommendation regarding privileges, which he left undecided. 

Consequently, the 1711 decree did not solve the problem, and local governmental 

officials in Brazil continued to refuse to recognize the privileges of the familiares. The 

comissario, Jo3o Calmon, from Bahia reported in 1718 that the familiares of Bahia complained 

that they were being forced to give slaves to soldiering duties and other jobs and also to house 

the prisoners of the Inquisition coming from Rio on their way to Lisbon while they waited for the 

next fleet to set sail. In response, the general council reconunended that the number of privileged 

familiares be restricted in Brazil in the same fashion that it had been in Portugal. At that time, 

the crown chose not to act on the recommendation, and still royal officials demanded to see the 

certificates, which, of course, the familiares could not produce." 

The Regimento do Juizo das Confisccu;oens pelo crime de Heresia, & Apostasia, published in 
169S can be found in the BN, Cod. 867. 
" See ANTT, CGSO, Livro 381, fols., 5v-6 and ANTT, MNEJ, Livro 5, fols., 23v. In 1733, 
Pemambuco received an additional officer called the Depositario dos Bens do Fisco who 
received a salary of 40$000 r^is and two percent of the money the fisco sent to Lisbon. See 
CGSO, Livro 381, fol., 1 lOv. 
" ANTT, IL. Livro 154, fols., 450-450v, 461-461v. 
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When the inquisitor general was asked to consult on the issue in 1720, he reasserted the 

Inquisition's position that all familiares in Brazil were privileged because they had been 

excluded from the 1693 list. But the crown had asked him to determine how many were needed, 

and so he produced a very short list.^* It is unclear whether the inquisitor general really intended 

to limit the number of privileged familiares in the way that they eventually were, because his 

short list could not even begin to fill the needs of the Inquisition in Brazil, and there is no 

evidence that he consulted with anyone on the matter. Nonetheless, his reconunendations 

became law. 

In 1720, the king issued a decree limiting the number of privileged familiares in Brazil to 

three cities. Salvador, Bahia received 30, Rio de Janeiro 20, and Olinda 10.^ Consequently, in 

1720, the Inquisition ordered the comissarios in these cities to forward to Lisbon a list of all the 

familiares with the dates they took their oaths so that they could determine who would enter the 

number of privileged familiares.^' The instructions sent to the rector of the Jesuit College in 

Olinda, Father Luis de Morim, ordered him to make a list, based on seniority, of all the 

familiares who had received cartas in Olinda. He was specifically instructed, however, not to 

include any familiares who had received cartas in Portugal and later moved to Olinda, because 

their seniority related to the place where they had received the carta, not in the place they had 

moved to."' The fact that Recife eventually eclipsed Olinda in both size and power in the 

eighteenth century and became the city with the most officials yet remained excluded from the 

list was problematic. 

" ANTT, CGSO, Livro 381, fols., 64-65. 
" ANTT, CGSO, Livro 381, fols., 64-66v. A copy of the same document found in the Ministerio 
do Reino m. 362 lists Bahia as 20. 
^ ANTT, DL, Livro 153, fols., 525. 
" ANTT, IL, Livro 21 fols., lv-2v. 
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None of the other captaincies were even mentioned in the 1720 decree. Nor was there 

any mention of whether the other towns and villages in Brazil should receive the one or two 

granted in Portugal. These omissions resulted in much later confusion. The distribution of the 

privileged familiares in Brazil indicates the relative economic importance of the captaincies at 

the time. But even then, such numbers were woefully inadequate for the huge expanse of 

territory occupied in colonial Brazil which was rapidly expanding inward toward the mines. 

During the decade firom 1711 to 1720, the Inquisition churned out 935 new familiares, twenty of 

whom were from Pemambuco. In the following decade, they produced 1,108 new familiares, 

fourteen of whom were from Pemambuco.^* The 1720 decree failed to solve the problem, and 

the continually rising numbers of new familiares in both Brazil and Portugal placed pressure on 

what was an inadequate and ill-conceived system. 

By the 1730s, the system was already strained. For example, even though Minas Gerais 

had not been mentioned in either edict, the comissmos in Minas were already complaining that 

non-privileged familiares grumbled about having to do the work. To make matters worse, the 

juiz do fisco refused to provide money to pay for the transport of poor prisoners to Rio under the 

pretext that he lacked the jurisdiction. The comissto'os found that they either had to force the 

familiares to undertake the journey at their own cost or to pay the familiares' expenses 

themselves. The only other, and undignified, option was for the familiares to roam about the 

parish begging money so that they could accompany a prisoner of the Holy Office to Rio.^ 

The local authorities did not respect inquisitional privilege either. For example, during 

the festivities for the brotherhood of Saint Peter Martyr in Vila Rica, Minas Gerais, ii^ 1734; an 

ouvidor who had been suspended escaped firom prison. The local cavalry set out in pursuit 

" Torres, "Da repressio religiosa," 130. 
^ This paragraph and the next are based on ANTT, CGSO, m. 4, no. 12. 
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seizing some of the horses of the familiares who had traveled to Vila Rica from elsewhere to 

attend the festival of St. Peter Martyr and did not return them promptly. The comiss^o who 

reported on the incident indicated that the problem arose because of the limit placed on 

privileged familiares. He argued that all the familiares in Minas should be privileged because 

they were so few for such a larg** area. If not that, then at least one for each parish because any 

one of those parishes was larger than many villages in Portugal that possessed privileged 

officials. He also argued that it should not be based on seniority^ because the older familiares 

were often less apt than the younger ones. In addition, privileging them would not damage the 

royal treasury because the taxes from which they would be exempt were not even collected in 

Minas. 

The familiares in Rio also struggled over the loss of the privilege of exemption firom 

military service and refused to accept the new and more limiting restriction. In 1736, they would 

not obey the governor when he ordered them to present themselves for military service. The king 

chastised them for disobedience, particularly in time of war, and ordered them to regularize the 

familiares do numero in Rio so that only those of the number could enjoy the privileges. Despite 

their initial resistance, the familiares of the city of Rio also began applying for certificates of 

privilege.^" 

The practice of seniority effectively meant that a man in Lisbon had to serve as a familiar 

for thirty-seven years before he could hope to be named a familiar do nitoero. This meant that 

when he finally did receive the privileges, he was too old or too ill to actually do any work and 

the Inquisition had to rely on the younger non-privileged familiares. The work load had also 

increased, due mostly to applications for inquisitional offices, and there were not enough 

^ See ANTT, CGSO, NT 4156; CGSO, m. 28, nos. 98,99. 
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privileged officials to do it all. In response, the inquisitor general requested that the king permit 

an increase of another twenty familiares for Lisbon who would be selected, not by seniority, but 

by the quality of their service to the Inquisition. The king granted the request in November of 

1737 with the condition that if the new familiares do vinte (i.e., "of the twenty", also 

suprammerarios, or extranumerarios) as they were called, failed in their duty, they could be 

removed. He also stipulated that if one of the twenty reached the age where he could enter the 

100 privileged, he had to do so and vacate his place in the twenty." 

These difficulties were common throughout Portugal and Brazil. For example, in the 

early nineteenth century, twenty-six familiares from Oporto made a similar complaint that those 

of the number were too old to serve the Inquisition and non-privileged familiares had to serve 

more fiequentiy without enjoying the privileges. They also argued that the population had 

increased and the forty familiares do numero granted the city of Oporto in 1693 were now 

insufHcient and they requested that the crown increase the number to eighty. But the king 

apparently was not willing to change the allotment 

In 17S4, the inadequacy of the system was fiirther revealed. A familiar from the village 

of Alenquer tried to become a familiar do numero, but he was rejected because there were 

already two in the village. He petitioned the Inquisition to increase the number to five for 

Alenquer. Alenquer had not been specifically mentioned in the list as were the comparably sized 

villages of Palmela, Ourem, and others. The general council hinted tfiat the matter had not been 

ANTT, CGSO, Livro 381, fols., 126-127,161. The crown reasserted this decision in 1744. 
See ANTT, CGSO, NT 4185. In the loose papers of the boxes of the Novas Habilita^des, many 
petitions to enter either the familiares do numero or the extranumerarios appear. Those who 
wanted to serve as extranumerarios had to go through another extrajudicial review to determine 
their worthiness. See ANTT, NH, cxs. 33,47 and m. 73, no. 1. See also ANTT, CGSO, NT 
4146,4156,4174,4175,4185,4188; CGSO, m. 13., no. 17, m. 8, no. 2873, m. 52,53; IL, Livro 
158, foU 115; and IL Livro 123, fol., 216v. 
^ ANTT, IL, NT 2129. 
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carefully considered by the inquisitor general, because he left out many large villages. They 

noted that the decree left it up to the general council to determine the one or two familiares do 

numero for the other villages, but only the king could increase the actual number granted per 

village.^^ 

Together with the 1737 compromise, this 17S4 case shows that not only was 

modification necessary, it was possible. But the room for adjustment remained limited. 

Attempts to reform the inadequate allocations for Brazil failed and royal ofiiciais in the colony 

remained intransigent and repeatedly refused to grant inquisitional privileges based on 

conflicting interpretations of the 1693 decree. Officials in Brazil continually found it necessary 

to reassert and defend their privileges against powerful royal officials who sought to check them. 

As a result, a continuous running battle ensued that was never fiilly resolved. 

The 1720 decree which limited the number of privileged familiares in Brazil left the 

issue ambiguous at best. It is clear that many people were either unaware of the decree, chose to 

ignore it, or were simply confused by it. As a result, some argued that the omissions meant that 

in those places not listed all the familiares were privileged. Others argued that if a place was not 

mentioned than none of the familiares were privileged. The general council did not help the 

matter by granting certificates in a very haphazard manner. They appear to have been just as 

confused as the officials in the colony on the ultimate meaning of the restriction. 

The problem was widespread and many familiares found it necessary to ask for 

certificates of privilege even though they did not concede the legitimacy of the argument For 

this reason, we find petitions like that of SimSo Ribeiro Riba fix>m Pemambuco who argued that, 

since ail familiares in Brazil enjoyed the privilege, he was also one of the number and he wanted 

See ANTT, MR, m. 362. This was not entirely true since th^r had done so elsewhere. See, for 
example, ANTT, CGSO, NT 4146. 
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a certificate to prove it. His petition remained unanswered.^ Antonio da Silva Coutinho, a 

familiar fh>m Mato Grosso, deep in the interior of Brazil, petitioned to become one of the 

number in 1786 even though Mato Grosso had not been indicated in any royai orders. The terse 

"escuzado" written at the top of the petition indicates that the inquisition believed either that he 

was unworthy or that familiares do numero were either not necessary or not permitted in Mato 

Grosso.^^ But in 1788, when Antonio da Silva Coutinho applied to become one of the number in 

Mato Grosso because, as he said, a position had become vacant, he received a certificate.^ 

Likewise, Joio Silvestre de Araujo e Souza was successful in arguing that the limitation of 

twenty privileged familiares for Rio referred only to the city of Rio and not to the surrounding 

region were all familiares enjoyed their privileges. His petition for a certificate of privilege 

indicates, however, that he felt the need to assert his position.^^ 

In 1761, the familiares of the captaincy of Gr3o Para petitioned the general council as a 

group for certificates of familiar do numero. They argued that since Par^ MaranhSo, and their 

surrounding territories were not mentioned in the 1720 list, they were all privileged. The general 

council agreed that they were not restricted and, therefore, they were all privileged, and they 

requested a list of the familiares ranked by seniority^.^* Despite this obvious assertion of the 

general council that all the familiares in areas not listed in the 1720 list retained their privileges, 

problems continued to arise. 

For example, in 1776, Domingos Antunes Pereira, resident of SSo Luis do Maranhio, 

petitioned the general council to excuse him from being constrained to accept an appointment to 

" ANTT, CGSO, m. 22, no. 51. 
" ANTT, CGSO, NT 4146. 
^ ANTT, CGSO, NT 4180. 
" ANTT, CGSO, NT 4188. 

ANTT, NT 41S6 and CGSO, m. S3. Antonio Correa Furtado de Mendonfa made a similar 
petition with essentially the same argument See ANTT, CGSO, NT 4188. 
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the municipal council. He had shown the council his certificate of privilege, and they still 

attempted to force him to take the position. The general council sent an order to the ouvidor 

geral to give his reasons for not recognizing the privilege and ordered the municipal council to 

honor them as well. Even though the Inquisition was ready and willing to support the familiares, 

others did not agree. A marginal note on one of Domingos' petitions argued that his petition 

should be denied because the king did not want to grant privileges that would impede his royal 

service and that the petitions for those of the number should only be given to the most noble 

people in each city and village, which of course was not stipulated in the 1693 decree.^' 

The confusion was still unresolved by the end of the eighteenth century. In 1796, the 

comissario, Joaquim Marques de Araiijo, from Pemambuco noted that the Inquisition ordered the 

comissarios to employ those of the number first when executing an order from the Inquisition. If 

they refused, the comisswos were to inform the Inquisition, take their cartas, and declare them 

incapable of enjoying their privileges.^ But in 1797, Joaquim Marques wrote that they did not 

even know who the familiares do numero were in Pemambuco and that the captain-general of the 

captaincy employed the familiares in the service of the king and did not respect their privileges. 

The captain-general and the magistrates argued in turn that there were no privileged familiares in 

Pemambuco, and that only the familiares in Portugal were privileged. For this reason, the 

familiares were loath to serve the Inquisition. They could not, as they said, "bum in two fires." 

Joaquim Marques requested that the Inquisition inform him as to which familiares were 

privileged so that they could serve the inquisition and enjoy their privileges.'*' 

ANTT, CGSO, m. S8. The familiares in Sahara experienced the same response in the 1780s to 
efforts to force them to accept public office and to arguments that only the familiares in Portugal 
were privileged. The Inquisition supported them as well. See ANTT, DL, m. 23, no. SI. 

ANTT, IL, Livro 24, fol., 284. 
ANTr.IL,m.40. 
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At the end of the eighteenth and the beginning of the nineteenth century, the familiaies in 

Oporto also encountered serious problems. The high court of Oporto refused to grant the 

privilege of foro to a familiar do numero on the pretext that the certificate the Inquisition had 

sent him was not a legal entitlement to privilege. The high court wanted them to send him a new 

carta listing his privileges. The general council replied that the argument was ludicrous. How 

could a document signed by the secretary of the general council who was also the secretary of the 

royal camara not be a legal document? The queen ordered that until she should make some other 

ruling on the matter, the high court was to accept the certificates as legitimate evidence of 

privilege.''^ 

Similar conflicts occurred in Bahia. In 1751, the familiares of Bahia complained that 

their privileges were not being honored. The comiss^o, Bernardo Germano de Almeida, wrote 

on their behalf that he had always found them to be prompt and well disposed to fulfill their 

obligations even at great risk and discomfort. He also noted that many familiares were being 

forced to work in public offices despite their privileges which were denied them on the pretense 

that they were not of the number.^^ The same issue arose again in 1767 and in 1782. 

The 1767 conflict arose because of a meeting of several members of the high court called 

by the desembargador (judge of the high court), Manuel Sarmento. They agreed that the 

familiafes should no longer be allowed to submit their cases to the private judgment of the 

ouvidores gerals because the privileges of the office had only been granted to those in Portugal 

and all familiares in Brazil were exempt &om enjoying those privileges."*^ In a unique, and 

wholly unjustified, interpretation of the 1693 decree, the ministers of the high court also argued 

ANTT, CGSO, Livro 352, fols., 22-25. 
ANTT, CGSO, m. 17, no. 3 and IL, NT 2133. 

^ ANTT, MR, m. 362. 
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that the familiares in Brazil belonged to the Lisbon Tribunal, and so they were counted with the 

familiares of Lisbon in selecting the 100 privileged familiares granted to that city. 

In 1768, the juiz conservador in Bahia argued that this attempt to extinguish the 

privileges of the familiares would not only eliminate that privilege, but also destroy the office of 

juiz conservador. Ten years later, the juiz conservador dos familiares complained that he had 

lost considerable revenue because the familiares ceased to bring cases for him to adjudicate. He 

did not receive any salary for the position, but only received compensation for each case.^' His 

complaint echoed a similar complaint from 1738 in which the juiz conservador petitioned the 

crown to pass a law making all judgments rendered in civil and criminal cases against familiares 

that were not given from his ofRce null and void.'*^ 

The familiares of Bahia complained to the king and forwarded a large body of documents 

that demonstrated that familiares in Brazil were regularly exempt from paying the sisa (excise 

tax on immovable property), holding public office against their will, and were generally allowed 

to submit their legal cases to the juiz conservador. They argued that until the 1720 restriction all 

familiares had enjoyed their privileges. The 1720 decree did not mention the other places in 

Brazil, and so they continued to enjoy the privileges without restriction. They offered a variety 

of cases in which royal officials interpreted the 1693 and 1720 decrees in this manner as proof of 

their case. 

The king consulted with the general council on the matter. The general council 

concluded that the most important privilege the familiares enjoyed in Brazil was that of private 

adjudication of their civil and criminal cases by the juiz consevador. To take that privilege away 

fix)m them not only made their task more irksome because they were not otherwise compensated 

AHU, Bahia, ex. 52, docs. 10021-27. 
^ AHU, Bahia, ex. 64, doc. 18. 
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for their work, but it also considerably reduced the income of the juiz conservador and his 

scribes. In addition, it had always been impractical to limit the number of privileged familiares 

in Brazil either because few of them were actually from Brazil or because those who went to 

Brazil either for business or commercial reasons did not have a permanent domicile. The 1720 

restriction had only limited the numbers in Rio, Salvador, and Olinda. Consequently, either 

because they had not heard of the restriction, or because it was impossible to put it into practice, 

the familiares in Brazil had continued to enjoy all of the privileges without restriction. They 

advised the king to remove all restrictions in Brazil based on the spirit of the 1693 decree which 

had intentionally excluded Brazil because it was impractical and unnecessary to limit the 

numbers of privileged familiares in the colony.'*^ 

The issue remained unresolved, and, in 1782, the jui'zes ordinirios and the 

desembargadores of the high court of Bahia again refused to accept the familiares right to private 

adjudication with the juiz conservador in civil cases. The familiares complained, using the same 

arguments as before (i.e. that since before the 1693 restriction all familiares were privileged, and 

because the 1693 decree did not make any reference to Brazil, that they all still enjoyed the 

privileges). This time, they offered a 1718 declaration by the juiz do fisco in Bahia and a 1743 

ruling by the high court that made the same argument, as evidence that the 1693 decree had 

generally been interpreted in their favor. They did not, however, make any mention of the 1720 

decree either through ignorance or by design.^ Likewise, the comisswo, Antdnio da Costa de 

Andrade, argued in 1775 that none of the familiares in Bahia could be said to be superfluous 

This entire bundle of papers can be found in the ANTT, MR, m. 362. 
** ANTT, CGSO, m. 22, no. 50. 
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because of the large size of the captaincy. All of them were necessary and therefore privileged.'" 

Again the crown refused to offer any resolution to the problem. 

Another point that the 1693 decree left unmentioned had to do with clerics who were 

also familiares which came to the attention of the general council in 1760. The issue of clerical 

officials and privileges usually revolved around individual cases and specific privileges, because 

the crown never limited the number of clerics who could enjoy the privileges.^ But for those 

clerics who had become familiares before they took their vows and did not later become 

comiss^os, not^os, or qualificadores, the limitations could be an issue. The 1760 case arose 

over a petition from a cleric to be received into those of the number because of his seniority. The 

general council noted that the secretary of the council and his predecessor had never counted 

them when determining who should be accepted into the familiares do numero because they 

believed that clerics were more privileged than familiares. But the council had granted a 

certificate to some clerics in the past; and with this new petition, they determined to establish the 

status of familiares who were clerics, once and for all. 

Friar Francisco de Sio Tom^ consulted on the subject and determined that clerics 

should not be considered in determining the familiares do numero and that if any had been given 

certificates they should be considered void. He based his argument on a comparison of the 

privileges granted to the familiares with the privileges enjoyed by clerics. Clerics were already 

exempt from paying the tributes and taxes that familiares did not have to pay. They could not 

cany arms, and they had no need for a privilege to allow their wives to wear silk. Likewise, they 

AHU, Bahia, ex. 48, nos. 8901 and 8865. 
^ For example, when the comissirio Felipe Rodrigues Campelos, owner of the ragenho Pitimbi, 
needed copper to repair the machineiy of this sugar niiil, the treasurer of the royal treasury in 
Recife wanted to charge him the sisa tax for the copper he purchased even after Felipe informed 
him of his privileges. Felipe appealed to the overseas council in the case asserting that he was 
exempt fitm such taxes because he was a comissirio. See AHU, Pemambuco, ex. 67, doc. 5677. 
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had no use for the privilege of having their cases tried by the Inquisition because they already 

had the privilege of being tried in ecclesiastical courts. Not only that, but the private 

adjudication of the familiares, which began with the juiz conservador, was secular in nature, and 

clerics could not be tried before a secular court He also argued, in tune with the current attitude 

of the Pombaline reform, that the inquisitors should be guided by secular, not canon law in this 

matter, because they were royal, not pontifical, ministers. For these reasons. Friar Francisco 

determined that the exercise of the privileges of the familiar by clerics was both useless, and 

repugnant to their office. Hence clerics only received certificates rarely, and, after 1760, 

probably not at all.^' 

By the end of the eighteenth century, these tensions combined with other stresses being 

placed on the Inquisition and contributed to its decline. For example, Jose Antonio Carvalho 

claimed that nineteen of the twenty positions of those of the number in Rio were vacant in 1794, 

and he claimed they had been vacant for years.^^ The decline in Rio is most strikingly illustrated 

by the abolition of the juiz do fisco in 1770. It should be remembered that the juiz do fisco was 

none other than the ouvidor geral who took responsibility for administering the properties 

confiscated by the Inquisition. The ouvidor geral was also the juiz conservador. He served as 

the private court for familiares in all criminal cases and in civil cases when they were the 

accused. Privileged familiares had the right to appeal their decision to the inquisitors general 

which they often did." 

" ANTT, CGSO, m. 17, no. 2. 
" ANTT, CGSO, m. 22, no. 65 and CGSO, Livro 352, fol., 65. 
" These cases can be found in the Torre do Tombo,in the Autos Forenses (legal actions). 
Unfortunately, the index seldom mentions the residence of the familiar. Nonetheless, I found at 
least eleven from Pernambuco. See ANTT, Autos Forenses, Bento 1/1, In&io 1/3, Manuel 1/4, 
Manuel 20/132, Manuel 26/19, Manuel 26/196, Manuel 3/18, Manuel 7/43, Miguel 2/4, Miguel 
1/3. 
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Together with the continuous challenges to their authority and inquisitional privilege, the 

shift within the Inquisition away from a focus on persecution to producing officials, had a 

negative impact on the juizes do fisco in Brazil. In 1770, the crown abolished the juiz do fisco in 

Rio de Janeiro because the position had fallen into disuse. The only income the juiz had was 

fn>m some old confiscated properties. No new confiscations were coming in, and the income 

from the old ones was insufficient to pay the salaries of the officials who worked for the juiz. 

The confiscations had fallen off because, as the comissirio who made the report claimed, the 

New Christians had either moved away or reformed and the individuals most frequently 

imprisoned by the 1770s were very poor and the juiz usually ended up paying for their clothing, 

food, and passage to Portugal. Because there were very few confiscations, these officials had 

very little to do for the large salaries they enjoyed. The general council determined that the juiz 

do fisco in Rio had become unnecessary and more of a burden than a benefit, and so they 

counseled the king to abolish it, which he did with the decree of June 13, 1770.^ Despite all of 

conflict and ambiguity, the system continued to function right up to the end. For example, 

Manuel Jos£ Ribeiro Bastos received his certificate to enter the twenty extranunieraries in Lisbon 

in 1819." 

Conclusion 

Contrary to what has generally been believed, most familiares after 1693 probably did 

not fiilly enjoy the privileges of their office. Not only did they find that they had to constantly 

defend those privileges, but, by the end of the seventeenth century, those privileges came to be 

legally limited to a veiy narrowly defined group of familiares, even though in practice it was very 

ANTT, CGSO, Livro 381, foU 291-297. 
" ANTT, MNEJ, Livro 123, fol., 216v. 
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much a debated poim. The formal limitations on privileges were inspired by a desire to reduce 

the numbers of those enjoying tax exemptions so that royal revenues would not suffer. Yet why 

then did the crown not limit the number of familiares as had been done in Spain? They certainly 

had a precedence for such a limitation. Part of the answer must reside in the fact that the crown's 

purposes were accomplished in limiting the number of privileged familiares, and a familiarship 

provided : inexpensive and relatively risk-free means of sharing status, privilege, and power, 

once the privileges had been limited. 

One of the motivations for seeking office was to gain some control over the often 

arbitrary political power that could limit economic and social opportunities and decisions. 

Inquisitional privilege served zs a buffer to the power of the Church, the State, and their officials. 

Hence, the ardent attempts by familiares in the colony to retain privileges and especially the 

privilege of private adjudication. That is why the familiares in Lisbon were so ready to pay the 

taxes so long as they could enjoy the other privileges. 

Once the restriction was set in place, however, it became the focal point of more than a 

century of conflict between royal officials and the familiares. Familiares and their private judges 

everywhere in Brazil had to constantly counter the interpretation the royal officials imposed on 

the 1693 decree with an equally viable interpretation of their own. The Inquisition generally 

stood by them and agreed with their interpretation; but the crown proved far less interested in 

resolving the issue. The ambiguity seems to have served its purpose sufficiently well, and the 

ongoing conflict kept both sides vying with each other for position while the crown kept them 

guessing. It seems likely, however, that, at least until the mid-1700s, most familiares in Brazil 

still enjoyed the privileges to some degree and the continuing ambiguity of the question gave 

them room to maneuver. 
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This question is also important because it is generally assumed that the main motivating 

factor in a man's decision to petition to work for the Inquisition were the privileges that came 

with the office. Those privileges were supposed to be his compensation for service. But if those 

privileges were effectively limited to a small number of individuals, or at least hotly contested 

items, and it was questionable whether a familiar would ever be able to exercise them, then it 

seems unlikely that the privileges would be the primary motivating factor for seeking 

appointments. Any well-informed applicant would have been aware of the restriction. Because 

that was the case, the continued interest in inquisitional appointments must be explained 

elsewhere. Some of those issues included the prestige and honor attendant to the appointment 

and embodied in the Companhia dos Familiares and the Brotherhood of S2o Pedro Martyr, where 

some of those lost privileges could be regained. But the continuing uncertainty of the privileges, 

combined with the loss of legally sanctioned ethnic-racial honor, probably contributed to the 

declining numbers of applications after 1790. It may have been similar in Portugal, but the 

meaning honor was different in the racially diverse, slave-based society. 
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CHAPTERS 

THE INQUISITIONAL BROTHERH(X>D AND MILITIA: THE IRMANDADE DE SAO 

PEDRO MARTIR AND THE COMPANHIA DOS FAMILIARES 

The creation of the inquisitional brotherhood of Saint Peter Martyr {Jrmandade de Sao 

Pedro Mdrtir) and the militia company of familiares (Companhia dos Familiares) in Brazil came 

during the same period as the creation of the familiares do numero. In other words, precisely 

when inquisitional privilege was being constricted, these two organizations appeared to 

compensate, somewhat, for that constriction. In a society where relationships were mediated by 

group membership, these inquisitional organizations were also essential for the creation and 

maintenance of inquisitional power and prestige. The public displays of the brotherhood (e.g., 

the celebration of the saint's day and the burial processions) and the monthly drills of the militia 

company put the familiares and other ofHcials of the Inquisition very much into the public eye-

thus contributing to the prestige of its members. 

These two institutions provided the only opportunities for truly corporate activity and the 

construction of group identity on a large scale. The brotherhood also provided for the spiritual 

and physical well-being of the brothers by offering various forms of social welfare, which kept 

the members of the irmandade connected through celebrations, elections, and monetary 

contributions. For those who had been excluded from inquisitional privilege because they were 

not familiares do numero, the militia company provided them with an opportimity to retain some 

of the outward manifestations of status and regain some of the real privileges lost. 

Both the brotherhood and the company enhanced status and honor by creating distance 

and exclusiveness through granting such opportunities as participation in public rituals and 
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military displays, the wearing of special uniforms, the use of rich and forceful symbolism, and 

the carrying of weapons. Likewise, these organizations brought the disparate group of familiares 

together and recreated social relationships in which the wealthy and powerful served in the 

positions of command and leadership over familiares of lesser social status. This is particularly 

true of the militia company which was generally organized as other military companies and 

suffered from the same strengths and weaknesses. At the same time, the irmandade also 

reinforced existing social relationships by requiring the burial procession to be organized in 

order of distinction, while also providing equally for the needs of the brothers and requiring 

equality in voting for officers. 

The study of both the militia company and the brotherhood is especially difHcult because 

no central repository for their records exists-or has yet been discovered. The militia company 

does not generally appear on the military rosters of the auxiliary troops because they were 

directly subordinated to the governors. With the abolition of the Inquisition, the records of these 

organizations simply disappeared, and what little that has been written has relied on references 

and assumptions drawn mostly from information on similar institutions in Spain and Italy.' 

Consequently, I have had to piece together the fragmentary evidence from Portugal and Brazil. 

The following portrait is the first to be drawn of the inquisitional brotherhoods and militia 

companies in Portugal and Brazil, and'despite some variation the brotherhoods and militia 

companies functioned more or less the same elsewhere, and the conclusions reached here are 

probably applicable to all of Brazil. 

* The only person to write about the Portuguese brotherhood is Francisco Bethencourt But aside 
from two sources from Portugal, his entire discussion rests on manuscript and published works 
from Spain and Italy. Bethencourt, Historia das Inquisigdes, 89-94. 
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The Creation of the Brotherhood 

Much of the research on brotherhoods in Brazil has focused on the black confraternities 

of Our Lady of the Rosary and their role in integrating blacks, both slave and fi^, into colonial 

Brazilian society and the construction of ethnic>racial consciousness. These brotherhoods in 

Brazil served as a mechanism for non-kinship based social integration, the construction of 

collective identity, at least partial social equalization for fiee blacks within the dominant white 

society, and as providers of status and prestige. The many lay confiatemities were important 

colonial institutions that conjoined the church with the urban society and provided much needed 

social welfare services.^ They were also the most common and widely accepted vehicles for the 

expression of popular Catholicism in which the saint could take precedence over God as the 

recipient of devotion. This was baroque Catholicism, characterized by elaborate, dramatic, and 

public expressions of faith. The celebration of saint days included large public masses, 

processions with dancing, music, food, and elaborate decorations and dress in which the 

brotherhoods often competed with each other.^ 

^ See A.J.R. Russell-Wood, ''Black and Mulatto Brotherhoods in Colonial Brazil: A Study in 
Collective Behavior," HAHR 54, no. 4 (November 1974): 567-602; Julita Scarano, "Black 
Brotherhoods: Integration or Contradiction?," Lmo-Brazilim Review 16, no. 1 (Summer, 1979): 
1-17; Julita Scarano, Devogdo e escraviddo: A Irmandade de Nossa Senhora do Rosdrio dos 
pretos no distrito dianumiino no secuio XVm (SSo Paulo: Editora Nacional, 1978); Elizabeth W. 
Kiddy, 'Ethnic and Racial Identity in the Brotherhoods of the Rosary of Minas Gerais, 1700-
1830," The Americas 56, no. 2 (October, 1999): 221-252; Patricia A. Mulvey, "Black Brothers 
and Sisters: Membership in the Black Lay Brotheilioods of Colonial Brazil," Luso-Brazilian 
Review 17, no. 2 (Winter, 1980): 253-279; For non-black brotherhoods, see A J.R. Russell-
Wood, Fidalgos and Philanthropists: The Santa Casa da Misericordia of Bahia, J550-1755 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1968); and Caio Cisar Boschi, Os leigos e o poder: 
Irmcmdades leigas e politico colonizadwa em Atinas Gerais (SSo Paulo: Editora Atica, 1986). 
 ̂ See Joio Joŝ Reis,̂  morte e umafesta: Ritosjunebres e revolta popular no Brasil no sectdo 
XIX (Sio Paulo: Companhia das Letras, 1991), 49-72 and Patricia A. MuIvqt, "Slave 
Confotemities in Br̂ : Their Role in Colonial Society," The Americas 39, no. I (Jufy 1982): 
39-68. 
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The confraternities in Brazil also tended to recreate and reinforce social hierarchies. 

Many of the confraternities were based on color or wealth and differentiated between these 

different groups within the brotherhood. The segregated brotherhoods also manifested the 

inherent inequality of colonial Brazilian society and reinforced those inequalities at the same 

time that they provided a type of buffer against them. In Brazil, they were corporate 

organizations that supplemented the Church and assumed much of the financial responsibility for 

maintaining the churches. The brotherhoods varied widely in their focus, organization, and 

membership, but they all functioned as agents of group solidarity and identity.'* 

The brotherhood of Saint Peter Martyr functioned in much the same way as the other 

brotherhoods in colonial Brazil. It served as a mechanism for social integration for the 

Portuguese immigrants who either came as familiares or soon acquired the carta. It also 

performed the other functions of elite brotherhoods and facilitated the acquisition of status and 

upward mobility while providing its members with an opportunity to participate and benefit in 

very real ways from their membership in the status group. The social welfare provided by the 

irmandade offered a certain amount of security and promised at least a decent fimeral and burial 

in the brotherhood's chapel. Participation in the irmandade was also often cited as a service 

deserving of reward in petitions for the certificate of familiar do numero.^ Entrance into the 

brotherhood was not a mere formality. It represented a considerable outlay in time and financial 

commitment and was tied to the commitment assumed with the oath of office. Indeed, the 

regimento of the familiares required their participation in the services of the brotherhood. 

* See Manoel S. Cardozo, "The Lay Brotherhoods of Colonial Bahia," Catholic Historical 
Review 33, no. 1 (April, 1947): 23; Kiddy, "Ethnic and Racial Identity," 231. 
' See ANTT, CGSO, m. 28, no. 97; CGSO, NT 419S;. In 1783, Josi Carvalho Le2o claimed that 
serving in the brotherhoods of St Peter Martyr and Peter Arbues was an indispensable obligation 
for an official. See ANTT, CGSO, m. 22, no. 65 and CGSO, Livro 3S2, foU 65. 
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The patron saint of the Inquisition and, therefore, of the inquisitional confraternity was 

St. Peter of Verona. Peter of Verona was a Dominican who had been named inquisitor general of 

the Milanese Inquisition in 1234 by Pope Gregory DC. His zealous activities won him enemies, 

some of whom finally assassinated him while he was traveling from Como to Milan in I2S2. 

Tradition has it that he had been bom into a family of Catharist heretics, but had zealously 

defended the faith even against his own family. His zeal was so great that with the last flicker of 

life he reportedly wrote on the ground (or on his robe, the accounts differ) with bis own blood 

Credo in Deum (I believe in God). The pope canonized him a year after his death, and he 

became the symbol of inquisitional zeal and sacrifice for the faith. His day is celebrated on April 

29.® 

Thirteen years after his marQrdom, the cult of St. Peter of Verona arrived in Portugal. In 

1266, the Pope Clement IV admonished the prelates of Portugal to hold the celebration of St. 

Peter of Verona on April 29, which they did. But these early celebrations were simply one 

among many holy days dedicated to Christian saints and were not associated with any 

confraternity. When the Iberian Inquisitions were established in the fifteenth and sixteenth 

® See Herbert Thurston and Donal Attwater, eds. Butler's Lives of the Saints: Complete Edition 4 
vols. (New York: P.J. Kenedy and Sons, 19S6), 2:186-187. Peter of Verona should not be 
confused with Peter Arbues who also had a brotherhood that was associated with the Inquisition. 
Peter Arbues was a Spanish inquisitor in Aragon assassinated in 148S while he knelt in prayer in 
the cathedral of St. Savior at Zaragosa and was not canonized until 1867. His day is celebrated 
on September 17. See Bethencourt, Historia das Inquisigdes, 93-94 and Thurston and Attwater, 
3:S86-S87. In addition, a group of familiares in Lisbon requested permission to establish a 
brotherhood dedicated to Sl John of Capistrano in 1726. St. John had also served as an 
inquisitor in the fifteenth century in Italy and had been noted for his zeal and austerity. He died 
after helping to repel the Turkish siege on Belgrade in 14S6, and his day is celebrated March 28. 
The Inquisition suggested that it should be organized in the same manner as that of Pedro 
Arbues. It was approved in 1727. See ANTT, IL, Livro ISS, fols., 444-44S and Thurston and 
Attwater, vol. 4,693-694. Familiares in Lisbon participated in all three brotherhoods, and the 
Inquisition maintained supervisory roles in them. See ANTT, CGSO, m. 22, no. 65; CGSO, 
Livro 352, fol., 65; and ANTT, IL, NT 2126. 
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centuries, they selected St. Peter of Verona as their patron saint and protector. The brotherhood 

was established in Italy in the early sixteenth century and in Spain in 1604^, from which it spread 

to Portugal. The newly appointed inquisitor Francisco Borges de Sousa brought a copy of the 

compromisso (statutes) of the newly organized Spanish brotherhood to Portugal in 1613. The 

papal bull of Paul V, Cum inter caeteras of June 29, 1611, stressed that the brothers of St. Peter 

Martyr should be considered servants of the Inquisition and encouraged the faithful to seek 

membership.* 

The inquisitor general of Portugal, Pedro de Castilo, approved the organization of the 

irmandade, and it first appeared in Lisbon and Goa in I61S and in Coimbra and Oporto in 1620. 

The brotherhood eventually spread to Evora, Funchal, Madeira and Brazil, and possibly other 

areas under Portuguese dominion.' The irmandade lacked any formal and certified regulations in 

Portugal until 1632 when the inquisitor general, D. Franfis do Castro, and the general council 

approved the compromisso.'" The compromisso stated that the purpose of the irmandade was to 

keep alive the memory of St Peter Martyr and to encourage the ofHcials of the Inquisition to 

emulate his qualities of zeal and sacrifice." The Portuguese brotherhood and its regulations 

appeared during the reorganization of the early seventeenth century and were part of the 

^ Lea, A History of the Inquisition, vol. 2,282-284. 
' See Bethencourt, Historia das Inquisigdes, 90. 
' See ANTT, CGSO, Livro 96, fols., 209-218v, 258-259v; BN, Res., Cod. 1497 and Bethencourt, 
Historia das Inquisigdes, 90. 

I found the compromisso written in Portuguese in ANTT, CGSO, m. S9. Latin versions from 
1633 can be found in ANTT, Bullas e Breves do S. O., ex. 2, m. 3, no. 279 and CGSO, NT 4149. 
" I also found that the Inquisition used the resources of the Lisbon brotherhood as a reserve 
account from which thQr borrowed to meet their own operating costs. See ANTT, IL, Livro 154, 
foU 113.1 found some financial records in ANTT, CGSO m. 63, and m. 64; IL, NT 2126,2142-
21^, 2148,21S7,2159, and several of the unnumbered boxes; n., Livro 158, fols., 158,161, 
169,219,226,233; IL, m. 1,6,7,11,14,29,35,41,42. 
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continuing attempts to centralize institutional control and to create a viable network of 

familiares. 

The brotherhood did not migrate to Brazil until the end of the seventeenth century for the 

simple reason that there were not enough familiares anywhere in the colony to support a 

brotherhood. It appeared at the beginning of the dramatic inquisitional expansion into Brazil and 

at the time when inquisitional privilege began to be limited. The first irmandade of St. Peter 

Martyr appeared in Salvador, Bahia, in 1697, and held its celebrations in the Benedictine 

monastery.'^ In 1698, the familiares of Recife and Olinda also received permission to celebrate 

the festivities of St. Peter Martyr. 

Inquisitional Symbolism 

The purpose of the celebrations was to keep alive the memory of St. Peter Martyr's zeal 

and to stimulate the officials of the Inquisition to imitate his ardor and religious fervor. The 

irmandade in Brazil and Portugal utilized a rich symbolic repertoire, both visual and verbal, to 

achieve this purpose. The insignia of the brotherhood combined the coat-of-arms of the 

Inquisition with the iconography of the Dominicans and of St Peter Martyr. The iconography 

and the sermons are such colorful manifestations of inquisitional symbolism and such dramatic 

presentations of inquisitional zeal that they merit specific attention here. More importantly, they 

also show how the memory of St Peter Martyr was retained and how that memory was conjoined 

with religious symbolism and proffered to the members of the brotherhood as inspirational 

lessons for behavior, creating a common symbolic universe that informed their conceptions of 

EN, R933S. I have identified brotherhoods in Salvador, Bahia (1697), Recife, Pemambuco 
(1698), Rio de Janeiro (at least by 1734?), and Ouro Preto, Minas Gerais (1733). See ANTT, 
CGSO, 4/12; CGSO, m. 22, no. 65; CGSO, Livro 352, fol., 65; and NH, ex. 37. 
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who they were. The sermons clearly attempted to achieve the purpose of the celebration-that is 

to say, to remember St. Peter Martyr and to encourage the officials to imitate his zeal and 

sacrifice for the Inquisition. 

The insignia of the brotherhood consisted of a cross with an olive branch on one side and 

a sword on the other placed within a black border shaped like a shield. Around the border were 

placed several of the fleurs-de-lis of St. Dominic.'^ The standard of the brotherhood had this 

insignia on one side and the image of St. Peter Martyr on the other within a similar black 

border.'^ On the right hand side of St. Peter Martyr was the coat-of-arms of the Church and on 

the left the royal coat-of-arms in the same manner that the Tribunal of Lisbon displayed on its 

own standard. A palm branch with three crowns of gold (the ^onbols of victory and martyrdom) 

completed the insignia.'^ The cross that the familiares wore on their habits also had fleurs-de-lis 

on each end. The fleur-de-lis that appears on the 1632 compromisso of the irmandade is divided-

-one half is shaded black and the other white. The opposition of black and white (Dominican 

colors) contrasted the guilt and suffering of heretics with the hope and peace the Inquisition 

offered. The fleur-de-lis itself represented purity and light and was commonly used in 

representations of St. Dominic. The cross, sword, and olive branch represented the death of 

Christ and the redemption of humanity, mercy and peace, and punishment and death. The sword 

was also one of the symbols associated with St. Peter Martyr as the instrument of his martyrdom. 

St Dominic is represented in a Dominican habit carrying a rosary. Sometimes he has a dog at 
his feet with a flaming torch or candle, a star on his head or in his halo, a loaf of bread, and lily 
(fleur-de-lis). See George Ferguson, Signs and Symbols in Christian Art (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1961), 115. 

St Peter Martyr is the most important Dominican saint-after St Dominic himself. He was 
usually portr^ed in the Dominican habit with blood flowing from a wound in his head. He is 
often shown with the palm and a sword or knife in his head or in his hands. See Ferguson, 139. 
" ANTT, CGSO, m. 59. The triple crown with a cross on the top (called the tiara) is worn only 
by the pope. But the triple crown without the cross is used Ity other saints. When used with a 
martyr, it indicates victory over sin and death. See Ferguson, 160,166. 
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The use of the iconography of St. Dominic and St. Peter Martyr provided a legitimization of the 

Inquisition by drawing on the prestige of such holy and renowned saints. The standard of the 

brotherhood offered a rich repertoire of symbolism that was also employed in the decorations and 

sermons given on the feast day. This symbolism also made it clear that the irmandade was part 

of the religious, social, and political mission of the Inquisition and provided a symbolic universe 

that tied the officials of the Inquisition to each other.'^ The 1640 and 1774 Regimentos limited 

the use of these symbols and the wearing of the habit to the celebrations of the brotherhood, the 

autos-de-fe, and when they were sent to imprison heretics.'^ All of these occasions were public 

demonstrations of inquisitional prestige and power and served to reinforce the social honor of 

inquisitional service and group identity. 

The sermons given at the celebrations of St. Peter Martyr reveal something of the spirit 

of the irmandade (or at least the spirit that the Inquisition wished it to have) and the foundation 

upon which the corporate identify rested." There are, so far as I have been able to ascertain, 

only four surviving sermons given at the celebrations of St. Peter Martyr—two firom Portugal and 

two from Brazil." 

Bethencourt has an interesting discussion of inquisitional iconography in Historia das 
Inquisigdes, 78-89. 
" 1640 Regimento, Book I, Title XXI, Paragraph 3; 1774 Regimento, Book I, Title EX, Paragraph 
3. See Siqueira, "Os Regimentos da Inquisifio," 7S8,899. 
" I thank Luiz Mott for pointing out the existence of published sermons from the Saint Peter 
Mar^ celebrations. See Luiz Mott, ''A Companhia dos Familiares do Santo Oficio no Brasil 
(notas preliminares)," typed manuscript (Salvador, 1989). 
" I have relied largely on Ferguson's, Signs and Symbols for the interpretation of much of the 
symbolism employed in the sermons. For the sermon given in Oporto in 1620, see BN, Res 3024, 
18p, Sermao feito em S. Domingos do Porto anno do Senhor, 1620 na festa de S. Pedro Martyr 
Patb îro da Santa Inquisifdo, na instituifSo da Irmandade dos familiares do Santo Officio, por 
mandado, & authoridade do senhor Aiquisidor Geral dom FemSo Mxrtinz Mascarenhas. 
Impresso com todas as licenfas necessarias na Officina de Nicolao Carvalho. anno MDCXX. 
For the sermon given at the 1686 celebrations in Lisbon, see BN, Res 3024,18p, Sermam do 
invicto Martyr e protector da Fe, Pedro de Verona. Impresso por ordem do II."° S." Inquisidor 
Geral epregado no convento de S. Domingos desta cidade. MR. P. jr. Manuel Guilherme. Leitor 
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The qualificador Rupeito de Jesus, who gave the sermon in Bahia at the first celebration 

in 1697, employed all of the symbols of the Inquisition, but he focused on blood and the sword. 

For Ruperto, the cross represented faith, the olive branch represented peace, and the sword 

symbolized war. The olive provided the oil for the lamp with which the Inquisition gave its light 

to the blind and illuminated the path to truth. Ruperto declared that the inquisitional sword was 

always sharp and always versatile. If crimes were small, then the inquisitional sword offered 

succor. If the crimes were serious, the sword brought grief and trouble, but did not kill. But if 

the crimes were "corrupt, perverted, and recurring, without correction, then the sword wounds, 

cuts, kills, consumes, bums, and glows with the same fire." Just as the angel with the flaming 

sword guarded the way to the tree of life in the Garden of Eden, the sword of the Inquisition 

defended the "paradise of the church** and its principal mysteries. 

He also compared St. Peter MarQr to Isaiah and David. Isaiah had the pen (symbol of 

evangelicalism and learning) in his hand and the sword in his mouth, while David had the sword 

in his hand and the pen in his mouth. But St Peter Martyr did not write, like Isaiah, with ink and 

paper. His paper was his cloak and his ink was his blood. Ruperto concluded his twenty-seven-

page discourse with these words: "We are all obligated to say loud and clear; long live the faith 

of Jesus Christ. Long live the glorious St Peter Martyr, who, as inquisitor, gave his life for the 

faith. Long live the Holy Inquisition where the faith is purified and exalted. May it live for all 

time. May it live so long as the Catholic Church continues."^ 

de Vespera do Reed Collegia de KS. da escatkt no anno de 1686. Lisboa com todas as licenf a 
necessariao na oficina de Miguel Manescal, Impresso do S. O. anno de 1686. 
^ BN, Res 9335, Sermam do Glorioso S. Pedro Martyr. Oprimeiro Inquisidor martyrizado, ou o 
prhneiro que deo a vida em defensa da Fi. que defende o Santo Tribunal da InquisifSo; 
Mandado imprimir pelos Familiares do Santo Officio da Cidade da Bahia na occasi3o, em que 
celebrario a sua primeira Festa com uma procissio solemnissima, trazendo o Santo da para o 
Most^ro do Patriarcha S. Bento. Pregou-o Muito Reverendo Padre Mestre O Doutor Fr. Ruperto 
de Jesus, Lente Jubilado em Theologia, Qualificador, e Revedor do S. Officio, Monge 
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Friar Antonio de Santa Maria JaboatSo, famous for bis genealogy of Pemambucan 

families and his orbe serqfico, offered the sermon at the 17S0 celebration in Recife.^' He also 

used the sword, blood, and war as his central themes. His swords were the sword of doctrine and 

rigor—doctrine to destroy the errors of heretics and rigor to punish the obstinate apostates of the 

faith. For him, heretics were the dry branches spoken of in scripture that were to be cast into the 

fire and burned. But Friar Jaboat2o created a unique metaphor. He declared that St. Peter 

Martyr had been permitted to drink the milk of a heretic mother so that he would imbibe hatred 

and abhorrence of heresy. "The milk that babies drink originates in the mother's blood," he said. 

And since St. Peter Martyr was the greatest enemy of all heretics he did not drink his mother's 

milk as milk. He drank it as blood. "In drinking the blood of the enemy, one shows the greatest 

hatred that it is possible to have," he declared. "St Peter Martyr drank the blood of heretics 

when he drank the milk of a Manichean. And in drinking the milk as blood and not as milk, he 

did not drink love and an inclination [to heresy], but he drank hatred and abhorrence." 

Then Friar Jaboatio compared St. Peter MarQT to Christ, but in a way that portrayed the 

martyr as the superior of Christ in the battle against heresy. Christ, he said, was afraid to enter 

the battle against heresy, and that explains why he asked to have the cup removed from him. He 

lacked strength of body. Since childhood, and even until his death. He had fled from heresy. 

Not so of St Peter Mar^r. Not only had St Peter sought but and battled heresy his entire life, he 

Benedictino, da Provincia do Brasil, na era de 1697. Lisboa, Na officina de Antonio Pedrozo 
Galrio. 

Fr. Antonio De Santa Maria Jaboatio, Orbe Serqfico novo Brasilico Descoberto, estabelicido, 
e cuitivado a Influxos da nova luz de Italia, estrella brUhante de Hespanha, Luzido sol de Padua, 
Astro Mayor <jU> Ceu de FratKisco. o thaumaturgo Pwtuguez Sto. Antonio, a quern vay 
c(msag^ado, como Theatro glorioso, e parte primeira da Chronica dos Frades nunores da mais 
estreita. e regular observancia da provincia do Brasil (Lisboa: Antdnio Vicente da Sllva, 1761). 
A copy of the orbe serafica and be found in ANTT, Serie Preta 907. Idem, Catalogo 
geneiJogico. 
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had also converted heretics to the faith. For Jaboatflo, St Peter Martyr was holier than any other 

because he was a holy martyr, a holy doctor, a holy virgin, and a holy inquisitor. JaboatSo 

wiggled out of this potentially heretical and blasphemous speech by claiming that the three 

crowns that St. Peter Martyr wore were all for Christ because the battles he had fought had been 

for the mysteries of Christ.^ 

These sermons were lessons in inquisitional symbolism and mythology and recitations of 

baroque Christian iconography. They were designed to instruct the listeners, to justify the 

existence of the Inquisition and the brotherhood, and to set up and promote an ideal of 

inquisitional zeal for all to follow. They reveal the crusading spirit of militant Christianity and 

the rhetoric of inquisitional justification. Whether the members of the irmandade understood the 

intricacies and manipulations of symbol, or even believed these discourses, is impossible to tell 

and is, perhaps, irrelevant. They were fed a steady diet of religious symbolism both in public and 

private life in colonial Brazil. The activities of the brotherhood instructed them at least once a 

year in inquisitional symbolism, and they were, in fact, themselves symbolic of inquisitional 

ideals and advertised them to the community each time they participated in a public ceremony or 

went out on inquisitional business. 

Organization of the Brotherhood 

Unlike the confiratemities in Spain and Mexico, and despite the 1611 papal bull, the 

irmandades of St Peter Martyr in Brazil and Portugal normally permitted only ofRcials of the 

^ Ajuda, S-IV-46, JtAoatad Afystico em correntes sacras dividido. Corrente prtmeira 
Panegyrica, e moral, offerecida, debaixo da Protecqad da milagrosa imagem do Senhor Santo 
Amaro, Venerada na sua Igreja Matriz do Jaboata5, Ao niustrissmio E Excellentissimo S."*" 
Luiz Jose Correa de So, Govemador de Pemamtmco, por Fr. Antonio deS." Maria Jaboatam, 
Filho da Provincia de Santo Antonio do BrasU. Lisboa: Na Offic. de Antdnio Vicente da Silva. 
Anno de MDCCLVm. Com tudas as licenfas necessarias. 
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Inquisition to enter the brotherhood.^ This practice helped solidify the group identity and the 

exclusiveness of inquisitional office. The organization of the brotherhood helped reinforce 

existing social hierarchies while, at the same time, it provided a field for a limited level of 

equality among the officials. 

All inquisitional officials were instantly admitted into the irmandade and were required 

to pay the entrance fee of 2S400 r^is. This fee was raised in 1793 to 4S800 r^is.^* The 

compromisso also stated that any minister or familiar from the jurisdiction of a different tribunal 

could be allowed to participate in the activities of the brotherhood upon presenting his carta to 

the mesa. Likewise, the only way a brother could be expelled was by the order of the 

Inquisition.^^ 

A judge, who was newly elected each year, governed the irmandade. In Portugal, the 

judge had to be an inquisitor of the general council or the Lisbon tribunal, except when the 

inquisitor general wanted to sit as judge.^^ In Brazil, the senior comiss^o acted as the judge. 

^ The only exception to this pattern was the tribunal in Coimbra, Portugal which opened up the 
brotherhood in 1620 to any "Old Christians" with clean blood who could successfully complete 
the same inquiry that the familiares had to undergo. They also permitted familiares from other 
villages to join. See BN, Cod. 668, F S43, fol., 181. The incomplete records of the Coimbra 
brotherhood can be found in the ANTT, IC, Livros 94-96 and BN, Cod. 1497. In this sense, the 
Luso-Brazilian brotherhoods were quite different from those in Spain. In Spain, a large percent 
of the members of the brotherhood were not inquisitional officials. This tendency became more 
distinct in Aragon over time, and, by 1800 most of the brothers were not familiares. See Jos^ 
Enrique Pasamar Uzaro, "Inquisici6n en Arag6n: La cofradia de San Pedro M^ir de Verona,'' 
Revista de la Inqidsicion 5 (1996); 303-316; Jos£ Enrique Pasamar Uzaro, La cofradia de San 
Pedro Mo'tir de Verona: En el distrito inquisitorial de Aragon (2^aragoza: Institucidn "Fernando 
el Catdlico'*, 1997); Richard E. Greenleaf, "The Inquisition Brotherhood: Cofradia de San Pedro 
Martir of Colonial Mexico," The Americas AO, no. 2 (October, 1983): 171-207. 

ANTT, IL, Livro 80. 
"ANTT, CGSO, m. 59. 

From the lists of elections that I have found for the Lisbon brotherhood, it appears that the 
inquisitor general sat as jut^ of the brotherhood most of the time. The geneiid council only 
assumed the role during the schism with Rome between 1760 and 1770 and on a few other 
occasions. See ANTT, CGSO, m. 66; IL, Ltvro 152, fol., 16; IL, Livro 154, fols., 178,180,208; 
BL, Livro 156, fols., 437,439,441,443,445,447,449,451,479,507,528; IL, Livro 157, fols., 9, 
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The compromisso also stated that the brothers should elect a scribe, two major-domos or 

stewards {major-domos), and a procurator of the familiares. In Lisbon, the scribe and procurator 

were often nobles although, unlike the major-domos, they did not have to be familiares even 

though they usually were.^' The major-domos also had to have the necessary financial resources 

to provide for the welfare and expenses of the brotherhood and one of the major-domos also 

served as the treasurer. 

As the costs associated with elected office increased everywhere in the eighteenth 

century, more major-domos were elected to try to limit the financial burden placed on any one 

man. In Recife, the brothers elected two major-domos, one treasurer, and four procurators (two 

from Recife and two from Santo Antonio). The treasurer reported directly to the comissario 

serving as the judge of the irmandade in Recife. The elections were held on the Sunday before 

the festival in the afternoon with all the brothers present.^' 

The brotherhood also permitted a sort of vertical integration that reinforced existing 

social hierarchies. Within the brotherhood, those hierarchies were retained and honored in the 

public demonstrations, but in private the brotherhood also permitted the relaxing of rigid 

hierarchies. The compromisso stipulated that the brothers were to cast their votes without 

consideration for social position and that each brother's vote was to be counted equally. This 

35, 70-71,90, 107, 121, 155, 167, 190,205, 175; IL, Livro 158, fol., 6, 17, 84, 128, 150, 162, 
193,223,258; IL, Livro 159, fols., 9,16,25-29,37-38, 58,71-72, 83-84; IL, Livro 160, fols., 14-
15,28,43, 50-51, 70-71,81-82; DL, Livro 161, foL, 25,66,109-110, 134-135, 164, 189; IL, Livro 
162, fols., 7,45, 67,92, 108; IL, Livro 817, fols., 11,27, 56, 122, 144, 165, 192,258,297; NH, 
73/1, fols., 173-174, 193-194,204-205. 
^ The same system was also used in Madeira. See ANTT, CGSO, m. 66. 
^ ANTT, CGSO, m. 59. Two counts served as scribe and procurator in 1751, see IL, Livro 157, 
fol., 71. The Marquis of Abrantes served as scribe in 1802 and the son of Sebastiio Jos^ de 
Carvalho e Melo, the chief minister under D. Josi I, who was also the Marquis of Pombal, sat as 
scribe in 1801 and first procurator in 1802, see IL, Livro 158, foU 189, EL, Livro 162, fol., 7. 
^ The Tribunal ofCoimbra held their elections on the first Friday in March. See BN, Cod 1497, 
fols., 2-2v. 
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meant that in Brazil, and elsewhere, at least on one day of the year, wealthy merchants and 

planters were no greater than the less wealthy merchants and artisans with whom they mingled. 

Likewise, immigrants participated equally with native-bom Brazilians. In this sense, at least, the 

irmandade performed the dual function of upholding the status quo (because the wealthy were 

more likely to hold the positions of leadership) at the same time permit a certain amount of 

camaraderie, commingling, and common interest. 

In the voting, each brother approached the table individually where the judge and the 

scribe sat and cast their votes by writing the name of their candidate on one of the four lined 

pages set on the table-one page for each office. They cast two votes for the major-domos and 

for the procurator of the familiares. Those who were already serving could not be reelected. 

Ties were given to the familiar with the most time in the service of the Holy Office. The votes 

were kept for one year in case one of the elected officials refused to serve or died during the 

year, in which case the office passed on to the familiar with the next highest number of votes.^ 

In addition, the brotherhood hired an andador, who received a salary, but could not belong to the 

brotherhood, wear its insignia, or appear with a sword in public ceremonies.^' 

The primary responsibili^ of these elected officials was to ensure that the festival of St. 

Peter Martyr was carried out with the proper decorum and piety. The festival took place on the 

evening of April 28, called vespers, and on April 29. The compromisso stated that the 

celebrations should be held at churches dedicated to St. Dominic, where possible, which were 

supposed to be decorated with "all possible decency". 

^ ANTT, IL, Livro 152, fol., 16. 
In Lisbon, the election had to be approved the general council. Many examples of the 

election results being submitted to tte general council for approval appear in the council's 
records. See footnote 26. The actual sheet upon which the tallies were made for the election in 
1780 can be found in the unnumbered boxes from the general council in die Torre do Tombo. 
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The judge was responsible for the music and the furnishings, and the major-domos were 

responsible for everything else. The scribe was supposed to ensure that together they did not 

spend more than 4S$000 reis. This limit was placed so that no one would refuse to serve as 

major-domo because of the expense and to keep them fi^m engaging in unholy "excess and vain 

glory". 

The celebrations employed all the imagery and symbolism available. In Brazil, where no 

autos-de-f^ were held except during the infivquent visitas, these celebrations were one of the 

most visible and ostentatious displays of inquisitional power and prestige.^^ Yet, the 

compromisso attempted to keep the celebrations solemn and pious occasions. In keeping with 

this desire, all dances, comedies, and extravagance were forbidden, and only a procession at 

vespers, a sermon, ornamenting the church, and a procession on the saint's day were permitted. 

The preacher of the sermon had to be approved by the senior comisswo. The wax candles were 

provided by the donations given by the brothers throughout the year and had to be new for each 

festival." 

The compromisso outlined in some detail how the processions were to be organized, but 

these had to be modified to fit the reality of colonial Brazil. At 3:00 in the afternoon the day 

before the festival, all of the officials of the Inquisition gathered together to accompany the 

standard to the church where the mass and sermon would be held. In Lisbon, they gathered at the 

convent of St. Dominic to accompany the inquisitor general. Where there were no churches 

^ Francisco Bethencourt has argued that the success of inquisitional activity in the area of social 
control rested largely on the yearly autos-de-fd and the public display of bc^ the repentant and 
the punished which legitimized and renewed inquisitio^ authority. This, course, could not 
apply to Brazil. See Francisco Bethencourt, ''Inquisifio e controle social," Historia e critica 14 
(1987); 13. 
"ANTT.CGSO,m. 59. 
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dedicated to St. Dominic, such as in Recife, they held the celebrations at some other prominent 

church or cathedral. In Recife, they held the celebrations at the parish church of Corpo Santo.^ 

The officials were supposed to follow a specific order in the manner in which they lined 

up behind the banner of the brotherhood, which was supposed to be carried by the prior of the 

convent of St. Dominic. In Brazil, they probably used a rector or prior of one of the local 

convents. Behind the banner came two priests carrying the tassels (Jborlas) and behind them the 

entire community of the convent They were followed by the familiares wearing their habits and 

without any hierarchical distinction among them. Behind the familiares came the major-domos 

and the scribe with the juiz do fisco. The qualificadores, and notarios followed them. This 

company marched from the convent to the church where the celebrations were to be held 

carrying lighted candles where they raised the standard and left it until the next day. 

The next morning at 9:00, they gathered again and marched to the church, where they 

heard mass and listened to a sermon.^^ During the celebrations, the familiares were supposed to 

pray for peace among Christian princes, the extirpation of heresy, and the exaltation of the Holy 

Office. To persuade those who might be inclined to worship in their own oratories, all those who 

participated in the celebrations were granted a plenary indulgence (forgiveness of all temporal 

^ Ajuda S-iv-46. In Bahia, they held the celebrations in the church of the convent of St Benedict 
until 1792 when they changed to the church of the Third Order of St. Dominic. See ANTT, EL, 
Livro 160, fols., 102-104. 

In Lisbon they gathered at the palace of the Holy Office and marched in the same order to the 
church of St Dominic. The inquisitor general marched in firont of the banner and the secretaries 
and deputies followed after the qualificadores and not^os. The celebrations in Lisbon were 
held at the same location except for the years I7S6 when they were held at the church of St 
Joana, because of the destruction of the lower city^ during the 175S earthquake. See ANTT, IL, 
Livro 157, fol., 168. In 1808, the celebrations were curtailed to the mass, sermon, and the 
ornamentation of the alter, because of the French invasion and because the resources of the 
Inquisition had been appropriated for use in that crisis. See ANTT, IL, Livro. 162, fol., 142v. 
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punishments for sin, usually granted to crusaders and in jubilee years) and remission of all their 

sins. 

A couple of surviving descriptions of the processions illustrate what the Inquisition 

considered a solemn and pious procession. A description of the 16 IS procession in Lisbon 

mentioned that the streets between the Holy Office and the church of St. Dominic had been 

decorated. The Dominicans brought several coaches in which they placed images of all of the 

martyrs of their order, and they carried several decorated altars they had made for the occasion. 

Even the viceroy was present at the celebration. The inquisitor general reported that the "solemn 

procession" had "edified" the entire city.^ The viceroy of Portuguese India in Goa attended the 

procession in Goa in 1624 over which a damask standard waved with St. Peter on one side and 

the arms of the Inquisition on the other. During the procession, two devout fnars fell to their 

knees periodically and proclaim "v/va a nossa santa fi" (long live our holy faith).^^ 

Surviving lists of the expenses of the celebrations show the kinds of expenditures 

incurred and that more was involved in the celebrations than the compromisso had outlined (see 

table 8.1). The priest who offered the sermon had to be paid as did those who performed the 

mass, and decorated the church. The celebrations were also accompanied with music, the ringing 

of bells, and the burning of incense- all of which the brotherhood had to pay for.^' 

" ANTT, CGSO, Livro 96, fols., 213v-2l4v. 
" ANTT, CGSO, Livfo 96, fols., 258-259v. 

The expenses for the Pedro Arbues brotiierhood were essentially the same. See ANTT, IL, 
Livro 81 and ANTT, IL, NT 2155. 
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Table 8.1. Expenses for the Celebration of St. Peter Marprr in Lisbon. 1816 
Expenditure ^ Cost 
the Preacher Rocha 045800 
the celebrant Bernardo Paulo 005800 
the Deacon Adriam 005600 
the Nazarene, the same 005600 
Francisco Jose Pinheiro, Master of Ceremonies 005800 
for acolytes at $480 reis each 015920 

the church decorator [armador] 125480 
music 125800 
moving the organ 015200 
incense 005120 
[?] to the decorators 005720 
assistants, two for each 015920 
the organ player 005100 
the youth from the college who played the bells 005120 
candles, and other expenses 045200 

total 435180 
Source: ANTT, IL, NT 2144. 

The financial resources of the Brazilian brotherhoods were considerably more limited 

than those in Portugal because of the lower number of familiares paying the entrance fee. 

Because of restricted resources, the Recife brotherhood limited the celebrations to the vespers 

procession, the mass, and the sermon.^' In 1790, the new brothers in Recife paid 4$000 r^is 

which was the only income the brotherhood had except for what they received from the sell of 

the candle wax left over after the celebration.*" 

The celebrations provided opportunities for interaction and the construction of a 

common identity, but they could also be occasions for strife and the exacerbation of personal 

rivalries. In 1702, the comiss^o Manuel da Costa Ribeiro in Recife reported that the major-

" ANTT, m Livro 154, fol., 26. 
^ ANTT, IL, Livio 160, fols., 87-89. 
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domo of die festival had asked a cleric, who had the public reputation for being a New Christian, 

to preach the sermon during the celebrations. The comissario refused to permit the priest to 

preach on such a holy occasion and told the major-domo to select someone else to give the 

sermon to avoid scandal and to maintain the dignity of the celebration/' 

The celebrations could also be the site of internal strife between inquisitional officials. 

In 1763, the Carmelite comissmo Antonio das Chagas, who had received his appointment to 

serve in the town of Goiana in 1761, happened to be in Recife in April during the celebration for 

St. Peter Martyr. He went to the senior comissmo, Antonio Alves Guerra, to request permission 

to participate in the celebration. Antonio Alves told him that since he had been qualified as a 

comissario in Goiana and not in Recife that he felt that he should not participate. Antonio das 

Chagas complained to the Inquisition, arguing that as a comisswo his jurisdiction was not 

limited to his place of residence. The Inquisition agreed and ordered him to desist. The next 

year, Antonio das Chagas made a point to be in Recife during the festivities and was allowed to 

participate. Antonio Alves was irritated that Antonio das Chagas should go over his head and he 

called the act "sinister." He claimed to receive the reproach from the Inquisition with 

submission, but he was now advised to beware of the pretensions and pride of Antonio das 

Chagas.*^ 

The irmandade was also involved in pious devotions and the welfare of their members. 

Every Sunday and on all holy days, the brotherhood was responsible for a mass in which they 

prayed for the conservation of the Holy Office. The major-domos were supposed to attend each 

of these masses. When one of the brothers died, th^ also collected $040 r^is fibm each brother 

ANTT, IL, Livro 323 and Livro 124. 
ANTT, IL, Livro 158, fols., 152-154. 
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to pay for a mass on the departed brother's behalf. Once a year they also held a service that cost 

IS200 reis and that all the elected officers for that year had to attend.'*^ 

To pay for the masses on Sundays and holy days and for the services for the departed 

brethren, once a year the officers visited each member to collect the mandatory donation of at 

least one tostao ($100 reis). If the donations did not cover the expenses of the brotherhood that 

year, then the major-domos and the scribe had to make up the difference from their own pockets. 

Any extra funds they raised during the year could be used to buy candles or other things the 

irmandade needed or was delivered to the incoming officers.'*^ In Recife, the brotherhood also 

collected dues and contributions (2S000 reis each) to pay for the mass for departed brethren and 

the yearly service for the brothers both living and dead.'*^ 

When accompanying the body of a deceased brother, the members gathered at the home 

of the deceased and accompanied the casket with lighted candles in their hands and wearing their 

habits. They walked behind the casket, keeping the order of precedence, to the church where 

they left their candles and returned home alone. The wives of the brothers, even widows, so long 

as they lived in "honesty" and seclusion, could also be accompanied in the same manner as their 

husbands. 

The irmandade also cared for some of the temporal needs of the brothers. Sick brothers 

were cared for by the andador who was assisted by a fellow brother who had been appointed by 

the judge. If the sick brother needed money, then a collection would be made in the same 

manner as they gathered the yearly donations. 

*'ANTT,CGSO,m.59. 
** ANTT, CGSO, m. S9. ANTT, IC, Livro 94 contains a register of the alms gathered for 
brothers and sisters of the brotherhood in Coimbta. 

ANTT, IL, Livro 160, fols., 87-89. 
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Any property the brotherhood received fh>m wills could be applied to defray the 

expenses of their obligations or to purchase necessary materials. But any real estate they 

received was supposed to be sold at public auction. This requirement in the compromisso 

effectively prevented the brotherhood fh>m gaining the kind of wealth that the confhttemity in 

Mexico City accumulated and kept it fiom becoming a significant financial institution.'*^ In 

doing so, the Inquisition prevented the familiares and other inquisitional officials as a group from 

developing independent sources of wealth and prestige. 

To preserve the prestige of the irmandade, the members were supposed to maintain a 

strict segregation from any other brotherhood, even if they belonged to one. Those members of 

the brotherhood who also belonged to the Santa Casas de Misericordia, for example, were 

expressly forbidden to join with the Misericordia in processions for dead brothers as familiares. 

The irmandade as a body was likewise forbidden to accompany any other procession or other 

activity. They could do so as individuals, but they could not wear their habits or otherwise 

display the insignia of the brotherhood.^^ 

Periodically, the festival fell into neglect, and the Inquisition issued orders to reform. 

Since 1641, the Inquisition had problems getting the qualificadores in Lisbon to attend the 

festival.^' In 1760, the Inquisition reasserted the order in which the participants should march 

and ordered the qualificadores, who had been absenting themselves from the pirocession, to join 

in. As part of the reform, they also ordered that a note be sent to each familiar and qualificador 

^ Greenleaf shows that the brotherhood in Mexico accumulated vast amounts of wealth in Tlie 
Inquisition Brotherhood." 

ANTT, CGSO, m. 59. 
** ANTT, IC, Livio 23, fols., 185,189. 
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ordering them to appear at 3:00 in the afternoon on April 28 and 9:00 in the morning on April 

29/' 

By the end of the eighteenth century, the inquisitional brotherhood had entered into 

decline. For example, the cult of St. Peter Martyr had fallen into decay in Rio de Janeiro in the 

late eighteenth century and in Madeira by 1779.^" Familiares became increasingly unwilling to 

assume the financial burdens of participation in the brotherhood and the numbers of new 

familiares declined, decreasing the revenue for the brotherhood. The turmoil of the French 

Revolution also contributed to the decline in Portugal. In 1809, the Coimbra tribunal did not 

hold the celebration at all because of the French invasion of Oporto on March 29,1809. It was 

also not held in 1811 because of the French invasion of Coimbra.^' The last election in Coimbra 

was held on March 3, 1820.^^ 

One of the primary reasons for the decline was the increasing cost of participation. The 

limit that the compromisso placed on the cost of the celebrations was often ignored, and, by the 

end of the eighteenth century, the expense had become so restrictive that familiares in Brazil and 

Portugal refused to serve as major-domos. The diminishing numbers of new brothers in the late 

eighteenth century also decreased the annual income of the irmandades which placed serious 

strains on their resources. In 1792, the members of the Lisbon brotherhood requested an increase 

' from six' major-domos to twelve to help spread the costs out." In response to these difficulties. 

ANTT, IL, Livro 158, fol., 6-8. 
ANTT, CGSO, m. 22, no. 65 and CGSO, Livro 352, fol., 65; See also ANTT, CGSO, m. 66. 
BN, Cod. 1497, fol., 12i23v-l224. 

" BN, Cod. 1497, fol., 1224. 
" ANTT, IL, Livro 160, fols., 117-118. The degeneration of the brotherhoods in the late 
eighteenth century seems to have been general. It even included the brotherhood of Peter 
Arbues. The andador of this brotherhood requested funds from the Lisbon Tribunal because the 
coffers of the brotherhood were emp^. He claimed that the tribunal had provided monQr for the 
celebration since 1794, but they sent it to the general council who refused to grant the request 
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the inquisitor general reformed the brotherhood in 1793. He limited the cost of the celebration to 

no more than 320S000 reis (partly a result of inflation, but also an indication of how extravagant 

the celebrations had become), and he divided up the expense in the following manner: inquisitor 

general or judge 40$000 reis, the scribe 20S000 rets, the second procurator 60$000 r^is, and the 

twenty major-domos 200SOOO reis at lOSOOO r^is each. In addition, he raised the entrance fee for 

new familiares from 2$400 r^is to 4$800 r^is.^* 

The irmandades of Brazil also suffered from the increasing cost of the celebrations. The 

rising costs were associated with the competition among confhitemities. The Inquisition wanted 

solemn processions that manifest the dignity and power of the Inquisition, but, in colonial Brazil, 

the restrictions on dancing and extravagance were not to the taste of the ofHcials who had to 

compete with the really glamorous and ostentatious displays of wealth and piety of the other 

brotherhoods. 

Already, by 17S0, the cost of the celebration in Bahia had become oppressive. The 

familiares complained that previous major-domos had begun passing out cakes, candles, and 

bouquets of flowers not only to the participating religious and the major-domos, but to private 

individuals as well. This was clearly an attempt to increase public interest in the celebrations. 

But, the cost of these extravagant and superfluous expenses had become so restrictive that the 

elected major-domos refused to assume their offices. The familiares of Bahia requested new 

regulations to bring the celebrations in line with what was being practiced in Lisbon. The local 

clergy had also begun to refuse to accompany the procession for dead brothers, and the familiares 

of Bahia requested that the Inquisition order them to do so. The tribunal ordered the senior 

until the crown ordered them to do so with the guarantee that it would not become a common 
practice. See ANTT, IL,NT2127. 
" ANTT, IL, Livro 160, fols., 181-182. 
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comissiurio to inform the familiares that if they wanted to continue with the festivities, they 

should be more moderate and eliminate all of the superfluous expenses. But they would not 

order the parish priests to accompany the processions of deceased brothers for fear of creating 

unnecessary controversies/^ 

In 1792, the familiares of Bahia complained that the cost of the celebration continued to 

be excessive. But this time the cost resulted from the greed of the Benedictine monks. The 

celebration of St Peter Martyr had been held at the church of the St. Bento Monastery since 

1697. But it now cost them ISOSOOO r^is to do so. The elected judge of the celebration paid 

32S000 reis, the scribe 16S000 reis and the rest had to be drawn from the new familiares who, 

since they were few, paid 10 to 12$000 reis. Some excused themselves from participation in the 

brotherhood because they could not meet the payment. The older familiares refused to meet the 

payments because they bad already served as major-domos and contributed large sums to the 

brotherhood. 

Under these circumstances, they would no longer be able to carry out the celebrations if 

they could not reduce the cost. They asked permission to celebrate the festival in the Church of 

the Third Order of St Dominic which would cut their cost by half. The monastery of St Bento 

had charged them 245000 reis for the mass and 16$000 for the sermon in addition to the costs for 

the music and other expenses. At the church of St Dominic, they only charged 8$000 r^is for the 

mass, 10 or 12$000 for the sermon, and the irmandade could hire the music more cheaply 

elsewhere. The tribunal of Lisbon accused the Benedictines of engaging in sordid and improper 

behavior for an institution of their character, and, since it was the practice everywhere to hold the 

" ANTT, IL, Livro 157, fols., 36-37. 
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ceremonies in churches of St. Dominic, they recommended diat the king accept the petition, 

which he did.** 

The decadence of the irmandade of St. Peter Martyr in the late eighteenth century was 

symptomatic of the general decline in the Inquisition. In Recife in 1790, many familiares had 

also begun to refuse to join the brotherhood and to participate in its activities and local religious 

authorities attempted to excerpt control over the brotherhood. In 1790, the juiz de capelas (judge 

of chapels or shrines) notifled the treasurer of the irmandade to give an account of the finances of 

the brotherhood. This, of course, was completely without precedent and the treasurer appealed to 

the senior comissario, Henrique Martins Gaio, who petitioned the Inquisition for advice. The 

inquisition, of course, instructed him not to give an account to anyone but them.*^ Despite the 

problems, the benefits of participating in the brotherhood attracted several men who petitioned to 

work for the Inquisition because they wanted to serve St. Peter Martyr.*' 

The Inqaisitioaal Militia 

Like the brotherhood, the inquisitional militia company provided another forum for the 

familiares to publicly display their identiQr and status. It also permitted some of them to recover 

lost privileges and became a part of the debates and conflicts over those privileges. 

The company of &miliares did not come to Brazil until 1713. The reason for the nearly 

one hundred year time lag in the creation of the company in Brazil was the same as that for the 

brotheriioods. There simply were not enough familiares to make such a company possible until 

the eighteenth century anywhere in Brazil. The initial creation of the company in Portugal and 

^ ANTT, IL, Livro 160, fols., 102-104. 
" ANTT, IL, Livro 160, fols., 87-89. 

At least four applicants indicated that this was why they had petitioned to work for the 
Inquisition. See ANTT, HSO, Jacinto 6/76, Jos6 103/1465, Manuel 227/1362; NH, ex. 39. 
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its later establishment in Brazil both responded to larger crisis in the Portuguese empire and 

came at times when Portugal could not afford to allow privileged groups to completely avoid 

military service. 

In November of 1640, the Duke of Braganfa became D. Joio IV, king of Portugal, after a 

conspiracy of nobles declared Portuguese independence from Spain. When D. Jo2o IV assumed 

the throne, Portugal was in a poor state to carry on the war for independence that ensued. 

Portugal lacked a modem army. Its fortifications were weak and her best military leaders were 

off fighting for the Spanish elsewhere in Europe. The crown ordered every tribunal in Lisbon to 

create and finance its own company composed of at least 1 SO men. Each company carried the 

name of the tribunal that created it and who bore the responsibility of paying for the standards, 

drums, and drummers.^^ The Inquisition was one of those tribunals and ordered all of its officials 

and their servants to join the companhia dos familiares (company of familiares).^ The 

Inquisition believed that its privileges prevented the new company from being subject to the 

colonels and captains of the regular army~a position that the familiares in Brazil continually 

reasserted.^' The crown dismissed the companhia dos familiares from the jurisdiction of regular 

army officers and permitted them to accompany his person in the same manner as the knights of 

ANTT, CGSO, NT 4147. It is possible that something along these lines had occurred in 1639, 
but it is not clear. See ANTT, IL, Livro, ISl, fol., 340. The crown also exacted a levy on horses 
at the same time. See AHM, 1st division, 2d section, "Companhas da Guerra da RestaurafSo," 
Azul 76, no. 20, ex. I. 
" ANTT, IL, Livro 151, foU S33. The Pope Pic V issued a bull entitled Sacrosantae romanae et 
universali Ecclesiae in 1570, which noted diat die fiuniliaies (called crocesignati in Italy) had 
been formed into a company to act as inquisitioiial auxiliaries. See Bethencourt, Histdriadas 
Inquisifdes, 90. The companies never served Aat purpose in Portugal or Brazil. 
" ANTT, CGSO, NT 4147; ANTT, IL, Livro 151, fol., 521. 
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the militaiy orders and required them to drill once a month/^. After the wars of restoration were 

over, the auxiliary companies fell into disuse. 

The new conflict over the Spanish succession (1701-1714) that erupted in the first years 

of the eighteenth century, however, suddenly rendered the auxiliary companies significant once 

again and stimulated considerable discussion about how the companhia dos familiares was to be 

organized and how it was supposed to function. Also, by this time, the familiares do numero had 

been created, and it was necessary to clarify which familiares were requi^ to serve. In 1701, 

the inquisitor general made it clear that all the familiares, not just the familiares do numero, had 

to serve, otherwise there would not be enough to form a company 

The crisis of the Spanish succession also forced the crown to retract the privilege of 

exemption from service in the militia from all privileged groups. In 1699 and again in 1709, the 

crown determined that none of the privileged groups in Portugal or in Brazil, including the 

familiares, could be exempt any longer from service in the third line regiments and ordered them 

to organize companies.^ But in 1704, D. Catarina ordered in response to a conflict in Rio that 

the familiares should not be forced to serve in the third line regiments except in times of war or 

when some unexpected emergen^r required it.'' The privileged companies of auxiliaries 

BN, Cod. 641, fols., 521, S33; ANTT, CGSO, NT 4147. The inquisitor general described how 
the company functioned in Lisbon in the early eighteenth century. See ANTT, CGSO, NT 41S1 
and4147; BN, Cod. 749, fols., 20-20v; ANTT, MNEJ, Livro 5, fol., 14v-l5v; and AHM, 1st 
division, 2d section, ex. 2, no. S8. 
" ANTT, CGSO, NT 4147. They also discussed the possibility of creating two companies-one 
for the old and sick and another for those actually citable of service. See ANTT, CGSO, NT 
4147; ANTT, MNEJ, Livro 5, fol., I3v. 

AHU, Rio de Janeiro, ex. IS, doc. 7S. 
" ANTT, CGSO, Livro 381, fol., 30v and AHU, Bahia, 8869/890S. D. Catarina was the 
daughter of D. Joio IV and became the queen of England. Upon the death of her husband and 
the crowning of the new king in 1688, she returned to Portugal where she served as regent twice. 
Incidental^, she also had a comissario of the Inquisition as one of her courtiers In England. 
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provided a compromise between these two positions, and the famiiiares in Brazil were allowed to 

organize companies of their own. 

In order to stimulate interest in the companies, the crown granted privileges to the new 

auxiliary troops, including the company of famiiiares. In 1645, D. Jo3o IV granted them 

exemption from a variety of forced taxations, monetary contributions, or property exactions. He 

granted them all the privileges of the full-time paid soldiers, and the captains and officers 

enjoyed the privileges of their counterparts in the fiill-time military which included the foro 

militar (the right to be tried in a militaiy court). They were also exempt from being impressed 

into the third line militia.^ In 1751, the crown also granted them exemption from forced 

employment in public ofHces." These were many of the same privileges being limited to a small 

minori^ of famiiiares firom the 1680s on. 

The Company in Brazil 

When the company was finally established in Brazil in 1713, it was integrated into the 

complex military organization the crown had already created in Brazil by the eighteenth century. 

The military organization consisted of fiill-time professionals called the tropas da linha ("first 

line" or tropa paga) and the part-time unpaid units called either milicia (militia or "second line") 

or ordemmgas ("third line" or tergos). The first line troops were generally the permanent 

Portuguese troops (where these were stationed) or paid full-time regulars raised from the local 

population. The second line were auxiliary troops and were organized by parish and segregated 

by social status and ethnicity. For example, die company of Henrique Dias was organized in 

^ These privileges were ratified periodically by royal declarations. See AHM, 1st division, 2d 
section, ex. 2, no. 58. 
" AHM, 1st division, 2d section, ex. 2, no. 58. 
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Peraambuco in the seventeenth centuiy for fiee blacks only. The third line consisted of all males 

18 to 60 years of age that had not been enlisted in the other two groups. These corps were 

divided into lergos or regimentos (regiments), which were further divided into companies.^ The 

auxiliary troops of the second line were required to drill once a month and often participated in 

public displays on special occasions and holy days. The third line only drilled four times a year, 

and the drills only took place on Sundays, which made service in the second and third lines 

compatible with earning a living.^ 

Those who belonged to privileged groups, such as the titled nobility, the familiares, and 

the moedeiros (coiners), did not have to serve in the tropas pagas and the ordenan^as so long as 

they had their own militia units. These groups organized militia companies of their own or 

joined the regimento dos nobres (nobles), dos privilegiados (privileged), or later the uteis 

(useful), all of which were considered second line auxiliaries. The familiares studiously resisted 

incorporation into the other privileged militia groups and struggled to maintain their sense of 

exclusiveness. 

The first companhia dos familiares was created in Bahia in 1713 under the captain 

Sebastiio de Bras de Araujo.^° This company formed the prototype for all the later companies 

established in Brazil. The royal confirmation of SebastiSo's appointment followed the precedent 

^ See Caio Prado, Jr., Formofdo do Brasil contenqmrdneo: Coldnia (S2o Paulo: Livraria 
Martins Editora, 1942), 308-311; F.W.O. Morton, The Militaiy and Society in Bahia, 1800-
1821," JLAS 7, no. 2 (197S): 250; Gustavo Barroso and J. Washi Rodrigues, eds. Uniformes do 
exercito brasileiro (Rio de Janeiro: np, 1922), S-8; Aliatar Loreto, C<q>itidos de histdria militar 
do Brasil (Colonia-Reino) (Rio de Janeiro: Edificio do Minist^o da Guerra, 1945), 11-19; 
Cecilia Maria Westphalen, "A milicia da comarca de Paranagui e Curitiba," in De Cabral a 
Pedro I: Aspectos da colonizofdo portugesa no Brasil, ed. Maria Beatriz Nizza da Silva (Porto: 
Humbertipo, 2001), 329-336. 
^ AHM, 1st division, 2d section, ex. 2, no. 58. 

AHU, Peraambuco, ex. 48, doc. 4303; I thank Luiz Mott for providing some of the initial 
leads on the company in Brazil. See Mott, '*A Companhia dos Familiares do Santo Oficio no 
Brasil." 
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set in Portugal and excused the company form the jurisdiction of the colonels. The captain did 

not receive a salary, but the crown granted him all of the privileges, honors, exemptions, and 

liberties inherent in the office. The companies usually contained a full-complement of officers 

including lieutenants, ensigns, sergeants, and corporals. 

The companhia dos famillares also had a distinctive uniform. It adhered generally to the 

other styles of the times, but their colors were green, red, and white. In 1800, the familiares of 

Pemambuco dressed in a manner very similar to the company of nobles. They wore a black top 

hat with a gold band and a white feather, a red taper-cut jacket with a green collar, green cuffs, 

and green lapels studded with brass buttons. The epaulets were red with green and gold trim. 

White pants, white gaiters, and black boots completed the uniform.^' The uniform was 

distinguished and the colors and style distinct enough to set them apart from all of the other 

companies. It also conformed to the styles of the time and contributed to the Inquisition's desire 

for respectability and exclusiveness. 

The companies created in Rio and Pemambuco resulted from the familiares' distaste for 

being subordinated to regular military officials or to being combined in units with other 

privileged groups. For example, in the 1720s, the familiares in Rio continued to resist the 

attempts to be enlisted in the companhia dos privilegiados with the "nobility" of Rio on the 

pretense that they were excused from all military service because of their privileges (which, of 

course, was no longer true)." In response, the governor of Rio proposed, in 1724, the creation of 

a companhia dos familiares (with 60 individuals), and in 172S, the king ordered the creation of 

the company and reprimanded the familiares for causing such a scandal when they knew that it 

The company of Bahia sported a similar uniform, although they had red breeches, golden 
epaulets, a gold rimmed cap, and a coat with tails. See Barroso wd Rodrigues, Uniformes do 
exercito brasileiro, 25,29. 
" AHU, Rio de Janeiro, ex. 13, doc. 146. 
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was against the law for anyone to be exempt from military service, particularly in times of 

crisis.^^ As late as 1736, they still debated whether the company should be incorporated into the 

regimento dos privilegiados or not, which was a frequent cause for debate in both Portugal and 

Brazil/'' 

The company was not established in Pemambuco until 1734 when the number of 

familiares was sufficient to warrant its creation. The primary stimulus for its creation, however, 

was the fact that the familiares did not like being subordinated to the colonels of the third line 

troops. As with the other companies, the new company was directly subordinated to the 

governor, and they were allowed to gather at the gubernatorial palace to await his orders when 

they were called upon to serve.^' The 1713 order creating the company in Bahia and a 1743 

letter of confumation formed the basis for the organization of the companies in Brazil, and they 

were frequently cited by those tiying to defend inquisitional privilege.^^ The familiares 

repeatedly called on these declarations to assert their independence of the regular military and 

the crown affirmed this privilege every time it passed a patent of office to a new ofHcial in the 

company." 

Their independence of regular military authority was, however, periodically challenged 

by governors and military leaders, however, who wanted to force familiares to serve in the 

regular or third line units. For example, in 174S, the familiares of Olinda and Recife complained 

that the governor Henrique Luis Pereira Freire forced them to serve in the ordenanfas on the 

pretext that before they were familiares they had been auxiliary soldiers. To make matters 

^ AHU, Rio de Janeiro, ex. IS, doc. 75. 
AHU, Rio de Janeiro ex. 32, doc. 104. 
AHU, Pemambuco, ex. 48, doc. 4303. 
AHU, Bahia, ex. 179, doc. 19. 

"" There are several examples of these patents in the AHU. See AHU, Bahia, ex. 161, doc. 22; 
AHU, Pemambuco, ex. lOS, doc. 8122; AHU, Pemambuco, ex. 106, doc. 8203. 
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worse, he forced them to serve in the same companies with mulattos, mestizos, and other "vile 

people"(genre vil). The crown ordered the governor to respect previous orders such as the ones 

from 1704 and 1739.'* 

Similar problems occurred in Bahia. When soldiers in the ordenanfa in Bahia became 

familiares, they wanted to leave the militia and enter the company of familiares arguing that their 

privileges exempted them from service in the ordenan^a. The governor, however, would not 

honor the privilege and ordered them to re^in in the militia.^' The Inquisition responded to one 

of these complaints in 1787 and sent a comissario to investigate.*" The same thing occurred to 

the familiar, Francisco Pedro Cardoso da Silva, who petitioned the overseas council in 1806, but 

his petition was denied.*' By that time, inquisitional privilege was becoming increasingly 

difficult to uphold. 

As with the familiares do numero, a certain amount of confusion surrounded the 

companies. For example, in 1746, the governor of Pemambuco tried to recreate a company for 

privileged men, including the knights of the Order of Christ and other retired officers, which 

would only be subject to the governor. The overseas council denied his petition because, they 

said, Recife already had the companhia dos familiares, which was a privileged company, and 

privileged men should join it.*^ This was not strictly in accordance with the previous royal 

orders, and, since we do not have any lists of this company, it is impossible to tell if they were 

ever included in the companhia dos familiares. It seems unlikely, however, because we find 

references to the regiment of nobles later on.*^ 

'* ANTT, CGSO, Livro 381, fol., 168. 
ANTT, CGSO, NT 4152. 
ANTT, CGSO, NT 4152. 

" AHU, Bahia, ex. 238, doc. 70. 
AHU, Pemambuco, ex. 62, doc. 5347. 

*^ See AHU, Pemambuco, ex. 105, doc. 8165; ex. 107, doc. 8298; and ex. 109, doc. 8467. 
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It is impossible to tell whether ail of the familiares actually participated in the company 

or how many usually served at any one time because we do not have any lists of the company for 

Pemambuco; but, in 1744, when Roque Antunes Correia was named captain, there were forty 

familiares enlisted in the company.** The two existing lists for Bahia, however, give us some 

sense of how large the companies could be and what they did. In 1762, the companhia dos 

familiares in Bahia contained seventy-five familiares and for^-eight adjuncts (caixeiros or 

clerks) of the familiares—eight of the familiares were absent, one was blind, and the caixeiro of 

the widow of the familiar Jose Ferreira Bandeira had been ordered to serve by the governor.'^ It 

is unclear whether the caixeiros normally served in the company or not. 

In 1775, the governor of Bahia had the comissario, Antonio da Costa de Andrade, sent a 

description of each privileged company and the privileges they exercised to the overseas council. 

In response, Antonio listed all of the privileges the familiares do numero enjoyed as if they were 

not restricted.^ He then declared that when the company in Bahia had been ordered to prepare 

for war, they were the first to present themselves for service. They had equipped themselves at 

their own cost with flags, drums, fifes, and uniforms with red vests and green cuffs. The 

companhia dos familiares in Bahia was also the first to form up for the disembarkation of the 

bishop of Pemambuco and the first to present itself for guard duties, drills, and marches. 

Domingos da Costa Braga* served in Bahia when the city prepared for an expected Spanish 

invasion. While still a lieutenant, he enlisted the soldiers, and equipped them at his own cost, 

and drilled them. When the captain was sick for two years, he effectively mounted guard duty 

while the regular army was dispatched to Rio.*^ 

" ANTT, Merces, D. Joao V, Livro 34, fol., 446. 
" AHU, Bahia, ex. 32, docs. 5954-5963. 

AHU, Bahia, ex. 48, docs. 8863-8899 and 8901-8911. 
" ANTT, Merces, D. Maria I, Livro 16, foU 93 and AHU, Bahia, ex. 182, doc. 19. 
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When asked to comment on the usefulness of the familiar company, the comissario 

claimed that the company was very necessary because of the "infected nation of Negros" and the 

"gentiles from the coast of Guinea" who abounded in America and who practiced their 

"barbarous dogmas" full of "abominable deviltries, and witchcraft" and who only respected the 

Inquisition and their familiares." This declaration came after the elimination of the pure blood 

statutes, and so the absence of New Christians in the declaration is to be expected. But it also 

reveals the changing concern of inquisitional officials in the colony for other forms of religious 

unorthodoxy as well as the need to justify their own existence. Questioning the need for the 

company was tantamount to challenging the necessity of the Inquisition which could not be 

justified in military terms—hence the argument that the company's main purpose was to ensure 

religious orthodoxy in a heterodoxical and interracial society. This, of course, was not true 

because the company in Brazil was never at the disposal of the Inquisition to be used for military 

purposes, but was always subject to the governor. The list of the company fn>m 1775 shows that 

there were 101 familiares in Salvador-sixty-six of whom served in the company. The others 

were exempt because they were either ill, or serving in one of the other tribunals, or in the 

regimento dos uteis by choice.'^ 

Like the other military organizations in colonial Brazil, the ofiicerships in the company 

were generally reserved for those from high social backgrounds. Of the seven captains that I 

have been able to identify thus far in Pemambuco, one of them was a knight of the Order of 

Christ, four were wealthy businessmen, one was a capitio-mor, and one held a Bachelor of Arts 

from Coimbra. At least two of them considerably wealthy.'*' 

" AHU, Bahia, ex. 48, docs. 8865 and 8875. 
AHU, Bahia, ex. 48, docs. 8875 and 8911. 
See AHU. Pemambuco, ex. 48, doc. 4303; ANTT Merces, D. Jos61, Livro 23, foU 419; ANTT 

Merc^ D. Maria I, Livro 16, foU 78v; AHU Pemambuco, ant. a 1799, outubro, 17. 
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The company was also similar to the other militia companies in their practice of 

promoting Portuguese immigrants as ofRcers which sometimes resulted in conflicts. These 

conflicts show that even though the company provided outward signs of prestige, compensated 

for lost privileges, and provided a framework for joint action and public manifestations of group 

identity, the company was not immune from internal conflicts. 

For example, Josi Lopes Viana became a familiar in 1780. He was appointed alferes 

(ensign) of the company in Pemambuco in I79S, but had to wait nine years for a confirmation. 

In the meantime, the captain of the company, Manuel Francisco Maciel Monteiro, had been 

promoted leaving the position vacant. Jos£ expected to be promoted and was offended when the 

interim governing junta named Joaquim Gomes da Silva e Azevedo. Jos^ requested that 

Joaquim's nomination be annulled because he was in the direct line of promotion and Joaquim 

was a de EuropcT (a child of Europe) only recently established in Recife with no military 

experience or service in the company. Joaquim had also only served as the capitdo agregado 

(associated captain). These supemumeraiy captains were appointed, even when no vacancies 

were available, as prestige titles with no responsibilities, to powerful individuals at a time when 

military promotions were slow and infrequent. The practice created large numbers of men with 

military titles who did virtually nothing of a military nature-hence Jos^ argued that Joaquim was 

not the legitimate successor. 

The ex-captain, Manuel Francisco Maciel Monteiro, also wrote in support of Jose's 

petition to the overseas council. The overseas council requested the opinion of the interim 

governors of Pemambuco on the matter. The governors argued that Josh's petition was "destitute 

of all purity" (destituido de toda pureza)y but they studiously avoided engi^g his arguments. 

They simply argued, as they had in their nomination, that Joaquim was a wealthy merchant who 
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had contributed an enonnous loan to the royal treasury and supported various charities. As Jose 

pointed out, none of that qualified Joaquim to serve as captain of the company, but the overseas 

council rejected Jose's petition." They made it clear that promotion was not simply a matter of 

merit and that wealthy Portuguese immigrants would continue to be favored by the colonial 

government to the detriment of native-bom Brazilians.*^ 

CoBclusioii 

The Inquisition in Brazil could not rely on the autos-de fe to excite public interest and 

fear of inquisitional power and to bolster public esteem because they were held in Lisbon. This 

gap was at least partially filled by the activities of the brotherhood and by the inquisitional 

militia company. The monthly drills of the company of familiares, the weekly masses, fi^uent 

burial services, and yearly celebrations of the brotherhood placed the Inquisition continuously 

before the public eye and manifested its power and prestige. Together with the whole repertoire 

of rich symbolism and flamboyant costumes, these organizations allowed the Inquisition to sink 

deep roots into the urban sectors of Brazilian society where the brotheriioods and militias 

functioned and to reproduce its power and prestige. They also created the opportunity for 

inquisitional officials to manifest in public their common identity and dependence on the 

Inquisition for their status. The organization of the brotherhood and the militia also permitted a 

sort of vertical integration that reinforced social hierarchies. Portuguese-bom familiares were 

promoted over native-bora familiares in the militia companies. The wealthy and powerful 

" AHU, Pemambuco, 1796, Janeiro, 26; ant. a 1800, matfo, 11; 1802, dezembro, 7; ant a 1804, 
julho, 7; ant a 1799, outubro, 17; Felix de Araujo Aranha also contested the appointment of a 
captain to the company in Bahia, but his petition was denied. He argued that the position should 
be granted based on merit not as a gift or a grant See AHU, Bahia, ex. 1S2, doc. 66. 
^ These conflicts were frequent in the colonial militaiy. See Motton, The Military,'* 2S4-2S7, 
264-266. 
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generally held the positions of power and influence in both organizations. Yet, at least once a 

year, the brothers cast equally weighted votes and marched in the celebrations of St Peter Martyr 

without any order of precedence. They also wore the same habits and militaiy uniform and 

received the same social services from the brotherhood regardless of their social status. 

The creation of these organizations at the end of the seventeenth century and the 

beginning of the eighteenth century helped compensate for lost privileges. They did so by 

restoring some of those privileges to at least a few in the militia company and by providing 

prestigious organizations that continued to attacked interest. 

The brotherhood performed the functions of other religious brotherhoods in Brazil by 

serving as a mechanism for social integration, providing social welfare, and constructing social 

identity. The irmandade and the militia also provided fi^uent opportunities for corporate action 

and a foundation for group identity which tied each brother's status and prestige to that of his 

fellows. But they also highlighted some of the tension among inquisitional officials. 

Participation in the brotherhood could also be veiy demanding in time and resources, particularly 

for the elected officials. The rising cost of the celebrations in the late eighteenth century 

contributed to the growing reluctance of familiares to spend their time and resources in the 

service of the Inquisition and to the growing lack of interest in appointments. 
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CHAPTER 9 

IMPOSTORS, ABUSERS, AND OBSTRUCTERS OF INQUISITIONAL AUTHORITY 

In March or April of 1593, Belquior Mendes de Azevedo went to the home of the New 

Christian Tomas Lopes and made him swear never to reveal the secret he would tell him. 

Belquior had just returned from Bahia, where the inquisitor Heitor Furtado de Mendon^a was 

holding an inquisitional court and where he had denounced the New Christians of Recife for 

Judaizing. Belquior informed Tom^ that the inquisitor had given him orders to take Tomas 

prisoner for crimes against the Inquisition. But, if Tomas would give him a barrel of wine and 

ten cruzados, he would tear up the orders right away. When Tomas asked what the crimes were, 

Belquior said he was accused of Judaizing and traveling through the village with one bare foot 

tied with a dishrag to signal the Jews to gather and to give him the money to pay for the Jewish 

lamps. Tomis replied that he had neither wine, money, nor guilt, and Belquior went away, but 

returned two more times with the same declaration. When he discovered that Tom^ would not 

give in to his demands, he threatened to take him to Bahia in chains. In desperation, Tom^ went 

to the Jesuit college and told the rector Henrique Mendes that he would hang himself with a rope 

if Belquior returned to his home, and he begged the rector to get Belquior to leave him alone. 

The Jesuit did so, and Belquior did not return. 

But the damage had been done. When the inquisitor arrived in Pemambuco in 1S93, 

Tom^ denounced Belquior who at first denied the accusation, but eventually admitted what he 

had done. He was punished in the auto-de-fe held in Olinda on September 9,1S9S. His sentence 

included confessions once a month for a year in which he had to recite the penitential psalm of 
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David three times, fast every Wednesday, on which day he had to hear mass, and to pay for the 

costs of his trial.' 

This was the first known case of a fake official in Pemambuco. Not ail unwitting victims 

were as fortunate as Tom^; nor did all impostors get off so easy as Belquior. But the general 

dynamics were the same. The mechanisms that the Inquisition put in to place to attract the 

highest quality individuals and provide them with the prestige, honor, and status necessary to 

retain their continued support and reproduce their own power and prestige often backfired. The 

potential prestige, status, honor, and power of inquisitional office attracted impostors and abusers 

of inquisitional authority who were drawn by a desire for the personal advantages such power 

offered. Inquisitional power and prestige were real, and they could be subverted. The potential 

power of inquisitional authoriQr in personal affairs proved too tempting for both officials and 

non-officials. But most frequently, the abuse or falsification of inquisitional authority had very 

limited objectives such as gaining advant^e in a personal conflict, obtaining protection from 

arrest or prosecution, or extorting money. Most cases involved a single event, and few impostors 

or abusers of inquisitional authority possessed the wherewithal to maintain the fraud for long 

periods of time. 

In all cases, the Inquisition could not countenance abuse, fraud, or interference in 

inquisitional process and sought to restrict such activity. These cases reveal both the extent and 

the limits of inquisitional power. That it could be used for temporary personal advantage in 

cases where people feared to challenge the false authority, even though they may have perceived 

it as such, shows how very real and powerful that authority could be. While at the same time, the 

' ANTT, IL, Processo 7956. 
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Table 9.1. Crimes against the Inquisition by officials and non-officials in the Portuguese Empire, 
1S44-180S 

%of %of 
Non-Officials Num. Total Officials Num. Total 
Impersonating Official Abusing Authori^ 

Fake comissario 2 2.6 Abuse of authority 18 26.1 
Fake familiar 22 28.2 Abuse of privilege 2 2.9 
Fake orders 6 7.7 Faked orders 3 4.3 
Fake qualificador 1 1.3 Subtotal 23 33J 
False imprisonment 6 7.7 Obstruction 

Subtotal 37 47.4 Disobey orders 1 1.4 
Obstruction Fail to comply with orders 7 lO.I 

Abusing authority of 10 12.8 Impede woik of Inquisition 14. 20.3 
Inquisition 
Disobeying orders 2 2.6 Reveal secrets 1 1.4 
Impeded denunciation I 13 Subtotal 23 33.3 
Injured an official 2 2.6 Unknown 8 11.6 
Obstructed the work of 19 24.4 Officials denounced for other 
Inquisition crimes 
Refuse to assist Familiar 1 1.3 Heretical propositions 7 10.1 
Refused to honor 2 2.6 Homicide 3 4.3 
privilege 
Reveal secrets 2 2.6 Masonry 1 1.4 
Spoke poorly of 1 IJ Molinism 1 1.4 
Inquisition 
Stole firom inquisitional 1 1.3 Solicitation 2 2.9 
prisoners 

Subtotal 41 52.6 Subtotal 16 23.2 
Totals 78 100.0 69 100.0 
Sources: ANTT, CGSO, Livro 435; IL, NT 3135; IL, Livro 31, fol., 9,419v; IL, Li\TO 32; 
Processo 17213; IL, Livro 328; IL, Livio 922, fols., 206,221-232; IL, Livro 327; Livro 317, 
fols., 369; IL, Livro 818, fols., 412-418,429; IL, Livro 300, fol., 164; IL, Livro 327; IL, Livro 
154, fols., 145,247,256-256v; IL, Livro 271, fol., 376-378, IL, Livro 327; Livro 271, fols., 376-
378; IL, Livro 277, fols., 114-114v, 226; IL, Livro 280, fol., 346; IL, Livro 294, fols., 73-74, 186-
187v; IL, Livro 299, fols., 82; IL, Livro 319, fols., 315-31Sv; IL, m. 10, no. 72; IL, m. 23, no. 13; 
IL, m. 23, no. 13; IL, m. 27, no. 30; IL, m. 30, no. 11; IL, m. 31; IL, NT 2132; Processos 45,96, 
191, 341,412,414, 504, 722, 801,1082,1093, 1099, 1142,1590, 1633, 1689, 1818, 1891, 1978, 
2160,2169, 2237,2243,2259,2274,2517,2910,2982, 3004, 3016,3693, 3850, 3961, 5082, 
5172, 5175,5216, 5283,5365, 5416, 5551, 5554,5555, 5605, 5675,5685, 5760, 5783, 5862, 
5893,6000,6459,6460,6517, 7031,7343,7491,7501, 7806, 8092, 8177, 8182, 8187, 8199, 
9128,9254,9519,9928,9930,9935,9943,9945,9960, 10223,10476,10482,10500,11319, 
11321,11349, 11369,11378,11380, 11397,11436,11442,11443,11585,11587, 11595,11688, 
11693,12945,17213; Calainho, "En nome do Santo Oficio," 139-145. 
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fact that these abuses were denounced, prosecuted, and punished by the Inquisition, demonstrates 

that the Inquisition was serious about controlling the use of inquisitional power. The fine line 

between the zealous ofHcial and the corrupt or fake ofHcial, however, was not always 

distinguishable to those caught up in inquisitional or pseudo-inquisitional activity. And the 

existence of abuse and false authority only contributed to the sense of the arbitrary and 

destructive nature of inquisitional power. 

Table 9.1 shows the general patterns of these types of activities in the Portuguese 

Empire. Of course, these numbers are incomplete due to the nature of the documentation, but 

they show that non-officials frequently obstructed inquisitional proceedings (52.6%) or 

impersonated inquisitional officials (47.4%). Likewise, the table shows that, far from being 

untouchables, officials were denounced for a variety of crimes. Most frequently, these crimes 

included some form of abuse of their authority (33.3%) or obstructing the work of the Inquisition 

(33.3%), but they were also denounced for heretical propositions, solicitation, fmmasonry, and 

homicide (23.2%). The patterns for Pemambuco parallel those for the Portuguese Empire. 

Inquisitional Regulations for the Control of Abusers, Obstmcters, and Impostors 

From the Inquisition's perspective, all those who abused its authority, obstructed its 

work, or impersonated its officials diminished the authority, power, prestige, and good name of 

the Inquisition. As early as IS44, when the number of familiares was still veiy low, they already 

had a case of abuse of authority. And as early as 1557, they had a case of obstruction.^ The 

problem continued to grow with at least thirty-three cases of either abuse or obstruction before 

1640. The 1613 Regimento attempted to deal with the problem and declared that the 

^ ANTT, IL, Processes 2160 and 5555. 
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misbehavior of officials should be reported to the Inquisition; but it did not discuss the matter in 

any detail.^ The 1640 Regimento, however, rectified that problem. The regimento broke up 

these infractions into two main categories—those who obstructed or disturbed the ministry of the 

Inquisition and those who impersonated ministers and officials of the Inquisition. 

Obstructing or disturbing the ministry included insulting or offending inquisitional 

officials, threatening or intimidating witnesses, stealing and destroying inquisitional documents, 

helping prisoners escape, prohibiting officials from carrying weapons or canying out diligencias, 

refusing to obey orders of the Inquisition, revealing inquisitional secrets, and bribing 

inquisitional officials. The penalties for this behavior were harsh. Besides excommunication 

ispo facto, they were to be whipped, banished to the galleys, and any other punishments the 

inquisitors saw fit. Officials who engaged in any of these practices should lose their office, be 

whipped, and sent to the galleys, unless th^ were clerics. 

Impersonating an official included falsifying an order from the Inquisition, pretending to 

have some secret pertaining to the Holy Office, taking prisoners in the name of the Holy Office 

without orders, and pretending to have some crime to denounce to the Inquisition. If the criminal 

was a commoner, he should be whipped and banished. If he were a person of ^'quality," then he 

should only be banished. Both had to pay back anything they had extorted, and in some cases 

'double what they had taken.'* The 1774 Regimento abridged the discussion of crimes and their 

punishments somewhat but did not change the essential intent or meaning. It added a warning to 

^1613 Regimento, Title VI, Paragraphs D, m. Siqueira, "Os Regimentos da Inquisi9io,'' 667. 
* 1640 Regimento, Book in. Title, ^OQ-^OCU. Siqueira, "Os Regimentos da InquisifSo,'' 865-
868. 
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bishops who created regulations that disturbed the ministry of the Holy Office, and it diminished 

the harshness of the punishments. The crimes, however, remained essentially the same/ 

Abuse of Aothority 

Abuse of inquisitional authority manifested itself in a variety of ways. Most often it 

involved officials who attempted to use their authority for personal gain or for protection from 

other powerful individuals. Officials were accused of revealing inquisitional secrets, falsifying 

orders, taking prisoners without orders, mistreating prisoners, extorting money, and a variety of 

other crimes. 

As might be might expected, one of the greatest temptations for someone who possessed 

the power to imprison and confiscate property was to extort money from persons who had reason 

to fear the Inquisition. For example, in Portugal in 1709, Francisco Lopes Sarafana accepted 

money from people he had been sent to imprison for the purpose of keeping it safe and dividing it 

up between himself and the prisoners later on. He even diverted some of the confiscated goods 

to his own pocket during the taking of the inventory. As a consequence, he lost his carta and 

never got it back.^ In 1736, the guard of the inquisitional prison in ^vora was whipped and sent 

to the galleys for ten years for taking money to help prisoners conununicate with their families.^ 

In Pemambuco, Francisco de Sales Goijao was accused of selling inquisitional secrets to Friar 

Jose Maria de Jesus.' Sometimes officials took advantage of the vulnerable position of their 

^ 1774 Regimento, Book III, Title XVIU-XIX. Siqueira, ''Os Regimentos da Inquisifio," 961-
963. 
' ANTT, IL, Processo. Daniela Calainho and Anita Novinsky have found several cases of abuse 
of authority elsewhere in Brazil. See Calainho, "En nome do Santo Oficio, 140-144 and 
Novinslty, "A igreja no Brasil colonial," 25. 
' ANTT, IL, Processo 2243. 
• ANTT, IL, Processo 17392. 
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prisoners. For instance, in 1706, Jose do Vale was reprimanded for mistreating a female prisoner 

by pinching and whipping her.' 

Comissarios could also use their authority to strong-arm potential witnesses into 

providing the denunciations they desired. For example, Francisco Inacio da Cunha, second 

lieutenant of the artillery company of Recife, complained to the Inquisition in 1787 that the 

comiss^o Henrique Martins Gaio had extorted his denunciation of Bernardo Luis Ferreira 

Portugal. He claimed that Henrique came to his quarters and asked him whether he knew that 

Bernardo Luis had made heretical statements. Francisco at first denied that he had, then finally 

admitted that he had heard some vague rumors about the matter, but he did not remember to 

whom they referred. The comissirio insisted that he write them down right then even though he 

did not have his scribe with him. Francisco mentioned this lapse to Henrique who replied that he 

had authority to perform extrajudicial inquiries and that Francisco's only duty was to obey. 

Without further argument, Francisco took up the pen; and Henrique began to dictate to 

him what to write. The first words, "I denounce" caused Francisco to pause, and he told 

Henrique that he could not denounce the priest because he had nothing to denounce. Henrique 

replied with great anger that he was not really denouncing but only informing and that it was 

necessary to begin in this way. Francisco informed the Inquisition that, at the time, he could not 

believe that such a venerable comissMo would woric evil in a matter of such consequence, so he 

set aside his scruples and wrote what Henrique dictated to him. Although, as far as I know, 

Henrique was never formally reprimanded for this behavior, the diligencia against Bernardo Luis 

was eventually discontinued. 

' ANTT, tt^, Livro 154, fol., 145. 
ANTT, IL, Processo 14218. 
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Abuse of inquisitional authoriQ' could be even more overt. For example, in 1710, 

Second Lieutenant Luis Barradas de Sa denounced the comissario Antonio Correia Paz from 

Alagoas for abuse of authoriQr. A small group had gathered at some land that the local judge was 

going to turn over to Antonio Correia Paz. Antonio had a long-standing conflict with some 

members of the group who contested the land possession, and a heated debate arose between 

Antonio and Luis. During the argument, Luis raised his cane and gesticulated saying that if 

Antonio took the land in this manner there would be an effusion of "blood and entrails". This 

declaration sent Antonio into a firenzy of anger. He cried in a loud voice for the judge to arrest 

Luis Barradas de Sa for crimes against the Inquisition—presumably for threatening on official of 

the Inquisition. The judge ordered two of his men to take Luis prisoner, and they did so, 

grabbing bold of his reins and saddle. Antonio then produced his letter of appointment and read 

it to the crowd in a loud voice. Luis, who was still on horseback, shouted that he did not have 

any crimes against the Inquisition and, jerking himself fim, fled. The officials pursued him but 

could not catch him. Later Antonio obtained a warrant for his arrest, called witnesses, and began 

an inquiry.'^ 

The Inquisition sent the comissario Bartolomeu de Pilar to investigate the accusation of 

abuse of authority in 1717. He indicated that some of the witnesses stumbled over their words 

and feigned that they had forgotten so as not to incriminate themselves. Unfortunately, we do 

not now how far Antonio went with bis inquiry against Luis; nor do we know whether Antonio 

was ever reprimanded or punished by the Inquisition. Nonetheless, this case shows that some 

officials were willing to employ the inquisitional power in their personal conflicts. Whether they 

" AN 11, IL, Livro 271, fols., 376-378; Livio 280, fols., 340-364. The familiar Jose Alves de 
Faria also complained thai he had been injured by the words of the priest Luis Jose Correia de 
Si. See ANTT, IL, Livro 319, fols., 315-315v. 
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managed to do so over the long term or not, they were successful in the short run in disarming 

potential opponents and complicating rivalries. 

False orders from the Inquisition could also be used as a protection in personal conflicts. 

For example, the familiar Antonio Raposo Cordeiro had taken his oath in 1783 from Joaquim 

Marques de Araujo at the age of eleven. He later fled Recife without a passport because he had 

mistreated his wife and his in-laws. In the spring of 1797, Antonio Raposo, encountered an 

impressment gang in Lisbon who wanted to impress him into military service. He told them that 

he was a familiar and showed them his carta telling them that he was engaged in the work of the 

Inquisition and ordered them to accompany him. They followed him to Manuel Ferreira da 

Silva's confectioner's shop were they arrived at 10:00 at night. Antonio flashed a folded piece of 

paper he said was his carta and ordered Manuel to put on his cloak and accompany him on an 

errand for the Inquisition. When Manuel asked to see the orders from the Inquisition, Antonio 

told him that he would show him in his own due time. The soldiers seeing that he was 

recognized as a familiar by another familiar, let him go, and went their own way. Antonio then 

told Manuel that he was no longer needed and left the shop. 

Antonio claimed to have realized that what he had done was wrong and so he went to the 

inquisitional palace the next day to confess his crimes. The doorkeeper asked him who had sent 

him and he indicated that he was a f^iliar and that he came of his own fieewill. The 

doorkeeper then informed him that he was not dressed appropriately to see the inquisitors and 

told him to go home and come back the next day dressed accordingly. Antonio did not return 

because he took ill and spent a long time in the hospital. 

The inquisitors did not think that his confession was complete, and they gave him several 

opportunities to make a clean breast of it. He insisted that he did not have anything else to 
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confess, and the inquisitors determined that he had failed to indicate his real intention. They 

declared that he had purposely disturbed the good order of biquisition and used its authority for 

his own personal interests. So they stripped him of his carta and banished him from Portugal.'^ 

Antonio's case not only demonstrates the limits of the legitimate use of inquisitional 

authority, but it also reveals one of the problems with appointing young boys as familiares. 

During his trial, Antonio told the inquisitors that he was only eleven at the time he had taken his 

oath, and he could not remember anything it contained. Since he was not pennitted to carry out 

diligencias until he reached his majority, he had little opportunity to learn how to use that 

authority properly. These cases show that the misuse of inquisitional authority could be both 

premeditated deliberate acts as well as random knee-jerk response to a threatening situation in 

which the ofRcial reached out to the most powerful authority at bis command to protect himself 

or further his own interests. 

Impostors 

Those who impersonated inquisitional officials, usurped inquisitional authority, or 

disturbed the ministty of the Inquisition also came in a variety of forms. There were the 

extortionists, such as Belquior Mendes (mentioned previously) and the parish priest in Recife 

who took two people prisoner in the name of the Holy Office and released them after they gave 

him money.And there were also the smalltime usurpers, such as the slave owner Jose Valeiro 

de Magaihies, who imprisoned his own slave Francisco Chamba for witchcraft which, he said, 

the slave confessed after "rigorous punishment". When the Inquisition ordered him to release the 

" ANTT, IL, Processo 12945. 
" ANTT, IL, Livro 277, fol., 226. 
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slave, the official with the message found that Jose had grown impatient waiting for the 

Inquisition to come get his slave and had sent him to Recife where he had managed to escape.'^ 

Sometimes the crimes could be quite sinister. For example, Baltasar Coelho took two 

prisoners fix)m Pemambuco in 1611 in the name of the Inquisition, placed them in irons, 

confiscated their property, and took them to Lisbon. The prisoners received irreparable damage 

to their persons and dieir property, and Baltasar received two years in the galleys and fifty lashes 

throughout the streets of Lisbon.^^ The Inquisition could also be used as a cloak for attempted 

murder and revenge. For example, somewhere in the interior of Pemambuco near Minas Gerais, 

a man appeared at the home of the Captain Major Garcia Rodrigues Pais on March 21,1724, to 

ask for assistance as a familiar of the Holy Office in carrying out orders to imprison some 

criminals with crimes against the Inquisition. The captain major gave him seven slaves and some 

armed Carijo Indians to help him, but he ordered them not to kill anyone, only to take them 

prisoner. They hid themselves along the caminho das minas (path to the mines) and waited. 

Eventually, Antonio de Araujo and his wife Rosa Maria came along. The false familiar ordered 

the men to kill Antonio and all his slaves, but to bring Rosa to him. 

The slaves refused to kill the travelers and instead took them prisoner and led them back 

to their owner. When the captain major and his son heard their slaves' stoiy, the son, Fernando 

Dias Paes, asked to see the medallion of office and the orders of imprisonment. The fake 

familiar tried to avoid the difficulty by claiming that he had not brought them with him. But he 

finally confessed, and Fernando learned that the fake familiar was none other than the priest 

Diomsio de Almeida da Costa who had once robbed Rosa Maria and was now seeking revenge 

because Antonio owed him money, but would not pay. Antonio and Rosa were released, and 

" ANTT, EL, Livro 23, fol., 325; IL, NT 2132 and 2133. 
ANTT, IL, Processo 9492. 
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Diom'sio spent twenty-two months in prison in Rio before going to Lisbon where he was 

sentenced to five years banishment to the Algarve in 1728.'^ 

Few impostors managed to maintain the facade for very long, but Januirio de S3o Pedro 

was a special case.'^ Januario began his career as an impostor in Quito in 1736. He was a 

professed lay brother of the Dominican order in the convent of Qualquil and wanted to became a 

priest. So he forged a letter from his prelate stating that he could be ordained by any bishop. He 

then fled to Lima and stayed in the convent SSo Jo3o Baptista where he was treated like a priest 

for several months. Finally, he took his forged letter and presented it to the archbishop of Lima. 

When he noted that the archbishop was indisposed to ordaining him, he fled to Chile, fearful that 

his fraud had been discovered. 

In Santiago, he roomed with Friar Jose Iguareta for several months. When Jos^ left the 

convent for a time, he left his papers of ordination and several letters of recommendation behind. 

Janu^o took advantage of the opportunity, stole the papers, and fled to Tucum^. When he 

arrived in Tucum^, he found that the bishop had already heard of his forgery and had been 

ordered to punish him and return him to his convent So Janu^'o kept on moving until he 

reached Buenos Aires. Then he crossed the Rfo de la Plata to the Portuguese settlement of Nova 

Coldnia do Sacramento where he assumed the name Friar Jos^ Iguareta and falsified an order 

from Rome that he was to be the procurator general of the Dominican order. He stayed in Nova 

Coldnia saying mass, hearing confession, and baptizing until he finally took a ship for Bahia as a 

chaplain. 

When he reached Bahia, he prssented himself to the archbishop, who, assuming that he 

was the Josi Iguareta of the letters, gave him leave to execute all the functions of a priest in the 

ANTT, IL, Processo 9128. 
" The following account has been taken &om ANTT, IL, Processo 3693. 
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archbishopric. After four months, he left Bahia with the pretext of going to Recife, where he 

hoped to catch a ship to Lisbon. His ship stopped in Sergipe, where he spent several months 

traveling around to all the parishes with a portable altar, performing all the sacraments, and 

collecting ahns for a hospice that he said would be built 

While traveling in the interior of Sergipe on the border of Alagoas, he heard about the 

use of an amulet, called breve da marea, which had been distributed by Italian Capuchin monks 

in large numbers and was supposed to protect the wearer from any kind of weapon. These 

amulets were being sold for very high prices in the interior. On one occasion, Januwo came 

upon a crowd of people surrounding a dog that had one of these amulets tied around his neck. 

The people in the crowd were arguing about whether or not they should shoot the dog to see 

where the amulet really worked. Januario saw the opportunity and declared to the crowd that he 

was a comissario of the Inquisition and that he had been sent to collect all of the amulets. The 

people gave him the amulets, which he turned around and resold for a profit. 

After passing through several Indian villages in Minas Gerais and the interior of 

Pemambuco, Janu&rio decided to go to Olinda to ask the bishop to send more priests to instruct 

the Indians. The bishop refused to meet with him, however, because he had heard of his 

escapades. He then turned toward Bahia again, and he stopped at an engenho whose owner gave 

him the habit of a familiar and the medallion of gold, which had belonged to the &miliar JoSo de 

Aguiar, as alms. He began wearing the medallion around his neck acting alternatively as a 

comiss^o, a qualiflcador, and a familiar. 

While in Pemambuco, the priest Francisco Ferreira received orders from the bishop to 

take Janumo prisoner, but he had already escaped to Bahia. Despite their attempts to stop him, 

it became widely known among die residents of the Sertio that he was a comissario, and he 
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began taking denunciations, swearing in witnesses, and acting as if he were investigating crimes 

against the Inquisition. 

While canying on in this manner in the border regions of Pemambuco and Bahia, he 

received a denunciation that a man named JoSo de Souza Pereira had whipped an image of 

Christ. He ordered a large crowd to follow him in the name of the Holy Office and went to arrest 

JoSo in the name of Inquisition. Januirio took him, confiscated all of his goods, and made an 

inventory which revealed a large quantity of money, slaves, pigs, cloth, and gold. Januario 

started moving towards Salvador, Bahia, to deliver Joio to a real comissiirio using the 

confiscated goods to pay for the trip. A cousin of JoSo de Souza Pereira tried to liberate him 

with the help of a cavalry lieutenant, but, when they saw the twenty-five to thirty people who 

accompanied Januario, they desisted. 

En route, Janu^'o ordered several people to accompany him in the name of the Holy 

Office, one of whom was a local school teacher. The school teacher hid, and Januario went after 

him with his crowd of followers. They captured him and forced him to accompany them; but 

after another three leagues, the school teacher escaped and Januirio pursued him again. They 

captured him and took him to a nearby engenho and held an "inquisitional" court. Janumo 

formally exconununicated the man and condemned him to stand nude in the local church in front 

of the entire con^gation for three consecutive Holy Days. He then let him go with the 

provision that the parish priest inform him when the man had completed his sentence. He also 

sent out various orders of excommunication in the name of the Inquisition to be posted on the 

doors of the churches. 

Janu^o continued on with his prisoner towards Bahia, but realizing that he did not have 

much of a case against him, he febricated evidence and made people sign a sworn statement in 
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support of the false evidence. When Janu^'o finally arrived at a port where he could take ship to 

Bahia, then seven leagues distant, he found that the boats were not ready to leave. He ordered 

some boatmen in the name of the Holy office to take him and his company to Bahia, which they 

immediately did. 

Upon arriving in Salvador at 11:00 at night, Januirio delivered the prisoner, what money 

there was left from what he had confiscated, and the several sworn statements, including the 

falsified one, to the comiss^o Antonio Rodrigues. The comiss^o sent him to deliver the 

prisoner to the prison in the Jesuit College. Two days later, the governor sent soldiers to arrest 

Januario and put him in the same prison with the man he had brought in from the interior. 

Januario apparently confessed to the archbishop and then decided to escape. He leapt from a 

window of the college and broke an arm and a leg in the fall. 

His luck having run out, for the time being, he was shipped to Lisbon where he was 

condemned to ten years in the king's galleys—which amounted to a death sentence—and was 

prohibited fh)m ever becoming a priest. After three years of galley service, he petitioned to have 

his sentence considered fulfilled because his health was so poor that he could no longer row in 

the galleys. Two physicians certified that he had a high fever, a bloated belly, a dislocated 

shoulder, and a broken leg. The Inquisition relented and sent him to a convent in Elvas, Portugal, 

until they could decide on his case. On October 23, 174S, they decreed that he was to be 

banished from all the Portuguese dominions, anywhere in the world, forever. On October 2S, 

however, the abbot of the Elvas convent wrote a letter to the Inquisition stating that Januirio had 

fled the convent, and they could not get any news as to where he might have gone. The ever 

resourceful lanugo made good his escape, and, as far as I know he was never heard from again— 
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although it seems likely that he probably went to Spain or Mexico and continued his career as a 

fake priest. 

The case of Januirio paradoxically reveals both the strength and weaknesses of the 

Inquisition in colonial Brazil. In the interior, the population was accustomed to wandering 

priests and pious men and women who filled the void left by a thin force of priests who often had 

responsibility for more than one parish. Janu^o found his escapades more readily accepted in 

this milieu of popular religiosity and uneducated "prattling storytellers,"—as one priest put it. 

Those who tried to resist him were either confounded by the fear that he might just be what he 

said he was or by the fear of the followers he had gathered. The vast interior gave him ample 

opportunity to avoid those ofHcials with authority to check him. He was also a novelty to the 

inhabitants of the interior who seldom, if ever, saw a minister of the Holy Office, and who 

readily denounced all that they knew to him, and, for the most part, submitted to his false 

authority. Paradoxically, the fact that he was able to impersonate an inquisitional official for so 

long speaks to the sparseness of ecclesiastical and of royal authority in the vast, thinly populated 

interior. At the same time, the fact that he was obeyed by so many, even those who suspected his 

falsehood, for fear of offending the Inquisition shows that the Inquisition held real power over 

the hearts and minds of men and women even in the remote interior. 

The tribunal in Lisbon determined that his real purpose had been to make the Inquisition 

look bad and to cause others to engage in heresy. It is more likely, however, that he was simply 

an opportunist who found that, once be had crossed the line of legal and legitimate behavior, 

there was no going back. By faking not only ecclesiastical but also inquisitional authority, he 

was able to roam the interior where few individuals had the influence or power to oppose him. 
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Not all impostors were so bold or so long-lived. The vicar general, Francisco da 

Fonseca, of the bishopric of Pemambuco found inquisitional power useful in carrying out his 

designs and the protection of the bishop could be sufficient to defer punishment for so doing 

when he was sent to imprison the priest Lsidro de Casio in 1698.^' Isidro had arrived in Olinda 

from the SertSo, and the bishop ordered him incarcerated in the public prison. When Isidro 

appeared before the bishop and the bishop ordered him back to the public prison, Isidro protested 

that as a priest he should be held in the prison of one of the convents in the city and not in the 

public prison. The bishop replied that their were no convents of his order and sent him back to 

the public prison. When Isidro and his guards reached the last step of the bishop's palace, Isidro 

broke away and fled to the cathedral, but he found the doors shut. The bishop's guard caught up 

with Isidro, and they began to struggle. The scribe Antdnio de Amorim de Lima, who had gone 

to tell the bishop, arrived with the bishop while the men still struggled at the doors of the 

cathedral. The bishop ordered Isidro to deliver himself up, but Isidro declared that he would not 

recognize the bishop's authority and punched the guard with great force. At this point, the scribe 

moved to help the guard, and they managed to throw Isidro to the ground and the scribe sat on 

top of him and tried to tie his hands. Isidro drew a hidden knife and stabbed the scribe in the 

thigh, and then, leaping to his feet, he fled to the convent of Sic Francisco with the knife still in 

his hand. Seeing the bloody knife in his hands, no one tried to stop him. 

The acting prelate of the convent. Friar Gabriel da AnunciafSo, placed Isidro in prison 

for safekeeping. A little while later, the Vicar General Francisco da Fonseca, the vicar Antdnio 

da Silva, and several other servants of the bishop of Pemambuco burst into the convent 

brandishing naked swords yelling that Friar Gabriel should deliver Isidro to them, and a company 

" The following account is taken from ANTT, IL, Ltvro 265, fols., 184-198. 
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of soldiers encircled the convent. The acting prelate refused the demand, claiming that he could 

not do so until the real prelate returned. The vicar general then demanded that he deliver Friar 

Isidro to him because he had crimes against the Inquisition. When the prelate heard this, he 

called for Isidro and told him what the vicar general had said. When Isidro had heard that he was 

wanted by the Inquisition, he freely delivered himself up. 

These actions were denounced to the Inquisition, which sent the Jesuit rector Felipe 

Coelho to perform an investigation. Felipe Coelho found that some of the Franciscans he had 

questioned informed the vicar general of the inquiry, and the bishop sent an agent to keep track 

of his activities. Consequently, Felipe had to postpone the investigation until a more appropriate 

time. He finally sent what he managed to gather to the Inquisition and the inquisitional 

prosecutor recommended that the vicar general be called to Lisbon and punished in accordance 

with the regimento. In the meantime, the bishop had sent a letter in support of the vicar general 

to the Inquisition, and the inquisitors decided not to prosecute. Not only had an ecclesiastical 

official falsely claimed inquisitional jurisdiction, but the bishop successfully interfered in an 

investigation. 

Interference and Obstruction of Authority and Privilege 

As in the case of Friar Isidro, sometimes ecclesia^ical officials actually interfered in the 

inquisitional investigations. Most fivquently their interference was tied to disputes over 

privilege and or jurisdiction. Conflicts with bishops were firequenL As each new bishop sought 

to establish his authority, the existing inquisitional ofiRcials found that they had to defend their 

privileges against attacks. For example, in 1760, the recently appointed bishop of Pemambuco, 

Francisco Xavier Aranha, ordered the notirio Inicio Ribetro Maio to assume the office of parish 
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priest of the newly cneated parish of Nova Vila de Soure.'^ Soure was one of the old Jesuit 

missions that had recently been abandoned when the Jesuits were expelled in 1759. In^io 

excused himself, "with all due submission," because "curing souls" was "repugnant" to him and 

because he was an officer of the Inquisition and could not be forced to accept any position. 

Indeed, he had never sought a position as a parish priest even though many had come open where 

he lived, and there were many priests in the area who wanted to serve as parish priests. Seeing 

that the bishop had no intention of excusing him from the service, he sent him a petition together 

with his letter of appointment and a copy of the privileges. 

The bishop replied to the petition that the privileges did not mention priests, but only the 

secular officials (which was, of course, false). Inicio then appealed to the Inquisition through 

the juiz conservador to mediate on his behalf. But the juiz, who was also the ouvidor geral, 

delved his petition for five days, and when In^io went to the bishop to report on the state of his 

appeal, the bishop took the opportunity to throw him into the public prison in Olinda for 

disobedience. 

Finding himself without any further options, Inicio requested an audience with the 

bishop to submit to his will. The bishop replied that he had already declared his intent and, if he 

had anything else to say, he should say it in writing. After writing the bishop again and declaring 

his willingness to submit since he had no other recourse, the bishop set him firee; and he traveled 

the 230 leagues to the Vila de Soure. From there, he sent another petition to the Inquisition 

seeking redress, but apparently he found none.^° 

" Bishop Francisco Xavier Aranha was appointed in 17S3 to replace Fr. Luis de Santa Teresa 
who had caused enough scandals to get himself recalled to Lisbon. See Ajuda, 49-ix-4, no. 178. 
®'ANTT,IL,NT3135. 
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Sometimes the inquisitional officials found that they had to act in concert to protect their 

interests and privileges from episcopal interference. For example, on November 1, 1768, the 

Bishop Francisco Xavier Aranha ordered that all ecclesiastics within two leagues of their 

respective parish church should attend all of the celebrations held at the parish church. He did 

not specifically mention the comiss^os, not^os, and qualificadores, but the parish priest of 

Recife declared that inquisitonal ofHcials were not exempt from attendance and ordered them to 

attend. The comissario Francisco Femandes Souza immediately wrote to the bishop justifying 

his position that comisswos were exempt from attendance at such celebrations when engaged in 

the work of the Holy Office. Francisco challenged the parish priest's assertion that comissirios 

were not privileged, citing his own letter of appointment as proof. He also pointed out that their 

attendance was not necessary in a parish where there were so many clerics, and, if he were 

required to attend, the diligencias which he then possessed would be unnecessarily delayed to the 

detriment of the Inquisition and the Church. In April of 1769, the bishop asked the comisswos 

to show why they believed they were exempt. After an effort to do so, the vicar general publicly 

stated that they had failed to make a case. In response, the comiss^os and not^os of the 

Inquisition in Recife presented a long commentary in June of 1769 replete with citations of papal 

bulls and learned authors to prove their case. 

They did not attempt to challenge the bishop's right to order the ecclesia^cs under his 

jurisdiction to attend to the services of the parish, nor their obligation to attend. Such an 

argument would not have helped their cause. Instead, they tried to show that their work as 

inquisitional officials was special; and, even though the services of the parish were important, 

they were not more important than the work of the Inquisition. They demonstrated that both the 

crown and the papacy had granted the ofiGcials of the Inquisition certain privileges that excluded 
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them from coerced participation in church services, celebrations, and processions when they 

were engaged in the work of the Inquisition. Then, they went on to argue that, as comissarios 

and notarios, they had "their hands in the same dough" as the inquisitors, and, as their assistants, 

they enjoyed the same privileges. This, of course, meant that they could not be forced to 

participate, nor could they be punished by the bishop for refusing to do so. They concluded that, 

even though all of this was true, it was not necessary to debate the issue because the bishop 

already knew it all. That is why, in his wisdom, they said, the bishop had not included the 

comissarios and notarios in his decree.^' 

Sometimes these conflicts over privileges involved heated disputes among inquisitional 

officials themselves which eventually involved the interference of bishops in inquisitional 

activities and the highest courts in the empire. Such a conflict occurred in late eighteenth- and 

early nineteenth-century Pemambuco between two comissarios, Joaquim Marques de Araujo and 

Bernardo Luis Ferreira Portugal." In 1801, Joaquim Marques de Araujo, comissario of the 

Inquisition, ex-Jesuit, and canon, half-prebendary of the Olinda Cathedral since 1797, entered 

into a long and heated dispute with the cathedral chapter that was really an extension of a much 

older conflict between Bernardo Luis and himself. 

The conflict began in the late 1780s when Bernardo Luis Ferreira Portugal returned from 

his studies at the University of Coimbra, where he had earned degrees in law, philosophy, 

mathematics, and canon law in 1784. Shortly after returning to Pemambuco, Bernardo Luis 

entered into conflict with Henrique Martins Gaio, comiss^o of the Inquisition since 176S. 

ANTT, CGSO, NT 4159. 
^ For a more detailed account of this conflict, see James E. Wadsworth, "Joaquim Marques de 
Araujo: O poder da Inquisifio em Pemambuco no fim do perfodo colonial," in De Cabral a 
Pedro I: Aspectos da colonizagdo portugesa no Brasil, ed. Maria Beatriz Nizza da Silva (Porto; 
Humbertipo, 2001), 309-320. 
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Henrique Martins, the same who extracted a forced denunciation on the matter, denounced 

Bernardo to the Inquisition for stating that baptism did not erase original sin and that baptism 

was not necessary for salvation. He also accused him of reading forbidden material, such as the 

writings of Rousseau." Despite these denunciations, however, Bernardo Luis received an 

appointment as comiss^o of the Inquisition in 1788. Ironically, Joaquim Marques performed 

the diligencias in Pemambuco and found that Bernardo Luis was a man of great confidence and 

sufficient secrecy, decency, gravity, and good public opinion to serve the Inquisition as a 

comissario.*"* 

Joaquim Marques soon changed his opinion, however, with the 1794 clandestine 

wedding of Manuel Jose Viana and Isabel Maria dos Reis. The wedding, which was carried out 

with a forged letter of authorization, ignited a general conflict between the ecclesiastical 

authorities and the civil authorities in Pemambuco. Bernardo Luis had been the primary legal 

counsel for the groom, and he was immediately suspect.^ Eventually, the crown ordered the 

governor, Tom^ Jose de Melo, to imprison the principal actors in the wedding and to banish 

Bernardo Luis to Para as a disturber of the peace. Bernardo was forbidden to return to 

Pemambuco without royal license upon pain of banishment to Angola for life.^' 

" David Higgs, "Os perigos da fimcesia no Brasil no periodo da revolu9ao francesa," in Actas 
do coloquio a recepqSo da revolugao francesa em Portugal e no Brasil II em 2 a9de Novembro 
de 1989 (Universidade de Porto, 1992), 229-230; ANTT, IL, Processos 14985, 14971. 
" ANTT, MCO, OC, PB, BPE, m. 12. 
^ AHU, Pemambuco, 1801, Janeiro 8, Letter of Bishop dated May 4,179S. AHU, Pemambuco 
1801, Janeiro 8; ANTT, IL, Proccsso 7058. David Higgs transcribed the letter by Bernardo Luis 
found in ANTT, IL, Proccsso 7058, foU 4-9 presenting his version of the conflict, "Os perigos da 
francesia,'' 237-242. 

AHU, Pemambuco 1801, Janeiro 8, Letter from Queen to Governor dated 18 November 1795; 
also in ANTT, IL, m. 25, no. 17 copied by Joaquim Marques and sent to the Inquisition in 
Lisbon. 
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He eventually obtained a royal license, and on October S, 1798, he returned to 

Pemambuco on the same ship that brought the newly appointed Bishop D. Jose Joaquim da 

Cunha de Azeredo Coutinho. Bishop Azeredo Coutinho and Bemardo Luis had both studied at 

Coimbra after Pombal had imposed his enlightened reforms. Consequently, both were more open 

to the new ideas gaining force in Europe in the late eighteenth century than many of their 

ecclesiastical colleagues in Pemambuco. Both came under scrutiny for their views.^ We have 

no way of knowing what occurred on the ship, but the two apparently formed a friendship 

because soon after Bernardo's return the bishop publicly declared Bernardo's innocence, 

appointed him Promoter e Defensor dos Matrimonios (prosecutor and defender of marriages), 

and nominated him for a seat on the cathedral chapter.^' 

The clandestine wedding proved to be the springboard for a new conflict between 

Bemardo Luis and Joaquim Marques that evolved into the contest between the cathedral chapter 

of Olinda and one of its members. Joaquim Marques had sided with those who opposed 

Bemardo Luis in the clandestine wedding, and he assi^ed D. Anna Ferreira Maciel, the mother 

of the bride, to draw up her petition to the overseas council. In her petition, she fulminated 

See David HIggs and Guilherme P. Neves, "O oportunismo da historiografia: O Padre 
Bemardo Luis Ferreira Portugal e o movimento de 1817 em Pemambuco," in Sociedade 
Brasileira de Pesquisa Historica (Sio Paulo, 1989), 179*184; and Guilherme Pereira das Neves, 
"A suposta conspirafio de 1801 em Pemmbuco: IcKias ilustradas ou conflitos tradicionaisT* to 
be published in Revista Portuguese de Historia (Coimbra) for discussions of some of their ideas; 
Azeredo Coutinho has been credited with mentally preparing Brazilians for independence, see 
Apoldnio Ndbrega, "Dioceses e Bispos do Brasil,'* in Revista do Institute Historica e Geogrdfico 
Brasileiro 22 (Jan-Mar90 19S4), 10^113; E. Bradford Bums, "The Role of Azeredo Coutinho in 
the Enlightenment of Brazil," HAHR 44, no. 2 (May 1964): 14S-160; Manuel Cardozo, "Azeredo 
Coutinho and the Intellectual Ferment of His Times," in Conflict and Corttinuity in Brazilian 
Society, eds. Heniy H. Keith and S. F. Edwards (Columbia: UniversiQ^ of South Carolina Press, 
1969), 72-103. 
^ Higgs states that Bemardo Luis received his appointment as canon in 1802. I found a 1790 list 
of the comiss^os and notirios of the Inquisitioa in which Bemardo Luis appears as a canon in 
Olinda, but bis name could have been added to the list later. See ANTT, IL, m. 13, no. 44. 
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against Bernardo Luis as a diabolical heretic and "the declared enemy of the laws of the 

Church."^' 

In 1796, the Inquisition also sent a diligencia to Joaquim Marques to investigate 

Bernardo Luis and his activities in the clandestine wedding. Joaquim Marques completed the 

diligencia and sent it to Lisbon on December 13, 1796; but it never reached the tribunal because 

the ship that carried it was taken by the French.^" 

On January 8,1801, the Inquisition sent another order to Joaquim Marques to carry out a 

diligencia against Bernardo Luis. This order came in response to the 1796 denunciations of the 

secular priest and professor of Latin grammar Father Elias Francisco Xavier da Cunha, who had 

been one of the most outspoken critics of Bernardo Luis in the clandestine wedding. Father Elias 

Francisco denounced Bernardo Luis for several heretical propositions he claimed to have been 

made in bis presence.^' 

Joaquim Marques began the inquiry on April 8, 1801, in the Convento dos Religiosos do 

Carmo da Reforma. Soon after he began, however, bishop D. Jos^ Joaquim da Cunha de 

Azeredo Coutinho (1798-1804) sununoned him to his presence. The bishop had been a deputy of 

the Lisbon Tribunal and was also acting as one of the interim governors of Pemambuco; and, as 

such, was a very powerful man in Pemambuco. He later became the last inquisitor general of the 

Portuguese Inquisition (1818-1821). 

^ One wonders who was responsible for the language of the document since similar phrasing 
spears in Joaquim's letters to the Inquisition. See AHU, Pemambuco, 1801, January 8. 

ANTT, IL, m. 40, documents unnumbered. 
He supposedly stated that the Holy Sacrament should not be worshipped, that God created the 

world, but did not govem it, nor heaven, nor hell because everything is governed by the laws of 
this world, that Christ was not present in the sacrament of the Eucharist, and that "everything is 
false." See ANTT, IL, Processo 70S8; See also HIggs, "Os perigos da francesia no Brasil," 232. 
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In a series of interviews, the bishop made it clear that he supported Bernardo Luis and 

that he wanted Joaqutm Marques to desist from carrying out the diligencia.^^ He claimed that it 

was his prerogative, as the prelate, to be involved in any matters that concerned those under his 

jurisdiction. Joaquim Marques saw bis interference as a direct afftont to the Inquisition and its 

comissmos. He also understood that the bishop had a vested interest in seeing that Bernardo 

Luis was not publicly humiliated because it would reflect on him and his judgment in appointing 

Bernardo Luis Promotor and in nominating him for a seat on the chapter. 

At the same time, Bernardo Luis prepared a letter for the Lisbon Tribunal in which he 

attacked Joaquim Marques as an evil and irreligious man inspired only by hatred and vengeance 

just as Henrique Martins Gaio had been. He also argued that Father Elias Francisco Xavier da 

Cunha, the Latin teacher whose denunciation had resulted in the current diligencia, was nothing 

more than a crazy cleric and little worthy of trust or confidence, while Bernardo Luis was a pious 

priest who stood falsely accused. Bernardo sent the letter to Joaquim Marques in an obvious 

attempt to intimidate him into discontinuing the inquiry. But Joaquim Marques refused to accept 

the letter because he felt it would compromise his position as the comiss^'o charged with the 

e.\ecution of the diligencia. Bernardo then turned to the bishop who called Joaquim Marques to 

his presence once again. 

The bishop read Joaquim the'letter, and tried to convince him to stop the diligencia. Not 

at all pleased by this turn of events, Joaquim reminded the bishop, in terms that the mesa found 

inappropriate for a subordinate to use with his prelate, who had been a deputy, that he should 

uphold the honor and dignity of the Inquisition and not meddle in its affairs. The bishop 

responded with equal acidity that the tribunal was veiy far away and that he had the jurisdiction 

ANTT, IL, Processo 7058, see Higgs, "Os perigos da firancesia no Brasil," 232. 
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to do what he needed to do in his diocese without depending on the inquisitors who were merely 

his coadjutors. His reply seemed surprising for an ex-deputy and his behavior clearly shocked 

Joaquim Marques. His apparent antipathy towards the Inquisition may reflect bis general attitude 

for reforming what he saw as outmoded institutions or it may have stemmed from some 

underlying conflict with the Lisbon tribunal that may have influenced his decision to impede the 

diligencia and humiliate Joaquim Marques. Although the bishop's motives are not entirely clear, 

there can be little doubt that Bernardo Luis sought to derail the investigation and to strike back at 

Joaquim Marques and that the bishop was an active partner in the conflict. 

After this encounter, the bishop forwarded Bernardo's letter to the tribunal in Lisbon, 

and Joaquim Marques penned a long letter on September 20, 1801, in response to the pressure he 

was receiving from the bishop and Bernardo Luis to end the inquiry. In the letter, he bewailed 

the declining respect for the Inquisition and its officials and requested that he be dismissed from 

the diligencia, and from all others, if at any time his honor, faith, and zeal had been lacking or 

unworthy of his office. The general council responded to this letter and the June 27 letter of 

Bernardo Luis on December 9, 1801, by closing the diligencia and ordering the papers to be 

forwarded to the Lisbon tribunal.^^ 

Joaquim Marques had taken testimonies throughout April and March of 1801, but he did 

not write his concluding statements until November 6, 1802. His conclusions on this occasion 

were considerably different from those he had issued in 1788. He now found Bernardo Luis to 

be a man of "loose and infernal morality whose conduct is so horrible that there is no vice that he 

does not pursue to the great damage and scandal of his neighbors, and by the disobedience he has 

I uncovered three separate copies of Joaquim's letter in the ANTT, and, on the last one buried 
in a maf o with other unsorted and unnumbered documents, I found a marginal note ordering the 
end of the diligencia and its return to Lisbon. ANTT, 0^ m. S3. 
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toward his own mother/' (Several wimesses had testified that Bernardo Luis had thrown his own 

mother into the street because she had complained about a female slave whom he kept as a 

concubine.) Joaquim Marques concluded that Bernardo Luis was "an irreligious man...a great 

libertine, and a famous heretic."^ 

Despite Joaquim Marques' harsh assessment, the inquisitional prosecutor in Lisbon 

declared that he could find nothing in the report that justified legal action. He noted that 

Bernardo Luis, in his 1801 letter, had indicated that Joaquim Marques was his capital enemy and 

that this defect probably influenced his selection of witnesses. He also noted that the testimony 

of the bad reputation and poor public opinion of Bernardo Luis was really a matter of hearsay 

and not of personal experience. He, therefore, dismissed the charges pending further evidence. 

This conflict eventually evolved into a conflict between Joaquim Marques and the 

cathedral chapter of the See of Olinda which sought to remove him from his canon chair in 

1801.^^ Bernardo Luis, who eventually joined the chapter, used the conflict to attack Joaquim 

Marques to try to get him to stop the investigation.^' They accused Joaquim of failing to fulfill 

his obligations as a canon and to be more interested in his financial ventures.^^ He countered 

their position by arguing that his health prevented him from fulfilling his obligations and that he 

was engaged in the work of the Inquisition and, therefore, exempt from service.^' The conflict 

^ A>nT, IL, Processo 7058. 
" ANTT, MCO, OC, PB, BPE, September 30, 1801. 
^ Bernardo Luis had been nominated in 1787 for a seat on the chapter. See ANTT, MCO, OC, 
PB, BPE, m. 12. The nomination can be found in the 54th set of documents. See also AfflJ, 
Pemambuco, post 1787, abril, 20 for a series of documents supporting his nomination for the 
letter he sent to be attached to any petitions of those who opposed his appointment. 

AHU, Pemambuco, 1806,junho, II. A document product by the chapter on May 13, 1805. 
ANTT, MCO, OC, PB, BPE, m. 13, documents unnumbered. See also AHU, PE, 1806, junho 11. 
^ Joaquim Marques laid out these arguments in successive letters to the overseas council. See 
AHU, Pemambuco, 1802, mar^o 2; AHU, Pemambuco, 1806, junho, 11; ANTT, MCO, OC, PB, 
BPE, m. 13; and ANTT, IL, m. 30. 
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eventually went to the board of conscience and orders who ruled in Joaquim's favor and ordered 

the chapter to keep him in his position and to pay him the back stipend he was due. They refused 

to pay him, despite several royal orders to do so, and he continued to petition for redress. The 

overseas council asked the previous governor, Caetano Pinto de Miranda Montenegro, to offer 

his opinion on the conflict. In his June 11,1806 reply, the governor indicated that he found it 

astonishing that an ecclesiastic who had seventy to eighty thousand cruzados in interest fi'om the 

fifty houses he owned in Recife, besides his other wealth, would make such a fiiss "over the 

wretched crumbs of a half-prebendaiy."^' He noted that Bernardo Luis did not have the best 

character or public opinion, but he was not the great irreligious libertine he was made out to be. 

Montenegro concluded that Joaquim Marques was the most irreligious of the two, carrying on, as 

he supposed, the old Jesuit machinations. He believed that Joaquim Marques should also have 

been punished if he were not an old sick man who would soon be consumed by his own avarice.'*'' 

The governor was correct in one sense at least. It would be astonishing that Joaquim 

Marques would make such a fiiss over the small stipend if all that was at stake were a mere 

60$000 r^is. Even though Joaquim Marques was clearly interested in money, this was not the 

most im|X)rtant issue for him. He was very concerned that inquisitional authority, and, thus, his 

own authority was being defied and thwarted by the very men who should have upheld it. He 

became a comissirio in 1770, and for over thirty years he had given faithful, some might say 

fanatical, service to the Inquisition. He saw the decline in inquisitional power and lashed out in 

helpless anguish at a decline he could neither avoid nor prevent. 

The documentary sources leave us hanging. We do not know whether the chapter 

continued to resist or whether they capitulated and paid the stipend. Any resolution that may 

^ A half-prebendaiy received 60$000 riis at the time. 
^ AHU, Pemambuco, 1806, junho 11. 
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have been in motion in Lisbon was, no doubt, interrupted by the Napoleonic invasion and the 

flight of the royal court to Rio de Janeiro in 1807-1808. In any case, the bishop successfully 

intervened in an inquisitional investigation and intentionally obstructed the normal functioning of 

the Inquisition for personal ends/' At the same time, both Bernardo Luis and Joaquim Marques 

used the authority of the Inquisition for personal advantage in an ongoing conflict. 

The use, or abuse, of inquisitional authority in this case was more premeditated and 

sustained than most, but the purposes were essentially the same—the use and subversion of 

inquisitional authoriQ' for personal advantage. In the end, Bernardo Luis was never punished by 

the Inquisition, and he continued to be promoted within the ecclesiastical hierarchy in 

Pemambuco. He became involved in the 1817 revolt in Pemambuco, and, after four years in 

prison, he returned to occupy various positions in the ecclesiastical and governmental leadership 

of the newly independent Brazil.'*^ Joaquim Marques also continued his devoted and zealous 

work for the Inquisition talcing every opportunity to remind the Holy Office of Bernardo Luis and 

his libertine disciples. 

Conclusion 

The inquisitional system for the creation of officials and the honor, prestige, status, and 

power necessary for attracting high-qualiQr officials and forwarding its own larger program of 

Bishop Azeredo Coutinho was reprimanded by the crown for misappropriation of funds, and 
was eventually recalled from Pemambuco. See ANTT, MCO, OC, PB, BPE, m. 13, documents 
unnumbered and AHU, Pemambuco, 1800, julho de 18; AHU, cod. S8S, fols., 1S9-160. For a 
heated debated with the board of conscience and orders and the bishop over the congnia, see 
ANTT, MCO, OC, PB, BPE, m. 12, second to last set of unnumbered documents, and mafo 13; 
AHU, Pemambuco, 1806, setembro, 25, Mafira; Pemambuco, 1806, dezembro, 13, Olinda. See 
also Neves, "A suposta conspirafio de 1801 em Pemmbuco." 

Higgs, "Os perigos da fiancesia no Brasil," 228; see Higgs and Neves, **0 oportunismo da 
historiografia." 
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controlling its power was susceptible to sabotage and hijacking by the unscrupulous who found 

that, at least in the short run, inquisitional authority could be very useful in their own personal 

conflicts. OfHcials and non-officials alike sought to manipulate inquisitional authority for their 

own ends and found that it was temporarily possible to do so. But the Inquisition could not 

countenance such abuse and vigorously prosecuted those who breached the boundaries of the 

legitimate use of authority, when they could catch them. They constructed limits and constraints 

in an attempt to safeguard the reputation and authority of the Inquisition and its officials. 

By the end of the eighteenth century, high ecclesiastical officials, such as Azeredo 

Coutinho, were willing to interfere in inquisitional proceedings when it suited their interests, and 

could do so with impunity—which demonstrates that the boundaries between legitimate use and 

abuse were crumbling, or could at least be stretched by powerful men. The crumbling of 

inquisitional authority in late colonial Brazil had a long gestation period and can only be 

understood by studying the men who had benefited from inquisitonal status and prestige for so 

long and who began to turn against it 
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CHAPTER 10 

DECAY AND DECLINE: THE LOSS OF HONOR AND PRESTIGE 

By the beginning of the nineteenth century, the Inquisition's ability to produce the honor 

and prestige it had once provided had become severely restricted. The symbolic capital used to 

purchase prestige, honor, and power had lost its value. The Inquisition as an institution came 

under increasing scrutiny. Applications for appointment plummeted after 1770 in Portugal and 

after 1794 in Pemambuco; and inquisitional officials at all levels began refusing to serve and 

defend the Inquisition. Finally, in early 1821, the Inquisition was abolished. 

Explanations for the decline and abolition of the Portuguese Inquisition hinge upon the 

increasing political and cultural irrelevance of the institution.' Francisco Bethencourt argues that 

the cultural changes brought about by the Enlightenment created an atmosphere in which the 

Inquisition came to be seen, paradoxically, as an important regulator of social tensions, but also 

as a threat to individual liberties.^ For this reason, the enlightened absolutists of Portugal chose 

to reform the tribunal and subordinate it to the will of the crown rather than disrupt the balance 

of institutional power within Portugal. To replace the Inquisition's role in social policing, 

Bethencourt argues, they created other mechanisms of social control, such as the civil police.^ 

' Francisco Bethencourt, "Declinio e estinf2o do Santo Oficio,** Revista de Historia Economica e 
Social (1987): 77-8S; Maria Helena Carvalho dos Santos, "A abolifilo da Inquisi92o em Portugal: 
Um acto de poder," in InquisifSo, 3 vols., ed. Maria Helena Carvalho dos Santos (Lisbon: 
Universitaria Editora, 1989), 3:1381-1386. 
^ There is no generally accepted term for the Enlightenment in Portuguese. Frequently used 
terms include: illuminismo, illustrafdo, and epoca das luzes. See E. Bradford Bums, "The 
Intellectuals as Agents of Change and the Independence of Brazil, 1724-1822," in From Colony 
to Nation: Essays on the Independence of Brazil, ed. AJ.R. Russell-Wood (Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 197S), 211. 
^ B^encourt, Historias das Inquisigdes, 3S5-3S9. 
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Bethencourt also argues that over time the Inquisition became simply another privileged 

institution--'*one more chess piece on the institutional game board, a capital of privilege that 

permitted the enlargement of the social space of noble families and local oligarchies." As a 

result, the Inquisition began to lose its power to intervene actively in institutional conflicts. That 

is to say, the ''dynamic equilibrium with other powers ... based on the capacity to strategically 

persuade, inverted itself and the Inquisition became increasingly involved in the plays of local 

interests, and even at the center, it [was] increasingly used by other powers." The loss of 

jurisdiction over certain crimes and the decrease in repressive activity signaled the declining 

utility of the institution. He also concludes that the abolition of the tribunal of Goa in 1774 was 

more than simply a rationalization of inquisitional activity by the inquisitor general. It was an 

attempt to recuperate the deteriorating political, military, and economic situation in late 

eighteenth-century Portugal. The final abolition of the tribunal in Goa in 1812 was the result of 

English pressure on the Portuguese crown. ̂  

A study of the officials in Pemambuco supports Bethencourt's conclusions, but it also 

shows that they are incomplete. His argument focuses on the external forces that brought about 

its decline. Although those forces were very real and powerful, the decline was most strikingly 

internal. All of the various currents of historical change in the late eighteenth century could not 

help but influence the men who ran the Inquisition. I maintain that the decline was internal as 

well as external and that these changes were a reflection of the fact that the Inquisition had itself 

changed dramatically. By the end of the eighteenth century, we can see serious stress on the 

inquisitional system in Brazil. But it was as much a result of the internal decline as manifested 

by its own officials who responded to the changing social, political, and intellectual climate of 

'* Bethencourt, Histdrias das Inquisifdes, 28S. 
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the colony as it was the exterior battering away at the inquisitional edifice. And as the internal 

and external decline progressed, the prestige and honor value of an appointment declined as well. 

The EBlightcnment in Portugal and Brazil 

The myth of the Inquisition had always been part of a larger program to discredit Spanish 

and Portuguese royal power as well as the power of the Catholic Church in Europe after the 

Protestant reformation. During the eighteenth century, the Inquisition became the whipping boy 

of the Enlightenment and a favorite example of Iberian despotism and Catholic oppression. It 

seemed to represent all that the Enlightenment rejected-ecclesiasticism and obscurantism.^ It 

was seen as the bulwark of irrationality and the rejection of individual rights and fmdoms. To a 

certain extent, the growing opposition to or disinterest in the Inquisition, even within the Iberian 

peninsula, was also an outgrowth of the decline in the political power of the Church and the 

growing irrelevance of religious purity to the political scene in Europe. 

The Enlightenment came late to Portugal and Brazil, and, as in other ancien regime 

societies, the implementation of its ideas proved selective.^ The Portuguese monarchy and 

' Obscurantism refers to the resistance to change, to new ideas, to enlightenment, and the 
deliberate evasion of clarity and explanation. 
^ The works on the Enlightenment in Portugal and Brazil are few in number. For some general 
descriptions of the Enlightenment in Portugal, see A.H. de Oliveira Marques, History of 
Portugal, 2d ed. (New York: Columbia University Press, 1976), 406-417; Kenneth Maxwell, 
Pombal, 87-109,1S9-161. An interesting little compilation of essays originally published in 
1942 which deals with the introduction of Enlightenment ideas in Latin America contains an 
article by Alexander Marchant about Brazil. See Alexander Marchant," Aspects of the 
Enlightenment in Brazil," in Latin America and the Enlightenment, ed. Arthur P. Whitaker, 2d 
ed. (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1961), 95-118. See also Manoel Cardozo, "Azeredo 
Coutinho" and the commentaiy by E. Bradford Bums, in Conflict and Continuity in Brazilian 
Society, 104-112; Bums, "The Role of Azeredo Coutinho"; Guilherme Pereira das Neves, "De 
1789-1798: Percurso da fiancesia na Bahia,** in De Cabral a Pedro I: Aspectos da colonizagdo 
portugesa no Brasil, ed. Maria Beatriz Nizza da Silva (Porto: Humbertipo, 2001), 337-34; and 
Jane Herrick, The Reluctant Revolutionist: A Stu(ty of the Political Ideas of Hipdlito da Costa 
(1774-1823)," The Americas 7, no. 2 (October 19S0): 171-181. A good sununary can be found in 
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administrators chose those ideas and practices that were oriented towards strengthening and 

rationalizing the State. The Enlightenment came to Portugal first in the minds and practices of 

the so-called estrcmgeirados, those men who had lived and studied in France, England, Germany, 

and Italy and returned to Portugal with new political, social, religious, and scientific ideas. 

The introduction of the Enlightenment was part of a broader revolution that was 

occurring in the Luso-Brazilian world. During the seventeenth century, Spanish influence began 

to decline, and French, English, Italian, and German influences took over. The importance of 

Spanish as the second language of Portugal gave way to French. Spanish literature and theater 

became old-fashioned. Baroque art gave way to French and Italian classicism. Backroom 

amateur and intelligentsia societies and intellectual academies sprang up which incorporated the 

doctrines of the Enlightenment, including the Royal Academy of Science in 1779. Educational 

reform replaced Jesuit-dominated teaching and methods with Cartesian mathematics, 

experimentation, and reason. In 1772, Pombal imposed his reforms of the University of Coimbra 

which included the creation of colleges of mathematics and natural philosophy. Indeed, Pombal 

declared that all laws should be based on "good reason" in order to be valid. The rising 

generation of Portuguese intellectuals, clergymen, educators, physicians, administrators, and 

governors imbibed these new ideas and methods. The implementation of these reforms in the 

mid- to late-eighttenth century represented a 100-year timelag firom what was already being done 

in Northern Europe; but for Portugal, they were major innovations. 

These ideas and practices came to Brazil in much the same way. The ideas came in 

migrating heads and libraries, through the international book trade, through students returning 

from Coimbra, in literary societies. Masonic lodges, the visits of scientific missions from Europe, 

Guilherme Pereira das Neves, '*nustra9§o," in Diciondrio do Brasil colonial (1500-1808), ed. 
Ronaldo Vainfas (Rio de Janeiro: Editora Objectiva, 2000), 296-299. 
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visitors, traders, contrabandits, foreign-bom and foreign-trained priests, friendly correspondence, 

the sharing of books, and word of mouth. Academies also sprang up in Brazil in the eighteenth 

century, and the libraries of learned men and clerics were filled with enlightened literature. The 

academy set up by Bishop Azeredo Coutinho in Pernambuco in 1800 brought the methods being 

employed in Coimbra to the colony.^ Because clerics were often trained in Coimbra and had 

. access to the "subversive" works of Voltaire and others, they often assumed leadership roles in 

promoting enlightened ideas in Brazil.' The existence of the doctrines of the Enlightenment also 

surfaced in several rebellions that erupted in the last several decades before Brazilian 

independence. 

Participants in the Inconfidencia Mineira in 1789 in Minas Gerais had libraries filled 

with works by French and English writers of the Enlightenment. The ideas of the French and 

American revolutions also spread and found expression on the tongues and pens of 

revolutionaries and conspirators in Rio (1794), Bahia (1797), and Pernambuco (1801 and 1817).' 

Traditionally, these movements have been seen as the seeds of Brazilian nationalism and 

the fhiition of French ideas in the colony.'" This perspective is currently being challenged by the 

' See Bums, "The Role of Azeredo Coutinho." 
' See Ney de Souza, "A formafio do clero no Brasil colonial e a influencia do iluminismo," 
Revista eclesiastica brasileira, 231 (September 1998): 618-633 and Bums, "The Intellectuals as 
Agents of Change," 211-246. 
' See Bums, "The Intellectuals as Agents of Change," 220-221, 235-236,245-246 and Franklin 
Tavora, "Os patriotas de 1817," in ̂ 4 republica em Pernambuco, ed. Leonardo Dantas Silva 
(Recife: FU^^AJ, Editora Massangana, 1990), 1-28. For a brief summary of the major 
rebellions of the eighteenth century in Brazil, see Dauril Alden, "Late Colonial Brazil, 1750-
1808," in Colonial Brazil, ed. Leslie Bethell (Cambridge: Cambridge UniversiQr Press, 1991), 
336-343. For a good study of the movements inspired by liberal ideas in Brazil during the late 
colonial period, see Kenneth R. Maxwell, Cor̂ icts and Conspiracies: Brazil and Portugal, 
1750-1808 (Cambridge: Cambridge Universi^ Press, 1973). 

Historians of Pernambuco have argued that nationalist, or at least nativist, sentiments had been 
very strong in Pernambuco since the expulsion of the Dutch in 1654 and that they had tumed into 
separatist feelings as early as 1710 with the Guerra dos Mascates. For examples of this view, see 
Jos^ Domingues Codeceira, "Expozifio de factos histdricos que comprovam a prioridae de 
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work of Guilherme Pereira das Neves who has shown that the diffusion of enlightened thought in 

Brazil was extremely complex and not very deep. Indeed, many of those who touted these ideas 

did not really understand them, and the ideas became a confused millenarianism in which 

revolutionary France became a Bahian ideal to be achieved through revolution which would 

bring about a state of peace and happiness." 

It should not, however, be supposed that these reforms were coupled with intellectual 

freedom. Censorship continued even though it could be avoided.'^ The Enlightenment in 

Portugal and Brazil was not an exercise in expanding individual freedoms. Rather, it was an 

attempt to rationalize and enhance state power.''' 

The French invasion of Portugal in 1807 also decreased the effectiveness of inquisitional 

operations. The system was interrupted by the French control of Lisbon, the flight of the crown, 

the increasing Portuguese reliance on English shipping and protection, and the absence of the 

inquisitor general who spent the next six years in Bayonne, France.The most common problem 

was the inability of the Inquisition to continue the processos that they already had because of a 

Pemambuco na independSncia e liberdade nacional," RIHGB S3 (1890): 327-342; and Barbalho, 
1710, Recife versus Olinda. The work of Evaldo Cabral de Mello has shown that this view is 
problematic and anachronistic. See, for example, Cabral e Mello, A jronda dos mazombos. 
" Pereira e Neves, "De 1789-1798." 

The censorship board granted many licenses to individuals and institutions to read prohibited 
books. See Lutz Carlos Villalta, '*As licen9as para posse e leitura de livros proibidos," in De 
Cabral a Pedro I: Aspectos da colonizafdo portugesa no Brasil, ed. Maria Beatriz Nizza da 
Silva (Porto: Humbertipo, 2001), 235-245. E. Bradford Bums notes that bookdealers avoided 
inquisitional censure by importing forbidden books in false covers. See Bums, '*The Intellectuals 
as Agents of Change," 219-220. Maria Beatriz Nizza da Silva notes that the early printing 
presses in Brazil after 1808 did not publish ''dangerous" liberal materials. Most liberal 
publications circulating in Brazil were contraband. See Maria Beatriz Nizza da Silva, Ctdtura no 
Brasil Coldnia (Petr6polis: Vozes, 1981), 144-160. 

Maxwell, Pombal, 160. 
The invasion also created irritating problems for ftmiliares. When the French sacked Lisbon 

in 1807, th^ stole the carts of &mUiares such as Jos6 Bel6n Lima who had to request new ones. 
SeeANTT,CGSO,m. 15. 
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breakdown in conununication with Brazil. For example, Pascoal Martins da Costa Cunha Souto 

Maior applied for an appointment as a coraiss^o in 1806. His judicial was done in 1807, but he 

did not receive the appointment until 1812. The Bastos brothers applied in 1802 and their 

diligencias were stalled out until 1818.'^ 

Father Gabriel Jos^ Pereira de Sampaio's application further illustrates these difficulties. 

He was in Lisbon taking care of some business when he applied to become a comiss^o in 1807. 

His diligencia was completed in 1808, and he was approved because of the extreme lack of 

comiss^os and notirios in Alagoas where he lived. A note on the front of his processo stated: 

"This Provisio was not sent to America because the government there was of His Highness. The 

French seals [we had to use] were not accepted in America. As soon as the kingdom was 

returned to its legitimate government a new provision was passed and sent on October 29, 

1808."'^ Nothing in his diligencia was sent to Brazil—probably for the same reason. For 

Louren^o Pereira de Carvalho e Gama, the Inquisition waited for four years for the judicial to 

come back from Brazil. They realized that to request baptismal certificates, which were missing, 

from Brazil would merely delay his processo further so under the circumstances, they simply 

approved him for comissirio.'^ This disruption from the war also caused some to discontinue the 

process ail together. 

In July of 1807, three brothers applied together for appointments as familiares, Josi de 

Souza Barroso, JoSo de Santa Ana de Souza Barroso, and Manuel Pereira de Souza Barroso. 

They were all sons of the familiar Antonio de Souza Barroso. In 1810, the diligencias were 

pronounced incomplete because the judicial from Recife had ended up in England—probably 

ANTT, HSO, Pascoal 2/35, HSO, Joaquim 21/262, HSO, Joio 128/2007, HI 8/107. 
ANTT, HSO, Gabriel 4/40. 
ANTT, HSO, Lourenfo 10/150. 
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because they had been sent on an English ship. The Inquisition had sent another letter in May of 

1809 to Joaquim Marques de Araujo to ask him to re-do the judicial, but in August of 1810, their 

father, Antonio, wrote a letter to Cipriano Jos^ de Amorim, the secretaiy of the Lisbon Tribunal, 

stating that he no longer wanted to continue the diligencias and asked that they discount what 

they had spent fiom his deposit of lOOSOOO riis and return the rest. He stated that he did not 

want to spend any more money, nor did he want his sons to become famiiiares any longer." His 

decision was probably symptomatic of the increasing animosity towards the Inquisition in the 

early decades of the nineteenth century as much as it was of the disruption of war that only 

increased the difHculty and cost of the process. 

Treaties with foreign powers also affected the functioning of the Inquisition in Brazil. In 

1641, with the independence movement in Portugal, the Portuguese signed a peace treaty with 

the Dutch in which they allowed Dutch nationals to be exempt from inquisitional jurisdiction. 

The 16S4 treaty with England went further and declared that no tribunal in the Portuguese empire 

could molest English nationals. It also permitted them to use English Bibles and to practice their 

religion in their homes and on board their ships without interference. They were also granted 

land where they could bury their dead. Essentially the same guarantees were granted the Dutch 

in the treaty of 1661." 

The Napoleonic wars also brought Portugal and England closer together to oppose 

Napoleon and his Spanish allies, resulting in a series of treaties. The treaty of 1810 dealt 

explicitly with the Inquisition. Article DC of the Treaty of Alliance and Friendship with Great 

Britain signed in Rio de Janeiro in 1810 has prompted some confiision about the state of the 

'•ANTT,HI, 27/131. 
ANTT, Gaveta 18, m. 13, no. 2. "Artigos do Tratado de Paz entre o protector de Inglaterra e o 

senhor Rei D. Joao IV feitos a 10 de Julho de 16S4. E confinnados em 29 de Fev. de 1655." 
ANTT, IL, Livro 154, fol., 354. 
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Inquisition in Brazil in the last decade before independence. The wording of the article is 

sufficiently ambiguous to leave its ultimate meaning obscure to those not familiar with the 

organization of the Inquisition: 

The Inquisition or Tribunal of the Holy Office, not having been hitherto 
established, or recognized in Brazil. His Royal Highness the Prince Regent of 
Portugal, guided by an enlightened and liberal policy, takes the opportunity 
afforded by the present treaty to declare spontaneously in His own name, and in 
that of his heirs and successors, that the Inquisition shall not hereafter be 
established in the South American dominions of the Crown of Portugal. 

And His Britannic Majesty in consequence of this declaration on the Part 
of his royal Highness the Prince ^gent of Portugal, does on His part engage and 
declare that the FifUi Article of the Treaty of 16S4, in virtue of which certain 
exemptions &om the authority of the Inquisition are exclusively granted to 
British subjects shall be considered as null and having no effect in the South 
American dominions of the Crown of Portugal. 

And His Britannic Majesty consents that this abrogation of the fifth 
Article of the Treaty of 1654 shall also extend to Portugal upon the abolition of 
the Inquisition in that Country, by the Command of his Royal Highness the 
Prince Regent, and generally to ^1 other parts of his Royal Highnesses 
Dominions where he may hereafter abolish that Tribunal.^*' 

Some scholars have suggested that this article suppressed the Inquisition in Brazil, insinuating 

that it ceased to function there.^' The fact that denunciations continued to be received fhim 

Brazil and acted upon and that ofHcials continued to apply for and receive appointments all over 

Brazil up until 1820 demonstrates that inquisitional activity was certainly not suppressed. The 

wording of the article is technically correct, however. A tribunal of the Holy Office had not been 

established in Brazil, and all the Prince Regent (later D. Jo2o VI) did was declare that no such 

tribunal would be established. He did not state that the Tribunal in Lisbon, which continued to 

have jurisdiction over Brazil, would cease its operations in the colony. The English apparently 

" ANTT, Tratados: Inglalerra, ex. 5, nos. 1-2. 
Nanci Leonzo, "As instituifdes," in O impirio luso-brasileiro, 1750-1822, Nova historia da 

expansSo Portuguesa, ed. Maria Beatrix Nizza da Silva vol. 8 (Lisbon: Editorial Estampa, 1986), 
314; Francisco Bethencourt, "Declinio e estinfio do Santo Oftcio,'' Revista de Histdria 
Econdmica e Social (1987): 81. 
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misunderstood the nature of inquisitional organization and assumed that without a tribunal in 

Brazil their subjects would be firee of any inquisitional oversight. By declaring Article V of the 

16S4 treaty null in Brazil, they unwittingly removed the veil of protection their subjects had 

enjoyed in Brazil, and the Portuguese managed to give the appearance of granting a concession 

without really granting anything. 

Nonetheless, the Prince Regent clearly demonstrated that it was not only possible to 

abolish the Inquisition, but that he had entertained the idea. Incidentally, when the Prince Regent 

set up the royal court in Rio de Janeiro after fleeing the French invasion of Portugal, he set up a 

full compliment of State institutions, but not the Inquisition. No tribunal was ever established in 

Brazil and it remained under the jurisdiction of the Lisbon tribunal. Apparently the Prince 

Regent and his advisors did not feel that they needed an inquisitional tribunal to govern from 

Brazil. This omen of abolition came true in 1821, but not by royal decree. 

In August of 1820, while D. Joio VI was still in Brazil, a constitutionalist revolution 

broke out in Portugal. The new government formed a council and proceeded to write a liberal 

constitution. Early in 1821 a proposal to abolish the Inquisition was presented to the council and 

on April S, 1821 the Inquisition was abolished. 

Inquisitionl Dccltec in Pcrnambaco 

The case of Joaquim Marques, Bernardo Luis, and Bishop Azeredo Coutinho highlights 

the decline of inquisitional authority in Pemambuco and shows how the changes of the 

ei^teenth century contributed to its decline. Bernardo Luis and Bishop Azeredo Coutinho had 

both studied at Coimbra and were, consequently, more open to the ideas of the Enlightenment 

They both showed a certain amount of disrespect and contempt for inquisitional authority and 
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ideais.^ The ex-Jesuit, Joaquim Marques, had no such openness and perceived the new ideas of 

the eighteenth century and those who espoused them as threats and enemies of the good order of 

society and religion. He became the prophet of doom for the Inquisition, the Catholic religion, 

and Luso-Brazilian society. For example, in 1810, he complained that the English were 

influencing even the powerful and respected leaders in Pemambuco to eat meat on the fast days 

during Lent and to participate in Protestant rituals so that practically no one kept Lent any 

longer." The sacred processions of Lent had been transformed, he claimed, into irreligious 

theatrical performances that ridiculed Christ and the Holy Sacraments. The English ridiculed the 

participants in the procession of the Lord's Passion, calling them Jews. In a procession of 

children, the English made a great mockery of some small saints by taking the images of the devil 

and of death and making them dance together. When the clergy reprimanded the people for these 

disorders during the services of Lent, the ouvidor railed against them calling them ignorant and 

only fit to instruct the rude Indians and not the king's magistrates. 

The traveler Heniy ICoster also noticed the changes occurring in Recife and the growing 

English influence. Ladies began strolling in the evening in the English fashion and both men and 

women began assimning English styles of dress. "The time of advancement was come," he said, 

"and men, who had for many years gone on without making any change either in the interior or 

^ Bishop Azeredo Coutinho published several works which drew upon the ideas of the 
Enlightenment See Guilherme Pereira das Neves, "Pilida e obliquias luzes; J J. da C. de 
Azeredo Coutinho e a anilise sobre a justifa do com îo do resgate dos escravos," in Brasil: 
Colonizagdo e escraviddo, ed. Maria Beatriz Nizza da Silva (Rio de Janeiro: Nova Fronteira, 
2000): 341-370. 
^ For a discussion of foreign intellectual influence in Brazil in the latter part of the eighteenth 
centuiy, see Bums, "The Intellectuals as Agents of Change." 
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exterior of their houses, were now painting and glazing on the outside, and new furnishings 

within; modernizing themselves, their families, and their dwellings."^'* 

Where Koster saw these changes as positive signs of modernization, Joaquim Marques 

saw them as evidence of social, political and religious degeneration. He attributed these 

disorders to the "stupid chapter...and the great heretic Bernardo Luis Ferreira Portugal, who is 

also the vicar general of the bishopric, a man so libertine...that he had already been judged an 

enemy of religion...and as the chief of the libertines...he has permitted all of the abuses that have 

been introduced into the good order of the Church and the puriQ^ of our Holy Faith."^ In his 

denunciation, Joaquim Marques highlighted two related developments that had been gathering 

strength throughout the eighteenth century-the growing influence of the ideas of the 

Enlightenment in the Luso-Brazilian world, and the increasing subordination of Portugal to the 

political and economic power of England. 

The Inquisition had struggled to increase its autonomy from both the crown and the 

papacy since the sixteenth century. During the periods of conflict with the crown and the 

papacy, the Inquisition found that its autonomy was more restricted than it might have preferred. 

Inquisitional autonomy was seriously challenged in the mid-eighteenth century, and the 

Inquisition was reined in by the State. This loss of autonomy contributed to the late eighteenth-

century decline not only in power, but also in the ability to produce status and prestige. 

The decline of inquisitional power in the last quarter of the eighteenth century, due, in 

part, to the Pombaline reforms, decreased the value of the symbolic capital represented by a letter 

of appointment to the Inquisition. The revocation of pure blood requirements, which effectively 

Henry Koster, Travels in Brazil, edited with an introduction by C. Harvey Gardiner 
(Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, l%6), 88-89. 
^ ANTT, IL, m. 40; see also ANTT, IL, Processo 164^. 
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eliminated the Inquisition's ability to provide proof of purity in a society highly attuned to such 

public declarations, could only diminish the value of inquisitional appointment. 

This loss combined with the increasing constriction of privilege starting in the late 

seventeenth century. The most important losses of privilege were the restriction of the foro 

(private adjudication) and the exemption from military service. The frequent and continuous 

challenges to inquisitional privilege and the continuing ambiguity of the question also 

contributed to its diminishing desirability^. 

In addition, the inquisitional institutions which had counterbalanced the constrictions by 

providing opportunities for privilege, status, social welfare, camaraderie, and honor were also in 

decline. The brotherhood of Saint Peter Martyr suffered from rising disinterest on the part of the 

familiars and an unwillingness to accept the increasingly oppressive financial burdens of 

participation. By the end of the eighteenth century, the brotherhoods of St. Peter Martyr 

everywhere in the empire had entered into decline. The governors of Peroambuco also began to 

apply the same practices they used in the militia companies to the Companhia dos Familiares by 

promoting Portuguese immigrants over native Brazilians which only further constricted the 

pathways to privilege. 

Although this decline appears to be general, it was not complete and total. Despite 

growing opposition to the Inquisition', it remain^ relevant to local power struggles and could not 

be ignored with impunity. It continued to attract applicants up to 1821, although in much smaller 

numbers, and royal courts were still willing to uphold inquisitional privilege in the face of 

serious challenges from powerful opponents—as in the case of Joaquim Marques. It also received 

the ability to issue orders in the name of the crown in the late 1760s, which was intended to make 

it a crown tribunal. Clearly, the crown did not consider the institution completely irrelevant in 
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the 1770s. But the increasing influence of Enlightenment ideas in Portugal and Brazil and within 

the Inquisition combined with the disruption of the French Revolution, the Napoleonic wars, and 

the growing English influence in Portuguese foreign and domestic policy to create a very 

difHcult situation for the Inquisition. 

All of these foreign influences, and particularly the ideas of the Enlightenment were 

summed'up by Joaquim Marques in the term libertino. When Joaquim Marques de Araujo used 

the terms libertino and libertinagem, he had something speciflc in mind. The modem usage of 

these terms has lost some of its original meaning. Today, the term generally refers to an 

unbelieving, wicked, or depraved individual who is free from all moral pricks of conscience. 

This is a diminution of the original eighteenth-century meaning which referred to "He who 

shakes off the yoke of revelation and presumes that reason alone can guide with certainty with 

respect to God, life, etc."^ This definition, proffered by Antonio de Morais e Silva who twice 

was denounced to the Inquisition and once prosecuted by it, suggests the author's libertine 

persuasion in the matter.^ Those who had been "tainted" by any variety of enlightened thought 

were so labeled, including Bernardo Luis Ferreira Portugal, Bishop Azeredo Coutinho, and many 

other Brazilian intellectuals who had been educated at Coimbra after 1772 and were open to 

enlightened ideas. Those who still adhered to the ideas of scholasticism and were dedicated to 

the preservation of the current religious, political, social, and economic status quo feared those 

ideas and the men who espoused them. Joaquim Marques, a Jesuit-trained priest, was the most 

outspoken of the Pemambucan officials against the libertines, but his colleague Henrique Martins 

Gaio was equally acerbic in his denunciations of French ideas and those clerics who had been 

See Antonio de Moraes e Silva, Diccionario da linguaportugueza, 2d ed., s.v. "libertino". 
 ̂Antdnio Baiio has published the proceedings of Ant6nio's trial in Episddicos dramaticos da 

InquisigSo PortUffiesa, vol. 2, Homem de letras e de ciencia por ela condenados—vdria (Lisbon: 
Seam Nova, 1973), 113-27. 
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trained in them " This was one of the underlying causes of the conflicts which engulfed 

Bernardo Luis, Jcaquim Marques, and Azeredo Coutinho in the late eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries. Bernardo Lufs and Azeredo Coutinho got along so well partly because they 

had both been trained at Coimbra after 1772. 

The fear of social and religious dissolution caused Joaquim Marques to decry the 

growing influence of French ideas in late eighteenth-century Pemambuco. He labeled Bernardo 

Luis a libertine, and, in 1798, he declared that if it had not been for the Inquisition, Pemambuco 

would have become "worse than France."^ He accused Antonio de Morais e Silva, the author of 

a Portuguese language dictionary, of disregarding all religious fasts and holy days and obliging 

his slaves to do likewise. Antonio, he said, was reputed by all faithful people as a great 

libertine.^*' In 1803, Joaquim Marques was beginning to despair. Despite all of his efforts, the 

libertines were growing in number and sagacity because, he said, they realized that they were 

never going to be punished, or that at least their punishment would be delayed.^' Likewise, by 

1810, he had become so preoccupied with the increasing English influence in Pemambuco that 

he claimed that, if corrective measures were not taken, it would become a '^ew England."^^ 

In 1812, Joaquim Marques claimed that an epidemic struck Brazil." He asserted that it 

was most virulent in Rio where more than 2,000 people supposedly died in fifteen days. Joaquim 

Marques did not hesitate to attribute the epidemic to divine retnbution and a sign that the end of 

the world was near. What was the cause? Of course, it was the libertines who tread upon holy 

Luiz Mott found denunciations for libertines in NfaranhSo around this same time. See Mott, 
'*A Inquisi92o no Maranhio," 51-54. 
® ANTT, IL, Piocesso 13817. 
" ANTT, IL, Processo 14321. 

ANTT, IL, Processo 16460. 
ANTT, m, Manuel 27/132. 
I have been unable to find evidence for an epidemic in 1812. 
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religion and spread every form of heresy.^ Had Joaquim Marques lived to witness the 1817 

movement for independence in Pemambuco and Brazilian independence in 1822, he would have 

felt mortified and justified at the same moment, for the dissolution he had prophesied appeared to 

have occurred. 

Perhaps the most important sign of decline was the behavior of the officials of the 

Inquisition and the attitude of local authorities to it. For example, in 1747, the not^o, Leandro 

Ferreira de Azevedo from Goiana, complained that when he went to the vicar Antonio Gon^alves 

Lima, to ask for the baptism and marriage records to extract the needed certificates, the vicar 

denied his request on the pretext that the constitution of the archbishopric of Bahia said that the 

baptism records could not be given to anyone to extract entries without an order from the bishop. 

Leandro reported this to the comiss^o, Antonio Alves Guenra, who obtained an order from the 

bishop and the vicar gave them up. The Inquisition noted that similar incidents had occurred in 

Evora and that they should do something about it.^^ 

In this case, the priest's opposition was not a blatant attack on the Inquisition. It was, at 

least, thinly veiled by recourse to a standing order in the archbishopric. Towards the end of the 

eighteenth centuiy, however, those who opposed the Inquisition were often quite open and direct 

in their opposition. In 1784, Comissirio Friar Jos^ de Jesus Maria Souza reported the 

deplorable state of the Holy Office" in Pemambuco where so many sought appointments in 

hopes of acquiring the privileges. Once they discovered the very real limitation on those 

privileges, thQ' became less inclined and less willing to serve. 

His concern arose over a case he was involved in. He bad requested the marriage records 

of the parish church of Corpo Santo in Recife frnm the priest Manuel de Mendonfa. When Jos^ 

"ANTT,IL,NT2126. 
" ANTT, HSO, Josi 57/885. 
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asked Mendon9a about it, the priest replied that if he wanted to see the books he had to go the 

church. When Jos^ said that his convent was only a short distance away and that it was 

customary to deliver the books directly to the comiss^o, the priest responded, '^ell the Holy 

Office that I do not want to give the books." 

Later, when Jose sent the familiar, Antonio Jose Sedrim, to collect the books, the priest 

responded impetuously, "tell him that I do not want to send them and tell him to tell the 

Inquisition." Jos^ sent the familiar back to call Manuel to testify because he had been named in 

the commission he had received from Lisbon. This time Manuel responded, "I do not want to go 

and I will not, and he can report it to the queen and the Holy Office. But the book the comissario 

asked for, 1 will give it to him." 

Likewise, when the familiar Antdnio Jos^ Sedrim went to ask the familiar, Manuel 

Antonio Duarte, to help him with some diligencias related to this case, he found Manuel in a 

small shop passing his time. In response to the sununons, Manuel yelled at Antonio and publicly 

insulted him, claiming to have other things to do. Antdnio knew that he was lying because the 

business Manuel claimed to have did not take place for another four days. Then Antdnio wrote 

this revealing sentence to the comissirio Friar Jos6 de Jesus Maria Souza. "I beg your reverence, 

for the love of God, that you dispense me from notifying anyone for the service of the holy 

tribunal so that I do not suffer these impolitic discomfortures which have happened to me so 

many times... principally from the familiares.. 

Three things had actually occurred here. A parish priest had openly and brazenly refused 

to obey the order of a comissirio. A familiar had likewise openly and brazenly refused to fulfill 

his dufy giving a very weak excuse in his defense. And a familiar had begged to be excused from 
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serving the Inquisition because of the abuse he received not only fix>m non-inquisitional 

personnel, but more importantly, from his own colleagues. 

Friar Jos^ informed the Inquisition that from this experience they could see the sorry 

state to which the respect due the Inquisition had been reduced. If a parish priest, who was 

obliged to set the example, could so easily ignore his duty in such a delicate matter, then what 

could they expected of his flock, who would follow his example. He also bewailed the 

"deplorable slothfulness, indolence, and lack of devotion" of the familiares regarding the things 

of the Holy Office in Pemambuco.^ 

This behavior was widespread by the end of the eighteenth century. For example, in 

Portugal, the treasurer of the Inquisition reported that, in 1792, the familiar, Manuel Caspar da 

Boifa faked illness so that he would not have to perform a diligencta." In 1796, Joaquim 

Marques reported that the ship captains of Pemambuco refused to write receipts, as was the 

custom, for the bags of letters or for the prisoners being sent to the Inquisition in Lisbon.^' 

Familiares also began to seek permission to carry pistols as defensive weapons to protect 

themselves not only from bandits^' but also from personal enemies they had acquired while 

serving the Inquisition.''^ 

^.ANTTIL,319and320. 
" ANTT, CGSO, m. 6, no. 27. 
"ANTT, HI, Lufs 26/130. 

One of the most notorious of these bandits was Jos^ Gomes (otherwise known as cabeleira) 
who was active during the 1780s and was known for his audacity^ and ferociQr. He was finally 
captured in i 786 and executed. Several of the petitions were made at the height of his activity, 
and the applicants ^y have been worried about him in particular. See Capitania de 
Pemambuco no govemo de Jos6 Cisar de Menezes (1774-1787)," RIHGB (1918); 558-560. 
^ See AHU, Pemambuco, ant a 1798, outubro, 11; AHU, Pemambuco, ex. 148, doc. 10778. 
AHU, Pemambuco, 1793, setembro, 19. Bento Fuitado de Mendon9a obtained permission to arm 
two of his slaves with pistols, muskets, or carbines. See AHU, Pemambuco, 1795, dezembro, 2; 
AHU, Pemambuco, ant a 1803, maio, 4. Antdnio Marques da Costa Soares also gained 
permission to arm a slave wtA a pistol. See AHU, Pemambuco, ant a 1799, agosto, 9. Antdnio 
Baptista Coelho gained permission to use a musket S^e AHU, Pemambuco, ex. 62, doc. 5284. 
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Even the habilitafSo was in decline. After 1794, applications and appointments declined 

precipitously. In hindsight, we can conclude that the removal of the pure blood laws diminished 

the appeal of the carta, as Jos^ Veiga Torres does, but such a conclusion was probably not 

immediately obvious to contemporaries. It seems more likely that most people in Peroambuco 

were not aware of the effect that the changes of the 1770s would have on inquisitional practice 

and prestige, if they were even aware of the changes at all. And only after those changes became 

apparent and combined with the transformations just mentioned did the prestige value of 

inquisitional cartas decrease. This helps explain the timelag between the decline in Portugal and 

that of Pemambuco. 

Likewise, the Inquisition became increasingly lax in its requirement that investigations 

be carried out in the place of residence of the applicant and permitted more inquiries in Lisbon. 

And in 1820, the inquisitor general, Azeredo Coutinho simply dismissed the applicant Francisco 

Jos^ Alves de Barros from Alagoas from all diligSncias and gave him a carta.^' This is the only 

case I have ever seen where the processo was completely ignored. This mentaliQr of disinterest 

and decline seems to have pervaded the upper echelons of the Inquisition as well as the lower. 

For example, the general council consulted on the pure blood law of 1773 and gave its 

hearQr approval. It was also the inquisitor general who suggested the abolition of the tribunal in 

Goa and the reformation of the regimento in 1774. Even though Pombal may have been behind 

these activities, and despite the fact that we cannot know their true feelings in the matter, their 

willingness to use the language of the Enlightenment in the reformation of the Inquisition is an 

indication of the shift already underway within the Inquisition. The Inquisition had already made 

For other examples, see AHU, Pemambuco, 1803, dezembro, 16; AHU, Pemambuco, ant. a 
1803, setembro, 17; AHU, Pemambuco, 1791, novembro, 12; AHU, Pemambuco, 1795, mar90, 
12; AHU, Pemambuco, ant a 1799, novembro, 26; AHU, Pemambuco, 1795, Janeiro, 13. 

ANTT, HSO, Francisco 95/1572. 
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the transition fix>m an institution primarily oriented toward repression to one focused on 

promotion. That shift permitted a continuing transformation that reached its fhiition in the 

debates held in the constitutional convention of 1821 in Lisbon. 

Already in October of 1820, the provisional junta required all the ofHcials of the general 

council and the tribunals to swear an oath of loyalty and obedience to the new government and 

the future constitution.^^ In the eighth session of the liberal court on February 8,1821, Francisco 

Simdes Margiocchi proposed the abolition of the Inquisition. His proposal was not opposed even 

though at least one member of the general council of the Inquisition was present as a deputy. 

The vote finally came after a lively debate on March 24, 1821. Of course, the debate included 

long discourses about the barbarism and monstrosities of the Inquisition. The inquisitor present 

at the debate argued that the establishment of the Inquisition was a result of the intolerance of the 

age and that it persisted because of "the moral causes that retarded die progress of human 

understanding." This was not the language of the Inquisition. It was the language of the 

Enlightenment and it came from one of the highest officials of the Inquisition. 

Whatever desires the officials of the Inquisition may have had to resist were doubtless 

pacified by the promise of a pension for all of the officials of the Inquisition-excepting, of 

course, the familiares, comiss^os, not^os, and qualificadores. On March 29, the members of 

the general coun'cil were present at the Catholic mass where all the civil and military authorities 

swore allegiance to the new constitution. 

For a brief discussion of the liberal councils deliberations and the abolition of the Inquisition, 
see Bethencourt, Historia das Inquisigdes, 349-350. Amdnio BaiSo published a fecsimile of the 
order abolishing the Inquisition mAlnquisitdo de Goa: Tentattfade histdria de sua origem, 
estabelecimento, evolugdo, e extingdo, 2 vols. (Lisbon: Academia das Ciencias de Lisboa, 1949) 
1:370-371. 
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On April S, 1821, the order abolishing the Inquisition was formally published, h 

abolished the entire inquisitional bureaucracy, reverted all spiritual crimes to the bishops and the 

rest to the civil authorities, abolished all the regulations, laws, or orders pertaining to the 

Inquisition, and confiscated all inquisitional property and all inquisitional documents. The 

property went to the national treasury, and the documents went to the national library to be 

inventoried. In symbolic representation of its demise, the doors of the inquisitional palace were 

thrown open and the sacred precinct was desecrated by the public who were permitted to wander 

throughout the entire edifice, including the secret prisons. 

These are all signs of a deep internal decline at all levels within the Inquisition. Had the 

inquisitional officials been as dedicated to defending their position, privileges, power, and 

institution as they had in the seventeenth century, it is unlikely that the abolition would have 

been so undramatic. The fact is that the Inquisition had changed. The shift that began in the 

seventeenth century away from repression and towards promotion had altered the inquisitional 

identity. It could no longer repress as effectively, and, by the end of the eighteenth century, it 

could no longer promote socially. Indeed, it appears that its own officials were not entirely 

dedicated to either course of action. 

Not every one was pleased to see it go, however. We have already mentioned Joaquim 

Marques, and there is every reason to believe that there were many others like him. The ideas 

and values that the Inquisition had fostered did not die with the liberal revolution. They 

persisted. In the late 1820s, the cathedral chapter of Vizeu in Portugal begged the crown to 

reestablish the biquisition. They complained that since it was abolished, the holy Catholic faith 

had almost become extinguished i|^ Portugal.'*^ For those still tied to the old order, the 

ANTT, MNEJ, m. 693, no. 5. 
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Inquisition continued to resonated deeply with the values and beliefs that they cherished, 

particularly in the accelerating transformation of Luso-Brazilian society in the nineteenth 

century. The roots of the Inquisition remained even though the tree had been chopped down. 

CoBclttsion 

The decline of the Inquisition was not so much an indication that the Inquisition was 

paralyzed, moribund, or in ruins, as it was that it had changed. It had changed in its political, 

social, and repressive aspects. Politically, it had effectively become a royal tribunal with power 

to order in the name of the king. In so doing, it lost its autonomy and much of its distinctiveness 

as an institution. Inquisitional privilege had also been sharply cut back during the course of the 

eighteenth century. Its repressive role had been in decline since the end of the seventeenth 

century, but was by no means paralyzed. Socially it remained an important tool in local politics, 

but its potential for legitimizing and promoting social status had been sharply curtailed by the 

ongoing political and social transformations within the Luso-Brazilian word. 

The signs of internal deterioration demonstrate that the Inquisition was complicitous in 

its own decline. The great transformations of the late eighteenth century limited its ability to 

promote socially and the changing attitudes towards the Inquisition and within the Inquisition all 

signaled a drastic need for reform if it were to survive the early nineteenth-century political and 

cultural transformations. 

The Inquisition had faced similar challenges in the shifting political and social context of 

the seventeenth century and the mid-eighteenth century and successfully weathered the storms. 

That they did not do so in the early nineteenth century testifies, first of all, to the depth of the 

social, political, and cultural metamorphoses of Luso-Brazilian society and, secondly, to the fact 
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that the officials of the Inquisition were siniply not interested in reforming the institution. It 

should be remembered that the inquisitor general in 1821 was none other than Bishop Azeredo 

Coutinho. He had not only interfered with an inquisitional inquiry, but bad manifest a less than 

positive opinion of the Inquisition while in Pemambuco. He was an unlikely candidate to 

support a drive to save the Inquisition from extinction. 

In the end, the purposes for which the Inquisition had been created, and continued to 

exist, no longer resonated in the altered social, political, and intellectual climate of the early 

nineteenth century. It was inconsistent with the new order that the liberal council was trying to 

establish. They could not erect a state with a constitution that contained the language of rights 

and freedom and retain an institution founded on privilege and censorship that did not and 

perhaps could not concede those rights. 
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CHAPTER 11 

CONCLUSION 

The characterization of the ofHcials of the Inquisition as evil-minded religious fanatics, 

as ruthless spies, and as unprincipled bandits imposed upon an unsuspecting and impotent society 

has far outlived its usefulness. Where that characterization once served to justify Protestant 

opposition to Catholic dominance and to explain the demise of Iberian power on the world stage, 

it now obscures the Inquisition's larger program and distorts our view of the men who ran it and 

the societies that upheld it. The inquisitional beast has lurked in historical hyperbole devoid of 

shape and substance for too long. To call the monster firom the shadows, clothe it in flesh, and 

face it squarely permits us to comprehend the larger inquisitional program and understand how it 

managed to sink such deep roots into Luso-Brazilian society. 

The extension of inquisitional authoriQr to Brazil late in the sixteenth century required 

the institution to adapt to the demands of colonial Brazilian society and geography. Initially, it 

relied on local secular and ecclesiastical authorities. The bishops of Brazil also retained 

inquisitional jurisdiction and alternatively worked with and fought against the tribunal in Lisbon, 

which sought to extend inquisitional control over the colony. The Inquisition developed this 

system early on, permitting it to extend its reach deep into colonial Pemambuco, both 

geographically and socially. 

The Inquisition did not permit permanent resident officials in Brazil until after 1613, but 

even then, applications for appointments in Pemambuco only trickled in. The Dutch occupation 

contributed to the slow development of a network in the seventeenth century, but the ongoing 

conflict between planters and merchants and Olinda and Recife in the late seventeenth and early 
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eighteenth centuries contributed to an increased interest in inquisitional appointments. Limpeza 

de sangue became a weapon in the ongoing conflicts where merchants and planters utilized the 

Inquisition to discredit their rivals. 

In this sense, a metropolitan and imperial institution came to be appropriated by 

Pemambucan colonials and redeployed in local conflicts. Indeed the large numbers of applicants 

suggests not only their active but also their willing participation in the institutions of colonial 

rule. Like other colonial institutions, the Inquisition was the product of an inter-continental 

monarchy engaged in a broad program of colonization which required innovative adaptations. 

Seeing colonial Brazil from this perspective has recently become the focus of research on the 

colony.' The Inquisition in colonial Pemambuco, then, was not simply an outside imposition, but 

an important institution closely tied to the production and retention of honor, prestige, and social 

promotion in the captaincy. 

This study also shows that social mobility was a reality in colonial Brazil and points to 

the techniques for creating social elite and their use of colonial institutions to assert and maintain 

their status and prestige. Inquisitional records provide numerous examples of men and families 

who started out with relatively little and came from comparatively humble backgrounds, but who, 

nevertheless, managed to acquire wealth, land, slaves; and status in the colony. 

The evidence for upward social mobility found in the Inquisition's r^rds directly 

challenges the older, but still widely-held, view of colonial Brazil as a rigidly hierarchical socieQ^ 

dominated by a narrow and closed elite of wealthy planters. In this way, my study contributes to 

' For an «cample of studies in this vein, see JoSo Fnigoso, Maria Fernanda Bicalho, and Maria de 
F îtima Gouv  ̂eds., O Antigo Regime nos trdpicos: A dindmica in^perial portuguesa (sictdos 
XVI-XVUI) (Rio de Janeiro: Civilizafio Brasileira, 2001). 
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a growing body of literature that has begun to reevaluate that older view.^ But much of that more 

recent literature focuses on Southeastern Brazil and often on frontier areas or regions where 

plantation agriculture did not fiilly develop until after 1700. By contrast, my research deals with 

the Northeastern Captaincy-General of Pemambuco, a region where, already by the end of the 

sixteenth century, a slaved-based plantation economy bad been firmly established. In other 

words, it deals with an area of colonial Brazil where, according to the older literature, social 

hierarchies should have been the most rigid. 

The very real possibility of social mobility did not, by any means, translate into a 

completely open society. On the contrary, as many of the examples presented in this study 

demonstrate, wealth, land, and slaves did not, by themselves, guarantee access to political power, 

social honor, or prestige. These men and their families needed proof that they were "honorable". 

In Pemambuco, honor, status, and nobility were tied to pure blood, honorable 

occupations, and a respectable lifestyle. These were ideals to be asserted and defended because 

they could have a very real bearing on an individual's and a family's access to economic, 

political, and social opportunities. But honor, status, and nobility were tried in the court of 

public opinion and so external "proofs" were necessary to solidify and legitimize claims to honor 

and nobility. The Inquisition became an important provider of such proof because other means 

of acquiring it were fairly limited. No new titles of nobility were ever created for Brazil, and the 

few fidalgos (lesser nobles) in colom'al Pemambuco held no titles. Likewise entrance into the 

military orders, though more frequent, still required military experience and were limited by the 

resources the crown had at its disposal. Likewise, other honorable positions, such as seats on the 

municipal council and officerships in the militia, were also finite. 

^ See, for example, Willems, "Social Dififerend'ation'': Schwartz, Sugar PlantcOions; Faria, A 
coldnia em movimento; 
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The procedures the Inquisition developed to select its own officials were meant to 

exclude those groups who had dishonorable ancestry, behavior, or occupations. These 

exclusionary practices contributed to the appeal of an appointment because it could grant status 

along with formal proof of purity. For this reason, when problems occurred in the application 

process, regardless of their source, complaints of loss of honor and status resulted. 

Consequently, some families and individuals engaged in genealogical fraud to cover up unsightly 

ancestries or to combat accusations of impurity. In Pemambuco, the production and defense of 

genealogies became a sort of protonativism as the old established families who had participated 

in the conquest of Pemambuco and the expulsion of the Dutch sought to retain their social 

position against challenges by more recent arrivals who tended to be more heavily involved in 

conunerce. 

But these new arrivals could also utilize the Inquisition in their rivahy with the landed 

elite. Most of the ofHcials of the Inquisition tended to belong to the so-called middle estate 

which meant that their occupations were generally considered to be potentially honorable and, 

therefore, they possessed the potential to exert honor and to become nobles if they could meet all 

the other requirements. To accomplish this, they often engaged in marriage strategies that 

reinforced their claims to purity and honor. Immigrant familiares tended to marry into local 

families and create mutually beneficial economic, political, and social relationships. 

These findings challenge the scholarly literature that emphasizes competition and rivalry 

between planters and merchants and between Portuguese immigrants and native-bom Brazilians.^ 

Such competition and rivalry did indeed exist and appears in the inquisitional documentation. 

^ See, for example, Manchester, "The Rise of the Brazilian Aristocracy"; Russell-Wood, 
Fidalgos and P/uIanthropists-, Kennedy, "Bahian Elites"; Cabrai de Mello, A fronda dos 
mazombos 
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Planters and merchants often found themselves at odds over issues such as prices and credit. 

Likewise, Portuguese immigrants tended to regard native-bom Brazilians with disdain precisely 

because they were colonials; their '^whiteness" and "purity" were, as a result, suspect In turn, 

the well-established planters in Pemambuco, who saw themselves as the nobresa da terra, often 

regarded the immigrants as upstarts and usurpers. 

Yet, as this study has shown, the narrow focus on rivalry and competition that 

characterizes much of the historiography ultimately results in a distorted image of colonial 

society. As officials of the Inquisition, planters, merchants, immigrants, and native-bom 

Brazilians all found within the Inquisition an institutional framework that encouraged 

collaboration, cooperation, and social interaction. In fact, quite frequently, immigrant merchants 

found that appointments to inquisitional ofRce facilitated social acceptance and marriage into 

locally powerful merchant and planter families. Despite intemal squabbling, intermarriage, 

economic relationships, and participation in inquisitional institutions provided different segments 

of the colonial elite with an arena for political solidarity and for a common social identity. 

This broad-based interminglmg and cooperation helps to explain the surprising 

convergence of interest and the enduring strength of the Pemambucan elite during the colonial 

period and beyond.^ Despite all their differences, both planters and merchants, whether they 

wereiuitive-boiTi Brazilians or immigrants, all shared a common interest in fostering the growth 

of the export economy, maintaining a slave-based society, and obtaining social honor within the 

Portuguese imperial ^stem. They proved, over time, remarkably successful in defending that 

conunon interest against not only external challenges (such as the Dutch invasion of 1630-16S4 

* Emilio Willems noted this convergence of interest in "Social Differentiation in Colonial 
Brazil." 
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and French, Dutch, and English piracy), but also, and perhaps more importantly, against frequent 

and serious internal challenges from both slaves and the growing free-poor population. 

Along with the "proofs" of purity came a series of inquisitional privileges that could also 

be beneficial. But early in the eighteenth century, those privileges were technically limited to 

clerical officials and a very small number of familiares in Brazil. This limitation of privilege 

resulted in ongoing conflict and confusion in colonial Brazil which paradoxically permitted 

familiares, who otherwise would have been excluded, to enjoy some of the inquisitional 

privileges at the same time that it provided leverage for local secular and ecclesiastical 

authorities who sought to constrict inquisitional power. 

The ongoing confusion regarding inquisitional privilege and the continuing conflict with 

ecclesiastical and secular authorities suggests that ambiguity was a regular feature of colonial 

rule. It was part of the structure of unequally privileged groups who vied with one another for 

space within the privileged ranks and legitimized the crown's monopoly on privilege and the 

institutions of colonial rule. The creation of the brotherhood of St. Peter Martyr and the 

company of familiares in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries permitted some 

officials to regain lost privileges. These organizations also contributed to the construction and 

maintenance of inquisitional power and authority by providing e rich and powerful symbolic 

repertoire that could be displayed in the public celebrations of St Peter Martyr and the monthly 

drills of the company. These displays provided for the outward expression of group identity and 

the reproduction of social prestige and honor. They also offered some very real social wel&re 

benefits for their members. 

The regional concentration of inquisitional officials in the Zona da Mata and the 

occupational make-up of the ofiBcials of the Inquisition points to the paradox of inquisitional 
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power in Pemambuco—it was both strong and weak. Geographically, the Inquisition had very 

little penetration into the interior, but its use of local secular and ecclesiastical authorities 

permitted it to reach more broadly than is generally assumed. 

Socially, the Inquisition had officials from the highest levels of Pemambucan society and 

many of the important professions within the economic and political establishment and was well 

entrenched in the upper levels of urban society. But the cost of an appointment and the 

exclusionary requirements limited the accessibili^r of an appointment, which meant that day 

laborers, low-level merchants, and poor farmers could not have acquired an appointment if they 

had wanted one. 

Despite the fact that inquisitional officials could and did travel outside the urban centers 

and that the Inquisition could and did use bishops and other ecclesiastical and secular authorities 

to assist in its work, inquisitional reach was not all-pervasive nor all-powerful. It was 

continuously held in check by local power figures who could, and did, interfere and by its 

inability to count on the support of the powerful rural landholders who only joined the 

inquisitional ranks in small numbers. These findings, together with the argument that the 

Inquisition shifted its focus from social control to social promotion in the late sixteenth century, 

may help explain similar dynamics found elsewhere in Latin America where the Inquisition 

persisted even when limited geographic reach and increasingly limited repressive capacity no 

longer seemed to justify its continued existence. 

The mechanisms that the Inquisition created to attract the highest quality individuals and 

to provide them with Ae prestige, honor, and status necessaiy to retain their continued support 

could and did backfire. The potential prestige, status, honor, and power of inquisitional ofSce 

attracted impostors and abusers of inquisitional authority who hijacked it to gain personal 
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advantage. Most fi^uently, the abuse or falsification of inquisitional authority had very limited 

objectives such as gaining advantage in personal conflicts, obtaining protection firom arrest or 

prosecution, or extorting money. But some impostors managed to maintain the charade for long 

periods of time, and ecclesiastical and secular authorities frequently obstructed the inquisitional 

process and challenged inquisitional privilege to assert their own authoriQ^ or to protect their 

personal interests. 

The Pombaline reforms of the mid-ei^teenth century contribute to the growing decline 

of inquisitional power and prestige. The extension of inquisitional office to previously excluded 

groups effectively diminished the Inquisition's ability to provide proof of ethnic-racial purity in a 

society highly attuned to such public declarations. The restriction of privilege combined with the 

declining interest in the inquisitional brotherhood and militia whose participants began to 

conclude that the social and economic costs of participation exceeded the potential payoff. The 

old forms of exclusion and integration based on race, behavior, and orthodoxy ceased to function 

and the Inquisition ceased to occupy a prominent place on the institutional game board. The 

prestige value of an inquisitional appointment began to decline and fewer people sought 

inquisitional appointments after 1794 in Pemambuco. The growing influence of enlightened 

ideas and the political transformations within the Luso>Brazilian world chipped away at the 

inquisitional edifice and infiltrated the ranks of inquisitional officials. The external pressures, 

combined with this internal rot, finally brought the edifice down. 

The men who ran the Inquisition in colonial Penuunbuco were not necessarily the 

sadistic social misfits of the myth. Nor was the Inquisition simply an outside imposition. The 

Inquisition and its officials in Pemambuco filled important social and economic roles in a 

symbiotic relationship in which they each drew power and prestige from one another. These 
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conclusions not only challenge the perceptions of the Inquisition in Pemambuco and Brazil as 

weak and largely irrelevant, but they also challenge the larger perceptions about the construction, 

application, and decline of inquisitional power and authority in the Portuguese Empire and the 

myths that continue to obscure our understanding of Luso-Brazilian society. 

As we peer at the monster we have called from the shadows, we see a monster with 

multiple faces. But it is not necessarily the sinister visage of Julio Daunts' sensual and corrupt 

inquisitor general. It is the determined and sli^tly fanatical face of Joaquim Marques de Aratijo 

as he writes in his impeccable hand to denounce the rampant libertines who threaten to destroy 

the ancien regime to which he so desperately clings. It is the hopeful and aspiring face of the 

Portuguese immigrant, Antonio de Araujo Barbosa, who successfully uses his Inquisitional 

appointment to arrange a marriage into an established planter family. It is the confident and 

assured face of the sugar planter Antdnio Alves Goijio, the son and grandson of familiares. It is 

even the anxious, concerned, and perhaps angry faces of Antdnio Gon9alves Cameiro and Felipe 

Pais Barreto as they struggle to get their applications approved and to put down embarrassing 

rumors of personal impuriQr. These many and changing faces warn us to be cautious in applying 

inaccurate and rigid stereotypical labels and cliche as blanket descriptions of the Inquisition as 

an institution and of its officials. 
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APPENDIX I 

A NOTE ON SOURCES AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Quantitative analysis of the qualification investigations into the ancestry, conduct, and 

qualities of applicants for inquisitional office from Pemambuco between 1611 and 1820 using 

SPSS statistical software forms the backbone of this study. A qualitative reading of these 

documents and a wide variety of other primary and secondary soivces filled out the skeletal 

structure provided by the quantitative analysis. Below, I discuss briefly how I gathered the 

quantitative and qualitative data and offer a critique of the sources. 

The first challenge in studying the officials of the Inquisition is, quite simply, fmding out 

who they were. A prosopographical methodology is the most appropriate for that task. The rich 

biographical information that the investigations contain made them well-suited to such a study. 

Prosopography permitted me to not only identify the individuals, but also to construct a coherent 

group portrait of the men who ran the Inquisition in colonial Pemambuco. 

Identifying the officials of the Portuguese Inquisition is fraught with difficulties, dead 

ends, errors in cataloguing, incomplete indexes and catalogues, and misleading information. The 

habilitafdes have been indexed in the three volume set indice do Conselho Geral that was 

compiled in the nineteenth century. This index provides the names in alphabetical order by fim 

name, in the Portuguese fashion, and the ma^o and document numbers. This is the basic 

reference for locating the processos of the officials of the Inquisition. Only occasionally does it 

indicate where the official was bora and sometimes the date of appointment, but never where he 

lived or any other biographical information. So the researcher who wants to identify officials in 

a given geographic region or time period has to turn to the Inventario das hailitafdes do Santo 
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Oficio. There are twenty-one large volumes in this inventory from A to Juli3o. After JuliSo the 

inventory skips the Ls until Luiz (i.e., Luis) and then continues in smaller volumes to Manuel 

Jos^ de Matos where the inventory ends. 

This inventory can be useful because it provides more information about the processos, 

but it does not always include the result of the investigation, the date, or the basic biographical 

information of the applicant. In its current form, the inventory is woefully iiuidequate. The 

books containing the A section through Antonio are in very poor condition. These are 

photocopies of the original handwritten index. Pages are missing and many listings that 

apparently were in the original are simply not in the current inventoiy. The entries are not 

always in alphabetical order either and the entries for the same name are often spread throughout 

several volumes. The rest of the volumes are much better, but the index still has several 

problems that make them urueliable. Sometimes the ma9o and document numbers are entered 

incorrectly, the residence of the official is omitted, names found in the three large master index 

are not included in the inventoiy, and sometimes the writing is completely illegible because of 

the quality^ of the photocopies. The large volumes of the inventoiy end with JuliSo and the 

smaller volumes, from which the large ones were originally made, begin with Luiz skipping all of 

the names in-between such as Leandro, Leonardo, Louren^o, and Lucas. These omissions 

amount to about 325 names, counting them as listed in the Indice do Conselho Geral (fifteen 

pages with approximately 20-25 names per page). The small volumes continue into Manuel to 

the name Manuel Jose de Matos and then simply stop. It is therefore possible to identify many of 

the officials by wading through the inventoiy, but only up to Manuel Jos6 de Matos. Then one 

must turn to the processos themselves. 
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The processos are organized by first name only. So that all those whose first names were 

Manuel are contained in the ma90s beginning with Manuel mafo 1 and within the ma^os they are 

not organized in any chronological or alphabetical order. So it is not possible to simply begin by 

requesting the document in alphabetical order fit)m Manuel Jos^ de Matos .to the end. The only 

way to overcome this difficulty is to request eveiy ma9o fh>m Manuel to Zeferino and search 

through each processo individually. I did this during the month of July in the summer of 1998, 

wading through nearly 900 boxes and 6,400 processos. 

Because I was aware of the difficulty with the inventories and I did not have the time to 

go through the other 13,600, or so, processos, I sought out other sources to double-check the 

names that I had garnered from the inventory and double-checked the large index for any new 

names that I turned up to make sure that I had not missed their processos. I turned first to the 

Index of the Provisdes de nomea;do e termos de juramento (provisions of nomination and terms 

of oath) in the Inquisition of Lisbon. This index listed those who had actually taken the oath of 

office. Of the three existing indexes, Livro I2S is the most complete, listing the officials from 

the older Livro 2 (1S71-1620) to 1821. This index has the advantage of listing the place of 

residence as well as the name and the book and page number where the entry can be found in the 

books where the oaths are recorded. After checking the index, I went through all the 22 existing 

volumes of the Provisdes to catch any individuals that might not have been included in the index 

or that I might have missed. These volumes have the date the letter was issued and a siunmaiy of 

the letter including the name, place of birth and residence, sometimes the spouse and/or parents. 

They often include the date that the oath was taken, as well. For the officials in Brazil, the date 

of the juramento is usually missing until they began, at the end of the eighteenth century, to 

include the date of those who took the oath by pro>^. These volumes are important because th^ 
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allowed me to cross-check the information in the habilitafdes and identify those who actually 

received cartas even if they their processos have disappeared. 

To double-check this information, I also extracted the names from the PetigSes pca-a 

Familiares (petitions for familiar), Livro 376 of the general council which covers the period 

between 173S-I783 (The title is misleading because it includes all the ofHcials not just 

familiares.) and Despachos para Ministros e Familiares (dispatches for ministers and 

familiares), Livro 206 of the general council which covers the period 1784-1812. (Again the title 

is misleading. It is simply a continuation of the Livro 376.) While going through the 

unnumbered boxes for the general council, I also discovered in box NT 4164 an earlier volume of 

this set which covered the period 1703-1734. This volume was in worse condition than the 

others and the pages were in complete disarray. Some were badly deteriorated and falling out. It 

is impossible to know how complete the volume is, but in going through the pages most of them 

appeared to be present. Unfortunately the volume only covered A through Miguel. Livro 4S9 of 

the general council entitled Relagdes de Habilitagdo (relations of qualification) covers the period 

from 1703-173S and Is complete from A to Z. It contains the same information as the other 

volumes. In this manner I was able to cover most of the eighteenth century and the first decade 

of the nineteenth. 

These indexes are Targe and organized more or less in alphabetical order, although inserts 

were frequently added as the books filled up and often the handwriting is mashed together and 

very difficult to read. The only way to extract information from these volumes is to scan each 

entry page by page. The entries in these volumes usually include the name, place of birth and 

residence, spouse, priesthood, if any, the office sought, the tribunal to which the petition was 

sent, and the date it was sent Sometimes th^ also include occupation and education, as well as 
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notes about whether the petition was accepted or not, and why. From these volumes, I added 261 

names to my list of individuals who had applied to work for the Inquisition, but who did not 

appear in the habilitaf des. 

I next turned to the Habilitagdes Incompletas (incomplete qualifications). This group of 

documents is indexed, but the index is very unreliable and it does not always mention the place 

of residence. After going through the index, I went through each of the thirty-seven mafos. 

Even though they are called incomplete, these papers contained a variety of documents including 

completed processos, correspondence, loose pages from other processos, petitions, and orders to 

comiss^os to administer the oath of office. 1 added 110 names to my list from this 

documentation. 

The Torre do Tombo has also recently released a group of documents that they call the 

Novas Habilitagdes (new qualifications), but they are really only a continuation of the 

Habilita9des Incompletas. There are no indexes to these documents and they have only been 

open to readers for about five years. The documents are largely unnumbered and they include a 

few complete and many incomplete processos and miscellaneous loose pages from the processos 

as well as some correspondence. These documents yielded forty-six new names. One of the 

most useful documents I found in the Novas habilitagdes was the Rellaqao das pessoas que 

periendem ser habelitadas pelo Santo Officio, e sendo informaram por defeitos de sangue, e 

pessos e outras porfalta de noticias e clarezas, como t3o bem por terem falecido: e algumas que 

porfiUta de depoztto sendo fizerao Judisiaes como na margem se declara. This list covers the 

period 1743-1767 and includes the date, name, place of birth and residence, and the impediment 

of applicants from all over the Portuguese Empire. 
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This RellagSo is important because it appears to be a continuation of a similar book, 

Livro 36 of the general council, that covers the period between the 1680s and the 1730s. These 

volumes allow us to identify those whose petitions were rejected for various reasons and whose 

processos have not survived in any of the other sources. 

Several of the sources that seemed like they would have useful information turned out to 

be disappointing. Livro 35 of the general council covered the period 1712-1727 but it contained 

very little information regarding the ofiHcials. Livro 371 of the general council contained the 

licenses for taking the oath by proxy from 1786-1820, but most of them were from Coimbra and 

Evora. Very few came from the Lisbon Tribunal. 

Livros 446-4S7 contain the conunissions sent to the comissirios overseas for the 

applicants to swear oath (Comissdes que se passavam aos comissdrios do Ultramar para 

tomarem o competente juramento aos habilUandso pelo Santo Oficio nas suas proprias 

residencias). These volumes cover the years 1704-1781. I checked several volumes, and I 

already had the information they contained from other sources. The index was incomplete and I 

had already discovered various pockets of conunissions in other places in the records for the 

same time period. The same was true of Livro 127 from the Inquisition of Lisbon Provisoes de 

procun^do para o juramento (provisions of proxy for the oath) covering 1796-1810. 

t also checked the Livros 136 and 137 from the general council entitled Criafdes do 

Conselho Geral do S. O. da InquisifA) e dos Senhores Conselheiro e mais officcas della, 

covering the period 1569 to 1820. These volumes only dealt with the inquisitors, deputies, 

not^os, and qualificadores of the general council and so they were of very little lise to me. 

Livro 249 of the general council entitled RelafSo dos mmistros e oficiais da InquisigSo de 

Lisboa <ai 1733 likewise only contained the higher officials of the Lisbon tribunal. 
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As I went through the 818 existing processos for the officials in Pemambuco, I checked 

the names of every witness identified as an official of the Inquisition against the list I had 

compiled. This process was very time consuming, but it allowed me to identify several officials 

who had received appointments elsewhere in Brazil or Portugal who had moved to Pemambuco 

later. All of the sources that I had consulted up to this point did not provide me with this 

information, and I would not have been able to identify these individuals otherwise. I continued 

the practice of double-checking as I continued my research to assure that I had as many officials 

as it was possible to identify. 

Using this system of redundancy and cross-checking, I found 1,046 individuals who 

applied to work for the Inquisition in Pemambuco between 1611 and 1820 including 663 

familiares, sixty-eight comiss^os, sixty-two not^os, and fourteen qualificadores. Two hundred 

forty-one applicants were rejected—219 of them were for familiar. I also found thirteen who 

were bom in Pemambuco, but received their appointments elsewhere. They were not included in 

this study. 

Once I had gathered all the biographical information that I could on each individual, I 

constructed a database using the statistical software SPSS. While creating the database, I soon 

discovered that I could construct large genealogies that otherwise would have been impossible by 

cross-referencing the genealogical data from the processos. The information that the Inquisition 

collected for both the applicants and their spouses sometimes went as far back as the great 

grandparents. Individually, these inquiries have limited utiliQr for genealogical research, but 

when collected and cross-referenced as a regional group, they reveal vast inter-family marriage 

networks. I was able to trace families back over six, seven, even eight generations. 
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In addition, I took the list I had compiled at the Torre do Tombo to the Arquivo Hist6rico 

Ultramarino and searched for documents regarding these officials. There (discovered much of 

the documentation on the militia company and more detailed information about the lives and 

activities of the various officials. I also searched the holdings of the National Archive and the 

Biblioteca da Ajuda where I found other important information on the inquisitional officials and 

the brotherhood of St. Peter Martyr. The military archive contained information on the 

organization of the militia and color drawings of the uniforms of the Companhia dos Familiares. 

Many other primary (both published an unpublished) and secondary sources appear in 

this study. I have tried to incorporate them into the fhmiework provided by the quantitative data, 

to use them to answer questions brought out by that data, and to fill in gaps in my understanding 

of the material. 
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DesceHdants of Duarte de Sd Matias (I of 5) 

Com. p. 2 

Com. p. 4 

Joana 
Tavaies 

Felipe Pais 
Baneto 

(41 JofoPais 
Baneto 

Antdnio de Si 
Matias 

(2]JosddeSi 
de Albuqueique 

Britis 
de Albuquerque 

[31 Maria Maior 
de Albuqueique 

Catarina de Melo 
de Albuqueique 

ni Catarina de Melo 
de Albuqueique 

Manueia Luisa 
deMelo 

EstfivfloPais 
Baneto 

JoSoPais 
Baneto 

Fanlliar (iocoapletc) 

(2]Jos6deSi 
de Albuquefque 

Maria 
de Albuqueique 

Pedro deMelo 
de Albuqueique 

CoaUnirio (rejected 
1731) 

Fidalgo 

[1] Catarina deMelo 
de Albuqueique 



Descendants of DuartedeSd Matias (2 of 5) 

[2]JosddeSd U (l]CatarinadeMdo 
de Albuquerque i j de Albuquerque 

Com. p. 1 Com. p. S 

JosefaF. 
Albuquerque 

Manuel da Silva 
Feneira 

Antdnio de 
Albuquerque 

Fitblgo 

JosefaF. 
Albuquerque 

Francisco Anttaio 
de Almeida 

Familiar 1757 

MargaridadaRosa 
Vasoonodos 



Descendants of Duarte de Sd MaHas (3 of 5) 

Maria 

Com. p. 1 Felipe Pais 
Baneto 

Familiar (rejected 
1697) 

Antdnio Pais 
Baneto 

Familiar (rejected 
1718) 

Margarida Baneto 
de Albuquerque 

Ul 
O 



Descendants of DuartedeSd MaAas (4 of 5) 

JoSoPais 
Bantto 

Familiar (incomplete) 

Manuela Luisa 
dcMcIo 

X 
COnt. p. 1 1 Ana Maria Jos^ 

dcMelo 
Francisco do Rego 

Banos 
Familiar 1773 

Fidalgo 



Descendants of DuartedeSd MaHas (5 of 5) 

(2]Jos^deS^ p (l]CatarinadeMelo 

Cont. p. 2 

Andrid. 
Melo 

Afonso de Altniqueique _ 
deMelo 

Leonor Pereira 
daSilva 

Teresa de Jesus Mara 
deRosa 



Descendants of Luis do Rego Barros 

JoSodo 
Rego 

Aicflngela 
da Silveira 

Maria 
deHoIanda 

JoOodoRego 
Barros 

Luis do Rego 
Banos 

Luisa Pessoa 
deMelo 

M6nica Josefa 
de Banos 

Francisco de Rego 
Barros 

CatarinaTeodora 
Valcansere 

Aranflo deHoIanda 
Barreto 

[2] Ana Maria 
deMelo 

(11 Pedro Veiho 
Baneto 
Fidalgo 

Francisco do Rego 
Barros 
Fidalgo 

Maria Manuelac 
Melo 

Pedro Veiho 
Baneto 

Familiar 1773 

(1) Pedro Veiho 
Baneto 
Fidalgo 

Francisco do Rego 
Banos 

Faffliliarl773 
Fidalgo 

Ana Maria Jos^ 
deMelo 

(2] Ana Maria 
deMelo 

44 



Descendants of Arc&ngela da Silveira 

JoSodo 
Rego 

Aicflngela _ 
da Silvdra 

JolodoRego 
Bancs 

LuisaPessoa 
deMelo 

M6nica Joseia 
deBanos 

FiandsoodoRego _ 
Bancs 

Catarina Teodora 
Valcansere 

(2] Ana Maria 
deMelo 

Francisco do Rego 
Barros 
Fidalgo 

Maria Manuelae 
Melo 

JoSodoRego 
Banos 

Faniliar 1744 
(bcoaplcte) 

Pedro Velbo 
Baneto 

Familiar 1773 

[1] Pedro Velho 
Baneto 
Fidalgo 

Francisco do Rego 
Barros 

FamiUar 1773 
Fidalgo 

Ana Maria Jos  ̂
deMelo 

[2] Ana Maria 
deMelo 

i; 
4-



Descendants of Britb Mendes (I of 4) 

Britis 
Mendes 

Ando 
de Holanda 

I 
j u 

Unknown 
j l 

Uknown 

1 r 
X 

Ant6nio de Barros 
Pimentel 

Maria 
deMdo 

JoSo Mauricio 
Vandericy 

X 
J 

X 
J 

Adrianna 
deAlmdda 

Rodrigos _ Jerdnima 
Pimentd M de Almdda 

T 
Andrtde Barros 

Rego 
T 

X 
Andrdde Barros 

Rego 

I 
I 

Cont. p. 4 

Maria 
Pessoa 
ZZJ— 

X 
Anna 

de Holanda 
Maneul Gomes 

deMelo 
T 

Francisco Gomes 
deMdo 

J I. 
Adriana 

de Almeida 

Z 
Cont. p. 3 

Agostinho 
de Holanda 

X 

Britis 
Paiva 
=]— 

Britis |_ 
Mendes 

Fdipe 
Dias 



Descendants of ̂ itisMendes (2 of 4) 

! Pimentel i de Almeida 

Cont. p. 1 

JoSo Gomes 
deMelo 

(2) JoSo Gomes 
deMelo 

[lllnSsde Almeida _ 
Pimentel 

[4] JetOnima 
de Almeida 

(4] JeiOnima 
de Almeida 

[3] JosdGomes 
deMelo 

Fudliar(itjMted 
1699) 

Fidalgo 

[31 Jos6 Gomes 
deMelo 

Faalliir (rejected 
1699) 

Fidalgo 



Descendants qfBritis Mendes (3 of 4) 

Ffandsoo Gomes M Adriana j 
deMelo i > deAlmeida | 

Cont p. 1 JoSo Batista 
Adiiidi 

(2] JoloGomes 
deMelo 

(!]Inesde Almeida 
Pimentd 

Maria 
deMdo 



Descendants of Britb Mendes (4 0f 4) 

AndrddeBanos y Maria { 
n ' - r 

Contp. 1 In£f Pessoa _ PantaliSo da Costa 
de Mdo ~ de AiaAjo 

Jolo Carlos 
deAiaAjo 

17S2 
Fanrillar 



Descendants of Jotto Pais Barreto Velho (I of 4) 

Joflo Pais Barreto 
Velho 

!n£s 
Guardes 

I 

Est£v3oPais 
Bantto 

Mariana Alvez 
de Castro 

1 
Felipe Pais 

Barreto 

JL 

(1] Esi£vSoPais 
Barreto 

J ii 
[2] Maria 

 ̂ de Albuquerque ^ 
(1] Esi£vSoPais 

Barreto 

J ii 
[2] Maria 

 ̂ de Albuquerque ^ I 

Britis 
de Albuquerque 

Coni. p. 2 

Fernandez Rodrigues 
de Castro 

J Britis Maria 
daRocha 

X 
T 

[3] JoSoPais 
Barrelo 

[6] Maria Maior 
de Albuquerque • Cont. p. 3 

T 

(3]ManuelaLuisa 
deMelo 

[4] JoBoPais 
Barreto 

Familiar (iacoaplete) 

[4] JoSo Pais 
Barreto 

Familiar (incomplete) 

(3]ManuelaLuisa 
deMelo 

Ana Maria Jos6 
deMelo 1 

Francisco do Rego 
Banos 

Familiar 1773 
Fidalgo 



Descendants of JoSo Pais Baneto Velho (2 of 4) 

Felipe Pais !j Britis ] 
Baneto j [ de Albuquerque | 

C 
Cont. p. 1 1 

I 
'X 

CatarinadeMelo 
de Albuquerque 

Jos^deS  ̂
de Albuquerque 

I 
Pedro de Melo 

de Albuquerque 
Coainirio (rejected 

1731) 
Fidalgo 

I 
I 

1 
(2] Maria 

de Albuquerque 
(1] Est^SoPais 

Barreto 

[6] Maria Maior 
de Albuquerque 

(S] JoSoPais 
Barreto 

T 

AntftniodeSA 
Albuquerque 

Fidalgo 

MargaridadaRosa 
Vasoonoelos 1 

1. 
Cont. p. 4 

|j L 
Jose&F. 

 ̂ Albuquerque  ̂
_ Manuel da Sihra 

Ferreire 
1 

1 J L 
JosefiiF. Francisco Ant6nio 

Albuquerque = de Almeida 
Faiiiiliirl757 

T r 



Descendants of Jodo Pais Barreto Velho (3 of 4) 

[1] Est£vflo Pais I I (2) Maria 
Barreto m de Albuquerque 

Com. p. 1 

AntdnioPais 
Baneto 

Familiar (rejected 
1718) 

Felipe Pais 
Baneto 

Familiar (rejected 
1697) 

Marganda Baneto 
de Albuquerque 

Ok 



Descendants of Jodo Pais Barreto Velho(4of4) 

Catarina de Melo [J Josd de Si 
de Albuquerque r! de Albuquerque 

r ' , 

Cont. p. 2 

Andrdd. 
Melo 

LeonorPereiia 
daSilva 

Teresa de Jesus Maria 
deRosa 

Afonso de Albuquerque 
deMelo 



Descendants of Miguel Correa Gomes (1 of 2) 

Com. p. 2 

_ Andrd 
Duartc 

Ana 
Gomes 

Miguel Conea 
Gomes 

Miguel Ribeiro 
Riba 

Miguel Cbmia 
Gomes 

Francisca 
Nobrega 

J 
Caiarina Gomes 
deFigueiiedo 

Maria Josd 
deLaoeida 

SdKistiana Correia 
Gomes 

Sindo Ribeiro 
Riba 

CoBissirio 

Simflo Ribeiro 
Riba 

Familiar 

Clara Gomes 
de Figueiiedo 

Teresa Gomes 
Coneia 

Jofio Ribeiro da Costa 
Monteiro 

Familiar (Rejected) 

Patricio da Nobi  ̂dos 
Vasoonoellos 



Descendants of Miguel Correa Gomes (2 of 2) 

j SebasUana Correia |j Andr6 j 
Gomes j j Duarte j 

Com. p. 1 

Josefa Correia 
deMelo 

AniAmo Correia 
Gomes 

Francisco Correia 
Gomes 

Familiar 

Manuel Femandes 
de Oliveira 
Familiar 

Isabel da Silva 
Figueiiedo 

Teresa da Silva e 
Melo 

V 



Descendants of ATHSO de Holanda (I of 6) 

Cont. p. 2 Cont. p. 3 

Britis 
Mendes 

Amflo 
dcHolanda 



Descendants of ArnSo de Holanda (2 of 6) 

Arnflo 
de Holanda 

Cont. p. 1 

Cont. p. 4 

Inds _ 
deG6es 

Uknown 

(101 Maria 
Achioli 

JoSo Gomes 
deMelo 

(S] Adriana 
de Almeida 

(1] JeiAnima 
de Almeida 

(4] JoSo Gomes 
deMelo 

[9] Jost de Banos 
Pimentel 

AianSode Holanda 
Baneto 

(6] Francisco Gomes 
deMelo 

Baltasarde Almeida 
Bolelho 

[3] Inisde Almeida 
Pimentel 

[8] Jer6mma 
de Almeida 

[8] Jer6nima 
de Almeida 

(7) Josi Gomes 
deMelo 

Familiar (rejected 
1699) 

Fidalgo 

[7] Josd Gomes 
deMelo 

Familiar (rejected 
1699) 

Fidalgo 



Descendants of Arndo de Holanda (3 of 6) 

AidSo |l Britis 
de Holanda fi Mendes 

'---I-" 

Cont. p. 1 Cont. p. S 

Cont. p. 6 

Maria 
Pestoa 

Maria 
deMelo 

Uknown Unknown Anna 
de Holanda 

Adiianna 
de Almeida 

[S] Adriana 
de Almeida 

[1] Jer6nima 
de Almeida 

JoSoMauricio 
Vamleil  ̂

Maneul Gomes 
deMelo 

Andrtde Barros 
Rego 

Andr^de Barros 
Rego 

Ant6nio de Barros 
Pimentel 

[6] Francisco Gomes 
deMdo 



Descendants of Amio de Holanda (4 of 6) 

I [5] Adriana (6] Francisco Gomes 
de Melo I de Almeida 

Cont. p. 2 JoSo Batista 
Achioli 

[10] Maria 
Achioli 

14] Joflo Gomes 
deMelo 

[3] ln(s de Almeida 
Pimentel 

Maria 
deMelo 



Descendants of ArnSo de Holanda (5 of 6) 

Britis I Atnflo 
j de Holanda M Mendes . . 
Cont. p. 3 

Felipe 
Dias 

Britis 
Paiva 

Britis 
Mendes 

Agostinho 
de Holanda 

CM 



Descendants of Arndo de Hidanda (6 of 6) 

AndrddeBanos M Maria 
Rego p Pcssoa 

--j* 

Cont. p. 3 PantalUo da Costa 
de Ara6jo 

JoSo Carlos 
dcAiaiijo 

1752 
Faniliar 

s 



Descendants of Nuno Camelo 

Nuno 
Camdo 

Ines 
dePessoa 

Maria 
deLaoeida 

Josd Camelo 
Pessoa 

Maria 
Pessoa 

PantaliSo da Costa 
deAiaujo 

JoSo Carlos 
deAtaujo 

1752 
Familiar 

AndrfdeBarros 
Rego 

JoSo Ribeiio Pessoa 
deLaoeida 
Comiiiirio 

(laconplcte) 

Jos6 Camelo 
Pessoa 

ConisiArio (rejected) 



Descendants of Branca Dias 

Inis _ 

Felipe 
Dias 

Britis 
Paiva 

Joana 
G6es 

Branca 
Dias 

Britis 
Mendes 

Maria 
de Paiva 

Diogo 
Fernandes 

_ Agostinho 
deHolanda 

Agostinbo 
deHolanda 

Unknown 

Sdxtstiao 
deCarvalho 



DeseeiuUuits of Jerdmmo Dinis (I of 5) 

Com. p. 2 

Com. p. 3 

Jertnimo 
Dinis 

Maria 
Bandeira 

JofloCorreia 
^eira 

Familiar 

Paula Dinis 
Bandeira 

Inteia Dinis 
Bandeira 

Maria Dinis 
Bandeira 

Maria Dinis 
Bandeira 

Ant6nio de Tones 
Bezerra 

Familiar 

Francisco Antunes 
Araujo 

Familiar 

Domingos Femandes 
deSouza 
Familiar 

Manuel 
daResundcflo 

Cominirio (Rejected) 



Descendants of Jeronimo Dinis (2 of 5) 

Dinis I I Bandeira 

Com. p. 1 

Maria 
Dinis 

Maria 
Monteira 

Josdlnteio 
= daCunha 

Fanlliar 

Ana Maria 
Bandeira 

Maria Jos6 
Bandeira 

Manuel Goncalves 
Bandeira 

Luis da Costa 
Monteiro 
Familiar 

Francisco Ctoncalves 
daSilva 

Teresa Maria 
Bandeira 

Ant&nio Gomes 
Ramos 

Familiar 

Francisco Ribeiro 
deCarvalho 

Domingos Ribeiro 
deCarvalho 

Francisco da Costa 
Bandeira 

Notiite/Conliiirio 

Teresa de Jesus Maria 
Bandeira 



Descendants of Jerdmmo Dinis (3 of 5) 

Domingos Fernandes 
deSouza 
Faniliar 

Maria Dinis Ij 
Bandeira m 

Com. p. 4 JoSo Fernandez 
Souza 

Fa0iUi«r(Dicd) 

Francisoo Fernandez 
Souza 

Notirio/Coalssirio 

Josdde Jesus Maria e 
Souza 

CoBiiMirto 

Josefii da ConceifSo 
Dantas 



Descendants of Jerdnimo Dinis (4 of 5) 

Domingos Feroandes 
deSouza 
Familiar 

Maria Dims ij 
Bandeiia fl 

Com, p. 3 Com. p. 5 Manuel lost 
Fenein 
Faiailltf 

BenufdoRaimmido 
deSouza 
FamUiar 

Antdnia Maria 
Peitiia 

Maria Jos6 dos 
Anjos 



Descendants of Jerdnimo Dinis (S of 5) 

Maria Dinis 
Bandeira 

! ! Domingos Feraandes 

I 
! • 
r I J 

X 
Com. p. 4 ] 

deSouza 
Familiar 

Joaquim Fernandez 
Souza 

FaiUliar 

Teresa da Silva 
Gama 



Deseendants of Anastdeia GotjSo (I of 7) 

Cont. p. 2 

Coot p. 3 Cont. p. 4 

Vicente 
GoijSo 

Donungos 
da Silva 

Teresa 
Coutinho 

Anaslicia 
Go  ̂

Anad. 
GoijSo 

JosedaSilva 
Goijflo 

Manuel Martins 
Vieiia 

Rosa da Silva 
GoijSo 

Ant6nio da Silva 
Gama 

Faaiiliar 

Fnuidsoo da Silva 
GoijSo 

Coarinirio 

Jos£ Rodrigues 
GoijSo 

Notirio/CoBiasirio 



Descendants of Anastdcia Gotjdo (2 of 7) 

I Vicente U Maria 
I Goijflo 

—1--  ̂
Josd 

Cont. p. 1 

Cont. p. S Anttaio 
OoqSo 
Notirio 

Vicente 
Go^ 

Faniliar 

Vicente 
Gorjflo 

Familiar 

Antdnio 
Goqflo 

Cominirio 

Teresa de Jesus 
Maria 

Josefa Coutinho 
Goijflo 

Francisco de Sales 
Goijdo 

Domingos Jost da Silva 
Sampaio 

FuUliar (bcoaplcte) 

>c 



Descendants of Anastieia GotjSo (3 of 7) 

Am6nio da Silva 
Gama 

Familiar 

Anad. 

Com. p. 1 Com. p. 6 Josd da Silva 
Gama 

Familiar 

Teresa da Silva 
Gama 

Joaquim Fernandez 
Souza 

Familiar 



Descendtmts ofAnastdda Goijdo (4 of 7) 

Rosa da Silva y Jos6 Duaite 
GoijSo I j Palheiros 

Cont. p. I 

JosdDuafte 
Sedrim 

Faailiar 

AnttaioJosd 
Sedrim 

FaaUiar 

Maria Duaite 
GwjSo 

Joseia Duaite 
Goijflo 

Manuel Duaite 
Sedrim 

Faailiar 

AniAnio Peieira 
Neves 

AniAnio Peieira das 
Neves 



Descendants of Anastieia Gotjdo (5 of 7) 

Vicente ! | 
GoijSo ^ 

Familiar | | 

\ Teresa de Jesus 
I Maria 

Cont p. 2 AnaM. 
GoijAo 

Jos6 Alves 
deFaria 
FaaiiUar 

Felipe Neri 
daFaria 
FMiiUar 

Ant&nio Alves 
Goijio 

Faadllar 

Heitor Baibosa 
daSilva 
Familiar 

Vicente Peieira 
GoijSo 

Familiar 

Ant6nio Pereira 
Pinto 

FamiUar 

Ant6nio Pereira 
Go  ̂

Familiar 

Manuel das Neves 
Perdra 

FMUIiar 

Maria Josdde Jesus 
Goijao 



DeseendantsofAnast&da Goijdo (6 of 7) 

V  r -

Anad. Ii 
Goijao j] 

4 I 

Anlflnk) da Silva 
Gama 

Familiar 
J 

Com. p. 7 Com. p. 3 Maria da Silva 
Gama 

Joaquim da Silva 
Gama 

Faniliar 

Francisco Ribeifo 
Maio 

Familiar 



Descendants of Attoaieia GmjSo (7of1) 

I Ant6nio da Silva 
I Gama. 
! Familiar 

Anad. 
Goijflo 

Com. p. 6 Manuel Nasdso 
deSouza 
Familiar 

Manud Caivalho 
da Costa 
FaoUliar 

Frandsca da Silva 
Gama 

Anast^ da Silva 
Goijflo 



DaeendaHts of Josi de Frdtas Sacolo (I of 2) 

Com. p. 2 

JocideFreitas 
Saoolo 
Office: 

Faariliar 

Manuel Josddos 

Office: 
FaaOlar 

Joaquina Maria 
Jesus 

Ana Joaquina 
deFieitas 

Deliina Josefa dos 
Anjos 

Jos6In^o deFieitas 
Sacoto 
Office: 

Familiar 

Maximo deFieitas 
Saooto 
Officc: 

Familiar 

In^oFieitas 
Sacoto 
Officc: 

Familiar la LisboB 

Manuel de Almeida 
Fenein 
Office: 
Familiar 

AntdniaT. 
de Jesus 

Manuel d. 
Sacolo 
Office: 

CfliabsMo 
(EiCBsed) 



Descendants of Josi de Freitas Saeoto (2 of 2) 

I Manuel de Almeida 
! Feneira 
1 Office: 
I Faniliar 

Ana Joaquina 
deFititas 

Josd Lopes 
Reis 

Officr. 
Fandliar 

Job6 Lopes 
Reis 

Office: 
Fawiliar 

Gaibriel Lopes 
Reis 

Office: 
Faniliar 

Joaquim Lopes 
Reis 

Office: 
Familiar 

InkiaSeverina 
de Almeida 
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GLOSSARY 

agreste; Rocky transitional zone between the coastal plain and the arid interior in northeastern 
Brazil. 

alfandega: Customs house. 

alferes: Standard-bearer or ensign in the military. 

almoxarife: Customs officer. 

alqueire: A grain measure roughly equal to a bushel or about 36.27 liters. 

alvara: A royal decree that technically remained in force for only one year, although indefinite 
extensions were usually provided. 

aposentador-mor Official in charge of retirement and housing. 

auto-de-fe: I have used the actual Portuguese term instead of the term auto-^-fe that has been 
imported into English. These acts of faith took two forms. The most widely known are 
the public ceremony or mass spectacle usually held on Sundays or other holy days 
accompanied by a formal procession, public sermon and the public reading of the crimes 
and sentences. Those who were to be reintegrated into the b^y of the faithful received 
their sentences at the auto. Those who had been sentenced to execution were delivered 
to the public authorities who then executed them by garroting and burning or in very 
serious cases, they were burned alive. The other type was private sentence hearings that 
took place in the tribunals of the Inquisition which became more common in the last half 
of the eighteenth century. 

auxiliirios: First-line colonial militia. 

beata: A pious lay woman. 

breve: A papal brief. 

bull: Any solemn edict sent firom the Pope written on bleached rawhide and sealed with his seal. 

cabido: Cathedral chapter. 

cabocio: Term used variously for mixed white and bdian, domesticated Indians, and 
pejoratively for any lower-class individual. 

cabra: Literally she-goat or mongrel; referred to mixed black-Indian ancestry. 

caixeiro: Clerk. 

Camara (Senado da Cimara): Municipal or town council. 
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capitania: Captaincy, territory, an administrative unit usually governed by a capitio-mor and/or a 
Governor General. 

capitSo-mor: Civil and militaiy leader. From the sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries, they 
served as royal governors in subordinate captaincies. By the eighteenth century, they 
acted as governors of unincorporated settlements and as commanders of companies of 
second-line militia. 

carta familiar. In this study, this term refers more specifically to the formal letter presented to a 
familiar which gave him the authority to act in his office. 

casta da terra: Literally "caste of the land,** referred to the bidians. 

cavaleiro: Knight or gentleman. Title given to members of the military orders. 

Comarca: Judicial district. 

comissirio: Ecclesiastical officials of the Inquisition resident in Brazil who regulated the 
activities of the other officials and carried out the orders of the Inquisition. 

commission: Order firom the Inquisition to carry out an inquiry or other Inquisitional activity. 

conego: Canon, member of the cathedral chapter who also held a benefice. 

Conselho Geral do Santo Oficio (General Council of the Holy Office): : Composed of a variable 
number of depiaados (deputies) who served as assistance to the Inquisitor General. The 
council oversaw the afTairs of die various tribunals and served as a mechanism for 
settling disputes between them. 

Conselho Ultramarino (Overseas Council): Created in 1643 from the old Conselho da India. It 
had jurisdiction over all overseas colonies including India, Brazil, Guin6, Sio Tom^, 
Cabo Verde, and the other colonies in Africa. All correspondence to the king from the 
colonies passed through the conselho. All commerce and royal appointments to 
positions of justice, military, titasuiy, or ecclesiastical positions passed through the 
conselho. 

consulta: A consultation and recommendation by a council, tribunal, (such as the General 
Council of the Inquisition, or the Conselho Ultiamarino) or high government official to 
the king to some point of dispute. 

crypto-Jew: Jews who continued to practice Judaism after being baptized Christians. 

deputados: Deputies of the Inquisition. Refers to both deputies who served the Inquisitors and 
deputies of the general council. 
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desembargador: Senior royal magistrate attached to the RelafSo of Bahia or the other Relafdes 
created later. 

Desembargo do Paf o: Board of Justice. The highest court in the judicial system that dealt with 
various petitions of grace from the king including petitions for privilege, fi-eedom, 
legitimization of children, dowries, etc. as well as the regulation of magisterial 
bureaucrats. 

dizimo: Church tithe of ten percent of all agricultural products. 

edict of faith (^ito da f<$): Publications which enumerated the various crimes against the faith 
that faithful Christians were supposed to denounce to the Inquisition. These edicts were 
periodically sent to Brazil to be placed in the various churches and to be read to the 
congregation on specified holy days. 

engenho; Sugar mill and by extension, sugar plantation. Some plantations contained more than 
one mill. 

estilo do Santo Oficio: The compilation of practices and customs both written and unwritten 
which governed the activities of the Inquisition. 

extrajudicial: The informal pre-judicial inquiiy taken by an inquisitional official in the locality 
of residence and birth of an applicant. This inquiry resulted in an informal report by the 
inquisitional official based on testimony he received from witnesses whose names were 
recorded. 

familiar do ntoero: Refers to those familiares who, after 1693, were granted, based on seniority, 
the right to enjoy the privileges the king and the pope had granted to inquisitional 
officials. 

familiar: Lay ofHcial of the Inquisition resident in Brazil who served as assistant to the 
comiss^os in their work. 

fazendareal: The royal treasury. 

fazenda: A rural proper^ such as a farm or ranch, also refers to the treasury or personal 
property, 

fidalgo: Nobleman, gentleman, usually referred to titled nobility. 

finta: Extra tax or duty imposed in special circumstances for specific royal needs. Periodically 
the Jews paid a finta in order to obtain a suspension of inquisitional activity. 

foro: Privileges and rights granted by the crown to corporate groups, such as fidalgos, the 
church, the military, and the Inquisition. Often used to refer to the right of private 
adjudication of legal cases. 
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freguesia: (abbreviated freg.). Parish. 

gente de nafio: Literally, "people of the nation." Refers to the Jews who in Portugal constituted 
a separate nation governed by separate laws and often lived in separate barrios. 

habilita^So: The process of qualifying to work for the Inquisition. 

homen de negocio: Large-scale merchant or businessman. 

inquisidor geral: Inquisitor general, the supreme authority in the Inquisition who was nominated 
by the crown and approved by the pope. He sat as president of the general council and 
held authority over all of the Portuguese tribunals. 

inquisitor; High ranking salaried ecclesiastical official who handled the business of the 
Inquisition reviewing cases and rendering judgment. 

irmandade: Voluntary lay association, often with a patron saint, dedicated to provide mutual 
assistance and social benefits. 

judicial: The official legal inquiry taken by the Inquisition mto the ancestry, customs, and 
behavior of potential officials. These inquiries included the written and signed testimony 
of four to twelve witnesses. 

juiz conservador: Judge responsible for ensuring that the familiares and officials of the 
Inquisition were permitted to enjoy and exercise their privileges. This judge was also the 
ouvidor geral. 

juiz de fora: Crown judge or magistrate appointed from a region other than the one in which he 
was to administer justice. Usually these judges were bom in Portugal and held 
universiQr degrees. Their authority was limited to the municipality to which they were 
appointed and were, therefore, inferior to the ouvidor or circuit judge. 

juiz do fisco: Judge responsible for overseeing the goods confiscated from individuals 
imprisoned by the Inquisition. This judge was also the Ouvidor Geral. 

juiz dos 6rf3os: Probate judge responsible for protecting the interests of orphans and widows. 

juiz ordinario: A locally elected member of a town or municipal council with judicial powers 
who often had no legal training. 

limpeza de sangue: Literally 'purity of blood," both from a religious and ethnic view point, 
proof of Old Christian line^e. 

mafo: A loose bundle of documents. Today, those bundles have usually been placed in boxes, 
but thQT retain the name ma^o. 

mameluco: Mixed-race with Indian mother and white father. 
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mascate: A pejorative term for a merchant, also peddler. 

Mesa da Consciencia e Ordens: Board of Conscience and Orders, a royal council created in the 
early sixteenth century. It became the equivalent of the Conselho Ultramarino with 
regard to the padroado real and it was the highest ecclesiastical tribunal. The Mesa 
reviewed candidates for ecclesiastical benefices, vicars, and cathedral chapter members. 

mestizo: Usually refers to the offspring of a black and white sexual union or of an Indian and 
white union. 

mestre de campo: Commander of a regiment of auxiliaries and a field administrator, also colonel 
of an infantry regiment. 

mil-r^is: Monetary unit equivalent to 1,000 r^is, written ISOOO. 

moenda: Sugar mill rollers. 

Molinism: The theory of Luis de Molina, a sixteenth-centuiy Spanish Jesuit, which sought to 
reconcile divine grace with human freewill by arguing that human freewill existed within 
a vast realm of decisions of which God knew all the conditions and ramifications, but 
still left the individual choice to human freedom. This realm of God's knowledge he 
called "middle-knowledge". 

mulatismo: Mixed white and African ancestry. 

Mew Christians: Also called conversos, marranos, or anussim. These Christians belonged to a 
large group of Jews, Moors, and later Africans and Indians and their descendants who 
conveiied to Christianity either by choice or by force in the late fifteenth century and 
beyond. But the term usually referred to Jewish ancestry. 

notario; Refers to both the salaried officials who worked as notaries for the tribunals and the 
general council as well as the non-salaried officials who worked mostly as scribes to the 
comissiuios in the colonies who also performed inquiries for the Inquisition. 

Old Christians: Christians whose ancestors had been Christians before the late fifteenth century 
conversions. 

ordenanfas: The second-line militia composed of men fifteen to sixty who were considered 
physically unfit to serve in the fim-Une militia, the auxiliaries. 

ouvidor geral: Superior nu^istrate, who served a variety of fimctions including juiz do fisco and 
juiz conservador dos &mtliares. 

ouvidon Crown or royal judge. A circuit magistrate who performed administrative and judicial 
duties within a comarca. In the eighteenth century in the captaincies-general, these 
judges were often assigned to either criminal or civil matters. 
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padroado real: The right to administer the religious affairs granted to the Portuguese crown by 
the Holy See. The Order of Christ held the right to govern religious affairs in all 
conquered lands. 

pardo: Mixed-race, most likely referring to mulattos. 

prafa: Town or municipal square, often used to refer generally to the municipality. 

processo: The term used for both criminal inquiries and inquiries into the ancestry of potential 
officials. 

procurador. Procurator, person with power of attorney. 

promotor: Prosecutor. 

qualificador. Officials responsible for examining books and publications for the purposes of 
censure. They also visited bookstores and searched the libraries of deceased individuals 
looking for prohibited books. In Brazil, they had very little of this work to do and, 
consequently, there were very few of them in the colony. 

regimento: During the colonial period, this term was used in various ways. For the Inquisition, 
the term refers to the standing instructions that specified the duties, powers, obligations, 
restrictions, and rules of behavior regarding the officials of the Inquisition. It also refers 
to ad hoc instructions issued to a particular official before he assumed office. 

regular clergy: Members of religious orders that lived by a rule (i.e. Franciscan, Dominican, 
Jesuit, Augustinian). 

reis: Small Portuguese, low value, copper coin which ceased to be used in the sixteenth century, 
but remained the standard term in use to refer to monetary measures. 

RelafSo da Bahia: The superior tribunal created to serve as the high court of appeal in Brazil in 
criminal and civil cases subordinate only to the Casa da Suplicafio de Lisboa. 

relaxado: Relaxed, a prisoner condemned to death and delivered to the secular authorities for 
execution by fire. When the condemned individual was not present, they were 
symbolically burned in effigy. 

sanbenito: A yellow penitential habit without sleeves and usually decorated with flames or 
devils worn by condenmed heretics at the auto-de-ft. These garments were preserved in 
local churches as perpetual reminders of the accused individual's shame. Named after a 
scapular believed to have been introduced Saint Benedict 

sargento-mon Commissioned military officer, sergeant-major. 
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secular clergy: Clergy who do not belong to any religious order, but rather live in the "world" as 
part of the hierarchy of archbishops, bishops, parish priests, etc. 

senhor de engenho: Owner of a sugar mill, sugar planter. 

sertio: Refers generally to the arid backcountiy regions of Brazil and more particularly to the 
arid interior of the northeast. 

sisa: Spelled variously siza or ciza, an excise tax of 10% on the sale of houses or other 
immovable property. 

ter^o; Third-line, unpaid militia unit. 

varzea: Sugar-growing region around Olinda and Recife, also the flood plain of a river. 

vereador. Municipal or town councilor, alderman. 

visita, visitafio: An ecclesiastical inspection under the direction of bishops with the purpose of 
stimulating repentance, and confession of crimes against the faith in the hopes of mercy 
and forgiveness. 
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